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FOREWORD
Over the past three decades, tremendous progress has
been made in the West in the study of Confucianism. Today very few of us
would subscribe to the crude but once dominant notion that Confucianism
was no more than a political ideology that functioned to legitimate imperial
authority. Viewing Confucianism in this way is almost as absurd as suggest-
ing that the central significance of medieval Christianity consisted in its jus-
tification of the divine right of the king. Nor would we feel as confident as
we once did to define Confucianism in late imperial China exclusively in
terms of the examination system simply because Chu Hsi's commentaries on
the Four Books had been established as the standard text for state examina-
tions since 1315. Instead, in the West today we are more inclined to see Con-
fucianism as a way of life involving faith and spiritual values. Needless to
say, this new understanding would not have been possible without the
recent rapid growth of Chinese intellectual history as a field of study.
Most, however, if not all of the recent studies on post-Tang Confucian-
ism are of a monographic nature focusing either on a particular thinker or
on a specific aspect of thought. The result is that we see many individual
trees but not the forest. The present study by Professor Hoyt Tillman is
therefore a most welcome and timely contribution which serves to supple-
ment as well as complement the one-sidedness of current approaches.
Tillman interprets the history of Confucianism during the Southern Sung \
primarily as a development from diversity to orthodoxy. This interpretation
is amply supported by the written records of the period. In order to show
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the diversity of Confucianism throughout the twelfth century, Tillman has
chosen, quite ingeniously, I would say, to treat Chu Hsi not as a single phi-
losopher in isolation but "in the context of his relationships and inter-
changes with his major contemporaries." Thus while nowhere is a chapter
to be found dealing exclusively with his thought and scholarship, Chu Hsi is
nevertheless everywhere in the book. In this way not only is the intellectual
world of twelfth-century China more objectively represented, but Chu Hsi's
contemporaries and intellectual rivals are also accorded a greater historical
justice. Indeed, in terms of what Tillman calls "the three key levels of Con-
fucian discourse," the Way (Tao) as generally conceived by Confucians in
the twelfth century was by no means confined to speculative philosophy; it
concerned cultural values and state policies as well. Only by freeing our-
selves from the narrow "orthodox" conception of Tao-hsueh ("Learning of
the Way") as established in the official Sung History can we see that Lu Tsu-
ch'ien, Ch'en Liang, Lu Chiu-yuan, and Yeh Shih were also, along with Chu
Hsi, promoting Confucianism as a way of life each in his own way.
With regard to the notion of Confucian orthodoxy, a distinction of vital
:' importance must be made between state orthodoxy and intellectual ortho-
doxy. Chu Hsi's branch of Tao hsueh was officially recognized as orthodoxy
in 1241, but this orthodoxy had never been universally accepted by Confu-
cians of different persuasions throughout the late imperial age. As a matter
of fact, the orthodoxy of Chu Hsi's Learning of the Way was no sooner
politically established than it became intellectually questioned. In the mid-
dle of the Ch'un-yu reign, (1241-1252), only a few years after the imperial
proclamation recognizing the Ch'eng-Chu school as orthodoxy, a private
scholar named T'ang Chung had already initiated a movement to reconcile
the doctrinal differences between Chu Hsi and Lu Chiu-yuan, a movement
that continued well into the fourteenth century and culminated in Kung
T'ing-sung's compilation, in 1322, of The Convergences of Views of Chu
and Lu on the Four Books (Ssu-shu Chu-Lu hui-t'ung). Little wonder that
Wu Ch'eng (1249-1333), the most prominent early Yuan Confucian of the
Chu Hsi tradition, also found it necessary to involve Lu's idea of "honoring
the moral nature" as a corrective to Chu's intellectual approach to the Con-
fucian way. In my biased view, in the intellectual history of late imperial
China we are more justified to speak of the Ch'eng-Chu school as the main-
stream of Confucian learning than as orthodoxy in a strict and clearly
defined sense. The reason is not far to seek. Confucianism was not an orga-
nized religion with a centralized authority serving as the arbiter of faith
whose decrees were binding on all Confucians.
Professor Tillman's concept of "Confucian fellowship" serves the purpose
"- of his book very well. He defines this fellowship as "a network of social rela-
tions and a sense of community with a shared tradition that was distinct
from other Confucians of the era." It seems to me that "fellowship" is vividly
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descriptive of the various Confucian groups formed around a few masters in
the twelfth century such as Chu Hsi in Fukien, Lu Chiu-yiian in Kiangsi,
Chang Shih in Hunan, and Lii Tsu-ch'ien in Chekiang. Despite their doctri-
nal and pedagogical differences, however, all these groups may be regarded
as Tao-hsueh communities for the simple reason that they were apparently
formed for a common purpose: to study and promote the Confucian way.
At least, this is how Chu Hsi sometimes understood the term Tao-hsueh,
and he could not possibly have foreseen that forty years after his death his
own version of Confucian learning was to be identified with Tao-hsueh
exclusively. It would be anachronistic on our part today if we continue to v
follow the biased interpretation of the official Sung History, thereby equat-
ing Tao-hsueh only with the Ch'eng-Chu school.
"Confucian fellowship" is a wholly new concept capturing the essence of
the Tao-hsueh community, which must be understood as a new social and
cultural phenomenon in Sung China. The earliest Tao-hsueh communities
emerged in the eleventh century, notably the Kuan-chung group under the
leadership of Chang Tsai and the Loyang group centered around the two
Ch'eng brothers. But no such Confucian groups can be found in T'ang
times. Han Yii's, for example, was a circle of poets and writers rather than
Confucian believers even though he was generally acknowledged by Sung
Neo-Confucians as the most important precursor of the Tao-hsueh move-
ment. From a historical point of view, the emergence of the Tao-hsueh com- v
munity in Sung China may be most fruitfully seen as a result of seculariza-
tion. There is much evidence suggesting that the Tao-hsueh community
was, in important ways, modeled on the Ch'an monastic community. The
Neo-Confucian academy, from structure to spirit, bears a remarkable fam-
ily resemblance to the Ch'an monastery. But the difference is substantial and
important. Gradually, quietly, but irreversibly, Chinese society was taking a \/
this-worldly turn with Ch'an masters being replaced by Confucian teachers
as spiritual leaders.
In this new book Professor Tillman has given us a comprehensive and
reliable account of Southern Sung Confucianism, and the way he has con-
ceptualized the vast subject is pregnant with suggestiveness. In time, I
believe, it will stimulate and generate new thinking on Confucian studies in
a variety of directions.
Ying-shih Yii
Princeton, New Jersey
December 1991
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INTRODUCTION
Existing studies of the new Confucianism of the Sung ~l(
(960-1279) generally reflect the conventional Chinese and Japanese practice
of concentrating on a single line of development to and from Chu Hsi (1130-
1200), the greatest systematic and synthetic theoretician of Confucianism. A
handful of eleventh-century philosophers are studied as his predecessors,
one or two of his contemporaries are considered as foils, and a couple of his
thirteenth-century disciples are credited with securing governmental patron-
age for his school of thought. The fourteenth-century Mongol rulers of "'\
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China laid the foundation for this singular attention to Chu Hsi when they
decreed that his commentaries on four classical writings would serve as the
core of the civil service examinations. In the official Sung History (Sung
shih), compiled under the Mongols, a special category of biographies fur-
ther concentrated the focus on the narrow line of development that culmi-
nated in Chu Hsi's thought and writings. Chu Hsi remained the center of
Confucian orthodoxy into the twentieth century. As his influence spread
from China to Japan and Korea, his thought served for centuries as the cor-
nerstone of East Asian political culture and traditional education. Not sur-
prisingly, modern studies of Southern Sung (1127-1279) Confucianism have
generally been written either as explorations in philosophy or as exercises in
ideology. Despite the profound contributions of such studies, we still lack
an integrated historical overview of Confucianism during the period. The
present study seeks to meet the need for an intellectual history of the trans-
formation of Confucianism during the Southern Sung.
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. Instead of portraying Chu Hsi as an isolated and unique philosopher, his
V intellectual development will be presented here in the context of his relation-
ships and interchanges with his major contemporaries. This historical
approach will supplement rather than reiterate the numerous studies avail-
able that concentrate upon his philosophy. The intent is not to denigrate
Chu Hsi as a philosopher but to place him in the historical context of col-
leagues whose contributions have conventionally been slighted. Observing
the exchange of ideas with his colleagues will yield a significantly different
picture of Chu Hsi and his thought. To pose a part of our inquiry in terms
that Chu himself used, how did he ultimately emerge as the authority on
what he sometimes called "this Tao [Way] of ours," "our literary culture,"
"pure Confucians," "Tao-hsueh," and "our faction"? Such language suggests
something more than merely an amalgam of individual intellectuals sharing
a vaguely defined set of philosophical concepts.
Tao-hsueh (True Way Learning) Confucianism was the fellowship to
which Chu Hsi belonged. The original diversity of this Tao-hsueh Confu-
cianism became so obscured, as orthodoxy grew ever more entrenched, that
some of its outstanding features have remained opaque up to the present
day among modern scholars. My 1982 book initiated an effort to view Tao-
hsueh from the perspective of its twelfth-century context and usage. In
recent years progress has been made toward a convergence in terms used to
discuss Sung Confucianism. Some American scholars have begun using the
term "Tao-hsiieh" (or Daoxue) with increasing frequency but often with the
same diverse and unspecified range of coverage as their individual usages of
the term "Neo-Confucianism." Thus the ongoing scholarly debate about
Confucianism is set to move on to the next step: exploring the historic evo-
lution of Tao-hsueh as a fellowship.! Instead of viewing Tao-hsueh anach-
ronistically from much later perspectives, it is important to reconstruct its
process of development and the views of those in the Southern Sung who
identified themselves with the fellowship. For example, rather than adopt-
ing the viewpoint of the Sung History, compiled under the Mongols in the
1340s, it is preferable to take the broad view of the movement found in an
earlier (1239) history of Tao-hsueh, the Record of the Destiny of the Tao
(Tao ming lu). This broad view of the movement is also evident in twelfth-
century sources, so I will use the Tao-hsueh rubric to highlight the progres-
sive evolution of the fellowship throughout the period from the late eleventh
century through the Southern Sung. I would not deny that there were some
fundamental philosophic differences between the various thinkers asso-
ciated with the fellowship, but political, personal, cultural, and other ties
provided substantial bonds even beyond the ideas that they did share.
As will become increasingly evident in the chapters that follow, the con-V centration on Tao learning led to the specific label Tao-hsueh. Reserving
"Sung learning" (Sung hsueh) for use in its broad sense to denote the Confu-
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cian renaissance during the Sung, I use Tao-hsueh in its twelfth-century
sense to refer to one particular wing of these "Sung Confucians." Thus Tao-
hsueh originally stood between Sung learning (called Neo-Confucianism by
some scholars) and Ch'eng I-Chu Hsi philosophy (called Neo-Confucian-
ism and/or Neo-Confucian orthodoxy by other scholars). As a greater sense
of community evolved among those who recognized an extraordinary com-
mitment to Tao learning, both insiders and outsiders increasingly used Tao-
hsueh to identify a particular tradition and fellowship distinct both from
other Sung Confucians and from conventional Confucians. Compared to
those in the Tao-hsueh fellowship, other Sung Confucians continued more
of the traditions of literary, institutional, and classical studies of earlier
dynastic periods. Some statements about the fellowship's opponents in Sung
sources suggest that many of them might best be characterized simply as
"conventional Confucians," for it is unclear whether they took part in the
renaissance of "Sung learning." That a few Confucians from the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries either used Tao-hsueh in a sardonic way or had reserva-
tions about the term should not obscure its overwhelmingly positive usage
within the Tao-hsueh community itself. 2
Although never as fully organized as a term like "association" or "society"
would imply, those who identified with an extraordinary quest to revive and
transmit the Tao became a fellowship. By "fellowship" I mean that they had
a network of social relations and a sense of community with a shared tradi-
tion that distinguished them from other Confucians. They forged personal,
political, and intellectual ties in a common effort to reform political culture,
revive ethical values, and rectify Confucian learning. Academies served as
institutional centers for the group. Rituals performed at the academies
enhanced bonding. Prostrating before a master, one ritually declared oneself
a student and became part of a lineage for propagating c::ertain texts. Morn-
ing services that included burning incense before an altar for ancient sages
and recent masters enhanced awareness among academy students of conti-
nuity and cohesiveness within the tradition. Providing mutual aid, members
of the fellowship promoted one another's careers, especially through recom-
mendations to government office and for promotions. Many participants
adopted distinctive mannerisms and styles of dress and deportment. They
developed special vocabulary and concentrated on particular kinds of
issues, making it possible for senior members to recognize their civil service
examination papers and to pass them. By the Il70S the fellowship's leaders
could talk in terms of "our faction." In discussing this stage in the history of
the fellowship, the narrative will necessarily concentrate on its leaders.
The fellowship differed from earlier Confucian groups in the degree of
attention given to the ethical-spiritual development of its participants. Their
extraordinary commitment to becoming good literati through personal cul-
tivation gave them greater cohesion than earlier Confucians, who had been
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more attentive to intellectual, literary, or political goals. Fellowship partici-
pants exchanged admonitions and gave special significance to writing eulo-
gies and holding memorial services. Thus eulogies will be used in this study
to trace group affiliation. A refusal to write eulogies for a deceased friend
suggested that he was not regarded as a member of the fellowship. Antholo-
gies and other writings also served to delineate those who belonged within
the tradition. Sociologists may be correct in saying that Confucians'
extraordinary focus on the family as the primary social unit militated
against a well-defined sense of larger communities or societies that were not
based upon kinship. Group cohesiveness outside the family depended pri-
marily on brotherly ties between individual members of a group.3 Yet
exploring the evolution of Tao-hsueh from a revival of Tao learning to a fel-
lowship exclusive of other Confucians provides an opportunity to observe
some of the potential for and limits of group formation among Confucians.
There are limits to how rigorously the fellowship can be defined, because
it was somewhat elastic, with some change of membership over time. Some
disciples promoted their deceased masters to the relative exclusion of other
masters. A few major figures in earlier generations were read out of the tra-
dition by later generations. Most of the extant sources originated from
within the community; some were edited by later members. Hence a certain
bias is inherent in the sources in favor of this group at the expense of those
viewed as outsiders or as having learning adulterated with alien ideas. Chu
Hsi, in particular, edited writings of and made pronouncements about his
contemporaries and earlier members of the fellowship so that it is difficult
to retrieve their ideas and their significance in the context of their own
times. When he eventually emerged as the central theoretician of Tao-
. hsueh, his ideas left a lasting imprint upon the tradition. As Chu's legacy
eclipsed his contemporaries from the view of later generations, subsequent
scholarship has followed his reformulations.
It is difficult to estimate the size of the fellowship, whose members came
~/ from the literati (shih) stratum of society. The numbers of literati rapidly
increased as a result of unprecedented economic growth during the Sung. As
the natural resources of the South were fully integrated into the national
economy for the first time, there was a marked increase in the foodstuffs
and goods required to support urbanization, nonagrarian enterprise, and
cultural activities. The increasing person-to-Iand ratio eventually over-
whelmed technological progress and economic growth, but most of the
Sung period witnessed rapid development of technology and markets. 4 State
policies also played a role in the increase in literati by enhancing the prestige
bestowed upon scholars, providing patronage for printing, and establishing
schools to prepare literati for the civil service examinations. The percentage
of the population to win status through the examinations probably reached
"';f
its peak by the end of the twelfth century, surpassing one-tenth of one per-
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cent of the total population. The number of literati increased so markedly
that the government had to change its quota for prefectural examination
candidates. The quota of passes to fails shrank from 10 in 100, during the
eleventh century, to I in 100, or less, by the beginning of the thirteenth cen-
tury.5 Given that some literati never attempted the prefectural examina-
tions, the pool of literati can be estimated to be no less than 10 percent of a
population of between 63 and 71 million. As a result of vastly expanded lit-
eracy and increased competition for positions in the officialdom, the literati
became more heterogeneous.
Increasing numbers of literati also increased readership and the potential
for forging a fellowship with shared ideas. As we shall see, over 375 acade- If
mies were established during the Sung. A few of the major teachers of the
second half of the twelfth century appear to have had approximately one
thousand students each. Even though it is precarious to guess the size of the
fellowship at any time, fragmentary quantified data on literati in society and
advanced students in academies suggest that potential participants were
numerous. Numbers within the fellowship clearly increased over time.
Activities by the fellowship were influenced by retrenchment policies that
during the Southern Sung lightened the state's hand over local markets, reli-
gious groups, and educational endeavors. As the government's control over
economic and cultural activities weakened, some individuals and groups
had more opportunities to run their own institutions. Government with-
drawal from close supervision of monasteries and cloisters facilitated the
spread of lay Buddhist and Taoist associations. 6 Some Confucians also
responded to this relaxation of local control by developing educational
organizations, welfare institutions, and other community groups on a level
between the family and the local government. Government retrenchment in
social and economic policies was, however, accompanied by extraordinary
centralization of political power in and around the throne. Power arising
from the emperor's court would be used during the Southern Sung first to
suppress but eventually to promote the fellowship. Thus governmental
actions had contradictory influences on the potential community of literati.
Tao-hsueh Confucians gradually established enough common ground,
rhetorical idiom, and doctrinal solidarity that the loose fraternity became
increasingly defined. In developing this fellowship, Tao-hsueh men (and all
were men) were also forming a tradition. This study will show leaders of the
fellowship in the process of creating their tradition and making it norma-
tive. It will explore the evolution of Tao-hsueh through issues that arose,
noting the participants crucial in defining it at various stages.
According to the 1239 history Record of the Destiny of the Tao, the
brothers Ch'eng Hao (1032-1086) and Ch'eng I (1033-II07) had begun illu-
minating Tao-hsueh in the 1060s, but the movement itself dated from the
mid-I080s. 7 A reform party led by Wang An-shih (1021-1086) had domi-
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nated the country for about eighteen years. With the ascension of a new
emperor, the conservatives headed by Ssu-ma Kuang (1019-1086) came to
power as the Yiian-yu (1086-1093 reign period) group. When Ssu-ma Kuang
returned to the emperor's court in 1085, he sponsored Ch'eng I as imperial
tutor. As lecturer to the emperor in 1086-1087, Ch'eng I gained greater rec-
ognition and a wider audience than he had achieved as a private teacher in
Loyang. The most prominent of the Ch'engs' associates in the movement
were Chang Tsai (1020-IOn), Shao Yung (I012-IOn), Fan Tsu-yii (I04I-
1098), Lii Kung-chu (1018-1089), Lii Hsi-che (I036-IIq), Hu An-kuo
(I074-II38), and Chou Tun-i (1017-1°73). Ssu-ma Kuang was more than
simply the political leader of the conservative Yiian-yu group to which all of
them belonged; his ideas were also considered important. Although politi-
cally allied with the conservatives, the brothers Su Shih (I036-IIOI) and Su
Ch'e (I039-II12) had such a different view of the Tao that they were never
included in the Tao-hsueh tradition. With the exception of the Su brothers,
the Yiian-yu group was central in the 1239 account of the fellowship. The
group's political opponents banned its followers from office during three
prohibitions over the course of the twelfth century. Sharing a disfavored
political legacy apparently enhanced a sense of community among followers
of Tao learning.
Although he was not a major political figure in the Yiian-yu movement,
Ch'eng I helped to advance the early demarcation of Tao-hsueh. He insisted
that only those scholars who knew the Tao truly deserved to be called Con-
fucians (ju); moreover, traditional literary and classical studies were no
longer adequate to identify a person as being a Confucian. 8 Furthermore,
Ch'eng I noted, eulogies in memory of Ch'eng Hao were united in "praising
his Tao-hsueh." Ch'eng Hao, according to the Ch'eng brothers' friends and
students, was "the only person since the time of Mencius who had transmit-
ted the Tao of the sages."9 Perceiving that the learning of Confucius had not
been transmitted after Mencius, Ch'eng Hao had taken the restoration of
the sages' teachings as his personal responsibility. Writing for a disciple in
1087, Ch'eng I drew attention again to the responsibility he shared with his
brother: "When my brother and I promoted Tao-hsueh, the [people of the]
age were alarmed and lacked faith; you and [your cousin] Liu Chih-fu [Liu
Hsiian, 1°45-1087] were among those who have done the most to make
those who learn see its effectiveness and believe."1o Some of Ch'eng I's disci-
ples quickly picked up this focus on the revival of the transmission of the
Tao and the new term Tao-hsueh. In the early twelfth century, Yang Shih
(I053-II35) complained that for the centuries between Mencius and the
Ch'engs, Tao-hsueh had not been manifest. Yang also praised the Tao-hsueh
of some of his own contemporaries with whom he associated. 11 Hence Tao
learning was by the end of the Northern Sung beginning to be identified
with a particular fellowship of Confucians.
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During the first period (lI27-lI62) of the Southern Sung, Confucians
who identified themselves with Tao-hsueh had drastically variant tempera-
ments and strongly divergent ideas. During an era of government hostility,
such thinkers as Hu Hung (lIoS-lI6r) and Chang Chiu-ch'eng (ro92-lIS9)
nurtured the Tao-hsueh tradition, allowing it to grow in diverse directions.
There was little communication among leading intellectuals, during this
period of foreign invasion and political repression, and less unified author-
ity and more diversity than at the turn of the ceRtury when Ch'eng I had
been the preeminent figure within the fellowship. To the extent that there
was a leading representative in this period, it was almost certainly Chang
Chiu-ch'eng. Although the next generation sought to purge him from the
tradition, his imprint has been preserved in the earliest extant-but until
recently overlooked-anthology of the Tao-hsueh tradition. As the political
climate markedly improved during the subsequent period (lI63-lI8r), a
new generation enjoyed more latitude in developing the group's teachings
and propagating them among the educated elite. The principal leaders dur-
ing this period, Chang Shih (lI33-lI8o) in the mid-lI6os and Lii Tsu-ch'ien
(lI37-lI8r) from the late lI60s to lI8r, did far more than modern scholars
have realized to set the cadence of the movement and to affect Chu Hsi's
ideas. As an example of his stature in his own day, Lii was called "the leader
of this culture of ours" by Lu Chiu-yiian (lI39-lI93).12 After Lii's early
death, the political and intellectual environment during the next period
(lI82-r202) swung from accommodation to confrontation. Now asserting
himself as the premier authority on the group's doctrines, Chu Hsi evoked
controversy among Confucians, particularly Ch'en Liang (lI43-lI94) and
Lu Chiu-yiian (Lu Hsiang-shan), who identified with ideas that Chu sought
to rectify or expunge from the tradition. No longer buttressed by Lii's social
and academic prestige, Chu's claims and agenda at once.provoked hostility
from conventional Confucians and the establishment, and Chu lived his last
years under an imperial ban on the te, ching of Tao-hsueh. Having been the
most senior intellectual in the group at the time of the ban and having died
during its enforcement, Chu Hsi emerged as the symbol of the fellowship
during the thirteenth century. Although the major thinkers during this later
period had somewhat different priorities from Chu's, they stood under his
banner in the struggle to reverse the government's ban on the fellowship and
to upgrade its status to an orthodoxy.
An operating assumption in this book is that a larger than usual number
of individuals and issues need to be explored in order to add depth and tex-
ture to what is known about the Confucianism of the Sung era. Although
much more could be said about the individuals mentioned above and many
others only briefly mentioned in the book, the diversity of thinkers and
views presented is adequate to retrieve the basic spectrum of Tao-hsueh in
discernible periods of its development. To measure degree of diversity, simi-
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lar issues of theory and practice will be used for each period. An attempt
will also be made to focus on the most important issues from the perspec-
tives of the thinkers themselves. Although it would be appealing to find one
central theme or issue underlying all the debates and discussions, it is better
to avoid reductionistic simplifications of complex intellectual and historical
realities. The debates were driven by such diverse concerns as resisting for-
eign encroachment, reviving the Confucian tradition, pursuing truth, culti-
vating good individuals, and achieving a better sociopolitical order. Yet
there is an underlying theme in the issues discussed here. The issues dis-
cussed in the present study were selected because they relate to a thesis
about the character and evolution of the Tao-hsiieh fellowship. Throughout
the Southern Sung, cooperation and confrontation among a range of leaders
progressively shaped the ideas of those leaders and defined Tao-hsiieh itself.
The history of Tao-hsiieh men and their ideas during the Southern Sung will
reveal the evolution of a gradually larger, more self-conscious and coherent
group. Indeed, Tao-hsiieh only gradually-and with difficulty-evolved
from a loose association of individual intellectuals with divergent ideas into
a school of thought recognized as state orthodoxy.
There is a need for a more comprehensive analysis of the evolutionary
struggle toward orthodoxy, a privileged status achieved in 1241 and contin-
uing into the early twentieth century. The Southern Sung court publicly
identified itself with Tao-hsiieh Confucianism, enshrined its principal per-
sonages in the Confucian temple, and encouraged the study of their texts
and commentaries. But Sung rulers did not go as far as later emperors in
institutionalizing the relationship. Later dynasties made its commentaries
the official standard for the civil service examinations and commissioned
compendiums of its major pronouncements and ideas. Hence in studies of
the character and impact of orthodoxy, most modern scholars concentrate
on developments under these later dynasties. 13 Official recognition as the
right and correct Confucian tradition did not mean that these Tao-hsiieh
teachings actually determined state policy. Having an official orthodoxy did
not prevent the government either from employing officials associated with
other Confucian schools or from drawing upon other religious traditions
and folk beliefs to sustain public order. The government was most inter-
ested in public order and hierarchy; thus, considerable latitude was allowed
in the realm of religious and intellectual ideas.
Still, the struggle culminating in the 1241 official recognition of the new
Confucian tradition did alter political culture and public discourse. One
modern scholar even suggests a relationship between state absolutism and
orthodox legitimacy, on the one hand, and a new exclusiveness within Con-
fucianism since the Southern Sung, on the other. 14 Even though most mod-
ern studies of orthodoxy pass over the thirteenth century, much of the
framework of philosophical and state orthodoxy in late imperial China was
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established in the Southern Sung. The few modern studies that do deal with
the state's policy reversal of 1241 have quite exclusively concentrated on
issues of either philosophy or political expediency,15 Here again, I will fol-
low the lead of the Record of the Destiny of the Tao, for in 1239 it
highlighted the interaction of philosophy and politics in the fluctuating for-
tunes of the Tao-hsueh group.
To reconstruct the evolution of Tao-hsueh from diversity to orthodoxy, it
is necessary to balance the following factors: (1) the debates over theory and
praxis within the group and (2) the group's conflicts with the government
over policy and ethics. Reconstructing the conflict over Tao-hsueh should
enhance understanding of the tension in China between the wielders of state
power and other members of the educated elite at the periphery of power.
This continuing struggle has since the late 1980s again captivated outside
observers. So crucial is the Sung precedent that the Chinese University of
Hong Kong organized a July 1990 conference on the ideals and actions of
Sung Confucians in order to clarify historical reflection on the predicament
of intellectuals in China today.
SOME PHILOSOPHICAL TERMS
Throughout this study, dialogues within the fellowship will be dis-
cussed in terms of three key levels of Confucian discourse. These are (1)
what in the West is called speculative philosophy, (2) cultural values, and (3)
comment on policy. My three levels are comparable but not identical to var-
ious triad paradigms in Chinese sources. 16 Speculative philosophy refers to
Chinese reasoning about the most abstract or primary of principles. This
abstract realm was often called "hsing-erh-shang" (the nonempirical, or that
which is above or transcends determinate form). Although theorizing even
about values and policy involves speculation, "speculative" will be reserved
to indicate this most abstract level of reflection on the nature and order of
all things. Some refer to this speculative level of Chinese philosophy as
metaphysics and cosmology. Clifford Geertz distinguishes world view and
ethos as two universal elements. In its conception of order in nature or a
"picture of the way things in sheer actuality are,"l? the cognitive element in
world view is comparable to my first level. Ethos, as an evaluative determi-
nation and declaration of values, is similar to my second level. This second
level, cultural values, includes both halves of what, according to Peter Bol, v/
is the fundamental distinction within Sung thought: literary and other crea-
tive cultural attainments (even as a source of values), on the one hand; eth-
ics/morality, on the other. 18 But what Bol sees as fundamental is, to me,
just one of the major issues on the level of values. Many of the most signifi-
cant disagreements among Confucians of the Sung centered on this level.
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Despite the infatuation of modern scholars with Sung "metaphysics," I hope
to show that Confucians earnestly debated on all three levels. Because of its
integrative function, self-cultivation is here assigned to the intermediate
level.
For example, Chu Hsi and other Confucians used the term "Tao" (Way)
on more than one level. Although applicable to Confucian teachings and
commentary on social and political institutions, the term was more impor-
tant on the two other levels of discourse. In the realm of history and culture,
Tao denoted values of the ethical order in society. For example, Chu said, "I
explain the word Tao as a general term for humaneness, integrity, decorum,
and music; these four are the essence and function of the Tao."19 On this
level, Chu usually spoke in terms of Tao and concrete embodiments (eh'i).
On the more speculative level of abstract principles, he generally talked in
terms of order, pattern, or principle (Ii) and psychophysical or vital energy
(eh'i). Tao on this level was synonymous with principle. More precisely,
Tao referred to the whole perceived synthetically, whereas principle indica-
ted a more analytical perspective: "The word Tao is all-embracing; the Ii are
so many veins inside the Tao. "20 As in the case of our three general levels of
discourse, the usages Chu refers to were in an organic relationship and
affected one another. It is still important to ascertain the level of usage in a
particular passage.
Confucianism should not suggest a modern "ism" with doctrinal uni-
formity, documented membership, or party program. "Confucian" is our
word for what Chinese traditionally referred to as ju. Strictly speaking, ju
were simply scholars engaged in the classical learning of the ancients, and
the term was more vague and elastic than the word "Confucian" might sug-
gest. Use of the word "Confucianism" does not imply approval of later
efforts to force Confucius (551-479 B.C.) himself into some particular retro-
spective mold or interpretation.
There are reasons for following convention and rendering ju as Confu-
cian, and several are worth considering briefly. First, Confucius was almost
universally recognized by ju as their model "first sage-teacher." He was the
first to take the role of a private teacher and to take responsibility as an indi-
vidual intellectual to voice public opinions on the government, culture, and
ethics of his day. Second, the ju credited Confucius (probably erroneously)
with having edited the Five Classics from early antiquity: the Book of Poe-
try, the Book of Documents (or History), the Book ofChanges (1 ching), the
Spring and Autumn Annals, and the Rites. Hence ju studying their tradition
saw themselves as uniquely indebted to Confucius for the classics of the tra-
dition. Third, the sayings of Confucius set the language with which later ju
dealt with most ethical, educational, political, and social issues. Typically,
Confucius made brief statements about ideas and terms from various per-
spectives and expected his followers to discover for themselves the larger
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conceptions underlying his statements. Rigorous definitions and systematic
philosophical discourses were not provided. Confucius thus set up many of
the fundamental problematiques with which later ju wrestled. In short,
although the second sage, Mencius (371-289 B.C.), and various others made
crucial intellectual contributions to the tradition, Confucius had a special
status in the eyes of those within theju tradition.
T'ien, although conventionally translated as "Heaven," is markedly dif-
ferent from the most common meaning of that term in Western religions.
The Chinese term covers a spectrum of meanings from the world of nature
and the azure heavens to the consciousness or lord in the heavens. 21 Modern
scholars generally emphasize the meaning of Heaven as the realm of nature.
Although there was a trend in this rationalist direction, traces of the ancient
notions of a consciousness or lord in the heavens persisted in Confucian
thought. For instance, we will discuss how Chu Hsi and others used the
notion of the "mind of Heaven" (t'ien-hsin) in a philosophically signifi-
cant way.
Heaven's principle (t'ien-li) was core language used by Tao-hsueh men to
articulate their philosophy. Principle was an inherent pattern and order evi-
dent in coherence and rightness in things. From the time the Ch'eng brothers
made this concept central to Confucian philosophy, principle denoted both
the natural inclination in things and the origin or foundation of all things.
Hsin refers to both mind and heart; hence, there is a growing trend in the
field to render it always as "mind-and-heart". Although generally appropri-
ate, there are times when the mental qualities of the mind are more central
to a passage or discussion. At other times, the feelings of the heart are much
more germane. Here the term will be rendered sometimes as "mind," some-
times as "heart," and sometimes as "mind-and-heart" in an effort to reflect
the more prominent factor in a particular context. This 'convention should
not be read as a denial of other aspects of the hsin. As the origin of
thoughts, intentions, feelings, and desires, hsin is a much broader concept
than the Western concept of the mind. More important, although tradi-
tional Chinese did not naively confuse the mind and the body, they did not
engage the sharp mind/body dichotomy or dualism that has been so central
in Western philosophy.22 Confucians also thought of the hsin as the agent
through which one could perceive the more complete reality or holism of
which one was an integral part. Confucius and Mencius apparently
assumed that people by nature were originally integrated and easily reinte-
grated with the complete whole, but Tao-hsueh Confucians generally saw
this integration as an optimum goal that required disciplined effort from
one's mind.
len refers both to the particular virtue of benevolence specifically and to
perfect virtue encompassing all other cardinal Confucian virtues generally.
Although in antiquity jen had denoted manly qualities, Confucius trans-
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formed the word to point to the perfect ethical virtue of the truly superior
person; thus, it had a history similar to that of "virtue" in the West. Confu-
cius and his early disciples never provided a fixed definition ofjen, Chu Hsi
reasoned, because any definition would detract from its encompassing char-
acter and because it should ultimately be grasped in personal experience
rather than in discursive reasoning. 23 As will be discussed in Chapter 3,
Confucians after the classical period simply equated jen with compassion
and deeds done out of concern for others, but Tao-hsueh Confucians began
interpreting it on a cosmic level as the life-force that linked all things in one.
Thus jen is difficult to translate. Traditionally, those who emphasize jen as
a particular virtue employ the term "benevolence," whereas those who
weigh its universal, even cosmic, essence use the term "humanity." When
referring to the mind or life-force in Heaven and Earth as humanity, the
term "humanity" can become awkward, because it also refers simply to
human beings in general. "Humaneness" seems less awkward as an anthro-
pomorphic characterization of the mind of Heaven and Earth in giving birth
to things. Although not a perfect equivalent, "humaneness" has the advan-
tages of providing greater facility in usage, encompassing both benevolence
and the perfect virtue within humans, and suggesting universal qualities.
Tao (Way) was used by both Taoists and Confucians, but with a funda-
mental difference. Taoists used the Tao to point toward the transcendent
holism that was beyond all definitive names. As such, the Tao belonged to
the natural realm and stood in contrast to what humans did or made.
Therefore, Taoists rejected as unnatural and dysfunctional the systems and
virtues elaborated by Confucians. To Confucians, however, the Tao in the
natural order of Heaven and Earth coursed through the realm of human
affairs. Furthermore, the Tao could be known through its expression in the
cardinal Confucian virtues of humaneness, rightness, propriety, and wis-
dom. The Tao was also to be found in the Five Relationships: those between
ruler and subject, husband and wife, parent and child, elder and younger
(siblings), and friends. As both transcendent and immanent, the Tao served
as the ultimate but intrinsic norm, a universal law that sustained the natural
realm, cultural values, and human institutions. The Tao was thus the foun-
dation of Confucian ethics.
"Ethics" as used here is comparable to the Chinese terms i and te-hsing.
The former connotes what is right, proper, and just; others label it righ-
teousness. "Rightness" seems more apt for i, for the Western term "righ-
teousness" might call to the reader's mind quite different connotations
derived from religious traditions in the West. The latter term te-hsing is ethi-
cal practice or behavior. Conduct that was ethical had to be based on Con-
fucian virtues and ritual (Ii). Ritual was more than just etiquette or cere-
mony. Both secular and sacred, ritual was the normative means for
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expressing oneself in a way that was in harmony with what had been estab-
lished by authoritative others. Through ritual, one's activity in a set form or
role could serve as a medium for cultivating oneself and harmonizing rela-
tions with others; thus, ethics generally encompass such concerns for right-
ness and proper behavior. The ethical person was called a chun-tzu. Often
paraphrased as "gentleman," chun-tzu is translated here as "superior per-
son." Especially in present-day parlance, "gentleman" seems too feeble a
rendering. Moreover, although encompassing status and decorum, the Chi-
nese term emphasized ethical qualities. The chun-tzu was seen as a pro-
found and esteemed person of integrity in contrast to the superficial, mean,
and petty person.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND FOR THE STUDENT
Three of the fundamental questions Confucius addressed were how
one is to become a good person; how one is to learn; and how one is to serve
in government. Unlike such ancient Greek philosophers as Socrates and
Plato, Confucius was not vexed by uncertainty about what the good was or
the difficulty of defining it. Confucius was more concerned not only that
people see the relationship or priority among various apparent goods but
also that they put into action, or implement, the good. For example, if one's
father stole a sheep, how did one resolve the conflict between filial piety and
duty to the state? Choice, in itself, was not dramatized as it has been in the
West, for Confucius displayed no ambiguity in proclaiming (in Analects,
13/18) that filial piety here took precedence over state laws. Yet his com-
ments in such cases illustrate the problem of relating two norms or duties
and taking action that reflects proper priorities.
Starting from this problem of understanding the relationship or priority
between various goods, modern scholars have set forth numerous "polari-
ties" in Confucian thought. 24 Confucians had obligations not only to engage
in self-cultivation to transform themselves into good persons but also to
participate in governance to bring proper order to society and polity.
Besides striking a balance between personal and public realms of endeavor,
one had also to devote oneself to both knowledge and action. Knowledge
involved not only erudition but also a grasp of what was ethically essential.
Concern for the public realm was often oriented toward achieving results
for others, but one also had to remain focused on attaining virtue and tak-
ing action in accord with what was good and proper. One had first to take
care of family members but also to be altruistic toward others. In one's dis-
ciplined effort to achieve these goals, one had a duty to realize truths
through self-discovery; yet, one also had to respect external authority, espe-
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cially as expressed in ritual norms of behavior and also in laws and regula-
tions. Polarities provide primarily descriptive rather than explanatory illu-
minations of issues in Confucian thought.
What was the "Mean" or balance between such polarities? How was it to
be defined? On what authority would the Mean be determined or set forth?
Neither the wise sayings of Confucius and Mencius nor the larger body of
classics themselves could provide definitive answers. Various statements
could be cited to support differing answers. The classics provided no ready
answers that could not be challenged by a scholar with different priorities.
Scholars in later centuries also sought to apply the classics to their own
times. Hence disputes over ideas and exegesis were endemic to the tradition.
Given the lack of systematic definitions in the classics, many later disputes
centered on the meaning of key conceptual terms, including some of those
explained in the previous section.
During the first century of the Han era (206 B.C.-A.D. 220), Confucians
became involved in a new search for cultural and political unity. Han Con-
fucians leaned toward the pole of external authority and norms at the
expense of self-discovery and individual action. Ritual became institutiona-
lized in the Han, and it permeated social interactions in a routinized man-
ner; moreover, careful adherence to ritual detail was expected. Existing
notions of resonance between the human realm and the activity of Heaven
and Earth included predetermined patterns into which people's actions were
supposed to find their place. Only the one on the throne was in a pivotal
position at the intersection of these three realms. Han Confucians incorpo-
rated such notions into Confucianism but argued that the five elemental
age~ts, the driving forces within the system, were actually governed by the
cardinal Confucian virtues. Han Wu-ti (r. 141-87 B.C.) realized that this ver-
sion of Confucian doctrine could be sanctioned and used as a political phi-
losophy to support the Han imperial order. Thus he bestowed professor-
ships on Confucian teachers at the new imperial university, where students
studied before becoming civil bureaucrats.
The dynamism of Han Confucianism faded as the Han government
became corrupt and lost its ability to protect independent peasant cultiva-
tors from powerful propertied families in the countryside. Civil bureaucrats
had little opportunity to ameliorate social and economic problems. Thus
Han Confucians turned to writing commentaries on the classics. They
focused, however, on details of the text instead of the larger issues of ethics
and governance Confucius and Mencius had addressed. Confucianism had
earlier been quite successful in setting forth what scholars should do to
advance the public interest. When nothing seemed to work any more, Con-
fucians were at a loss.
With the collapse of the centralized empire in the wake of civil war and
foreign invasions, the state Confucianism of the Han became irrelevant.
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Although some intellectuals for a time revolted against Confucian ritual
norms, scholars soon returned to the study of classical ritual texts for ways
to enhance bonding within families and clans, for such solidarity was cru-
cial to surviving the centuries of disunity and disorder before the advent of
the next imperial age of unity. Ritual and family ethics were the central
Confucian focus during these centuries.
The revival of a centralized bureaucratic empire in later periods renewed
interest in elements of Han Confucianism. The court again patronized the
study of the classics and drew upon Confucian rituals to enhance state cere-
monies and hierarchy. In periods of a strong central government, it was
prestigious and rewarding to serve in the government bureaucracy or to par-
ticipate in educational and scholastic projects supported by the state. Writ-
ers of classical commentaries in the T'ang era (618-906) continued to lose
themselves in the kinds of textual details that had characterized Han schol-
arship. As had happened during the decline of the Han, in the wake of a
mid-eighth century rebellion the central court became much less important
as a focus for Confucian participation and scholarship. Confucian scholars
then turned to more independent writing and topics. Many of these private
scholars sought to revive the prose style of the classics and the study of sub-
stantial political and ethical issues therein.
Overall however, even the T'ang Confucians who sought to revive classi-
cal models remained "conventional" Confucians. They focused on the Five
Classics and studied the language and details of the text. They also highly
valued calligraphy, history, painting, poetry, and prose. This broad sense of
learning was viewed as integral to personal cultivation and knowing the
Tao. Although they were concerned about issues of personal ethics, their
primary focus was political activism. They saw government service as the
optimum arena in which to exercise their commitment to· the public good.
In terms of the questions addressed by Confucius, they continued to give
high priority to how to learn and how to serve. Confucianism was still pri-
marily a social-political ethic. These conventional T'ang Confucians were
quite practical in terms of the kinds of questions they addressed and how
they approached them. Although individuals could be quite rigid, these con-
ventional Confucians were generally rather cosmopolitan in outlook and
also open to dialogue with friends from other religious and philosophical
systems.
The major religious and philosophical system of the time was Buddhism.
Although it had reportedly been introduced in the first century, Buddhism at
first appeared quite esoteric and foreign to the Chinese. When confidence in
Confucian political activism faltered in the late Han, educated people first
turned to Taoism for an alternative. The loss of the cultural and political
heartland of North ChiI1a in the early third century was blamed in part on
Taoism for encouraging an escapist attitude among scholars and officials,
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who should have been taking responsibility for social and political prob-
lems. Buddhism could thus capture the attention of the educated elite.
Buddhism appeared to provide more sophisticated answers to persisting
problems. For example, Taoists had utilized the concept of "natural allot-
ment or shares" (fen) to explain individual destiny and why people had so
little success in ameliorating conditions of the time. Buddhist ideas of karma
explained more fully how current conditions were the fruit of earlier
actions. Karma also provided hope for change, because present action or
deeds would figure into future conditions or destiny. Taoist notions about
the equality of things and situations had encouraged relativism and resigna-
tion to whatever state one found oneself in. Buddhism provided philosophi-
cal and psychological constructs for understanding the fundamental empti-
ness or lack of permanence in all things. Buddhism also provided a path of
deliverance from the suffering and impermanence of this world. In the wake
of the collapse of their cultural world, conquest by foreign "barbarians,"
and the ensuing centuries of disorder, Chinese became disciples of the
sophisticated culture of Buddhist missionaries who arrived from India and
Central Asia.
The change in mentalite during the reunification of the Chinese world in
the late fifth through the mid-sixth centuries was reflected in fundamental
transformations within Buddhism. Chinese monks became more confident
that they could read the Buddhist sutras, perceive their implicit or hidden
meaning, classify the seemingly conflicting truths therein, and present a sys-
tematic view. In this process of sinicizing Buddhism, several new schools or
sects emerged. Most important for later centuries were Pure Land, a mes-
sage of salvation through faith in the compassion of the Buddha; and Ch'an
(Zen), a discipline leading to enlightenment. Scholars found Ch'an particu-
larly appealing as an intellectual regimen toward a transcendent under-
standing or perspective.
Even Ch'an Buddhism was objectionable to many Confucians. In terms
'/of praxis, Confucians condemned the Buddhist ideal of the monk or nun
who severed family ties by leaving behind the household to join a monas-
tery, nunnery, or temple. Such practice violated the social and family norms
of Confucianism and called into question the cardinal Confucian relation-
ships within the family and between the household head and the state.
Because the door of the monastery was open to everyone, Buddhism implied
a kind of social leveling or transcendence of convention and hierarchy.
Moreover, Buddhist charity works could be viewed as subverting the
authority of Confucian bureaucrats. In terms of theory, the Buddhist alter-
native presented a challenge to the notion that Confucian norms were uni-
versal and inherent in the natural order. Buddhists equated human nature
with the mind; furthermore, they presented both as being empty of innate
moral truths or virtues. Many Confucians perceived this view as undermin-
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ing their fundamental conviction that at birth people possessed the begin-
nings of Confucian virtues. Although Sinitic Buddhism qualified the original
view of the emptiness of all things, Confucians continued to regard Bud-
dhist metaphysics as negating the reality of the sociopolitical world and the
value of their own activism therein. Confucians also never forgot that Bud-
dhism was a foreign religion, and foreign invasions after the mid-Tang /
made such cultural incursions more unpalatable.
The challenge and example of Buddhism, however, contributed to the
nature of the renaissance of Confucianism that began in the late Tang and
flourished in the eleventh-century Northern Sung. Ch'an methods of mental
discipline and exploring the inner self contributed to Confucian efforts at
spiritual self-cultivation and transcendental understanding of the true self.
Instead of looking within to see the mind and become a Buddha, Confucians
sought to fathom the mind in a quest for sagehood. In the view of the Sung V
Confucian, since one could practice spiritual cultivation in the course of
one's daily routine, one should remain within the family and society instead
of retreating to a monastery. Confucian scholars admonished themselves to
assume responsibility for doing something to ameliorate the troubles of the
world. The Buddhist hermeneutic tradition of classifying scriptures and per-
ceiving hidden meanings provided principles that Confucians could use to
go beyond the minute details of the Han and Tang commentary tradition to
seek larger meanings, explicit or implicit, in the Confucian classics. The
messages of Confucius and Mencius were now applied more directly to
one's own personal life and to the problems of the present. Although those
who laid the foundations of Tao-hsueh participated in this Confucian
renaissance, they were to develop these renaissance themes in ways that set
them apart from other Sung Confucians.
Factional bickering among scholar-officials during the last half-century
of the Northern Sung weakened renaissance optimism and resulted in politi-
cal persecutions. The struggles between the reform party, led by Wang An-
shih, and the conservative Yuan-yu party, headed by Ssu-ma Kuang, eventu-
ally led to a "restored-reform" administration (1094-1126). During this
restored-reform period, the names of 309 Yuan-yu partisans were inscribed
on stone in II04. Heading the blacklist, Ssu-ma was the principal target for
political persecution and even literary repression. 25 Under these pressures,
the followers of the conservative Su brothers also began devoting more of
their energies to literary endeavors than before. The restored-reform regime
dominated the last three decades before the Northern Sung debacle. Wang's
political thought continued to be influential, and the extraordinary status in
the Confucian temple extended to him by the Sung court in II04 was not
withdrawn until 1241. Yet his legacy did suffer among intellectuals from the
excesses and failures of the restored-reform period.
During the political turmoil of the last half-century of the Northern Sung,
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the Ch'eng brothers and their disciples fared better than other Confucian
groups. The Ch'engs suffered less suppression because they were scarcely
involved in active politics. Furthermore, their emphasis on education, phi-
losophy, personal cultivation, and the propagation of the Tao facilitated the
spread of their teachings among the literati even in a hostile political cli-
mate. Their heightened attention to the issue and means of becoming a good
Confucian person provided significance and goals for increasing numbers of
literati who no longer found meaning in the traditional path of public ser-
vice as an official. The stage was thus set for the legacy of the Ch'engs and
their group to emerge during the Southern Sung much more in the main-
stream than they had been in the Northern Sung.
THE FIRST PERIOD, 1127-1162
The loss of North China to invading Jurchens from
northeastern Asia in II27 caused cultural dislocation that was a major cata-
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lyst for changes in Sung Confucianism. Officials at the temporary capital of
Lin-an (Hangchow) concentrated on reestablishing the dynasty and stabiliz-
ing areas in the South that the Jurchen Chin regime (III5-I234) was unable
to annex. The court managed to establish what became known as the
Southern Sung, but it had to endure the humiliation of' requesting peace
talks with Jurchen invaders, who had taken almost all of the imperial clan
as captives, including the last two emperors of the Northern Sung. Initially
requiring that Chinese in the North adopt Jurchen dress and hair styles, the
conquerors also expressed open disdain for the Han Chinese way of life.
The collapse of the Northern Sung and the loss of the cultural heartland of
China shocked both intellectuals and officials. Confucians were particularly
ashamed of the many scholar-officials who failed to remain loyal to the
dynasty and even collaborated with "barbarian" interlopers. All these devel-
opments raised questions about the efficacy of Confucian education and . J
heightened concerns about the state of literati customs and values.!
Many Confucians believed that cultural and ethical regeneration could \•.
empower them to bring order to their country and expel the foreign con-
querors. As one twelfth-century Confucian observed about previous inva-
sions of North China: "When the Central Plain was without the Tao of the
Central Plain, the barbarians entered; when it restored the Tao of the Cen-
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tral Plain, the barbarians returned to their territory."2 Debates evolved
among Confucian scholars about whose interpretation of the Tao was cor-
rect and what reconstruction of the tradition should serve as the standard
for building a Confucian society.
During the first ten years of the Southern Sung, members of the Tao-
hsueh fellowship, although only a small minority among Confucian scholar-
officials, had opportunities to advise the young emperor Kao-tsung (r. II27-
II62).3 Struggling initially to survive politically and militarily, Kao-tsung
sought advice from various quarters without achieving a consensus on pol-
icy and direction. Kao-tsung was hostile toward the restored-reform party
that had dominated the last three decades before the Northern Sung deba-
cle. On discovering that sudden changes in established reform programs
were difficult to implement, however, he discouraged new reforms and thus
allowed the legacy of old reform measures to persist. Still nostalgic about
the Yiian-yu conservatives, Kao-tsung bestowed posthumous honors on
Ssu-ma Kuang, Su Shih, Ch'eng I, and others. During the ten years from
II27 to II37, some of his councilors, particularly Lii Hao-wen (I064-II3I)
and Chao Ting (Io85-II47), favored those associated with the fellowship.
Such Tao-hsueh men scored first place on the national chin-shih (presented
scholar or doctoral-level) examinations of II32 and II35, and it was
rumored that the chief examiner during the next triennial examination for
the civil service would be Chu Chen (I072-II38). Having been recom-
mended by Chao Ting, Chu Chen was already a tutor of the heir apparent,
a crucial position from which to win future imperial favor. Chu was a fol-
lower of Ch'eng I and specialized in the Book ofChanges. 4
Apparently flushed with the rising fortunes of those associated with Tao
learning, Chu Chen in II36 formally presented to the emperor their claim to
the unique transmission of the Tao. Drawing on the parallel to family pri-
mogeniture, Chu presented the transmission of the Tao in linear succession
from teacher to chosen disciple(s). In spite of parallels to Ch'an transmis-
sions of authority, the Confucian idea of transmission was not the same as
the Buddhist one. A Ch'an master traditionally passed his begging bowl as
symbol of authority and enlightenment to one chosen disciple; moreover,
there had been an unbroken succession of masters in every generation.
Given the hiatus of over a millennium in the Confucian transmission, both
the process of transmission and what was transmitted differed from Bud-
dhist conceptions. In Confucianism, it was possible for more than one disci-
ple in a generation to receive the transmission. One could also attain the
Tao on one's own instead of receiving certification from the master. A Con-
fucian could not follow the Ch'an ideal of a "wordless transmission," how-
ever, because the text of the classics was more important in Confucian
transmission. s Even though the Ch'engs revived the transmission after a
hiatus of centuries, they were really not engaging in a special form of word-
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less transmission, for the classics were (as we will see in the third section of
Chapter s) an indispensable link to the minds of the ancient sages. Accord-
ing to Chu Chen, after the Tao had been established in the transmission
from Confucius to Mencius via Tseng-tzu (SOS-c. 436 B.C.) and Tzu-ssu
(492-431 B.C.), the transmission had been interrupted for over a thousand ,,/
years until the Ch'eng brothers of the Northern Sung. Thereafter, their
school became the true champions of the Tao, and their disciples conveyed
the transmission of the Tao to the South. 6 Although common within the fel-
lowship, this declaration had not previously been made at the Sung court.
Such a bold claim to exclusive legitimacy in transmitting the Tao did not
go unchallenged. Ch'en Kung-fu (I076-II4I) and Lii Chih (I092-II37)
asked the emperor to prohibit private theories such as Ch'eng I's from influ-
encing the government and its civil service examinations. They argued that
the group championing the Ch'engs had been corrupted by the partisan leg-
acy of the late Northern Sung. Private views such as Ch'eng I's and Wang
An-shih's demanded conformity to a set of ideas to which all must agree.
Prohibiting such doctrinaire approaches was, Ch'en reasoned, the only way
to restore the more open and public discussion that had existed in the Sung
before Wang's reforms. Wild, strange, immoral, and vile was how Ch'en
characterized the notion that the Tao of the ancient sages had been lost since
the death of Mencius until Ch'eng I revived the transmission. Ch'en also
vented his ire against the haughty deportment of Ch'eng's disciples, who
dressed in "big hats and broad sleeves, and with lofty gaze walked in mea-
sured steps."? Many Tao-hsueh Confucians indeed sought to recapture even
styles of dress and deportment from antiquity, as described by James Liu:
"Among other features, they chose to wear a tall hat with a pointed top, a
beretlike gear for casual wear, a roomy gown with broad sleeves, and a fine
white-gauze shirt underneath. Their mannerism was strict': they sat squarely
with their back erect, walked in measured steps looking straight ahead,
bowed slowly and deeply to express sincere propriety, spoke in a dignified
way with few gestures and carefully made at that."8 Such ostentation
reflected the rigorous seriousness of lifestyle and observance of rites among
some Confucians seeking to revive the Tao of antiquity, but its presumption
galled conventional officials.
Hu An-kuo and Yin Ch'un (I07I-II42) rose to defend the learning of the
Ch'engs from these attacks. In his memorial of II37, Hu An-kuo attempted
to dismiss the attacks as a reflection of the divisive assaults by Wang An-
shih's partisans on the Ch'engs and Ssu-ma Kuang. He identified respected·
scholars, such as Hsieh Liang-tso (lOso-c. 1120) and Yang Shih, as Ch'eng's
disciples; moreover, he called attention to Ch'eng's association with senior
statesmen of the Yiian-yu conservative party, such as Ssu-ma Kuang, Lii
Kung-chu and Lii Ta-fang (1027-1°97). Invoking such names, Hu sought to
alleviate the concerns raised by Ch'en Kung-fu's specter of the deportment
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of those associated with the Ch'engs. But he did not retreat from the claim
that the Ch'engs had revived the transmission of the Tao:
The Tao of Confucius and Mencius has not been transmitted for a long
time. Only after Ch'eng I and his brother began elucidating it could the
sage's Tao be studied and achieved.... Recently, certain officials have
insisted that scholars pursue the Mean and take Confucius and Men-
cius as their teachers but have forbidden them to follow the teachings
of Ch'eng 1. This is as mistaken as wanting to enter a house but not
through the door. 9
As "the door," the teachings of Ch'eng I provided the one way to the Tao.
The Ch'engs had made the wisdom of the ancient sages more intelligible to
Confucians in the Sung. Daring even to request honors for Shao Yung,
Chang Tsai, and the Ch'engs, Hu proclaimed that the four had become
famous "for their Tao-hsiieh and ethics." Nonetheless, the emperor did not
bestow the requested honors.
By saying that those advancing private theories and special approaches to
learning should be restrained, Kao-tsung tilted the balance against those
associated with the fellowship. At Lii Chih's suggestion, he ordered notices
posted in government schools admonishing students to study classical teach-
ings instead of those of petty persons of recent vintage. Hu An-kuo, having
been criticized at court, withdrew his name from consideration for office.
Such withdrawals by senior Tao-hsiieh scholar-officials along with the out-
right dismissal of Chao Ting and Chang Chiin (Io96-II64) solidified the
ascendancy of Ch'in Kuei (Io90-II55) from II38 until his death. A peace
treaty favored by Ch'in brought stability to Kao-tsung's reign. In spite of an
imperial proclamation that government service and the examinations
should not discriminate on grounds of intellectual difference, Ch'in KU~i'S
peace party was allowed to discourage dissent and to discriminate agai
the party's hawkish Tao-hsiieh opponents. Those who agreed with C 'in
dominated the ranks of the examinations and government service during his
tenure. Sometimes at court he and his partisans used the pejorative label
"special-approach learning" (chuan-men chih hsiieh) to refer to those who
followed the Ch'engs. 1o This clever characterization suggested a narrow
approach to Confucian learning. Students of such special learning were in
II44 barred from the examinations. Ch'in Kuei's absolutist exercise of
power and suppression of dissent had a stifling impact on intellectual cul-
ture. However, Kao-tsung did not allow Ch'in and his partisans to go as far
in their direct action against the fellowship as had the literary proscriptions
of the last decades of the Northern Sung.
Even in this unreceptive and repressive climate, Confucian scholars pre-
served and even in small ways developed the Tao-hsiieh tradition. Senior
scholars such as Yang Shih, Yin Ch'un, and Hu An-kuo contributed to the
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continuity of the teachings they had personally received from Ch'eng I.
Their teaching in the South before and after the Jurchen invasion prepared
the ground for the fellowship to become well rooted during the first period.
But they were advanced in years and lived through only from eight to fifteen
years of the Southern Sung. Our discussion will begin with the generation
that was active during the reign of Kao-tsung, a time when the roots of Tao-
hsueh supported several trunks leaning in diverse directions.
Chapter1 The First Generation:
Chang Chiu-ch'eng and Hu Hung
Under the loose guidance of a number of men who
traced their intellectual lineages back to Ch'eng I and his associates, the
fledgling Tao-hsueh fellowship strove to become established in key geo-
graphical areas. Without a single authority center, it became more diverse
than it had been around the turn of the century, when Ch'eng I had been the
preeminent figure. After the early n6os, Chu Hsi condemned two genera-
tions of earlier disciples of the Ch'eng brothers for their divergence from
Ch'eng I's teachings, and most Confucians in later generations followed
him. Although it is difficult to get beyond Chu's accounts and attain an
independent assessment of these earlier Tao-hsueh thinkers, these thinkers
are crucial to our understanding of the evolution of twelfth-century Tao-
hsueh. This chapter will use two leading intellectuals to portray some of the
diversity within the fellowship during the early years of the Southern Sung.
Despite their differences, Chang Chiu-ch'eng and Hu Hung shared concerns
as they commented on history and the classics and continued the tradition.
Their comments on major concepts inherited from Northern Sung masters
serve to portray much of the group's intellectual agenda during the twelfth
century.
CHANG CHIU-CH'ENG
Chang Chiu-ch'eng studied the teachings of the Ch'engs in the
Northern Sung capital of K'ai-feng and regarded Yang Shih as his principal
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mentor. After returning home to the Hangchow area, he ranked first among
all candidates in the chin-shih examination of II32, a coveted distinction
that launched his career at the Ministry of Rites. Although over one-quarter
of his extant collected works comment on historical events, he thrice
declined the emperor's request to lecture on the Spring and Autumn Annals.
When ordered to expound upon the moralistic historiography of the
Annals, Chang declined, saying that he could only speak on the Analects of
Confucius and the Mencius. Yet Kao-tsung once remarked that he had
learned more about ancient history from Chang than from the more famous
Tao-hsueh historian Hu An-kuo.! Along with his place in the examinations,
Chang was best known in his own day for his commentaries on the Analects
and the Mencius as well as those on the Doctrine of the Mean and the Great
Learning. Only most of those on the Mencius and the Mean are extant. In a
memorial to the emperor, he proclaimed: "Your servant perceives that the
Chin people [i.e., Jurchens] are in a situation where they certainly must be
destroyed, and the Middle Kingdom possesses the principle of certain vic-
tory!"2 Such outspoken statements and Chang's criticism of appeasement
policies provoked Ch'in Kuei to accuse him of factional politics and send
him into exile for about fourteen years. Chang excused "literati with the
Tao" from seeking governmental office in light of Ch'in Kuei's treatment of
his opponents, which apparently included the extermination of worthy
statesmen. 3 After Ch'in's death in II55, Chang reentered government service
as prefect of Wen-chou.
The legacy of the Ch'engs was evident in Chang's writings, particularly
those on Heaven's principle (t'ien-li), the investigation of things (ko-wu),
and personal cultivation through being watchful over oneself while alone.
Chang inherited both Ch'eng Hao's emphasis on principle as the natural
inclination in things and Ch'eng I's emphasis on principle as the origin or
foundation of all things. Like Ch'eng Hao, he focused on principle as
inhering in but having priority over human feelings. For instance, he pro-
claimed: "The utmost point of principle also does not depart from human
feelings; however, people discard human feelings in seeking to attain princi-
ple, and this is why they digress so far."4 Such divergence was clarified from
a different perspective when he observed: "Sages regard Heaven's principle
as human feelings; ordinary people frequently follow human feelings but
rebel against Heaven's principle."s
As a method of learning Chang gave priority to the thorough investiga-
tion of things to know their principles. He offered the following advice:
"One who peruses the Six Classics ought to put priority on learning to inves-
tigate things. By investigating things, one can be thorough in one's approach
to the principles of all under Heaven; by being thorough, true knowledge is
pursued to the utmost, the will is made sincere, the self well cultivated, the
family well regulated, the country well governed, and the world made
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peaceful."6 Because everything from a single thought to the myriad things
ultimately conformed to principle, people should be open to the myriad but
return to the oneness of principle. In this way, they could be at one with all
things. Investigating things to know their common principle was fundamen-
tally a quest for oneness with all things through spiritual cultivation. Self-
cultivation centered on overcoming one's human desires, never relaxing
one's discipline, and preserving Heaven's principle within one's own mind
and nature.
Chang's conception of the mind-and-heart (hsin) and the virtue of
humaneness Uen) drew heavily from Ch'eng Hao. In discussing Ch'eng
Hao's observation that medical texts referred to paralysis of the limbs as
"not jen," Chang identified humaneness with the mind's state of having per-
cipience or consciousness. He elaborated: "Humaneness is consciousness,
and consciousness is the mind; it is because of mind that consciousness is
produced and because of consciousness that there is humaneness."? The
word I translate as "consciousness" (chueh) conveys both perception as such
and awareness of others' sufferings; hence it is an empathy or feeling of one-
ness with others. Ultimately the locus classicus of Chang's identification of
humaneness with the mind's sensitivity to others' suffering was the Mencius
(6A/ II). Commenting on this passage, Chang said: "Humaneness is the sin-
gle principle of scholarship most dear in the sage's school. Only Mencius
grasped humaneness and thus said, 'Humaneness is the human mind Uen-
hsin).' "8 The essence of humaneness was like Heaven in being impartial
and resembled the Tao in being beyond delineation by names. Chang was
here asserting that because humaneness existed in the human mind, the only
way to actualize it was to seek within the mind.
To Chang, the mind was the way to humaneness and the foundation of
things, because "the mind is principle, and principle is the mind." On some
occasions, his statements on the nature of things appear to expound a con-
ception of reality that we might regard as philosophical idealism: "The man-
ifold things of the world all arise from within the mind."9 Chang's view had
implications for the authoritative status of the classics. Because the classics
had been burned by the Ch'in dynasty (221-207 B.C.), he asserted, much of
what arose from the human mind could no longer be found in those writ-
ings; hence there was a need for other principles of the human mind to find
expression in the writings of later philosophers.! 0
Once the mind comprehended the principles inherent within it, one real-
ized that "the Six Classics were all things within one's own mind,"l! for the
classics only recorded the principles discovered by the ancient sages through
their minds. Clearly, Chang was not actually explicating a philosophical
idealism but rather underlining the primary role of the mind in self-cultiva-
tion. The mind was clearly placed in the context of ethical cultivation: "The
mind of a superior person is invariably enduring and generous, and the
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mind of the petty person is generally paltry and niggardly. What the mind
maintains-order or disorder, peace or anxiety, gain or loss, success or fail-
ure-is produced by the mind itself; and this must be regarded as a
warning."! 2
Chang's consideration of what "things" were in the mind relates to the
cultivation of cultural values-the level toward which his discourse was
generally directed. The thrust of his usage was toward the practice of culti-
vating one's virtue and the study of history and the classics instead of such /
speculative abstractions as the Supreme Ultimate (t'ai-chi) and the Ultimate
of Non-being (wu-chi) on which Chou Tun-i had mused. Chang warned:
"The Tao is not Emptiness (hsu) or Non-being (wu) but rather nothing more
than what functions in daily life. To regard Emptiness or Non-being as the
Tao is enough to destroy the country."!3 As a positive prescription for
avoiding such heterodoxy, he prescribed: "Only studies and inquiries that
attain flavor in insipid places can enter the Tao."!4 Although we moderns
might regard being even and bland as pedestrian, such insipidity was a posi-
tive quality to Sung Confucians.! 5
Referring to the transcendent aspect of the mind, he equated it not only
with the new philosophical category of Heaven's principle but also with an
older but less used one-"the mind of Heaven" (t'ien hsin). For example, he
at least twice identified the mind of the sage-king Wen (lIth century B.C.) of
Chou as the mind of Heaven. In more general terms, he announced: "Fidel-
ity (or loyalty) and sincerity penetrate the mind of Heaven above and the
mind of the sage-kings below."!6 His ascription of a more traditional tran-
scendence to Confucian virtues and his emphasis on self-cultivation re-
flected his emphasis on cultural values, a level of discourse intermediate
between discussions of policy and speculative philosophy.
Although he defended Confucian cultural values, Cliang was not hostile
toward Buddhism. He became close friends with Ta-hui Tsung-kao (r089-
lI63), a leading monk of the Lin-chi sect of Ch'an Buddhism. After Ch'in
Kuei exiled the two men to the same area, they spent considerable time
together during a ten-year period. Ta-hui explained the Doctrine of the
Mean and the investigation of things in Buddhist terms as part of his effort
to promote the unity of the Three Teachings-Confucianism, Taoism, and
Buddhism. Cultivating relations with Confucian literati, the monk elicited
Chang's support in reconciling differences. Indeed, much of what was
known about Chang in later centuries was transmitted through Buddhist
sources. Chang acknowledged correct points in Buddhism and explained its
philosophy of Emptiness as self-cultivation aimed at eradicating human
desires. There is no question that Ta-hui influenced Chang's Confucian dis-
cussions and commentaries. Most significantly, the priority Chang gave to
achieving oneness through the investigation of things had parallels in the
introspection and enlightenment experience advocated by Ta-hui. More-
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over, Ch'an influence encouraged Chang to follow Ch'eng Hao in relating
humaneness to the mental process of consciousness and regarding the mind
as the foundation of principle. 17 Such points of synthesis enabled him to
make a contribution to the development of themes of importance to Tao-
hsueh.
My presentation of his role in inheriting and developing concepts from
the Ch'eng brothers is intended as a counterbalance to the conventional
view of Chang as essentially a Buddhist. The conventional view regarding
Buddhist influence on Chang became established soon after his death.
According to Ch'en Liang's complaint in the early lI60s, "every home pos-
sessed Chang's writings and everyone practiced his doctrines." Many literati
had allegedly been so deluded by him that it was said that he did greater
damage to Confucianism than the Taoist Yang Chu (c. 350 B.C.) and the
utilitarian Mo-tzu (c. 490-c. 403 B.C.) had done in antiquity. IS In Chang's
own view, such heterodox views were difficult to eliminate, because they
shared some Confucian ethical values: "Most people do not recognize heter-
odoxy, so it is difficult to eradicate. It's just like Yang and Mo, whose ideas
were based on the study of humaneness and rightness; are humaneness and
rightness heterodox? Only Mencius was able to refute and thus to eradicate
them."19
Although he was more inclined to find common ground with Buddhism
than interested in exterminating it, Chang did not refrain from claiming that
Buddhism was inferior to Confucianism. Chang criticized Buddhism for
undermining Confucian cardinal virtues and the three bonds of fundamen-
tal relationships. Such shortcomings in ethical practice arose from a Bud-
dhist penchant:
The superior person's being watchful over himself while alone refers to
ritual decorum being nurtured within, tranquil and unmoved, in the
state before the feelings of pleasure, anger, sorrow, and joy are
aroused. This is what the Book of Changes [in its commentary on the
second hexagram] related as "seriousness to square the inner life" and
what Mencius [7A/r] called "exerting one's mind to the utmost to
know one's nature." When one attains this, one cannot stop. The Bud-
dhists, I suspect, are near to this, but as they approach this point, they
stop and do not enter. 20
From a Confucian perspective, Buddhists appeared merely to sit content
and silent upon reaching such a state of mind. Chang insisted that attaining
the ethical realm meant that one could not cease one's discipline and actions
toward bettering oneself and society. Thus he blamed Buddhists' obsession
with Emptiness for their social withdrawal and continued to view himself as
differing from Buddhists in traditional Confucian terms. Because most fol-
lowers of the Ch'engs in his generation were attracted to Ch'an, Chang's
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affinities with Buddhism actually enhanced his popularity among his con-
temporaries.
Chang's popularity and the representative character of his synthesis dur-
ing the first generation of the Southern Sung are evident in the earliest
extant anthology of Tao-hsueh Confucianism. The Writings by Various
Confucians for Propagating the Tao (Chu-ju ming-tao chi) was compiled
around the early n6os, probably by some unspecified student or students of
Chang Chiu-ch'eng.21 Chang's prominence in the anthology is evident in its
culmination with his "Daily Renewal" (Jih hsin), two chapters of recorded
conversations with his students. Hence to the compilers Chang represented
the completion of the Tao-hsueh tradition to that time. The version of the
tradition that appears in this first anthology will be contrasted in Chapter 5
with the more familiar version in Chu Hsi's anthology.
HUH U NG
Hu Hung was the leader of another major line of Tao-hsueh. In let-
ters to students and colleagues, he warned: "Tao-hsueh is waning, and cus-
toms and doctrines are decadent; we disciples ought to give our lives to
shouldering this burden."22 His words and intentions were, according to his
student Chang Shih, in true accord with the "vital points of Tao-hsueh. "23
Taken together, relevant passages suggest that Hu's Tao-hsueh was identi-
fied with a particular intellectual, cultural, and ethical tradition of which he
and his associates were disciples.
Although his family was from the flourishing economic area of Fukien,
Hu Hung chose to teach for over twenty years in Hunan, an economic and
intellectual frontier. Earlier, as a youth, he had briefly studied with Yang
Shih, but for the most part he continued the Hu family tradition centered on
his father, Hu An-kuo. Both mentors had played a major role in transmit-
ting the teachings of the Ch'engs. Because of Hu Hung's father's career in
the bureaucracy, Hu was given an honorary rank and had opportunities to
hold government office. He never served, largely because he opposed the
peace policies of the court. Ardently patriotic, he wrote several memorials
to Kao-tsung to urge ethical reform as well as military action against the
Chin. If the emperor would act out of true love for the people and restore
antique institutions with more local autonomy, the country would be
strengthened to take revenge against the Jurchen invaders and restore the
fortunes of the Sung dynasty in the heartland of North China. 24 Even
though Ch'in Kuei inquired about him, Hu replied that he had no interest in
the benefits of office; moreover, in his remarks about the Mountain Slope
Academy (Yueh-Iu shu-yuan) in Ch'ang-sha, Hunan, he conveyed his pref-
erence for that place.25 Ch'in Kuei obliged by appointing him head of the
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academy. Commitment to a life as a teacher and scholar in the countryside
rather than to officialdom led him to decline office even after Ch'in died.
Faith in the priority of knowledge over action apparently sublimated Hu
Hung's intense patriotism into a life of teaching what he regarded as Confu-
cian historiography and orthodoxy. Besides five chapters of collected short
writings, he wrote a one-chapter commentary on the Book of Changes,
which followed the interpretation of Ch'eng I. He also compiled the Great
Records of Emperors and Kings (Huang wang ta-chi), eighty chapters on
the history of early antiquity to 249 B.C., in which he continued the moraliz-
ing historiography of his father's commentary on the Spring and Autumn
Annals. Applying principles from the classics to historical studies was also
the theme in Hu Yin's (ro9S-IIS6) historiography. By the standards of the
Hu family, Ssu-ma Kuang's work was unsatisfactory because it did not ade-
quately apply classical principles and ethics to history. During the early
stage of Tao-hsueh, such history projects were rare outside the Hu family.
Nonetheless, Chang Chiu-ch'eng was also a historian, and the Lii family (as
we shall see in Chapter 4) wrote histories. The Hu family was somewhat of
an anomaly at the time in its uncompromising hostility to Buddhism.
Rejecting any possibility of common ground with those Buddhists who
engaged in dialogue with Confucians, the Hu family bitterly denounced
Buddhism for its deviant versions of Confucian concepts such as the mind. 26
Such anxiety to combat the seductive influence of Ch'an Buddhism and to
revive ancient institutions through classical and historical studies drove Hu
Hung to discuss policy as well as speculative philosophy-levels of dis-
course below and above the intermediate level on which Chang Chiu-ch'eng
had focused.
Hu's speculative philosophy centered on human nature or inner nature
(hsing) as the essence of Heaven and Earth. The opening line of the Doc-
trine of the Mean had declared: "What Heaven imparts to people is human
nature." Citing this classic, Hu reasoned: "The inner nature is the great
foundation of all under Heaven."27 On another occasion, he continued this
praise of the nature within people: "How great the nature! The ten thou-
sand principles are complete in it. Heaven and Earth are established from it.
When ordinary scholars speak of human nature, they all alike discuss it with
reference to a particular principle. None of them has seen the total sub-
stance of what Heaven imparts."28
Hu spoke of the inner nature as all-encompassing and of principles as
more specific to individual things. Hence principles were of a lower and
more partial order than the inner nature. The nature was so all-encompass-
ing that ch'i (psychophysical or vital energy) was also grounded in it. He
said: "If it were not for the inner nature, there would be no things. If it were
not for the vital energy, there would be no forms. As for the nature, it is the
root of the vital energy."29
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The essence of the inner nature was so all-inclusive that even sages could
not delineate it with a name. Thus it had the characteristic conventionally
ascribed to the Tao. Just as the nature was the ground for principle and vital
energy, the Tao was inseparable from actual things: "The Tao's having
things is like wind having motion or water having fluidity, so who can sepa-
rate them? Therefore, to seek the Tao apart from things is simply absurd."30
Hu also explained that what Taoists and some Confucians regarded as the
"Non-being" (wu) character of Tao was actually nothing more than the state
before it became visible. Things that had form were visible, but referring to
Tao as wu really only meant that people could not see it. Thus the principle
of things never was Non-being, and it was perverse to regard Non-being as
the root of the life in things, as Lao-tzu had done. Likewise, Hu insisted that
reality had priority over names, for names must conform to reality.31 In
these various ways, Hu demonstrated his proclivity to start from actual
entities rather than some abstract realm. Although he at times used meta-
physical terms, he did not speak from some transcendent vantage point.
Similarly, the use of such terms as "form" and "essence" here should not be
read as suggesting philosophical parallels to Neo-Platonism in the West.
The inseparability of the Tao from actual things had a parallel in Hu's
conception of human nature and the mind as two aspects of one reality. The
progression of his thinking from the oneness of Being to the relationship
between human nature and mind was crystallized:
Heaven and Earth are the parents of the sages; sages are the children of
Heaven and Earth. When there are parents, there are children, and
when there are children, there are also parents; this is why the myriad
things have appeared and the Tao has a name. It is not that sages can
[delineatingly] name the Tao. Nonetheless, when. there is this Tao,
there is also this name. Designating its essence, the sages called it "the
inner nature," and designating its function, the sages called it "mind."
The inner nature cannot but be active, and when active it is mind. The
sages transmitted the mind and taught the world through humane-
ness. 32
Thus the essence of the Tao was the inner nature, and its function was the
mind. The stage before expression could only be referred to as the nature,
and the stage after being aroused or expressed could only be referred to as
mind. In other words, the mind was the manifestation of the inner nature.
The mind had significant tasks. In addition to the process of objective
cognition of the principles of things, the mind also had a role as governor.
Placing the mind in a commanding role over human nature, Hu declared:
"The vital energy is ruled by the nature, and the nature is ruled by the mind.
When the mind is pure, the nature is settled, and the vital force is correct."33
Elsewhere he observed that although a fault in the mind was difficult to cor-
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rect, if one corrected the mind's faults, there would be no other faults. Com-
menting here on mind as master over things, he shifted priority back to
human nature: "When the nature is settled, the mind rules; when the mind
rules, things follow."34 This formulation would more closely reflect his idea
of inner nature as essence and mind as function. When a student questioned
why the classics emphasized the transmission of mind rather than the inner
nature, Hu again centered on mind: "The mind is that which comprehends
Heaven and Earth and commands the myriad things in order to bring
human nature to completion or fulfillment."35 Ascribing to the mind the
role of completing the nature would seem to contradict the basic idea that
the nature was the essence of all things and the substance of the mind. There
has been a tendency to dismiss this contradiction as simply reflecting Hu's
philosophically subjective view of the mind. Rather than explain away the
tension in these too facile terms, perhaps we should use the contradiction as
a reference point from which to explore Hu's perspective on mind and
human nature further.
The mind itself had a transcendent quality, for it was not subject to life or
death. It shared the permanent and extensive qualities of the inner nature:
"The mind is everywhere. Based on the transformation of the Tao of
Heaven, it deals with social interactions, assists Heaven and Earth, and pro-
vides for the myriad things."36 Furthermore: "There is nothing in the world
greater than the mind; the trouble lies in not being able to extend it. There is
nothing more persevering than the inner nature; the trouble lies in not being
able to follow it."3? Although individuals easily lost sight of this mind
because of their selfish desires, the mind could be regained by heeding the
advice of Mencius (6A/n): "The Tao of learning is none other than finding
the mind that has gone astray." If that lost mind were apprehended, one
could persevere, nourish it, and extend it until it became expansive; more-
over, once "expansive without stopping, it becomes identical with
Heaven."38 When Confucius at seventy reached the point of being able to
follow his mind-and-heart without violating ethical principles, he had actu-
ally fathomed or exerted this mind to the utmost; hence, he became one
with Heaven. 39
Only a humane person could fathom the mind; moreover, people had
first to recognize the substance of humaneness. Although Hu generally
championed learning through reading and investigating things, he suggested
that ultimately the recognition of humaneness was an intuitive experience
in which a person identified with the procreative process of Heaven,
for the mind of Heaven and Earth was to give life to all things. Fur-
thermore, humaneness was the virtue by which people could link them-
selves to the mind of Heaven and the creative processes of Heaven and
Earth. 40
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Being sincere [like] the mandate of Heaven, being centered like the
nature of Heaven, being humane like the mind of Heaven, and putting
in order one's nature to establish destiny; only a humane person is able
to do this. One who entrusts everything to destiny loses the mind of
Heaven; one who loses the mind of Heaven discards the ability to
restore and use things. For the one who puts his nature in order, the
mind of Heaven is preserved. One who has preserved the mind of
Heaven restores what others have abandoned. Only after comprehend-
ing this does one know that the great ruler cannot be inhumane. 41
Because humaneness was a quality of the mind that was shared with
Heaven, one could become one with Heaven by reaching the utmost depths
of the mind. One could interpret Hu's statements as meaning that humane-
ness and Heaven, which the mind possessed, were simply the essence of the
mind, that is to say, the inner nature. But Hu proceeded to characterize the
inner nature not by such Confucian ethical qualities but in quite different
terms.
The inner nature was so all-encompassing and so far beyond the ability of
even sages to delineate that it transcended all fixed distinctions-including
good and evil. When asked about his statement that the inner nature was
the basis of Heaven and Earth, Hu replied: "The nature is the mystery of
Heaven, Earth, and the spiritual forces; good is inadequate to describe it, so
shall we even mention evil?"42 When challenged by a student, Hu explained
that Mencius' famous pronouncements (as in 6A/r-6) about the goodness
of the inner nature were an exclamation of admiration rather than an asser-
tion of goodness in contrast to evil. Setting aside Mencius' identification of
the nature with the beginnings of the four cardinal Confucian virtues, he
emphasized the physical side of the sage's comments' (7B124) to suggest:
"The inclination of people's eyes toward the five colors, their ears toward
the five sounds, and their mouths toward the five flavors is what their
nature is like and is not something external. Therefore, the sage followed
their nature to lead them to the utmost good, and so the people were easy to
transform."43 Hu also identified the inner nature with people's innate likes
and dislikes. As evident in the second half of the quoted passage, however,
Hu had by no means abandoned the Mencian assumption that following the
natural feelings rooted in human nature was the path to attaining the high-
est good.
Hu's sensitivity to physical feelings, which he considered to be inherent in
human nature, enabled him to speak more freely than other Tao-hsueh
Confucians about "the propriety involved in intimate physical contact and
the Tao inherent in sexual intercourse."44 Indeed, believing that both human
desires and ethical principles arose from the inner nature, he did not follow
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Ch'eng I in making an absolute distinction between human desires and
Heaven's principles. Thus, "Heaven's principle and human desires are the
same in essence but differ in function. They are the same in operation but
differ in situation."45 Principle and desires were of the same essence, because
they were grounded in human nature without distinction of good and evil.
Function was related to mind, so functions differed. Elaborating further, he
reasoned: "Likes and dislikes are the nature. The petty person likes and dis-
likes in terms of the ego; the superior person likes and dislikes in terms of
the Tao. Scrutinizing this, one can comprehend Heaven's principles and
human desires."46 Thus liking and disliking was characteristic of everyone's
nature. Yet the object of one's liking distinguished a superior person from
others.
Identifying the inner nature with feelings raises a question about distin-
guishing proper and improper emotions and actions. The inseparability of
principle and desires referred only to the state before the feelings were
expressed, that is, to the inner nature. Once the feelings were aroused, Hu
measured them against the Mean to distinguish the good from the evil. As a
Confucian, he emphasized upholding the standard: "What is in accord with
the Mean is right, and what is not in accord with the Mean is wrong. Hold-
ing to the right while taking action is correct, but holding to the wrong
while taking action is perverse. One who is correct does good, and one who
is perverse does evil!"47 More succinctly, the Tao of the inner nature was
chung, that is to say, the Mean, equilibrium, centrality, or commonality. As
centrality or equilibrium, the inner nature was neither good nor evil. Still,
one could act in accord with it and be good. There appears to be a signifi-
cant contradiction here: On the one hand, the nature as the Mean was neu-
tral, inclined neither to good nor to evil. Yet on the other hand, Hu upheld
the Mean or Tao as the standard of right and wrong in one's actions. Hu
was building from the passage in the first section of the Doctrine of the
Mean: "Before the feelings of pleasure, anger, sorrow, and joy are aroused,
it is called equilibrium. When these feelings are aroused and each and all
attain due measure and degree, it is called harmony."48 As the state before
the feelings were expressed, centrality was, to Hu, the inner nature. Hence
he was no doubt linking the sentences about human nature and equilibrium
to explicate the philosophy of the Doctrine of the Mean.
Spiritual cultivation, one of Hu's utmost priorities, reflected his view of
human nature and the mind. The Hu family believed that it was a waste of
mental energy to sit quietly in silent meditation trying to cultivate the state
before the feelings were aroused. They identified that state with the nature
itself. Thus how could one cultivate an all-encompassing nature, which was
beyond good and evil! Self-cultivation should start with the active phase
through perceiving the original mind-and-heart in the midst of everyday
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activities. The mind as the active state was the center of cultivation; there-
fore, much depended on the mental attitude with which one proceeded.
Only after clarifying principles and abiding in reverent composure
(ching) can the Tao of sincerity be attained. The Tao of Heaven is most
sincere and therefore never ceases. The Tao of people is to hold rever-
ence as fundamental in order to seek to accord with Heaven. Confucius
progressed from "setting his mind on learning" to "following his heart's
desires but not transgressing what is right" (Analects, 2/4). That is the
perfection of the Tao of reverence. Reverent composure is that whereby
the superior man completes his life. 49
Ching meant seriousness in concentrating on what was fundamental to
becoming a good person. But it also conveyed a sense of reverence and a
calmness of mind and bearing. Thus one simple English rendering seems
inadequate to capture its range of usage by different Confucians. Self-culti-
vation was not just an end in itself. The transformed self had a mission:
"This is why it is only after humaneness and wisdom have been unified that
the education of the superior person is complete." It is the completed self
that can bring things to completion. 50
Hu also regarded self-cultivation as crucial to quieting the diverse and
discordant voices of the age. Drawing on the image of a vast river with
many branches, Hu portrayed contending perspectives as arising from par-
tial views of the Tao:
The Tao fills the body and suffuses Heaven and Earth, but those who
restrict themselves to one small island do not perceive its greatness. The
Tao exists even in eating and sexual intercourse, but those who
immerse themselves in only one branch do not know its essence. The
various philosophers of the hundred schools appraise it from their own
perspectives and embellish it with arguments. Notions arising from
hearsay, convention, or confusion they designate as the Tao of princi-
ple and nature. They arrive at such opinions simply from ignorance.
What a pity! This is why heretical theories and outrageous ways are so
prevalent that only a few haven't been deluded by them. But what can
be done? The answer resides in personal self-cultivation. 51
Spiritual cultivation was the solution not only because one needed to be eth-
ical to be in touch with the Tao but also because scholars needed to become
better people to work together in good faith. In a passage that brings to
mind the bitter conflicts among Confucians over reform and war policies in
the eleventh and twelfth centuries, Hu lamented how difficult it was to criti-
cize another's real flaws and how it was even more difficult to accept such
criticism oneself. If people could do both, they would have realized the
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Ch'eng I in making an absolute distinction between human desires and
Heaven's principles. Thus, "Heaven's principle and human desires are the
same in essence but differ in function. They are the same in operation but
differ in situation."45 Principle and desires were of the same essence, because
they were grounded in human nature without distinction of good and evil.
Function was related to mind, so functions differed. Elaborating further, he
reasoned: "Likes and dislikes are the nature. The petty person likes and dis-
likes in terms of the ego; the superior person likes and dislikes in terms of
the Tao. Scrutinizing this, one can comprehend Heaven's principles and
human desires."46 Thus liking and disliking was characteristic of everyone's
nature. Yet the object of one's liking distinguished a superior person from
others.
Identifying the inner nature with feelings raises a question about distin-
guishing proper and improper emotions and actions. The inseparability of
principle and desires referred only to the state before the feelings were
expressed, that is, to the inner nature. Once the feelings were aroused, Hu
measured them against the Mean to distinguish the good from the evil. As a
Confucian, he emphasized upholding the standard: "What is in accord with
the Mean is right, and what is not in accord with the Mean is wrong. Hold-
ing to the right while taking action is correct, but holding to the wrong
while taking action is perverse. One who is correct does good, and one who
is perverse does evil!"47 More succinctly, the Tao of the inner nature was
chung, that is to say, the Mean, equilibrium, centrality, or commonality. As
centrality or equilibrium, the inner nature was neither good nor evil. Still,
one could act in accord with it and be good. There appears to be a signifi-
cant contradiction here: On the one hand, the nature as the Mean was neu-
tral, inclined neither to good nor to evil. Yet on the other hand, Hu upheld
the Mean or Tao as the standard of right and wrong in one's actions. Hu
was building from the passage in the first section of the Doctrine of the
Mean: "Before the feelings of pleasure, anger, sorrow, and joy are aroused,
it is called equilibrium. When these feelings are aroused and each and all
attain due measure and degree, it is called harmony."48 As the state before
the feelings were expressed, centrality was, to Hu, the inner nature. Hence
he was no doubt linking the sentences about human nature and equilibrium
to explicate the philosophy of the Doctrine of the Mean.
Spiritual cultivation, one of Hu's utmost priorities, reflected his view of
human nature and the mind. The Hu family believed that it was a waste of
mental energy to sit quietly in silent meditation trying to cultivate the state
before the feelings were aroused. They identified that state with the nature
itself. Thus how could one cultivate an all-encompassing nature, which was
beyond good and evil! Self-cultivation should start with the active phase
through perceiving the original mind-and-heart in the midst of everyday
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activities. The mind as the active state was the center of cultivation; there-
fore, much depended on the mental attitude with which one proceeded.
Only after clarifying principles and abiding in reverent composure
(ching) can the Tao of sincerity be attained. The Tao of Heaven is most
sincere and therefore never ceases. The Tao of people is to hold rever-
ence as fundamental in order to seek to accord with Heaven. Confucius
progressed from "setting his mind on learning" to "following his heart's
desires but not transgressing what is right" (Analects, 2/4). That is the
perfection of the Tao of reverence. Reverent composure is that whereby
the superior man completes his life. 49
Ching meant seriousness in concentrating on what was fundamental to
becoming a good person. But it also conveyed a sense of reverence and a
calmness of mind and bearing. Thus one simple English rendering seems
inadequate to capture its range of usage by different Confucians. Self-culti-
vation was not just an end in itself. The transformed self had a mission:
"This is why it is only after humaneness and wisdom have been unified that
the education of the superior person is complete." It is the completed self
that can bring things to completion. 50
Hu also regarded self-cultivation as crucial to quieting the diverse and
discordant voices of the age. Drawing on the image of a vast river with
many branches, Hu portrayed contending perspectives as arising from par-
tial views of the Tao:
The Tao fills the body and suffuses Heaven and Earth, but those who
restrict themselves to one small island do not perceive its greatness. The
Tao exists even in eating and sexual intercourse, but those who
immerse themselves in only one branch do not know its essence. The
various philosophers of the hundred schools appraise it from their own
perspectives and embellish it with arguments. Notions arising from
hearsay, convention, or confusion they designate as the Tao of princi-
ple and nature. They arrive at such opinions simply from ignorance.
What a pity! This is why heretical theories and outrageous ways are so
prevalent that only a few haven't been deluded by them. But what can
be done? The answer resides in personal self-cultivation. 51
Spiritual cultivation was the solution not only because one needed to be eth-
ical to be in touch with the Tao but also because scholars needed to become
better people to work together in good faith. In a passage that brings to
mind the bitter conflicts among Confucians over reform and war policies in
the eleventh and twelfth centuries, Hu lamented how difficult it was to criti-
cize another's real flaws and how it was even more difficult to accept such
criticism oneself. If people could do both, they would have realized the
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meaning of friendship. Without friendship, people usually become petty,
entrapping each other with trumped-up charges. 52
Such passages convey a hunger for more friendship and fellowship within
the Confucian community. It was his dedication to the task of bringing
about such fellowship that led Hu to devote his life in remote Ch'ang-sha to
teaching those who thus became known as the Hunan school.
In addition to its practice of spiritual cultivation, Hu's school was known
for the primacy given to the inner nature, the all-encompassing essence of
Heaven and Earth. Yet Hu Hung also said that human nature transcended
traditional Confucian distinctions between good and evil. Moreover, he
identified human nature with the likes and dislikes of the feelings in
response to the five senses. At times, the primacy accorded to the nature
appears to have been surpassed by that given to the mind. The mind had the
task of ruling the nature and bringing it to completion or fulfillment. Hu
never adequately addressed the question of how the mind as the function or
manifestation of the nature could have a such a commanding role over that
which was its essence. Even though he made the mind the focus of self-culti-
vation and the agent for completing the inner nature, he also portrayed the
mind as responsive and passive: "The human mind's response to the myriad
things is like water's reflection of myriad images."53 Thus Hu's brief and
undated statements in Understanding of Words (Chih-yen) were open to
diverse interpretation and did not make the rigorous philosophical distinc-
tions among concepts that the subsequent generation regarded as necessary
for a coherent Tao-hsueh philosophy.
Hu Hung's and Chang Chiu-ch'eng's discussions of Tao-hsueh con-
cepts helped stir the next generation of thinkers to wrestle with these ideas
further. For example, as we will see in Chapter 3, Chu Hsi and his col-
leagues had an extended discussion of Hu Hung's Understanding of Words.
Despite the inhospitable climate during Ch'in Kuei's dominance, Chang and
Hu preserved and even nurtured the tradition to grow in different directions
in reference to such points as Buddhism, human nature, mind, humaneness,
study and self-cultivation. Changes in the political environment would give
the next generation of Tao-hsueh leaders greater latitude and leisure to
develop and propagate more systematic arguments. The next generation
would also have greater freedom in solidifying a fellowship and defining a
tradition for those committed to Tao learning.
-PAR T2THE SECOND PERIOD, 1163-1181
In the wake of a Jurchen invasion in n6r, a shift in
political culture accompanied the charged atmosphere during the period of
warfare and temporary Sung military initiatives that followed. Kao-tsung
abdicated in the summer of n62, and the new emperor, Hsiao-tsung (r.
n62-n89), followed convention in calling for frank advice from scholars
and officials throughout the realm. Answering the emperor's appeal, mem-
bers of the Tao-hsueh fellowship advocated reform of Sung policies and war
against the Jurchen. The excitement and promise of the day waned, how-
ever, when Hsiao-tsung opted for a new peace treaty that ended the war in
n64. Even though the new treaty set terms less unequal than those during
the first period, Tao-hsueh Confucians were bitterly disappointed over the
lost chance to regain the North. Nevertheless, Tao-hsueh intellectuals and
the leadership of the government were now more mutually receptive than
the generation before them had been. This second period witnessed no sig-
nificant assaults on the legacy and followers of the Ch'eng brothers; more-
over, members of the fellowship served more readily in government than
they had during the previous reign.
The affiliations of those awarded chin-shih degrees during the first and
second periods are suggestive of trends in relations between the government
and the fellowship. Measurement, however, is difficult. I will take as a sam-
ple those who would in the late n90s be listed either as members of the
"false learning" faction of Tao-hsueh or as their attackers. Although the list
of Tao-hsueh partisans was compiled by their attackers, there was (as will
be discussed in Part 3) considerable intellectual and political coherence
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among those on the list even beyond their recommendations and memorials
on each other's behalf. The list of attackers appears to be less coherent, but
all those on this list either wrote memorials or did something else to attack
Tao-hsueh men. Since this group was self-selecting, it is particularly difficult
to relate the characteristics of those listed to a larger body of scholar-offi-
cials who held similar views. Current data provide little evidence for com-
paring those on either list with the larger membership of the two groups;
however, given the nature of the lists, certainly a higher proportion of Tao-
hsueh men than attackers are listed. Scholars have traditionally presented
the attackers as acting from private resentments, personal grudges, or even
a general anti-intellectualism. But I would like to leave open for later discus-
sion the possibility that they might have had some reasoned grounds for
their hostility. As far as our imperfect data reveal, the lists show no signifi-
cant differential of age, status, level of government service, or geographical
origin. Rather, both lists covered a considerable spectrum. The Tao-hsueh
men on the blacklist numbered 59, and their attackers merely 35. Informa-
tion on the year of the chin-shih degree yields an even smaller sample: a
total of 36 Tao-hsueh Confucians and 21 attackers.!
Despite such limitations in the data, percentages still suggest trends. Dur-
ing the first period, 14 percent of the Tao-hsueh group received their
degrees. The two of prominence among these five men were Chu Hsi and
Chou Pi-ta (1126-1204); however, they were quite young (18 and 26) at the
time and not yet closely identified with Tao-hsueh. During the second
period, 86 percent of the Tao-hsueh sample achieved chin-shih status.
Among their attackers, almost 43 percent received their degrees in the first
period and almost 57 percent during the second period. The results are even
more striking for the last decade beginning in II72, the year Lii Tsu-ch'ien
and Yu Mao (II27-II94) served as the chief examiners. More Tao-hsueh
men (seven) won their degrees that year than in any other year, and only one
of their later opponents earned his degree that year. Thus, out of all those
later blacklisted as Tao-hsueh men, more than 19 percent received their
degrees in II72. Subjectivity or an ideological bias in Lii's grading was evi-
dent in more than the sheer numbers. The government had stringent rules
against favoritism and safeguards to prevent the examiners from knowing
whose examination essays they were grading. Despite such safeguards, Lii
recognized the style of Lu Chiu-yiian's essay, even though he had previously
read only a few pieces of Lu's writings. It must have been even easier for him
to recognize the paper of Ch'en Fu-liang (II37-1203), a friend from his own
prefecture. As we will see, Lii had such exceptional prestige and status that
he even dared to announce his discovery of Lu Chiu-yiian's paper. Our sta-
tistics on the II72 examination do not even include this famous case, as Lu
Chiu-yiian died too early to make the blacklist. Overall, in the decade from
II72 to II81, 44 percent of the Tao-hsueh Confucians obtained their degrees
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compared to only I percent of their opponents. Compared with the first
period, increasing numbers and percentages of Tao-hsueh men were receiv-
ing their degrees during the second period-at the expense of more conven-
tional Confucians who were critical of Tao-hsueh.
Given the emerging trend in favor of the fellowship, it is not surprising
that in 1180 Chao Yen-chung (1169 chin-shih) complained about bias evi-
dent in the prevalence of theories of human nature and principle and the
influence of the Ch'engs in the examinations. 2 Chao had received his degree
in the last examination in which the results for the two groups were almost
balanced. Beyond concern over the impact of bias on any particular exami-
nation, someone like Chao realized that ties among successful candidates
for a particular year and between them and their chief examiners had long
provided major bonding for cooperation during subsequent political
careers. Thus the examinations had a direct impact upon political faction-
alism.
The 1161 invasion stirred fervent commitments to the absolute correct-
ness of Confucian values and to education as the means for ensuring the sur-
vival of those values among the young. Compared to Sung failures against
the Chin under Kao-tsung, the relative success under Hsiao-tsung also
apparently enhanced a sense of security and confidence. The crisis and the
ensuing peace together enhanced, somewhat paradoxically, both fervor for
defending the tradition and a climate of relative peace and confidence for
the work of defining it. With political issues relatively relaxed, scholars
could now focus more on intellectual questions.
The timing of the transition from Kao-tsung to Hsiao-tsung in 1162 also
reflected a change of generations. Chang Chiu-ch'eng, Hu Hung, and Hu
Yin had already died, and Li Tung (Li Yen-p'ing, 1093-1163) soon fol-
lowed. By 1163, a generation born in the first decade of the Southern Sung
had come to maturity and begun to dominate the dialogue on Confucian
values. Most notable were Chu Hsi, Lu Chiu-ling (1132-1180), Chang Shih,
and Lii Tsu-ch'ien. Of these senior scholars, all but Chu died in 1180 or
1181. Although more junior scholars were already active before 1181, Chu
and Chang and Lii dominated the period. These senior scholars were
known as the three worthies of the Southeast, and they headed the major
branches of the fellowship during the second period. They shared much of
the same agenda-symbolized by their simultaneous presence in the capital
in 1163 during the height of excitement over Sung hopes and plans for a res-
toration of control over the North. In subsequent personal visits and letters,
their friendships deepened and their exchange of ideas promoted shared
intellectual growth and definition of the Tao-hsueh fellowship and tradi-
tion.
Chu Hsi's development provides an introduction to the character of this
period as distinct from the earlier one. As the bibliography suggests, Chu's
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life and thought have been more extensively studied than has any other Sung
personage, so I will only highlight certain aspects here.
The turmoil and uncertainties during Kao-tsung's reign dominated Chu
Hsi's childhood. His father, Chu Sung (1097-II43), protested the search for
peace with the invading lurchen and was demoted to a local post in Fukien,
where he lost even his position as county sheriff shortly before Chu Hsi was
born there in II30. Chu Hsi's father, a student of Yang Shih, laid the foun-
dation for his interest in the teachings of the Ch'eng brothers and the histori-
cal writings of Ssu-ma Kuang. Nearing death, his father entrusted his educa-
tion to three neighboring Confucians with some grounding in the legacy of
the Ch'engs. Although one of the three, Hu Hsien (1082-II62), was a first
cousin to Hu Hung, they did not partake of the Hu family hostility to Bud-
dhism and Taoism but rather reflected the more accommodative spirit
toward Buddhism that Chang Chiu-ch'eng represented. The writings of
another of the three, Liu Tzu-hui (II01-II47), has been preserved only in
the anthology of Tao-hsueh Confucians compiled by Chang's students.
Reflecting this environment and seeking solace, Chu Hsi developed a fasci-
nation for Ta-hui's Ch'an Buddhism. During his teens, death claimed not
only his father but also his two brothers and two of the three neighboring
scholars in charge of his education. In addition to encouraging a fascination
with Buddhism and Taoism, these deaths contributed to his apparent sense
of mission as a survivor and prevented him from having a single dominant
mentor. Without the influence of one teacher over a long period of time,
Chu was apparently more conditioned than most Confucians to set out on a
relatively independent quest for certainty.
Chu Hsi's fortunes began to change after he passed the chin-shih exami-
nation in 1148. Although ranked only in the fifth or bottom group of suc-
cessful candidates, Chu was only about half the average age of those candi-
dates. Besides being freed at an early age from the need to concentrate his
studies on the examination curriculum, he could anticipate an early start on
a bureaucratic career, albeit from the lower rungs thereof. Appointed as reg-
istrar in T'ung-an county in Fukien, he occupied that post for over four
years beginning in IIS3 and reformed the management of local taxation and
police work, upgraded educational standards, and drafted codes for proper
ritual and decorum. That post gave him experience with the practical prob-
lems of official society and was followed by sinecure appointments as over-
seer of a mountain temple, which provided several years of leisure to reflect
and study.
By the end of the IISOS, Chu's thinking evidenced signs of change. Begin-
ning in IIS3, he paid several visits to Li T'ung, a disciple of Yang Shih who
had been highly praised by Chu's father as a dedicated follower of the
Ch'engs. At first, while inquiring about the teachings of the Ch'engs, Chu
also spoke enthusiastically about Taoism and Buddhism. Li rebuked him for
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his fascination with such heterodoxies and urged him to concentrate on the
Confucianism of the Ch'engs. Given the prominence of Buddhism in Fukien
during the Sung, it is not surprising to find Fukienese known either for their
interest in the synthesis of Confucianism and Buddhism (as in the case of the
three neighbors who taught Chu during his teens) or for their outspoken
zeal for orthodoxy (as in the case of Li T'ung, Hu Hung, and Chu Chen). In
IIS9, Chu Hsi compiled his first book, Recorded Conversations of Hsieh
Liang-tso (Shang-ts'ai yu-lu), in which he purged some extraneous passages
in which Hsieh, a disciple of the Ch'engs, was quoted as being critical of the
Ch'engs for helping Buddhists. Although Hsieh Liang-tso was probably the
most inclined toward Buddhism of all the major first-generation disciples of
the Ch'engs, Chu's book marked a major step toward Chu's concentration
on the school of the Ch'eng brothers. Gradually, Chu was embracing Li's
more exclusive commitment to the Confucianism of the Ch'eng school.
By the mid-Il6os, Chu had adopted Li's hostile attitude toward Bud-
dhism and Taoism to such an extent that he wrote a major rebuttal of the
prevailing syncretic trend seeking commonalities between Confucianism
and these two religions. Chu completed by Il66 this "Critique of Adulter-
ated Learning" (Tsa-hsueh pien) to refute Su Shih's comments on the
Changes, Su Ch'e's on the Lao-tzu, Chang Chiu-ch'eng's on the Mean, and
Lil Pen-chung's (1084-1145) on the Great Learning. Chu's concerns were
succinctly set forth in the colophon written by his friend Ho Shu-ching
(II28-Il7S). The Su brothers, Chang, and Lil had adulterated the classics
with the ideas of Lao-tzu, Chuang-tzu, and the Buddha. More recent schol-
ars tended to follow the views of these renowned literati because of their
reputations. Therefore heterodoxy was becoming increasingly entrenched.
Chu Hsi, "fearing that this Tao of ours would not be made clear," had writ-
ten this critique that "exposed their mistakes and absurdities."3
For example, paraphrasing and/or briefly quoting Chang's comments on
passages from the Mean, Chu sought to point out that his views differed
from those of the classics and the Ch'engs. Chu characterized Chang as
being lost in introspection and disregarding rational inquiry and textual
exegesis. Furthermore, Chang's explanation of humaneness as conscious-
ness and his subjectivistic understanding of the original mind reflected the
Ch'an quest for intuitive enlightenment. Chu certainly overstated the case
when he dismissed Chang as no more than a Ch'an Buddhist in Confucian
disguise. Yet he was no doubt correct that Chang had been influenced more
than he was aware by Ch'an. Chu's "Critique of Adulterated Learning" also-
marked a clear break with his own syncretic leanings of his youth and
launched his personal campaign against what he regarded as deviant orien-
tations within Confucianism.
Chu's first commentary on the Analects, completed in II63, and subse-
quent major works during this second period document the direction of his
f
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maturation. By II63, although he encompassed a wide range of contempo-
rary and earlier commentaries, he had accepted the Ch'engs as the interpre-
tative standard for the Analects. Completing in II68 a compilation of the
Surviving Works of the Two Ch'engs (Erh-Ch'eng i-shu), he presented the
Ch'engs as having revived the lost teachings of the ancient sages. In II72, his
Essential Meanings of the Analects and the Mencius (Lun Meng ching-i)
advanced deeper into the Ch'eng brothers' interpretations of these classics
using the writings of their students. In II??, he finished a set of four works:
Questions and Collected Commentaries on the Analects and the Mencius
(Lun Meng chi-chu huo-wen). Here he rejected most of the views of disci-
ples of the Ch'engs. Another publication of II?? that reinforced this display
of independent maturity was the Original Meaning of the Chou Dynasty
Book of Changes (Chou I pen-i). Instead of following Ch'eng I in interpret-
ing the Book of Changes as a philosophical text about principle, Chu
emphasized that divination was the original intent of the book. By deciding
who and what to include in his various works, Chu Hsi demonstrated evolv-
ing maturation from a student of the Tao-hsueh tradition to an authority.
Chu Hsi's work during this second period evolved in communication with
others who were also sorting through texts left by three diverse generations
and striving for a more systematic presentation of the tradition.
To understand Chu Hsi's ideas in context, it is thus necessary to explore
the thought of some of these other Confucians and their exchanges with
Chu Hsi. For the period between II63 and II8I, allowing Chang Shih and
iii Tsu-ch'ien to take their historical places in the foreground alongside Chu
Hsi will balance the conventional accounts that have focused more nar-
rowly on Chu. Free of the political suppression that had prevailed under
Ch'in Kuei, major teachers were, during the second period, more at liberty
and leisure to develop their ideas and to attract larger numbers of students.
Although iii also sought to defend the group against extraneous influences
and outside pressures, his leadership-compared with that of the previous
and subsequent periods-encouraged a freer exchange of diverse views and
a relative pluralism within the fellowship.
Tensions existed despite this relative pluralism. As the political conflict
over the Yiian-yu legacy became more distant in the changed political envi-
ronment of the II6os, "ideological" factors of ideas and intellectual lineages
became increasingly prominent as criteria for inclusion in the fellowship.
Chang Shih, Chu Hsi, and even iii Tsu-ch'ien sought to disentangle Tao-
hsueh from its ties to Buddhism, which had been more pervasive during the
first period. By sifting out traces of adulterated learning, they fostered
greater consciousness of a single unique Confucian fellowship. Relative
freedom from political interference provided an environment not only for
expanding the fellowship, but also for turning attention to defining who
and what belonged within the tradition.
--
Chapter2 Chang Shih
Chang Shih, whom Chu Hsi praised as having the
"virtue of Tao-hsueh" and as being a "pure Confucian,"l was probably the
most influential individual in the fellowship during most of the 1I6os. The
exceptionally bright and gifted son of a famous official, Chang emerged as
the leading figure among Hunan scholars after the death of his teacher, Hu
Hung. Building on the Hu family tradition of scholarship, Chang brought
the Hunan branch of Tao-hsueh to completion philosophically, but the
Hunan legacy languished soon after his death in 1I8o. By the 1I7os, he had
already been surpassed as leading teacher by Lli Tsu-ch'ien and as theoreti-
cian by Chu Hsi. Although included with Chu Hsi in the Tao-hsueh biogra-
phies of the official Sung History and recognized in modern scholarship in
East Asia, Chang Shih has been largely overlooked by most American and
European scholars. 2
Chang Shih first met Chu Hsi in 1I63, when Chang was summoned to the
capital to prepare the way for the return of his father, Chang Chlin.
Although Chang ChUn's hawkish plans had failed during Kao-tsung's reign,
he was now needed for the renewed war against the Chin. Chang Shih had
from childhood accompanied his father to various posts away from their
home in Szechwan. Like his father, he "selflessly took attacking the enemy
barbarians and recovering the ancestral homeland as his own responsibil-
ity."3 He played a major role in assisting his father during the military emer-
gency, but the old warrior's untimely death in 1I64 necessitated Chang
Shih's temporary retirement to observe mourning.
I
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Chang Shih became known for his forthright advice to Hsiao-tsung.
When the emperor lamented how difficult it was to find officials who were
devoted enough to die for what was right, Chang responded: "Seek this kind
of official among those subjects who dare offend Your Majesty in giving
their opinions. If they dare not give such advice in ordinary situations, how
can Your Majesty expect them at a critical moment to give their lives for
what is right?"4 Asked about Heaven, Chang replied that Heaven should
not be confused with the sky. Heaven referred to the Lord on High (shang-
ti), which was an even more ancient appellation for the highest deity.
Because this Lord on High was near the emperor, Hsiao-tsung should watch
his thoughts in order to avoid angering the Lord on High.s Noting that the
enmity with the Chin was such that one could not live under the same sky
with the invaders, Chang urged the emperor to forswear talk of peace and
to dedicate the dynasty to self-strengthening in preparation for liberating
the North. When the emperor asked him about taking advantage of the
enemy's weakness from several years of bad crops and weather, Chang
countered with the Sung's own limitations. The key, he insisted, was not the
momentary material conditions of the two sides, but rather a long-range
plan to improve the quality of governance and readiness. Without winning
the hearts of the people, it was impossible to regain the Central Plain. The
way to win the hearts of the people was to "not exhaust their strength and
not strain their resources."6
Such traditional Confucian ideas about the importance of the people's
well-being were put into practice in Chang's administrative work. During
the era of crisis in the wake of the loss of North China to the Chin, his
actions in accord with Confucian ideals were, according to Chu Hsi,
uncommon. Chu asserted: "Very few officials of high or low rank have been
able to step forward to fulfill their duties without regarding their own
safety; and even among those, no one can be compared to you in terms of
filial piety in sustaining the family, devoted loyalty to the country, clarity
and impartiality in administering justice, and thoroughness in delibera-
tion."7 Besides acting as expositor-in-waiting to the emperor and serving in
the Ministry of Personnel and the Secretariat, Chang worked at prefectural
posts for more than ten years, during which time he was in charge of four
different prefectures in various regions of the realm. On assuming each
post, he reportedly inquired frequently about the suffering of the people;
moreover, he initiated reforms and relief measures to lighten the burdens of
the people. Even though such statements are conventional biographical lan-
guage, Chang was apparently a good administrator. 8 Education and local
schools ranked near the top of his agenda. To revive education and
enlighten the people, he wrote at least fifty-four instructional records for
various kinds of schools and studies; moreover, he set down principles and
rules to be followed. These instructions fervently proclaimed a special mis-
--
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sion for education: "In this world, human ethics cannot be neglected for a
single day; if neglected, the country would follow in decline."9
This moral agenda for education was necessary in what Chang regarded
as a hostile cultural climate. Those who chased after the heterodox doc-
trines of Buddhism and Taoism were bad enough, but they were merely
symptomatic of the era's general failure to comply with Confucian teach-
ings. Some scholars disdained Confucianism as impractical. A passion for
advantage was so pervasive that even senior scholars who expounded on
Confucian texts often did so primarily to advance their own individual
ends. Others who focused on the theoretical side of Confucianism were
often even worse: "The flaw of scholars of recent generations is boundless
speculation without any actual results from learning. Their point of view is
like the heterodox theory of 'transcending the teachings of the narrow path.'
Moreover, they come out below the level of the heterodox because they
deceive not only themselves, but also others."lo Chang lamented that so few
understood and practiced true Confucian teachings and expressed the need
to differentiate "our Confucians" from the host of popular heterodox and
impure teachings. 11 Such spiritual degeneration was a frequent topic in his
letters to Chu Hsi and Lii Tsu-ch'ien. However much such perceptions
might have been exaggerated, they energized a zeal to defend the tradition
and educate the community.
Chang Shih's own education was directed toward the Ch'engs from an
early age. From childhood he had been taught by his father. The elder
Chang had received instruction from followers of both the Ch'eng brothers
and their rivals, the Su brothers from Szechwan. He also had friends from
the restored-reform party, and he was not supportive of all claims made by
his Tao-hsueh friends about their tradition. Despite his linkage to the home
area of Szechwan and the complexity of his own background, the father
chose to direct the son to the Hu family tradition of the Ch'engs rather than
toward the SUS. 12 After being dismissed from government service, Chang
Chiin apparently identified more with his Tao-hsueh friends and had fewer
reservations about their perspectives. At first, the young Chang Shih had
access to Hu Hung only through personal correspondence and published
writings. In his late twenties, he wept out of joy and admiration at their first
meeting in n6r. Perceiving the youth's sincerity and capacity, Hu Hung
taught him about humaneness. Chang Shih withdrew to reflect and wrote a
letter about humaneness. After reading this letter, Hu exclaimed: "The
school of the sages has such a person; how fortunate, how fortunate for this
Tao of ours!"13
Chang thereafter wrote a long essay on humaneness, the "Record of
Admiring Yen-tzu" (Hsi Yen lu). In the Analects (612 and 6/5), Confucius
had praised his favorite pupil, Yen Hui (521-49° B.C.), for his love of learn-
ing and his ability for three months at a time to keep his mind free of any
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thought contrary to humaneness. Chang compiled statements by Confu-
cians through the centuries who had commented on Yen-tzu's humaneness
and projected him as a model for spiritual cultivation. Hu Hung cautioned
Chang that a major essay on such a crucial topic should be flawless. More-
over, in considering various views from different perspectives over the cen-
turies, one had to seek clarity and correctness from often unclear and incor-
rect historical sources. Lauding Chang's diligence in verifying the sources,
Hu added: "Deciding which words from the comments of the former
worthies to ignore or to adopt is a very difficult matter."14 Hu was in effect
encouraging him to exercise critical judgment in order to determine what
should be in the tradition. Soon after their second meeting, Hu Hung died.
Yet Chang had obtained copies of Hu's writings, which he studied carefully.
The essay on humaneness continued to be central in Chang's personal
development. He used it as a standard to evaluate his own progress, as
described by Chu Hsi: "Chang wrote 'Record of Admiring Yen-tzu,' and
reading it to examine himself morning and night, he sternly disciplined him-
self. What he learned was profound and far-reaching, but he never dared to
consider himself adequate. He further made friends from all around to seek
after what his own learning had not yet achieved. For more than ten years,
he ceaselessly investigated, evaluated, practiced and experienced [what he
learned about humaneness]."15 Thus participating in the fellowship, Chang
continued to mature until, fourteen years after drafting the original essay,
he penned the colophon for its publication in II?3. 16
Chang had by II?3 also completed commentaries on the Analects and the
Mencius. Chang paraphrased these classics in a lucid ancient prose style and
sought to clarify the classics with less recourse than typical among his con-
temporaries to Sung philosophical terms. Continuing Hu Hung's commen-
tary on Ch'eng I's interpretation of the Book ofChanges, Chang stressed the
practical role of the book as a guide to governance and political ethics. His
practical experience was also reflected in his Annals of Governance (Ching-
shih chi-nien). The Hu family tradition of historiography in the service of
ethics was reflected in his biography of Chu-ko Liang (181-234), the prime
minister of the kingdom of Shu at the end of the Han. Chang regarded this
"Confucian general" as a model for doing what was right instead of what
was merely useful for personal advantage. I?
There is a problem regarding Chang's writings as they have come down
to us. His essay on humaneness and his commentaries underwent several
revisions in consultation with friends, especially Chu Hsi. Thus the final
completion of these works in II?3 represented a watershed in satisfaction
with his level of maturation in dealing with the tradition. When Chu final-
ized the editing and wrote the preface to Chang's collected short writings in
II84, he omitted some of Chang's early writings-including the "Record of
Admiring Yen-tzu." As will be illustrated in our next chapter, the absence of
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this essay as well as other writings on humaneness and some letters to Chu
inhibits our study of Chang's thought and the interaction between the two
friends. Especially given Chu's own testimony to the importance of the
"Record of Admiring Yen-tzu," it is as surprising as it is unfortunate that
Chu excised these texts from Chang's collected works. Chu's editing and
Chang's own inclination for revising his work before 1I73 have resulted in a
corpus with less evidence of evolutionary development than Chang report-
edly experienced and greater apparent agreement with Chu than was cer-
tainly the case, especially before 1I73.18 This is a major obstacle to recon-
structing the diversity of Tao-hsueh Confucianism from the perspective of
Chang's leadership of its Hunan branch in the 1I6os and 1I7os.
Chang Shih's continuing study of humaneness immersed him ever deeper
in Confucian sources. Confucius had spoken of humaneness in terms of rit-
ual propriety and not having any thought contrary to propriety. Mencius
made humaneness one of the four basic virtues in human nature; moreover,
the Ch'eng brothers regarded it as the sum of the four virtues and as being
one with all things. Chang, in his "Treatise on Humaneness" (fen shuo), elo-
quently expounded upon this tradition's view of the essence and function of
humaneness. Because of its clarity in presenting what Chang regarded as the
axis of Confucianism, this essay from 1I72 or 1I73 is here translated almost
in its entirety.
The nature of people possesses the four virtues of humaneness, right-
ness, propriety, and wisdom. Its principle of love is humaneness. The
principle of what is appropriate is rightness. The principle of yielding is
propriety. The principle of knowledge is wisdom. Even when these
four virtues do not yet have form to be seen, their principles are cer-
tainly rooted there [in the nature], so the body really possesses these. In
its centrality or state of equilibrium, the inner nature only has these
four virtues, and all the myriad goods are managed from here. What is
called the principle of love is the mind of Heaven and Earth to give
birth to things and that from which they are born. Therefore, humane-
ness is the chief of the four virtues and can also encompass them. The
inner nature's state of equilibrium has these four virtues; thus, when
the nature is manifested through the feelings, it acts as the beginnings
of commiseration, shame and dislike, the sense of right and wrong, as
well as deference and yielding. And what is called commiseration can
also unify and penetrate the rest. This is why the nature and feelings are
related as essence and function, and the Tao of the mind-and-heart
resides as master in the nature and feelings. People simply becloud or
block it with their own self-centeredness and so losing contact with the
principle of their nature become inhumane-even to the point of being
jealous and cruel. Are these [in accordance with natural] human senti-
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ments? Their sinking is to a low level. For this reason, in becoming
humane, nothing is more important than overcoming the ego (chi).
When the self-centeredness of the ego has been overcome, there will be
an expansive impartiality [or civic-mindedness, kung], and the princi-
ple of love that was originally stored in the nature will have nothing
blocking it. When the principle of love is not blocked by anything, it
will be connected to the meridians [channels of life-force] of Heaven,
Earth, and the myriad things, and its function will also reach every-
where completely. Therefore, designating love to name humaneness is
to be blind to its essence. (Master Ch'eng meant this when he said,
"Love is feelings and humaneness is nature.") But the principle of love is
humaneness. To point to impartiality as humaneness is to lose its true
character. (Master Ch'eng meant this when he said, "Humaneness is
hard to delineate with a name, only impartiality is near it, but it's
impermissible to designate impartiality as humaneness.") Yet impartial-
ity is the reason people can be humane. When tranquil, the substance
of humaneness, rightness, propriety, and wisdom is present. And when
in motion, the beginnings of commiseration, shame and dislike, respect
and reverence, and right and wrong are realized.... For this reason,
Mencius summarized humaneness by saying, "Humaneness is the
human mind." It is like persevering the four virtues of Heaven and
Earth, as set forth in the Book ofChanges, and referring to them collec-
tively as the origin [of the character] of Heaven and Earth. All this
being so, is it at all possible for those who study to regard seeking
humaneness as unimportant and overcoming the ego as not the Way?19
Although Chang did not here make a distinction between the two Ch'eng
brothers, the passages from Master Ch'eng that were quoted for support
came from Ch'eng I. The word kung is difficult to render here: it covers a
range from civic-mindedness to public interest to impartiality. In the context
of Chang's writings, "impartiality" is useful for conveying his sense of over-
coming the ego and selfish desires, but "civic-mindedness" adds the positive
thrust of his commitment to public issues. When we discuss the thinking of
some other Sung Confucians, we will find the element of public interest to
be much more dominant in their usage of kung.
In this essay, Chang followed Ch'eng I's idea of humaneness as the princi-
ple of love, countering Han Yii's (768-824) notion that humaneness was
love. As the principle of love (i.e., compassion), humaneness was a virtue of
the inner nature instead of a mere feeling. Chang thus built upon the distinc-
tion quoted from the Ch'engs that love was a feeling, but humaneness was
human nature. Likewise, associating humaneness with the life-force in
Heaven and all things drew upon the Ch'eng brothers' concept of humane-
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ness as the seed of life and the basis of oneness with all things. Grounding
his essay in Mencius' identification of humaneness with the human mind,
Chang also shared Ch'eng Hao's conviction that knowing humaneness
should be one's first priority. In spite of their shared grounding in these
sources, Chang and Chu had some disagreements about this essay, "Treatise
on Humaneness," which will be addressed in Chapter 3.
Chang's study of humaneness was so intense that it affected his percep-
tion of human nature in ways that were to lead him away from Hu Hung's
major thesis that human nature was beyond good and evil. If the virtue of
humaneness were so integral to one's inner nature, how could the nature be
anything except good? In part, Chang was merely more grounded than Hu
in Mencius' doctrine that human nature was originally and essentially good.
In his commentaries, Chang proclaimed, "The good is the nature."20 But he
also developed Mencius' view.
Chang Shih began, like Mencius, by declaring that the inner nature was
good because it possesses the beginnings of the four virtues: "Mencius called
the nature good because it is where humaneness, rightness, propriety, and
wisdom are maintained. And if in their expression there are no self-centered
human desires to disorder them, there is then nothing but the mind-and-
heart of commiseration, shame and dislike, deference and compliance, and
right and wrong."21 Mencius had identified the four beginnings with the
originally good nature, but the four virtues (which arose from the develop-
ment of the four beginnings) with the manifestation of the nature. Thus
Mencius considered the four beginnings to be more basic than the four vir-
tues. Chang reversed this priority. He regarded the four virtues as nature
and the four beginnings as mind:
Humaneness, rightness, propriety, and wisdom are all located in the
inner nature, and their manifestations that can be observed are the
sense of commiseration, shame and dislike, deference and compliance,
and right and wrong.... Therefore, investigating the state before
manifestation, one finds that the essence of humaneness was already
established, and rightness, propriety, and wisdom already existed in
[the nature]. Following manifestation, one finds that the sense of com-
miseration materializes, and shame and dislike, deference and com-
pliance, as well as the sense of right and wrong become manifest
through it. 22
Chang used this distinction between not-yet-expressed and already-ex-
pressed to differentiate between the four virtues and the four beginnings.
Building upon Hu Hung's notion of the nature as essence in tranquility and
the mind as nature's function in motion, Chang associated human nature
with the tranquil or not-yet-expressed state and the mind with the active or
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already-expressed state. Thus his departure from Mencius over the priority
of the four beginnings and the four virtues arose from his acceptance of Hu's
more detailed elaboration of the distinction between nature and mind.
Chang, no doubt, felt that his slight difference from Mencius served
philosophically to anchor the Mencian faith more securely. A solid response
was needed to the Buddhist challenge to the absoluteness of Confucian vir-
tues and relationships. Significant urbanization and economic expansion
with their attendant dislocations or disruptions of family and social rela-
tionships perhaps also spurred him to make these virtues-on which social
relationships rested-even more basic than Mencius had. These relation-
ships were of crucial importance: "Heaven and Earth have their positions,
and people are born between them. Thus that which makes the human Tao
is our having intimacy between parents and children, order between elder
and younger siblings, distinctions between husbands and wives, loyalty
between ruler and subjects, and trust between friends. These five are what
Heaven has decreed and not something that people are able to contrive."23
Basic Confucian relationships in family and society were, he also insisted,
essential to the life of the people and the existence of the state. Because the
concept of human nature was traditionally a major bulwark of these rela-
tionships, it is not surprising that he fervently sought to strengthen that con-
cept.
Chang also identified the four virtues in the nature as what Heaven
imparts to people in order to offer further substantiation for the goodness of
the original nature. The Doctrine of the Mean had taught that "what
Heaven imparts is human nature." Chang reasoned that the origin of the
nature was the mandate of Heaven. Hence this "Heaven-mandated nature"
(t'ien-ming chih hsing), which people received at birth, was purely good
without any evil. 24 Elaborating on the nature as that which was mandated
by Heaven, Chang highlighted the absolute goodness of the nature. Chang
further prescribed following the original thusness (pen-jan) of human nature
to know its goodness. Likening goodness to obedience, he remarked that
the good "is what becomes manifest by following the original thusness of
the inner nature, and what we call not good is disordering and not following
the nature."25 He seized upon Mencius' (6AI2) analogy between the charac-
ter of water and human nature. Water could be dammed to go uphill or even
struck to splash over one's head. When such artificial interference was
exhausted, the nature of water would remain to flow downward. Applied to
human nature, he reasoned: "Without any interference, letting it be thus,
the rectitude of human nature and feelings is the so-called good. If there is
intent to interfere, that is being not good."26 Thus Chang reinforced his
notion that one should not interfere with the character of the inner nature.
Conventional suspicions among many Confucians about action based on
deliberate intent to achieve immediate ends would appear to have been rein-
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forced by Chang's further linkage of noninterference with rightness and
principle, but interference with personal advantage and human desires.
To address the question of the origin of evil, Chang borrowed the Ch'eng
brothers' concept of physical endowment (eh'i ping). Commenting on Kao-
tzu's (c. 420-C. 350 B.C.) statement in the Meneius (6A/3), Ch'eng Hao had
said:
Regarding "what is inborn is called the nature," the nature is the vital
energy, and the vital energy is the nature, and both are what is called
inborn. In the physical endowment of people at birth, principle pos-
sesses both good and evil. But people are not born with these two
opposing elements in the nature to start with. Owing to the vital energy
with which they are endowed, some become good from childhood, and
others become evil. Human nature is of course good, but it cannot be
said that evil is not the nature. 27
Building on Ch'eng's concept, Chang explained why people are not good:
Because there is this body, form obtains something to which to be
attached, vital energy obtains something with which to be mixed, the
desires obtain something through which to be enticed, and so the feel-
ings begin to be disordered. When the feelings become disordered, the
rectitude of the nature is lost, and this is what is regarded as not good.
But is it really the fault of the nature?28
Since evil arose from the physical endowment, Ch'eng Hao's use of the word
"evil" to refer to the nature should, Chang was arguing, be understood as
referring only to the physical endowment.
Using the Record of Ritual, Chang further addressed the problem of evil
and the goodness of human nature. That classic spoke of.people being tran-
quil at birth but also of the desires of the inner nature and human desires.
Again drawing upon Hu Hung's notion that human nature was tranquil but
had to move, Chang identified the desires of the nature with the movement
of the nature in response to things. As things stimulated people endlessly
and their likes and dislikes knew no bounds, people easily fell into evil
thoughts and deeds. Their state should not be blamed on the inner nature
itself but on the ego's self-centeredness or desires. To illustrate this distinc-
tion, Chang added: "Using the analogy of water, deep and clear is its
essence. Water cannot but move, so fluidity is also its nature. When it flows
rapidly, gushing through soil and sand, it becomes muddy. How could this
muddy state be its true nature?"29
Because evil was only in the physical endowment, it could be overcome
by drawing upon the capacity within the original goodness of nature itself.
Chang's idea of transforming the physical endowment by returning to its
beginnings was adopted from Chang Tsai's doctrine of transforming the
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natural endowment. Chang Shih utilized this idea to explain Confucius' dis-
tinction between three levels of people: those born knowing, those who
readily learned through study, and those for whom knowledge was only
painfully acquired. Such a division, Chang Shih insisted, only spoke of their
differences at the beginning of their progress: "Although those who
acquired knowledge with difficulty were below the level of the other two, it
was the original goodness of human nature that enabled them to achieve ful-
fillment just like the others."3o The superior knowledge of those born know-
ing could also be arrived at through study. Even stupid ones had the same
foundation as the sages, so everyone could exert effort and make progress.
All people could become sages like Yao and Shun. The opportunity to
advance through study might seem to modern readers to point to a social
message. Economic expansion, urbanization, and education in the Sung
probably did produce more social mobility than at any other time in China's
traditionally layered society. The actual thrust of Chang's message, how-
ever, was more fundamentally ethical: "Although there are differences in the
physical qualities with which people have been endowed, there is nothing
set or unchanging about their goodness or badness, for they are all
human."3! Although recognizing that people could change, Chang's concept
of the goodness of human nature provided him with a basis for absolute dis-
tinctions between good and evil.
The absoluteness in Chang's view of the goodness of human nature car-
ried over to the distinction between rightness and advantage. Mencius and
other early Confucians had begun discriminating between what was right
or just (i) and what had advantage or utility (Ii). The Ch'eng brothers fur-
ther strengthened the difference by setting rightness against advantage
as absolute opposites. Within this framework, Chang identified distin-
guishing rightness and advantage as the first step in Confucian learn-
ing. Futhermore, he linked the absoluteness of the distinction to Heav-
en's principle and human desires. Here again, Chang chose to follow
Ch'eng I instead of Hu Hung. Chang wrote: "The good is the impar-
tiality of Heaven's principle, and those who diligently do good preserve
this and never discard it. As for advantage, it is nothing more than one's
individual self-centeredness: when applying one's mind, one only does so
to augment one's own advantage."32 Chang continued by urging careful
study of the key difference between the superior person, who is mindful
of what is right, and the petty person obsessed with what is advanta-
geous.
The absoluteness of the distinction between rightness and advantage was
even further enhanced by his criterion regarding whether or not the will was
deliberately directed. In a passage that seemed to echo his advice against
interfering with the inner nature, he warned against taking deliberate action
toward a desired goal:
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The learning of the sages is being thus without deliberation. Being thus
without deliberation is the reason why destiny did not stop, natures
were not biased, and teachings were inexhaustible. On the contrary,
acting from deliberation is all the egocenteredness of human desires
and not what Heaven's principle preserves. This is the difference
between rightness and advantage. Regarding the perspective of those
who have not yet profoundly scrutinized themselves in light of this dis-
tinction, very little throughout the whole day is done for anything
except seeking advantage. And advantages are not limited to prestige,
position, and profit. In every instance their wills are directing their
activities, and even though the degree is not the same, they are one in
serving themselves for themselves. 33
"Being without deliberation" referred to the state before human nature was
affected by calculation and expressed in action; this state was rightness and
Heaven's principle. Conversely, "advantage seeking" characterized the state
after human nature was affected by deliberation and human desires.
Chang's broader scope meant that he did not limit advantages to the tradi-
tional emphases on prestige, position, or monetary profit. With its ex-
panded scope, the prohibition against seeking benefit apparently applied to
all areas of life and perhaps to all social classes rather than just to the elite.
Warning against deliberation was also a way of saying one should follow
the Tao. Arguing that following the Tao could lead to either wealth or pov-
erty, Chang still insisted that one should accept either destiny rather than
act contrary to the Tao:
Only superior persons can maintain control of themselves and not be
driven by likes and dislikes. Therefore, if by perverting the Tao they
could obtain wealth and prestige, they would hold onto rightness and
not do so. This is simply because being correct resides within them. If
by misfortune they encounter poverty and dishonor, they are at peace
with their destiny and do not flee from it. This is why they can be con-
tent in whatever state they are. 34
To follow the Tao, one had to have self-discipline.
This process of following the Tao and controlling one's desires required
self-cultivation. Some might argue that following one's own conscience was
sufficient. Self-centered desire could be identified by one's conscience as that
of which one was ashamed, and propriety could be recognized as that which
did not burden one's heart. Chang rejected such arguments as too subjec-
tive. He countered: "If one's moral discipline were not complete and one
were to take one's own opinion as the principal rule, would it not be a natu-
ral mistake to regard self-centeredness as not being self-centered and impro-
priety as propriety?"35
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To guard against such subjectivity, one needed to investigate things to
extend one's knowledge of actual principles. But the investigation of things
itself could be misinterpreted, as Ch'an Master Ta-hui and his Confucian
friends had done. Chang sought to counter such subjective or intuitive inter-
pretations:
Principles do not depart from things; arriving at the ultimate of their
principles is the way to extend one's knowledge. The current saying
"whether or not a thing has been investigated totally depends on me" is
like wanting to knock away things and let the self stand alone. If this
isn't an heterodox view, what is? Moreover, can things really be
knocked away? To act according to that saying would be like turning to
the back of a mirror to look at our image. 36
An attempt to make the investigation of things totally dependent on the
observer would actually detach the observer from the objective things to be
studied. It would also create a dysfunctional relationship, just like gazing
into the wrong side of a mirror to see oneself.
Chang's effort to hold a middle course was evident in his comments on
the relationship between the investigation of things, which was externally
oriented, and reverent composure or seriousness, which arose internally.
Commenting on the Great Learning, he remarked: "Everything from mak-
ing the will sincere to rectifying the mind to bringing peace to the world is a
matter of investigating things to extend knowledge."37 But he also reversed
the priority: "There is a Tao for investigating things; isn't it simply rever-
ence?"38 In explaining Ch'eng I's admonition to "abide in seriousness,"
Chang said: "It is because of extending our knowledge that we can make
this mind clear, and reverent composure enables us to hold onto this mind
and never lose it. Therefore, Master Ch'eng said that to concentrate on 'the
one' is composure and also that having no particular leaning [i.e., being free
of favoritism] is called the one."39 In other words, we must comprehend
oneness before we know where to exercise our effort. Even though he
seemed to give investigation of things a certain priority, the attitude of rev-
erent composure with which the mind approached the investigation of
things had a privileged position.
Perhaps Chang was more inclined toward the priority of reverent compo-
sure; at least, what he wrote about it seems more vibrant. He commented:
"Concentrating on the one is called composure; abiding in reverent compo-
sure, one can then have purposefulness without confusion, priority without
disorder, constancy without being rushed, so that what one does will be
simple."40 By simple, Chang meant that one's activities would not be com-
plicated by extraneous things because one's mind would not be enticed or
distracted by desires. This theme of simplicity also harks back to his notions
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of not interfering with the nature and not having premeditation. In his essay
about "concentrating on one thing," Chang elaborated on the one:
What is reverent composure? The secret resides in concentrating on one
thing. What is the one thing here? It is being free of favoritism. In liv-
ing, never go beyond one's thought, and when managing affairs, never
be distracted by the extraneous. While cultivating, be immersed in the
Mean-never forgetting and never anxious. Even when hurried and
rushed, one must preserve and accumulate this. After practicing this a
long time, it will be refined and will reach to the ultimate. If one perse-
veres unremittingly, one can reach the standard of the sages and
worthies. 41
In other words, Chang continued the Hunan tradition of self-cultivation
that focused on cultivating the mind and rectifying its orientations.
In discussing humaneness, human nature, and self-cultivation, Chang
often spoke of principle, but did he engage in philosophical speculation
about principle? In his commentary on the Mencius, he posited the priority
of principle before actual things: "Activities and things all have a reason for
being-which is Heaven's principle."42 On occasion, he even used the con-
cept of the Supreme Ultimate to explain the production of things: "The
Supreme Ultimate moves and the two vital energies [i.e., yin and yang] take
form, the two vital energies have form and the myriad things are produced,
so all people and things are based on this."43
Elsewhere, he joined the Sung philosophical terms with the more tradi-
tional concept of Heaven or the mandate of Heaven to refer to the ground of
Being. In a passage that linked his various terms and pointed to his reason
for addressing such issues, he wrote:
The whole essence of the mandate of Heaven has fl~urished without
interruption from antiquity to the present and has penetrated the myr-
iad things. Even though the masses were ignorant of it, this principle
was never interrupted. Even though the sages fully realized it, nothing
was ever added to it. Before responding [to things] was not prior, and
after responding was not later [i.e., it transcended time restrictions];
and once it was established, then all were. established, and once real-
ized, everything was realized [i.e., it was the foundation of all]. The
principles of the world are public and do not have anything on which to
attach our egocenteredness; this is why the Tao of humaneness is great
and the principle of destiny is small. From the Buddhist point of view,
all things are made by our minds and produced from our minds. Such is
their ignorance of the original essence of the Supreme Ultimate and
their quest for self-benefit and self-interest; in such conditions, the
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mandate of Heaven cannot penetrate and flourish. Therefore, what
they call the mind is nothing but the human mind, without any recogni-
tion of the ethical mind of Tao (tao hsin). 44
Clearly, Chang was seeking to refute the Buddhists for what he regarded as
their undermining the foundation and reality of Confucian ethics. From his
perspective, the Buddhists were caught in their own self-interests to the
point that they could grasp only the human mind but not the Tao or ethical
principles within the mind.
Chang's philosophy here, as in his discussion of self-cultivation, empha-
sized the mind. He identified the essence of both the mind and the inner
nature as being one with Heaven: "The naturalness of principle is called the
mandate of Heaven. In people it becomes human nature, and in being mas-
ter of the inner nature, it is mind. Heaven, human nature, and mind have
the same essence, although what is taken as function differs."45 The mind
had an apparently unlimited role as master of both inner nature and exter-
nal things: "The mind is that which links the myriad activities and controls
the myriad principles in order to be lord of the myriad things."46 In Chu
Hsi's system (as we shall see in the next chapter), the mind governed the
nature and feelings, but in accord with principle itself. Although Chu could
be eloquent about the power of the mind as master and its role in realizing
principle, he was reluctant to ascribe to the mind control over principle
itself. In this sense, his projection of the mind's mastery was less extensive or
absolute than Chang Shih's, for the Hunan scholars were less equivocal
about the mind's dominance of principle. The difference in degree here was
rooted in the legacy of Hu Hung, which Chang Shih brought to completion.
Although Chang Shih engaged in speculative philosophy about
abstract principles, he, much like his teacher Hu Hung, spoke far more
often about ethical cultivation and cultural values. On the one hand, his
comments suggest a substantial equivalence of mind, inner nature, Heaven,
and principle; thus, his philosophy did not make the fine distinctions to
which Chu Hsi would attach such importance. On the other hand, his focus
on the cultivation of the mind was a major contribution to Confucian culti-
vation. These two factors-one of which might be regarded as a weakness
and the other, a strength-were related. Chang was critical of empty talk
about the mind and human nature, for his Hunan approach to spiritual cul-
tivation emphasized examining oneself and making effort in daily life and
practice. He complained that his contemporaries had lost sight of the practi-
cal theme of Chou Tun-i and the Ch'eng brothers, "thorough study of prin-
ciples and abiding in reverent seriousness."47 Even Huang Tsung-hsi (1610-
1695), the primary editor of the Records of Sung and Yuan Confucians
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(Sung Yuan hsueh-an), praised Chang as having at an early age achieved a
comprehension of cultivating the mind that Chu Hsi attained only much
later in life. 48
Another of Chang's contributions was the rediscovery of Heaven's princi-
ples in daily activities. Although this was a central theme for the Ch'engs, it
had been partially eclipsed during the half century after Ch'eng I's death in
II07. In praising Chang for using Heaven's principle and human desire to
distinguish absolutely between rightness and advantage, Chu Hsi said that
Chang had "opened up what the prior sages had never expressed so
clearly."49
A third contribution was his completion of Hu Hung's Hunan "school" of
thought. In addition to perpetuating some of Hu's ideas about history,
praxis, and the relation between the mind and the nature, Chang anchored
the Hunan school more securely in the teachings of Mencius and the Ch'eng
brothers than Hu had. At the same time, he continued his teacher's primary
linkage to Ch'eng Hao'J teaching on the mind, nature, and humaneness. As
their younger contemporary Lu Chiu-yuan observed, Chang was more like
Ch'eng Hao and Chu Hsi more like Ch'eng I. 50 At various times in his
career, Chang returned to Ch'ang-sha, where he lectured at the Mountain
Slope Academy. Because of his reputation as a scholar and an official, many
students came to hear him, and he had quite a large following. No one man-
aged to continue his teachings for very long, however.
Why did this Hunan branch of Tao-hsueh wither? Traditionally, the
explanation has been that the Hunan group was simply overwhelmed by
Chu Hsi because of his achievements as a thinker and teacher. There appear
to have been other factors, too. Hunan was far less developed than Che-
kiang or Fukien. Hence Hu Hung and Chang Shih operated from a cultural
and economic base much weaker than Lu Tsu-ch'ien's. Chekiang or Chu
Hsi's Fukien. Such objective conditions restricted the ability of the Hunan
teachers to compete with teachers in other areas. For example, with a more
centrally located academy drawing literati from the capital area, Lu was cer-
tainly at an advantage. Even the Mountain Slope Academy quickly declined
until Chu Hsi revitalized it in II93, while serving as an official in Hunan.
That this well-established academy lapsed so quickly after Chang's death in
II80 suggests that it might have begun to wane even before the end of the
II7os. Given how soon the academy became a center of Chu's learning,
Chang's teachings appear to have been difficult even for his disciples to
maintain.
Part of the failure was due to the compound nature of Chang Shih's
thought. His scholarship had a broader scope than that in the first genera-
tion of the Southern Sung. In addition to his priority of praxis over theory,
his attention to both the cultivation of the mind and the investigation of
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things to know principle meant that he embodied what would become inde-
pendent strains of Confucianism during the last two decades of the century.
After Chang's death, his students gravitated to other masters who developed
one or another of these orientations far more rigorously and systematically.
Perhaps related to their keen sense of the Buddhist challenge, Hunan schol-
ars seem to have been less zealous than Chu Hsi about divisions within Con-
fucianism. Hu Ta-shih (late twelfth century), who was Hu Hung's son and
one of Chang's major students, actually studied with leading teachers of the
three major divisions of Tao-hsueh Confucianism during the subsequent
period. Since the next generation developed these positions further, few in
later centuries found any reason to extend special attention to Chang.
Another reason for Chang's decline was the evolution of Chu Hsi's thinking,
for Chu developed as a theoretician to the point that he easily eclipsed
Chang by the mid-II7oS.
..
Chapter3 Chu Hsi and Chang Shih
During the second period of the Tao-hsueh fellow-
ship in the Southern Sung, much of Chu Hsi's development occurred in
friendly intellectual exchange with Chang Shih. Chu regarded Chang as
exceeding his own quickness and intuitiveness of mind, as evident in the
speed and ease with which Chang comprehended ideas and expressed them
in writing. Chu Hsi also claimed that whereas he had to work hard to learn,
Chang obtained the Tao earlier and more easily. Although he was senior to
Chang by about three years, Chu acknowledged: "[Chang Shih's] knowl-
edge is so outstanding as to be unreachable, and having b~en in his company
for a long time, I've repeatedly gotten a lot from him."! After the triumph of
Chu's school, Chu's originality and profundity have generally been empha-
sized at the expense of Chang's contributions. Benefits of their interaction
were actually mutual. Chu and Chang discussed a wide range of philosophi-
cal issues, on which they generally agreed. In addition to exploring terms
and concepts, they also exchanged views on differences regarding specific
passages in their commentaries on the Analects and the Mencius. 2 Instead of
cataloging their differences here, we will focus on three issues of importance
for the Tao-hsueh fellowship itself.
ON SELF-CULTIVATION, EQUILIBRIUM, AND HARMONY
The first major issue involved two different traditions of self-culti-
vation and the understanding of the mind. Self-cultivation involved devel-
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oping an internalized discipline. Although Chu Hsi's progression from one
tradition through the other toward his own synthesis represented probably
the most crucial watershed in his development as a Confucian theorist, it is
important to realize that Chu's overalI evolution was a gradual and cumula-
tive one without sudden, radical breaks. His exchange with Chang Shih
over the meaning of centrality or inner equilibrium (chung) and harmony
(ho) in relation to the inner nature and the cultivation of the mind has been
exhaustively investigated by modern scholars. 3 Hence I will provide only an
overview and highlight its relevance.
The primary locus classicus of the issue was the opening section of the
Doctrine of the Mean that identified centrality or equilibrium as the state
before the feelings were aroused and harmony as the state after the feelings
were aroused-if the feelings were appropriately expressed. According to
the Mean, attaining equilibrium and harmony was the key to achieving one-
ness with Heaven and the myriad things; hence, it was a person's utmost
ethical imperative. Chou Tun-i and Shao Yung had emphasized concentrat-
ing on tranquility in one's ethical discipline and had spoken of the mind as
the Supreme Ultimate or source of alI things. Chou had further equated
tranquility and oneness with a state without desires. Chang Tsai had made a
distinction between knowledge gained through the senses and the mind's
innate knowledge arising from the inner nature. Ch'eng Hao had advocated
dispelIing selfish feelings as the way to settle the nature. Ch'eng I sought to
enhance the rigor of cultivation with reverent composure and by concentrat-
ing the mind on one essential thing. Compared with earlier Confucians, the
Northern Sung Tao-hsueh Confucians had more sharply defined concepts of
the mind and inner nature. Therefore, they placed greater emphasis on the
task of cultivation to reach the centrality of the nature and/or mind. Their
goal was to know the Tao and to attain oneness with the proper order of
Heaven and the myriad things. They had not developed a systematic posi-
tion, however. For example, Ch'eng I had advocated preserving and nour-
ishing the feelings before they were aroused as welI as examining these feel-
ings after they had been expressed.
During the first half of the twelfth century, two distinct approaches devel-
oped within the Tao-hsueh felIowship to the methodological task of cultiva-
ting the mind to know its ultimate oneness with alI things. One approach
was developed in Fukien and the other in Hunan. In Fukien, one line of
Ch'eng I's disciples, led by Yang Shih and Lo Ts'ung-yen (ro72-II35), intro-
duced quiet sitting in meditation as the way to experience the essence of the
mind and settle the nature. In silent meditation, one was to clarify the mind
by expelIing alI selfish desires. Lo taught this method to Li Tung, who in
turn passed it down to Chu Hsi. Li had Chu concentrate on attaining this
state of clarity of mind in tranquil stillness but also focus on his tasks in
daily life. Chu regarded Li's instructions about self-cultivation in tranquility
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and activity as two distinct teachings. Although Li considered this state of
mind to be the foundation for praxis in daily activities, Chu felt uncomfort-
able with the contradictory tension between these two intuitive teachings
that could be rationally deduced. The crux of the problem was how the
active mind could perceive its own tranquil state before action. After wres-
tling with Li's teachings for about eight years, Chu declared in II66 that
they were essentially correct as long as one understood that the state of intu-
itive oneness could not be realized quickly. Perhaps in an attempt to per-
suade Chang Shih, he traveled in II?? to Hunan, where he visited for two
months with Chang-whose alternative views had encouraged his doubts
about Li's teachings.
The Hunan school represented the other major line of development from
the Ch'eng brothers' teachings about the mind. Expanding on Ch'eng I's
identification of the mind with the already-expressed state and Hu Hung's
view of mind as the function of the inner nature, Chang wanted to focus
exclusively on the mind's actual experience in daily affairs. Only by experi-
encing tranquility in activity or motion could one find the centrality of the
mind. Instead of quiet sitting in meditation, one should use the mind's
potential-arising from its essential oneness with the inner nature-for
observing the subtle first stirrings of the virtues. Thus one could grasp
Heaven's principles through their functioning in daily activities. One should
apprehend these principles before attempting to preserve and nourish them
in personal cultivation. Compared with Li Tung's approach, Chang had
one that was more dynamically oriented toward action.
Chu Hsi abandoned Li Tung's view and almost fully embraced the
Hunan approach during the two-month visit in II67 and in four letters writ-
ten in the subsequent year. Following the Hunan school, he identified
human nature as essence and mind as nature's function. The incipient state
before the feelings were aroused was now associated with the nature, and
the expressed state of the feelings with the mind.
Soon questions flourished in Chu Hsi's mind about the Hunan approach.
Trying to explain to one of his students why he had abandoned Li's method,
Chu was apparently uncomfortable about rejecting his own teacher. He fur-
ther confessed a feeling of declining ethical vigor after he had stopped fol-
lowing Li's prescribed concentration on the state of tranquility and had
begun focusing exclusively on apprehending incipient principles in activity.
Intellectually, Chang's position seemed now to have only partially resolved
the issue by finding tranquility in the midst of activity. Since tranquility and
activity were always in a dialectical relationship in the Supreme Ultimate,
why could one not also discover motion in tranquility? Could one not pre-
serve and nourish the essence of the mind before apprehending it in activity?
Such questions drove him beyond both his immediate teacher and his friend
to the Ch'eng brothers' writings.
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As Chu declared in an u69 letter to his friends in Hunan, studying
Ch'eng 1's writings provided the answer to his perplexity about inner equi-
librium and harmony in tranquility and activity. He told his Hunan friends
that his earlier views, which had been based on their teachings, lacked a
great foundation. He thereupon selected passages from Ch'eng 1's writings
to resolve apparent inconsistencies from other passages to which they had
all been attentive. The passages to which Chu drew attention now were in
the Surviving Works of the Two Ch'engs, which he had just completed edit-
ing the year before. Chu now claimed that his friends had been wrong to fol-
low Ch'eng 1's apparent identification of the mind only with the state after
the feelings were aroused. Master Ch'eng had corrected himself when he
proclaimed the oneness of mind with both essence, the state of quietness
and inactivity, and function, the state of active penetration of all things.
If one resided in reverent seriousness, as Ch'eng had advocated, one's
mind would be properly poised in both tranquility and activity to appre-
hend and nourish principles. It was best to follow Master Ch'eng's twofold
path of reverent seriousness and study: "Self-cultivation requires serious-
ness; the pursuit of learning depends on the extension of knowledge."4 With
this concept, Chu now had a complete view of equilibrium and harmony;
moreover, he did not need to await activity before engaging in the cultiva-
tion process of examining and then nourishing. Even in the tranquil state
before the feelings were aroused, the mind was consciously present.
Although tranquil, this was a state of the mind, rather than the nature.
Hence this state of mind within one's conscious experience was also a
proper object of cultivation. Only after reaching this understanding was
Chu able to attend to both traditions of cultivation. When around U72 Chu
wrote a preface to an earlier essay on equilibrium, he further surveyed his
evolution from Li's view of cultivation through Chang's to his own. Thus he
fully realized that his position had now matured, and he never again made
substantial changes on this issue. Much later in his life, however, Chu
tended to speak only in terms of preserving the mind, as his dual approach
to cultivation of the mind gradually shifted farther away from the compo-
nent that the Hunan scholars had emphasized. 5
Chu's evolution on this issue was of major significance for several rea-
sons, and we will elaborate on three. First, he had synthesized his predeces-
sors into a new approach. By adopting Ch'eng 1's emphasis on reverent seri-
ousness, he moved beyond both Chou Tun-i's theme of tranquility, in which
one emptied one's mind of passions, and Ch'eng Hao's slightly less passive
view of calming or settling the inner nature. Besides seeking to restore a
state of calm within the inner nature, Ch'eng Hao had sanctioned respond-
ing to things as they were encountered. Thus Ch'eng had already embraced
a more active stance than Chou's. Having incorporated the Hunan ap-
proach to apprehending principles in daily activity and the Fukien prefer-
-",
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ence for meditating in tranquility, Chu enhanced the role of book-learning.
Earlier Tao-hsueh thinkers in Fukien had a more reflective and intuitive
understanding of the mind and less enthusiasm for reading books. From
Chu's new standpoint, the mind was comparatively more oriented outward
toward the study of books and the empirical observation of things, although
he used empirical observations as an ethical philosopher rather than as a sci-
entist. 6 Hence Chu became far more dedicated to a life of scholarship and
far more prolific as a writer than earlier Tao-hsueh Confucians from
Fukien.
Second, in abandoning and later altering his own teacher's position, Chu
Hsi apparently passed through a crucial phase of inner tension toward a
maturation that provided a sense of liberation or transcendence. It must
have been at once· liberating and comforting to discover that he could
approach the teachings of Ch'eng I directly through critical and painful eval-
uation of the ideas of his own teacher as well as those of one of his closest
friends. In this experience, he was convinced that he had corrected conven-
tional understanding of Ch'eng I's doctrines through critical textual study of
Ch'eng's surviving works. Because of his experience of maturation on this
issue, he would certainly have become more self-confident about his own
authority. Henceforth, his critical evaluation and restructuring of the Con-
fucian tradition markedly progressed.
Third, Chang Shih was significant as a catalyst in Chu's evolution on this
issue. Chang's Hunan school method of cultivation encouraged Chu to
doubt his own Fukien approach. Chang's emphasis on experiencing tran-
quility in activity also served as a transitional stage from which Chu sought
motion in tranquility. Thus Chang further contributed to Chu's quest for a
solution to the tension between the two Tao-hsiieh traditions on cultivation
and inner equilibrium. One might even suggest that the Hunan conception
of nature as essence and mind as its function had promp'ted Chu to seek a
resolution specifically in terms of essence and function.
Based on our earlier discussion of Chang's attention to Ch'eng I's doc-
trines of the investigation of things and reverent seriousness, we could enter-
tain the possibility that Chang might well have interjected these themes into
his discussions with Chu on the mind and inner equilibrium. We have very
little record of what was discussed during their meetings in JI6}, JI64, and
JI6?; moreover, some of Chang's early letters and writings were not
included by Chu in Chang's collected works. Even extant material is often
hard to date precisely. Because of such factors, it is extraordinarily difficult
to speculate on the specifics of the direction of influence between these two
friends. We do know from Chu's JI?2 reflections that Chang readily agreed
with his last formulation. Chang's only continuing point of disagreement
reportedly was his idea that one first needed to apprehend principles before
preserving or nourishing them. 7 The apparent ease of this agreement sug-
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gests that Chu had struck a responsive cord with Chang's own emphasis on
reverent composure and the investigation of things. Even if Chang had been
the first to interject some of these ideas or to prompt Chu to consider them,
such considerations still do not detract from the importance of Chu's articu-
lation of a synthesis or his role as a theoretician. We might, however, be
observing the beginnings of a pattern of Chu and later scholars of ignoring
or downplaying his debts to his contemporaries.
In another set of exchanges from J170 to II72, it was Lii Tsu-ch'ien who
had to admonish Chu about this dual approach to cultivating the mind. Chu
had made what Lii regarded as an unfair criticism of a passage from Hu's
Understanding of Words. According to Lii's analysis, Chu's objection was
made from the perspective of the effort of holding fast and nourishing
amidst tranquility, whereas Hu's comments were made in reference to the
discipline of examining and scrutinizing amidst the flow of activities. Lii
Tsu-ch'ien also noted that both modes of cultivation were important, and
one could not be engaged without the other. Chu's criticism of Hu for hav-
ing no place to seek the true mind was excessive, for Hu had specifically
cited Mencius' example of an expression of the true mind in the case of the
King of Ch'i: Mencius (JA/7 and 2A/6) had advised King Hsiian (r. 342-324
B.C.) to extend to others the feelings that the monarch himself had experi-
enced when unwilling to see an ox suffer. So articulate was Lii in expressing
the view of a balanced approach to cultivation that he must have been either
immediately and totally converted to it or already oriented in that direction
himself. As we will see in later discussions of Lii's personality and thought,
it is quite likely that he was already oriented toward a balanced approach.
In any event, Chu appeared less even-handed than Lii. Chu responded:
"Certainly neither of the two modes of cultivation should be emphasized at
the expense of the other, but the teachings of the sages emphasize holding
fast and preserving far more than apprehending and examining, which is the
opposite of the meaning in this section from Hu's text."8 To Chu Hsi, appre-
hending and examining principles was directed toward the outer realm;
hence, it had to come only after preserving and nourishing.
DISCOURSE WITH HU'S TEXT
The second major exchange centered on the text of Hu Hung's
Understanding of Words. In the process of coming to his new understanding
of equilibrium and harmony as states of the mind, Chu Hsi became dissatis-
fied with Hu's work. Beginning about II70, he engaged Chang Shih and Lii
Tsu-ch'ien in critically evaluating the text. The three had, according to Chu,
reached basic agreement by II72 on which passages were problematic. 9 Chu
compiled the account of this exchange, "Misgivings about Master Hu's
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Understanding of Words" (Hu-tzu chih-yen i-i). Chang Shih expressed basic
agreement with this record. IO
Chu's account of the discourse with Hu's text reveals Confucians of the
day in the process of rectifying a text. Quoting a passage from Hu's text,
Chu expressed his preference for Chang Tsai's language for describing the
function of the mind. Chang Shih expressed uneasiness about both word-
ings and offered a substitute. Chu Hsi praised Chang Shih's substitute word-
ing as apt. Then he quickly added: "However, whatever revisions we discuss
should only be our own private deliberations about how we think it ought
to read, but we won't alter the original manuscript."11 At the beginning of
the exchange, Chu Hsi thus disavowed any actual intent to alter Hu's text
itself.
In another case, it was Chang Shih who objected to Chu's expunging part
of one sentence and inserting substitute words that changed the meaning of
Hu's text. Chang Shih cautioned Chu that the previous generation's ideas
should be respected and preserved. Yet in the case of two other passages,
Chang himself suggested that one "ought to be omitted" and that the other
was "not necessary to preserve."12 Only Lii Tsu-ch'ien, in the three state-
ments attributed to him, spoke consistently in defense of Hu and in opposi-
tion to altering the text. Indeed Lii had a very high regard for Hu's Under-
standing of Words. 13 During the last exchange, Chu spoke quite candidly
aboutaltering Hu's original text: "Although this passage truly does not need
to be preserved.... Now, I would like to preserve this passage but slightly
change the wording."14 It would appear that Chu had convinced himself of
the need to modify Hu's text.
Chu's criticisms prevailed: the passages to which Chu objected are not
found within the six chapters of Hu's Understanding of Words in extant edi-
tions. ls Although it is difficult to ascertain whether it was Chu or Chang
who actually expunged Hu's text, the impetus clearly came' from Chu. As an
indication of the relative importance of this project to the three friends, Chu
provided the only account of the exchange, and statements attributed to
Chang and Lii therein are not found in their own collected works. More
important, however, "Misgivings" is a retrievable record that reveals mem-
bers of the Tao-hsueh fellowship wrestling with a recent text and restruc-
turing their tradition.
Chu Hsi took aim at eight problematic passages in Hu's text, and these
have been summarily grouped under three themes. 16 Chu objected, first of
all, to Hu's having placed human nature beyond good and evil. Second,
having identified the mind as the already expressed state of the inner nature
and humaneness as the mind, Hu necessarily discussed both mind and
humaneness from the perspective of function rather than essence. Third,
only after examining the mind in its state of incipient action, Hu claimed,
could one hold fast and preserve it. Whereas self-cultivation and humane-
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ness are discussed respectively in the preceding and succeeding sections of
this chapter, let us now focus on the inner nature and the mind.
Hu Hung had proclaimed that human nature was the great foundation of
all under Heaven, but the mind ordered the myriad things and brought the
nature to completion or fulfillment. Chu Hsi objected to Hu's saying that
the mind fulfilled the nature. Citing Ch'eng I's elucidation of Mencius' (7A1
r) phrase, "exerting or fathoming mind to the utmost" (chin hsin) to know
the nature, Chu argued that Ch'eng had been referring to the first principles
(i.e., the nature) within the mind. Consequently, Ch'eng I had not limited
the discussion to mere functions or products of the mind, as Hu had done.
Hu had envisioned human nature and the mind as two parts of the same
reality and related them to one another as essence and its function. To break
this polarity, Chu proposed substituting a phrase taken from Chang Tsai,
"the mind directs and unites (t'ung) the nature and the feelings."I?
Another passage explored a similar theme. Chu cited the following com-
ment from Hu: "To clarify its [the Tao's] essence, the sages refer to it as the
inner nature, and to clarify its function, they refer to it as the mind. The
nature cannot but be active, and when active it is mind." Tracing such
alleged confusion to the Ch'engs' disciple Hsieh Liang-tso, Chu again drew
upon Chang Tsai's view of the feelings to substitute the following: "The
nature cannot but be active, and when active it is the feelings. The mind
directs the nature and the feelings." Responding to Chu's substitute word-
ing, Chang Shih attempted to go back to Ch'eng I instead of Chang Tsai. He
quoted Ch'eng I: "When the nature has form, it's called the mind; and when
the nature moves, it's called the feelings." But in this case, Chu rejected
Ch'eng's wording on the grounds that the words "having form" were
unclear. 18 Hence Chu could not be persuaded simply by calling on the
authority of Ch'eng I.
Even though they differed on whether the mind fulfilled the nature or
simply directed it, both Hu and Chu gave prominence to the mind. Both
viewed the mind as somewhat transcendent, and made distinctions between
the mind of Heaven and Earth, which penetrated everywhere, and the mind
within individual persons, which depended upon the body's vital energy for
life. Hu Hung, playing on one occasion with a student's question, had sug-
gested that the mind itself was not subject to life and death. Seizing upon the
apparent bewilderment of the student, Chu denounced Hu for seeming to
have embraced Buddhist notions of reincarnation. Hu should simply have
spoken in terms of the principle being one but having many manifestations.
In other words, it was the principle within the mind, rather than the mind
per se, that was transcendent. 19 That principle within the mind was, to
Chu, the same as the inner nature.
Hu Hung had written that Heaven's principles and human desires shared
the same essence but differed in function; moreover, they engaged in the
..,
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same action but differed in feelings. Although Hu's expressed intent was to
have people distinguish between principles and desires in the process of ethi-
cal cultivation, Chu Hsi condemned Hu's assumptions about what was
innate within human nature. Chu argued that even though the beginnings of
Heaven's principle were unknown, they were present at the birth of a per-
son; hence, principle was innate. Desires arose only when people were
bound by bodily form, indulged in habits, and were confused by feelings;
hence, desires were not innate. If one thought that the two had the same
innate essence, how could one ever distinguish between them? Instead of
realizing that the original essence was completely pure and without human
desires, Hu had aimed-Chu alleged-to find principle and desires within
each other. 20
A passage in the same vein was Hu's statement that one could understand·
the difference between Heaven's principle and human desires by scrutinizing
how people liked or disliked things and other people. Likes and dislikes
were human nature. The petty person simply liked or disliked in reference
to the ego, but the superior person did so in terms of the Tao. Chu charged
that Hu had thus "implied the Tao was outside of human nature" so that
there was no priority between Heaven's principle and human desire. As
such, Chu suggested that Hu would be wrongly negating the proclamation
in the Book of Poetry:
Heaven in giving birth to the multitudes of the people,
To every faculty and relationship annexed its law.
The people possess this normal nature,
Thus they love its normal, beautiful virtue,21
Mencius (5A/6) had set a precedent for citing this ode to support the claim
that human nature possessed virtue innately. Chu sought to extend its scope
to segregate desires and Heaven's law, for he associated Heaven's law with
principle and human nature.
Although Chu conceded that liking and disliking were inherent in the
nature, he insisted that they could not be directly referred to as the nature.
Attempting to substantiate this distinction, Chu referred to likes and dis-
likes as "things" in order to summon further classical sanction. The Book of
Poetry had recorded, "There are things, there must be their laws." This dis-
tinction must have been what Mencius (7A/38) was referring to when he
said, "Our body and complexion are the manifestations of Heaven's nature
within us." Chu concluded: "Now, if in discussing human nature we want to
bring up things but omit the laws inherent therein, I'm afraid flaws will be
unavoidable."22 Making liking and disliking into "things" seems needlessly
cumbersome, for Chu could have been more consistent with his overall phi-
losophy if he had described them as feelings. Feelings were the function of
human nature, as distinct from the nature itself. But Chu Hsi was driven
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here to strike as authoritative a blow as possible against Hu's assumption.
Chu wanted a nature equivalent to ethical principles rather than accepting
Hu's view of inner nature as transcending good and evil.
If human nature were neither good nor evil as Hu believed, from where
would good (behavior) arise? That Hu also adhered to the Confucian goal
of good behavior was evident to Chu, who lauded Hu's statement "Doing
the Tao is the most great and utmost good." Chu quickly added that this
goal appeared impossible without a foundation of goodness in human
nature itself. 23
In a later section, Chu dealt with part of Hu's answer to the question
regarding good behavior. Speaking of how even sages had feelings, desires,
anxieties, and resentments, Hu had said differences in the ethical quality of
persons were observable in the appropriateness of their responses and
actions: "What is in accord with the Mean is right, and what is not in accord
with the Mean is wrong. Holding to the right while taking action is correct,
but holding to the wrong while taking action is perverse. One who is correct
does good, and one who is perverse does evil. But conventional Confucians
discussed human nature itself in terms of good and evil; aren't they far from
the mark!" Chu judged this logic to be quite inadequate: "Yet we might
question whether the norm of the Mean arises from something done by the
sages themselves or something possessed by the inner nature. There is cer-
tainly no reason for saying that it arises from what the sages did. If we
acknowledge that the nature certainly possesses this Mean, the original
goodness of human nature is clear."24 The connection between the sages and
the Mean made sense, Chu forcefully argued, only if the appropriateness of
the Mean was the goodness of the inner nature. As evident in our exposition
of Chang's view of human nature, Chang had already abandoned Hu's tenet
that the nature was beyond good and evil; hence, he readily agreed that Hu
was wrong on this point.
Still, Chang held to Ch'eng Hao's view that although the nature was
good, one could not deny that evil was also the nature. Building on Ch'eng
Hao's analogy with water, Chang compared the goodness of the nature to
its original purity and the evil to the turbidity resulting from its fluidity.
Good actions were in accord with the inner nature, and evil arose from
improper movement upset by things and desires. The goal in learning was to
transform the turbidity to regain the purity of the origins. In this instance,
Chu merely added that Ch'eng Hao's statement about evil referred only to
the physical nature. 2S
This passage by Ch'eng Hao was so problematic to Chu Hsi that more
should be said about it. Chu discussed this passage more than any other one
from the Ch'engs. It is possible to set aside the apparent difficulties arising
from Ch'eng Hao's statement by reference to the context-in which Ch'eng
Hao compared the goodness of the nature to water's original purity.26
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Nonetheless, in over thirty passages in the Classified Conversations of Chu
Hsi (Chu-tzu yii-lei), Chu complained about how difficult this particular
theory was; moreover, he said that Ch'eng Hao's view of the nature was not
complete. He seized upon Ch'eng I's statement "nature is principle" as an
insight that no one since Confucius had realized. Thus Chu was implicitly
criticizing Ch'eng Hao. At the same time, Chu proceeded to use this lone
statement by Ch'eng I to rationalize all of the views of both Ch'eng brothers
on human nature, but Ch'eng Hao's view was actually different. 27 From
Ch'eng Hao's idea that the nature has good and evil, Hu Hung advanced to
say that the nature had neither good nor evil.
Another gap in understanding between Chu Hsi and Hu Hung involved
the question of the substance or essence of things. The Ch'eng brothers had
spoken of essence in relation to the state after the existence of things but not
of an essence that preceded the coming of things into existence. For
instance, they were fond of Chang Tsai's "Western Inscription" but not of
his Correcting Youthful Ignorance (Cheng-meng). The former concentrated
on the essence of actual entities, but the latter was more abstract. Late in his
life, Ch'eng I had become more receptive to Chang Tsai; moreover, Chu
seized upon his saying "nature is principle" to link Chang, Chou, and the
Ch'eng brothers into a more unified philosophy. Hu Hung's comments were
grounded more directly in the proclivity of the Ch'eng brothers for speaking
of essence only after the existence of things. But Chu Hsi insisted on inter-
preting essence in an abstract sense of first principles before the existence of
actual things. 28
Hu and Chu spoke of essence from very different levels of discourse. It
had been from the perspective after things came into existence that Hu had
spoken of Heaven's principle and human desires as sharing the same essence
and the mind as the function of the nature. Chu chose to .analyze the impli-
cations of Hu's statements in light of his own speculative philosophy. Hu's
point that the nature was perfection beyond the characterization of good
was acceptable to Chu only if spoken in reference to a hypothetical state
before activity. Once activity began, there was a contrast between good and
evil; moreover, action in accord with the Mean was good. Chu postulated
that Hu's position would require two goodnesses or even two natures: the
original state of the nature in itself and the nature expressed in activity
through the function of the feelings. Although Chu was the one who actu-
ally spoke of both an ethical, original nature and a physical nature, he did
not really think in terms of two separate natures; furthermore, he regarded
positing two actual natures as an untenable position.29 In fact, he believed
that he had rendered Hu's position untenable, even though Hu had not
spoken in terms of two natures as Chu himself sometimes did.
The only solution, in Chu's mind, to this problem was to hold that the
goodness attainable through one's actions was one and the same as the
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goodness of the original inner nature. Along these lines, Chu wrote to Hu
Hung's cousin in II7l:
We can say that what Heaven imparts is not confined to things, but if
we consider it as not confined to goodness, we will not understand
what makes Heaven Heaven. We can say that we cannot speak of
human nature as evil; however, if we consider goodness as inadequate
to characterize the nature, we will not understand where goodness
comes from. Between such theories and other points, which are good,
in Understanding of Words, there are numerous mutual contradic-
tions. 30
The essence of goodness was a primary principle, for knowing that ultimate
essence was to know what made Heaven Heaven and the source of good-
ness.
It was from the level of speculative philosophy and in the defense of fun-
damental principles that Chu objected so vigorously to Hu's view of human
nature. Writing in an II7l letter to Hu's son, Chu acknowledged that Hu
Hung had intended to exalt the mysterious nature. Hu's praise of the nature
as being beyond the distinction between good and evil had, Chu argued,
unintentionally demeaned the nature. If the nature were not absolutely good
but rather of the same essence as human desires, it was rendered less than
pure. Hu's interpretation would mean that the nature was "an empty
object"; moreover, Chu warned his students that Hu's view of the nature
was similar to the heterodoxy of the Su brothers and Buddhism. 31
ON HUMANENESS
How to characterize humaneness was the third major issue between
Chu Hsi and Chang Shih. This discussion began as early as their first meet-
ing in II63 and continued for over a decade. Although it was one topic dis-
cussed during Chu's two-month visit in II67, it did not emerge as the central
question until the issue of equilibrium and harmony had been settled. Chu
Hsi drafted a treatise on humaneness and exchanged letters in II72 and II73
with Chang and Lii Tsu-ch'ien about humaneness. During II73, Chu and
Chang reached general agreement on most points and, after consultation
with Lii Tsu-ch'ien, made final revisions to their treatises.
Chu Hsi's final treatise on humaneness had as its foundation the mind of
Heaven and Earth. The Book of Changes had stated: "The great virtue of
Heaven and Earth is to produce [things]."32 Having been influenced by this
idea of identifying Heaven and Earth with the production of things, the
Ch'eng brothers equated this great virtue with the mind of Heaven and
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Earth: "The mind of Heaven and Earth is to produce things."33 After quot-
ing this statement, Chu reasoned:
When people and things are produced, they receive the mind of Heaven
and Earth as their mind. Therefore, with reference to the virtue or
character of the mind, although it embraces and penetrates all and
leaves nothing to be desired, nevertheless, one word will cover all of it,
namely, humaneness.... The moral qualities of the mind of Heaven
and Earth are four: origination, growth, benefit, and firmness. And the
principle of origination unites and controls them all. In their operation
they constitute the course of the four seasons, and the vital energy of
spring permeates all. Therefore, in the mind of people there are also
four moral qualities-namely, humaneness, rightness, propriety, and
wisdom-and humaneness embraces them all. In their emanation and
function, they constitute the feeling of love, respect, being right, and
discrimination between right and wrong-and the feeling of commiser-
ation pervades them all.... What mind is this? In Heaven and Earth,
it is the mind to produce things infinitely. In people, it is the mind to
love people gently and to benefit things. It includes the four virtues of
humaneness, rightness, propriety, and wisdom, and it penetrates the
four beginnings of the sense of commiseration, the sense of shame, the
sense of deference and compliance, and the sense of right and wrong. 34
Contrary to conventional translations, "virtue of the mind" is probably
more apt than "character of the mind" to convey Chu's philosophical con-
text. Although this virtue resides in and in a sense belongs to the mind, as
virtue and principle it is actually the character of the nature rather than a
characteristic of the mind per se.
Chu next elucidated humaneness in reference to essence and function.
Essence and function were characteristic of Heaven and Earth as well as the
mind of people. Because of this relation of essence and function, all of the
qualities of Heaven and Earth were implied when origination was men-
tioned; moreover, all of the virtues in the mind of people were implied with
the mention of humaneness. Chu proclaimed:
Humaneness constituting the Tao refers to the fact that the mind of
Heaven and Earth to produce things is present in everything. Before
feelings are aroused, this essence is already existent in its completeness.
After feelings are aroused, its function is infinite. If we can truly prac-
tice love and preserve it, then we have in it the spring of all virtues and
the root of all good deeds. This is why in the teachings of the Confu-
cian school, the student is always urged to exert anxious and unceasing
effort in the pursuit of humaneness. In the teachings of Confucius, it is
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said [in Analects, 12/ r], "Master yourself and return to propriety." This
means that if we can overcome and eliminate self-centeredness and
return to the principle of Heaven, then the essence of this mind [i.e.,
humaneness] will be present everywhere and its function will always be
operative.
Chu then cited passages from the classics as examples of what one should
actually do in order to put the universal essence of humaneness into opera-
tion in one's own life.
In the following part of his treatise, Chu Hsi sought to correct what he
regarded as mistakes made by earlier Tao-hsueh Confucians. He also sought
to resolve an apparent contradiction with Ch'eng I, who had said that love
should not be regarded as humaneness. Chu pointed out that he was claim-
ing that humaneness was the "principle of love" rather than love itself;
hence, there was no conflict with Ch'eng I's true but hidden meaning.
Coupling "the principle of love" and "the virtue of the mind" soon
became for Confucians the standard way to characterize humaneness.
Together covering both essence and function, the phrases clarified the char-
acter of humaneness more than anyone had been able to do earlier. Chang
Tsai had explicitly addressed the essence of humaneness and implicitly its
function in his famous "Western Inscription." In addition to clarifying
Chang's essay, Ch'eng I had established the doctrine that humaneness was
the nature, but love was a feeling. Chu built upon Ch'eng's doctrine but
heightened the component of love and synthesized important components
of the Confucian tradition into a balanced essay.
Chinese and Japanese scholars have extensively studied Chu Hsi's essay
and his letters to Chang Shih; moreover, they have generally emphasized
Chu's creative synthesis and Chang's eventual acceptance of it. For instance,
Sat<) Hitoshi speaks of "the unqualified defeat of Chang's Hunan scholar-
ship as well as his total submission to Chu's views," and Liu Shu-hsien
laments the lack of any sign of Hu Hung's legacy in Chang's extant writ-
ings. 35 In addition to surveying these findings, I will make an effort to bal-
ance them with more attention to Chang's side and how he might have
enriched Chu's synthesis. Chang had been diligently studying the concept of
humaneness ever since his II6r draft of the "Record of Admiring Yen-tzu."
Furthermore, he had repeatedly revised it over the years until his final col-
ophon in II73. The timing of the final form of that essay coincided with the
revised version of Chang's own "Treatise on Humaneness" (which was
translated in Chapter 2). That revised treatise is so similar to Chu's in tone
and content that some scholars, beginning with Chu's own disciple Ch'en
Ch'un (IIS9-r223), have wrongly concluded that it was written by Master
Chu himself. 36
Because of the similarities between the two treatises, it has been impor-
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tant to some scholars to argue that Chu's essay was prior and thus the locus
of originality. But the evidence is problematic. The primary articles of evi-
dence offered by others are two of Chu's letters to Lii Tsu-ch'ien. In the
first, Chu reported to Lii early in II73 that Chang Shih had written that he
had no more doubts about the "Treatise on Humaneness."3? One might con-
clude from this that Chu's own treatise "had assumed its final form."38 But
by the late autumn or early winter-after he reported receiving Chang's
"Treatise on Humaneness"-Chu told Lii that he had "recently revised [his
own] 'Treatise on Humaneness' again" (emphasis mine). Hence Chu's trea-
tise continued to be revised during II73.J9 In the second letter to Lii, Chu
reported at the end of II73 that Chang had recently sent a letter and also a
certain "Record of Comments on Humaneness" (Yen jen lu), which Chu
said was superior to previous draft(s). Moreover, the "Treatise on Humane-
ness" had also been revised as a result of the exchange of views. 40 Even if
this unspecified treatise was Chang's, it was merely the last version of his
treatise. In short, linking the series of letters together shows that both
Chang's and Chu's treatises had continued to evolve-even after Chang had
reportedly said that he had no more doubts.
Since the writings of both men on humaneness had been undergoing revi-
sions and because Chang Shih's key writings on humaneness are no longer
extant, it is difficult to prove that Chu Hsi's treatise was prior. As editor of
Chang's literary corpus, Chu did not include "Record of Comments on
Humaneness," "The Record of Admiring Yen-tzu," and some of Chang's let-
ters to Chu about humaneness. Because Chang had been writing on
humaneness since II6I, his writings must have been a focus of discussions
between the two on humaneness-especially during Chu's II67 visit, years
before Chu drafted his own treatise-as well as a catalyst for Chu's treatise.
Although we cannot compare the language in Chang's earlier writings on
humaneness to that in Chu's treatise, from what does remain in their writ-
ings, as we will see, Chang appears to have made contributions to Chu's
evolving synthesis on humaneness.
In his letters to Chang about humaneness, Chu Hsi criticized earlier Con-
fucians' views for being partial and incomplete. Prior to the Ch'eng broth-
ers, Confucians had reduced humaneness to the feeling of love; hence they
failed to see its importance. Ch'eng I clearly differentiated between humane-
ness as the nature and love as a feeling, so the importance of humaneness
was reasserted. His disciples, however, became so preoccupied with the
exposition of humaneness as the nature that they overlooked love. Their
forgetting about love resulted in a condition inferior even to earlier Confu-
cians who recognized humaneness only as the feeling of love. Losing their
grasp of essentials, the disciples of the Ch'engs failed to accomplish any-
thing in their personal cultivation and soared into empty speculation about
the principle of humaneness. In their ignorance, they were like those whom
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Confucius (in Analects, 17/8) criticized for being fond of humaneness but
not of learning. Such a stinging indictment against major figures within the
Tao-hsueh tradition is a graphic pronouncement of Chu's emerging confi-
dence by the early II70S that he had the authority to define the tradition.
Chu Hsi proceeded to declare early in II71 what had to be done. To
counter the misconceptions prevalent because of the disciples of the Ch'eng
brothers, a clearer perception of humaneness was requisite:
In my opinion, when one really focuses one's mind on the pursuit of
humaneness, the most effective way is of course to put it into practice.
But unless one establishes a definite idea on the meaning and content of
humaneness through learning, one encounters the danger of being
mired in aimless confusion. The defect of the lack of learning is igno-
rance. If one can exert the effort of abiding in reverence and extending
knowledge, and make them complement each other, then this defect
will be eliminated. When one wants to gain a clear understanding of
the meaning and content of humaneness, one will do well if one uses
the concept of love as aid. When one realizes that humaneness is the
source of love and that love can never exhaust humaneness, then one
has gained a definite comprehension of humaneness. Thus it is abso-
lutely not necessary to search for humaneness in obscure places. 41
In short, one had first to have a sharper understanding of the meaning and
content of humaneness before self-cultivation and Confucian discussion
could return to the proper path.
Among the most significant points of contention that developed in the
correspondence between Chang and Chu on humaneness, one centered on
the mind of Heaven and Earth. In his treatise, Chu Hsi incorporated a state-
ment by one of the Ch'engs: "The mind of Heaven and Earth is to produce
things." The statement originally was an explanation of one of Ch'eng 1's
comments on the Book of Changes. Chang objected to Ch'eng's statement
and recommended a similar one from Ch'eng 1's commentary, "the mind of
Heaven and Earth that produces things." From Chang Shih's perspective,
there was a fundamental difference between the two statements. 42 He
shared Hu Hung's conception of the mind as wondrously transcendent, as
comprehending all under Heaven, and as commanding all things. "The
mind of Heaven and Earth that produces things" was language that
reflected their conception of an active and inexhaustible mind. As Chang
read the phrases, the mind of Heaven and Earth that produces things was
not restricted to the production of things, but the phrase Chu had adopted
denoted such a restriction upon the mind.
Chu replied that both of the statements from the Ch'engs had the same
meaning. Although he readily quoted Chang's preferred phrase in another
essay he was currently writing, Chu asserted that both statements should be
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understood as identifying the mind of Heaven and Earth with the function
of producing things. In an II72 letter to another friend, he attacked with
exceptional force the Hunan position:
Scholars of late do not use love to define humaneness. They therefore
feel dissatisfied when they see that our late Master Gentleman [Ch'eng
I] interpreted the mind of Heaven and Earth through the workings of
the single yang life-force producing the myriad things. They establish
theories different from those of the ancients and portray the mind of
Heaven and Earth as something transcendental and lofty. They do not
understand that what Heaven and Earth focus on as their mind is none
other than the production of things, and that if one interprets this mind
any other way, one will invariably be drowned in emptiness and sub-
merged in quietude and will fail to attain the proper connection
between essence and function, root and branches. 43
Chu was here warning that the Hunan notion of a transcendent mind would
lead to the emptiness and quietude of Taoism and Buddhism. Compared
with his own record to this point in the early 117os, however, the Hu family
and Chang Shih had been far more engaged in government service and culti-
vating the mind in daily activities. Thus Chu's criticism was overdrawn. But
Chu was attempting to focus attention on the mind in people rather than the
one in the cosmic realm.
In spite of their disagreement over the mind of Heaven and Earth, there
was an apparent agreement over the following sentence, which connected
that mind to the mind in people. Chu proposed: "When Heaven and Earth
endow human beings and things with the mind of productiveness, this
becomes the mind of human beings and things as well." Each thinker under-
stood the sentence differently, however. To Chu, the emphasis was on the
warm and gentle feelings of commiseration with which people were
endowed so they could love and benefit others. Chang Shih followed other
leads from the Ch'engs to emphasize being related, as if members of one
body, to all things through all-encompassing humaneness. Although Chu
acknowledged that the universality of humaneness made possible the exten-
sion of love to all things, he was also mindful that Ch'eng I had warned
against the dangers of an indiscriminating universality. Identifying other
things as the self could result in self-negation as absurd as sacrificing oneself
to feed a hungry tiger. Compassion was more practical. Furthermore, com-
passion and love for other things were the effects rather than the essence of
humaneness. 44 In ethics, some who emphasize love and oneness with others
fail to realize that love alone is not enough; love does not itself inform us of
what we should do for others. Despite Chu's caricature of Chang's position,
Chang was not in any real danger of faIling into such empty relativism and
sentimentality. Confucians linked love with specific behavioral virtues, such
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as justness or rightness and filial piety, which gave guidelines for action and
bonding among persons.
A similar apparent agreement centered on the use in both men's essays of
the phrase "the principle of love" to describe the essence of humaneness.
Even though the phrase might well have been coined by Chu, Chang readily
used it in his treatise and in his II?3 Commentary on the Analects. Chang
used the phrase in the context of his emphasis on the oneness of all things
and extending love universally toward all things. Thus Chang interpreted
the principle of love as impartiality and being at one with all others. N one-
theless Chu denied that the phrase was predicated upon assuming oneness
with all things. To Chu, all things had this same principle, so there was no
need to await being one body with all things to achieve the principle of
humaneness. Although impartiality was close to humaneness, Chu reiter-
ated Ch'eng I's point that impartiality itself was "inadequate to denote the
essence of humaneness." From the perspective of Hunan scholars, Chu was
limiting the mind and the essence of humaneness. But from Chu's vantage,
Hunan scholars restricted humaneness by emphasizing its character as
impartiality and having nO desires. Even though in his treatise he did not use
the term "impartiality" and scarcely addressed expelling desires, Chu was of
course still interested in achieving impartiality and controlling desires. In his
correspondence, however, he strove to differentiate such characteristics
from humaneness itself and to link humaneness more absolutely with princi-
ple. Instead of highlighting only love's universal extension, Chu's "principle
of love" encompassed all cardinal Confucian virtues as values in and of
themselves. These virtues were a priori principles, which did not depend on
anything else for their existence or justification. 45 To Chu, humaneness was
an a priori principle because it was the inner nature rather than either a feel-
ing or the mind.
Chu Hsi also objected to the Hunan scholars' association of humaneness
with the consciousness of the mind. Chang and other Hunan scholars had
been led by Hsieh Liang-tso and also by Ch'eng Hao to identify humaneness
with the mind's incipient and active functioning. This conception of the
mind was the basis upon which their view of spiritual cultivation was
grounded. Chang's reassertion of this theme in one of his letters discussing
humaneness would suggest that the debate over equilibrium and harmony
had not convinced him to abandon as much of his Hunan tradition as con-
ventionally assumed. What Chang referred to as consciousness (chueh) was
conscience arising from being conscious of others' suffering. Mencius (2A/
6) had drawn attention to the mind-and-heart that could not bear to see oth-
ers suffer and would spontaneously respond, as though saving a child about
to fall into a well. Hence consciousness denoted spontaneous ethical feelings
arising from the mind and inner nature. Our use of the word "conscious-
ness" to discuss this point of contention with Chu is apt because it also
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denotes a cognitive state of mind; indeed, the weight of this denotation in
English privileges Chu's interpretation of this issue. Chu chose to focus on
this denotation to interpret what Chang and other Hunan scholars were
saying. Referring to the broad meaning of humaneness as encompassing the
other Confucian virtues, Chu suggested that it was because humaneness
encompassed wisdom that Hunan scholars mistook wisdom for humane-
ness. A person having humaneness was of course conscious, but humane-
ness itself could not be reduced to consciousness. In an effort to maintain a
focus on humaneness as the nature or principle instead of the mind, Chu
designated humaneness as "the virtue of the mind."46
According to Chu Hsi, regarding consciousness as humaneness would
presuppose using a mind to pursue the mind. As in the debate over cultivat-
ing equilibrium and harmony, he meant that examining the incipient feel-
ings in the mind would require both the observing mind and the mind
observed. He had difficulty understanding that Hu Hung, Chang Shih, and
other followers of Ch'eng Hao were talking about intuitive reflection of the
mind rather than using one mind to seek another mind. Similarly, he criti-
cized the Hunan interpretation of Confucius' comment (in Analects, 4/7)
"By observing faults, humaneness may be made known." Ch'eng I had
glossed the passage: through observing the faults of others, one would
know if they were humane. Hunan scholars interpreted the passage as an
admonition about one's own spiritual cultivation. Although Chu lauded
such concern for self-cultivation, he argued that the Hunan interpretation
required the mind instantaneously to make a mistake, observe the mistake,
and be cognizant that humaneness was observing the mistake. Such an
approach, Chu charged, resulted in unnecessary levels of mental stress. 47
The incisiveness of this attack is nevertheless confounded, it seems to me, by
Chu's earlier charge that the Hunan scholars' assumption of oneness with all
things led to laxness in self-cultivation.
Chang Shih's recorded replies to questions from his students reveal how
far he went in accepting Chu's criticisms. Such passages are particularly
important because Chang's letter replying to Chu about humaneness as con-
sciousness is not extant. When a student asked about Chu's critique of
Hsieh Liang-tso, Chang agreed that humaneness could not be reduced
merely to consciousness but asserted that Chu's criticism was excessive.
Chang added that what the mind knows is simply humaneness. Another stu-
dent cited Chu's criticism of having one mind pursue another mind as the
probable impetus for Chang's apparent change in recent comments about
the passage in Analects, 4/7. The student asked Chang to clarify earlier
statements about knowing humaneness from reflecting on failures to attain
the Mean. How could examining extreme behavior, such as the man who
cut a piece of flesh from his leg to make a medical potion for his parent,
teach anything about the humaneness in filial piety?48
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In reply, Chang Shih credited his pondering Ch'eng I's teachings with en-
abling him to correct his previous flaws, which had inclined him toward
Buddhism. He then revealed that he had accepted Chu Hsi's distinction
between generosity and humaneness, but he still believed that examining
faults was useful. Although acknowledging the importance of study, he still
upheld the Hunan view of the superiority of an intuitive perception of
humaneness:
One must carefully study; then one can see the meaning of the words
that sages established at that time. It's improper to say that excessive
generosity is humaneness, but one can know that the generous person's
mind was not far from humaneness. If compared with excessive petti-
ness or even with being merciless, isn't the difference great? Please use
this to perceive intuitively (t'i-jen); then you will recognize the meaning
of the reason why humaneness is humaneness and won't end up with
insignificant details and lack of clarity. 49
Commenting on this passage, Huang Tsung-hsi, in the Records ofSung and
Yuan Confucians, approvingly likened Chang's observing faults to know
humaneness to one's daily self-discipline. In recognizing a break in disci-
pline, one resumed the discipline. Huang suggested that Chu Hsi had not
given Chang Shih enough credit for knowing where to start; for "if one
observed faults to know humaneness and softened one's temperament, that
was the very way to begin." After all, Ch'eng Hao's similar admonition
about "perceiving humaneness" did not merely mean knowing. 50
Huang's judgment is comparable to some twentieth-century critiques of
the exchange between Chang Shih and Chu Hsi over the character of
humaneness. Most critical of Chu is Mou Tsung-san, who finds Chu culp-
able for perverting what Chang meant by the mind and the essence of
humaneness. Mou identifies Chang as being within the mainstream of Con-
fucianism that can be traced back through Hu Hung and Ch'eng Hao to
Mencius. The mainstream view of the mind emphasized innate and sponta-
neous ethical feelings; moreover, the essence of humaneness had no limits.
Mou identifies Chu Hsi with Ch'eng I and ultimately even Hsiin-tzu (298-
238 B.C.), especially in their reduction of the mind to its cognitive function
at the expense of its innately ethical and active qualities. Instead of appre-
ciating the unity of the mind, feelings, and nature, Chu Hsi allegedly ren-
dered these asunder in his overly intellectualized analysis. According to
Mou, Chu's reduced perception resulted in a passive conception of con-
sciousness: one was dependent on external things to know even the princi-
ples inherent within the mind. Mou faults Chang for an inadequate defense
of the mainline tradition. At times when Chu cited Master Ch'eng as an
authority, Chang was too confused to realize that Ch'eng I's positions were
being used to misrepresent Ch'eng Hao's. 51
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Ch'ien Mu (1895-199°) probably provided the best implicit answer to
Mou. Attempting to counter Buddhist claims that the mind and principle
were empty, Chu needed the mind to mesh with principle; therefore, he
identified humaneness with the life-force and mind inherent in the cosmos.
To establish a ground for the linkage, Chu said, for instance: "The mind of
the myriad things is like the mind of Heaven and Earth. The mind of all
under Heaven is like the mind of the sages. With Heaven and Earth's giving
life to the myriad things, there is a mind of Heaven and Earth in each thing.
With the sages in the world, every person has a mind of the sages."52 Assum-
ing this kind of connection, he could proclaim: "For a person of humane-
ness, the mind is principle."53 In a passage that tied self-cultivation to
achieving the life-force of humaneness in Heaven and Earth, Chu remarked:
"When a scholar disciplines himself in overcoming the ego and returning to
propriety to the point of eliminating egocentric desires completely, then his
mind is purely this mind of Heaven and Earth giving life to things."54
Within such passages, according to Ch'ien, principle, humaneness, and
mind were all presented as one. 55 Such passages demonstrate that Chu had a
broader view of the mind and one closer to Mencius than Mou had claimed.
Yet Chu was at the same time insistent that people know the difference
between mind and humaneness as well as the ethical gaps generally opera-
tive between one's own mind and that of Heaven and Earth. It was Chu's
attentiveness to such gaps and distinctions that made him object so strongly
to views like those of the Hunan scholars.
During the exchange of views between Chu Hsi and Chang Shih, some
agreement was actually reached that resulted in specific revisions in their
treatises on humaneness. Chu, in one of his letters, criticized Chang for not
having the nature and the feelings related as essence and function as well as
for not having the mind presented as commanding the nature and the feel-
ings. Chang's extant treatise includes such language, so he must have been
persuaded. Chang also apparently accepted Chu's point that the principle of
love had priority over oneness with all things. In his draft, Chang had com-
mented that nothing within Heaven and Earth is not one's own humane-
ness. Chu objected that such comments would imply that humaneness was a
thing and obliterate the distinction between things as things and humane-
ness as arising from the mind. Chang never actually intended to make
humaneness or the mind into things but only pointed to the all-inclusiveness
of humaneness. Even though Chu clearly misrepresented Chang's point,
Chang omitted the comment in the final version. 56
By comparing the final version of Chu's treatise with statements in the let-
ters of both men, we can observe that some minor alterations in Chu's trea-
tise were also made because of Chang's objectionsY In the "Diagram of the
Discourse on Humaneness" (Jen-shuo t'u), which was charted after the trea-
tise was revised, Chu incorporated the concept of impartiality twice. The
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practice of humaneness in daily activities also came more to the fore. These
changes reflected Chang's preoccupations. According to SaW Hitoshi,
Chang's contributions to Chu's evolution on the concept of humaneness
were even more pervasive than these specific details: "Chu's discussions
with Chang Nan-hsien [Shih] on the nature of jen provide the finishing
touch to his thinking on the subject. Furthermore, they also enable Chu to
brush off an earlier influence exerted on him by the Hunan School through
Chang."58
Differences remained in their treatises on humaneness. Chu focused more
on theory, and Chang on practice. Chang had more emphasis on overcom-
ing ego as well as on expelling ignorance and desires. Chu balanced over-
coming ego and discussing learning. How far Chang would go to accommo-
date Chu also had limits. In his treatise, Chang did not renounce Hsieh
Liang-tso's concept of humaneness as consciousness, but his statement (that
a person of humaneness had consciousness without confusion) was ex-
pressed in such a way as not to confront Chu. Although he agreed that one
could not reduce humaneness to impartiality, Chang did not drop the term
altogether. Moreover, his final version of the treatise proclaimed: "Impar-
tiality is the reason people can.be humane."59
Most significant, Chang's t~eatise did not mention Chu's characterization
of humaneness as "the virtue of the mind." Modern scholars have speculated
about why Chang apparently neither adopted nor made an issue out of this
characterization. Chang might have seen this issue as subsumed under other
differences. 6o Or perhaps there was no disagreement over this wording
because of a common heritage from the Ch'engs, who had used the meta-
phor of seeds of grain for humaneness as the principle of life in all things. 61
Actually, the phrase "virtue of the mind" was originally Chang Shih's.
Although some might object that the evidence for this claim comes a dozen
years after Chu Hsi had used the phrase in his treatise, Chu himself is the
witness. Chang had been dead for five years when Chu made his statement,
so he was not compelled to make his admission and give Chang this credit.
Having recently edited Chang's collected writings, Chu apparently had
refreshed his memory of the sequence and content of his correspondence
with Chang. His admission came in an n8sletter to Lii Tsu-ch'ien's brother,
in which he recounted how Chang had responded to his draft on humane-
ness. Chang "had wanted to change the words-the virtue of the nature and
the foundation of love-into the virtue of the mind and the foundation of
the good as well as to say Heaven, Earth, and the myriad things all share my
essence."62 Clearly, Chu was admitting that the phrase "virtue of the mind"
had initially been put forward by Chang as his own alternative to Chu's
"virtue of the nature." In the context provided by Chu's statement, the
phrase fits well with the Hunan concept of the mind. The linkage is even
clearer if the phrase is translated as the "character of the mind," instead of
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the "virtue of the mind." One wonders if Chang was drawing it from the
"Record of Admiring Yen-tzu" or the "Record of Comments on Humane-
ness," neither of which Chu preserved.
Chu thus reminisced in the n8S letter that he had objected to Chang's
suggestion of "the virtue of the mind" on the grounds that it was too vague
and could be used by different people to point to different things. Yet this
was the phrase that Chu settled on for his own treatise. Chu apparently felt
satisfied that, by counterbalancing it with the principle of love, he had offset
the danger of the phrase being understood from the perspective of the
Hunan conception of the mind. Chu's n8s statement was a rare acknowl-
edgment of an intellectual debt to a contemporary, so later scholars have
easily overlooked it and what it suggests about the evolution of his thought.
Although it is unfair to say that Chang Shih simply capitulated to
Chu Hsi, Chu did triumph quite convincingly. Accepting Chu's characteri-
zation of Hunan ideas as having been inherited from Hsieh Liang-tso,
Chang was unable to establish his roots in Ch'eng Hao's philosophy.
Instead, he followed Chu in looking to Ch'eng I for textual authority.
Chang has been criticized from the perspective of modern textual scholar-
ship for not differentiating between the strains of thought of the Ch'eng
brothers. His failure to make those distinctions clearly as well as Chu's skill
in using one Ch'eng brother to supplement-and even to alter-the ideas of
the other one demonstrate the broad and fluid nature of Tao-hsiieh Confu-
cianism in the twelfth century.
Generally, Chu addressed issues of theory, but Chang focused more on
practice. Chang preferred to discuss cultural values and actual policies, but
he was compelled to address the more abstract level of fundamental princi-
ples. At times, Chu chose to ignore what Chang or Hu Hung had intended
in order to press an argument forward to its implications for theory. For
example, Chu interpreted some statements as dealing with the essence of
fundamental principles even though Hu and Chang had spoken from the
perspective of the essence and function of actual entities. Such differences in
preferred level of discourse meant that on some occasions the agreement
Chu won was more apparent than real. The exchanges with Chang demon-
strate how much more given to speculative philosophy Chu was than other
contemporary Tao-hsiieh Confucians.
The exchanges with Chang played a role in Chu's process of defining an
integrated synthesis of Confucianism and taking the clarity and significance
of ideas, particularly humaneness and self-cultivation, to a new zenith.
Confucian scholars of later generations have been aware that Chang con-
tributed to Chu'sdevelopment. Often that awareness has been overshad-
owed by needs within two camps of scholars. Some have needed to authen-
ticate Chu's and by extension their own orthodoxy. Others have needed to
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blame the eclipse of their own tradition on Chang's poor defense of the leg-
acy from Ch'eng Hao and Hu Hung. In order to reconstruct the dynamics of
twelfth-century Confucian thought, I have sought here to highlight Chang's
contributions more than others have done. Such reconstructions have been
complicated by the incompleteness of Chang's works.
Chu's omission of important materials when editing Chang's collected
works along with his alteration of Hu Hung's text cannot but disturb our
sense of historical honesty. When he decided not to preserve such materials,
Chu was taking steps to excise some of the diversity of the Tao-hsueh tradi-
tion and leave a far more homogeneous and certain legacy. His real concern
was neither to uphold some objective standard of textual integrity nor to
deny the contributions of his friend. To Chu, the ultimate issue was the
transmission of the Tao, and he considered his actions most appropriate for
ensuring-his view of-that transmission. Unfortunately, Chu's editing of
Chang's works makes it difficult for us to reconstruct the struggle of either
man to apprehend that Tao or the world of their thought. As we shall see in
Period Three, the intellectual climate had begun to change significantly by
the time Chu did his editing of Chang's literary corpus in II84. But first we
need to consider the leading Tao-hsueh figure of the II7os, Lii Tsu-ch'ien.
I
l
Chapter4 Lii Tsu-ch'ien
Although excluded from the Tao-hsueh biographies
in the official Sung History and generally overlooked by modern scholars,
Lii Tsu-ch'ien (II37-II8r) was the most preeminent figure in the fellowship
from the late II60s until he died prematurely in II8r. Compared to other
twelfth-century leaders, Lii was much more effective as a political figure and
his scholarship more widely recognized in his own day. Criticisms of Lii
after his death, however, have raised a fundamental question: was he plural-
istic and undogmatic or simply undiscriminating and vacillating?
Lii Tsu-ch'ien was a gifted member of what his contemporaries regarded
to be the leading scholar-official family of the Sung. 1 Although the family
had produced occasional great officials at least from the time one was
enfeoffed as Lord of Tung-lai in Shantung during the Han dynasty, it was
during the Northern Sung that the family reached the pinnacle of its govern-
mental influence. Three of Lii's ancestors, Lii Meng-cheng (946-rolI), Lii I-
chien (978-1043), and Lii Kung-chu, had served as chief councilors for four
Northern Sung emperors. Other family members had earned the trust of
their sovereigns and their colleagues in the bureaucracy. Lii Tsu-ch'ien's
great grandfather's elder brother, Lii Hao-wen, had played a crucial role in
the investiture of Kao-tsung to reestablish the Sung dynasty after the Jur-
chen conquest. No family had a more distinguished record of service to the
dynasty during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The Ui family also had
exceptional intellectual attainments. Seventeen of its members from seven
generations during the Sung were included in the Records ofSung and Yuan
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Confucians. Three were given separate chapters, and another one headed a
chapter together with Fan Chen (1008-1089). The three most significant
intellectuals of the family were Lii Hsi-che, Lii Pen-chung, and Lii Tsu-
ch'ien.
Lii Tsu-ch'ien synthesized his family tradition and various Tao-hsueh
strands to develop one of the major branches within twelfth-century Tao-
hsueh. As Ch'iian Tsu-wang (17°5-1775) noted in the Records of Sung and
Yuan Confucians:
During the II65-II90 period, scholarly circles divided into three: the
Chu school, the Lii school and the Lu school. The three schools were
all active around the same time, but they were not very compatible.
The learning of Chu Hsi stressed the investigation of things and the
extension of knowledge. The learning of Lu Chiu-yiian sought to clar-
ify and apprehend the original mind. The learning of Lii Tsu-ch'ien
combined both of their strengths and embellished them with the tradi-
tion of the Central Plains literary and historical corpus. Although their
points of entry and paths differed, they were basically alike in returning
to the sages. 2
Although this passage is a retrospective presentation from the eighteenth
century, it correctly recognized that Lii was one of the major Confucian
leaders during the second half of the twelfth century. This tripodal charac-
terization, unfortunately, omitted Chang Shih just as tripodal depictions by
modern scholars such as Mou Tsung-san have omitted Lii. Ch'iian's version
is perhaps less problematic than the one put forth by modern scholars, for
Lii's influence was much stronger than Chang's during most of this period.
In any event, Ch'iian accurately observed that the special character of the Lii
school was its breadth and inclusiveness. A key component of the Lii
school's scope was the unsurpassed private library of literary and historical
works that the Lii family somehow managed to transport south in the wake
of the Jurchen conquest of the Northern Sung.
Drawing upon his family's tradition of scholarship and its library, Lii
Tsu-ch'ien established a school in Chin-hua, the prefectural seat of Wu-
chou in central Chekiang. After teaching on nearby Mt. Ming-chou, he
moved his teaching center to the eastern section of the city of Chin-hua in
II70. Here at the Beautiful Pools Academy (Li-tse shu-yiian), he taught with
his younger brother, Lii Tsu-chien (d. II96). During the Southern Sung, Lii's
academy rivaled Chu's White Deer Grotto Academy (Pai-Iu-tung shu-yiian)
near Nan-k'ang and Chang's Mountain Slope Academy near Ch'ang-sha.
Various scholars at the Chin-hua academy continued Lii's tradition into
later dynasties. Lii's scholarly orientations toward historical and institu-
tional studies served as part of the foundation for the contributions of the
Chin-hua school of thought in later centuries. 3 In recent centuries, scholars
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have usually placed Chin-hua thinkers during the Southern Sung within the
larger Che-tung (Chekiang) group because of shared concerns with institu-
tional, historical, and statecraft studies. In addition to Chin-hua in Wu-
chou, Che-tung areas of prominence included Wen-chou on the southeast
coast and Ming-chou (modern Ningpo) in northern Chekiang. This group-
ing is appropriate because Lii's ideas influenced thinkers in all three areas
. during the Southern Sung and they had a sense of affinity.
While Lii taught in Chin-hua, unprecedented numbers of students
flocked to his door for instruction. Although he shared their intent to study
for the examination in order to serve the country, Lii definitely had a more
fundamental commitment to the Tao and to the cultural tradition. More-
over, he sought to influence his students to embrace various cultural, ethical
and philosophical concerns. His ethical philosophy of human nature and
the mind was in the same Mencian vein that his colleagues in the fellowship
considered mainstream, but he devoted less time than they to the fine details
of those philosophical issues. What most set him apart from friends like
Chu Hsi and Chang Shih was the degree of his commitment to nationwide
political issues and historical and institutional studies, his areas of common
ground with other Che-tung Confucians. That common ground included a
more dynamic view of history than we commonly associate with Sung Con-
fucians, especially those in the Tao-hsiieh community.
Over the centuries, scholars have focused on four special characteristics
of the Lii family tradition. 4 First, the Lii family did not name one particular
teacher or honor one exclusive teaching. Lii Hsi-che consciously began this
tradition in the mid-eleventh century. Studying eclectically from one of Ou-
yang Hsiu's (ro07-r072) students as well as from Hu Yiian and Sun Fu
(992-r057), he had grounding in the teachings of those who revived classical
Confucian learning in the Sung, but he also learned from the next genera-
tion, including Wang An-shih. The beginnings of Tao-hsiieh also caught his
attention, and he associated with both Ch'eng brothers and Shao Yung. It
was only after Lii Hsi-che treated Ch'eng as his teacher that large numbers
came to study with the master, according to Chu Hsi's biographical account
of Ch'eng 1. 5 Thus Chu was well aware of the importance of the Lii family's
social and political prestige to beginnings of the Tao-hsiieh fellowship. Lii
Hsi-che's grandson, Lii Pen-chung, followed his family's tradition by study-
ing with various teachers, including Liu An-shih, Yang Shih, Ch'en Kuan
(r057-II22), Yin Ch'un, and Wang P'in (r082-II53). Although all of these
men were associated with the Ch'engs, they represented the broader scope
of the Tao-hsiieh Confucianism in the early twelfth century. Liu An-shih,
for example, had been a disciple of Ssu-ma Kuang, and his recorded conver-
sations have been preserved only in the Tao-hsiieh anthology compiled by
Chang Chiu-ch'eng's students. Chang himself had links to the Lii family, for
he expressed affection for his teacher and friend, Lii Pen-chung. 6
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Appreciation of diversity was also transmitted to Lii Tsu-ch'ien through
Lii Pen-chung's student Lin Chih-ch'i (III2-IQ6). Lin was the young Lii's
major teacher and a principal influence on his views of history, especially
the Book ofDocuments. The young Lii also had ties to the broad Tao-hsueh
movement through other teachers: Hu Hsien, with whom he studied briefly
in II60, and especially Wang Ying-ch'en (III9-Iq6). Wang had been a stu-
dent of both Yang Shih and Chang Chiu-ch'eng. Hu Hsien combined the
teachings of the Ch'engs, especially on the Book of Changes, with those of
the Hu family on historical and classical studies.7 A first cousin of Hu
Hung, Hu Hsien had also been one of the three scholars to whom Chu Hsi's
father entrusted Chu's education. Thus Chu and Lii personally shared a
teacher in the Tao-hsueh tradition. Another sector of the Tdo-hsueh fellow-
ship with which Lii Tsu-ch'ien was closely associated comprised those of
Ch'eng I's disciples from Yung-chia in the neighboring prefecture of Wen-
chou. That branch of Tao-hsueh traced its roots back though Cheng Po-
hsiung (Iu8-II8I) to Chou Hsing-chi (1091 chin-shih), who had led eight
other Yung-chia natives north to study with Ch'eng I. 8
Chu acknowledged Lii's broad scope but criticized his failure to concen-
trate on essentials. He probably had in mind Ch'eng Hao's statement that
learning should be both broad and focused on basic principles. On one
occasion in II86, Chu agreed with a remark made by one his students: "Lii
Tsu-ch'ien exercised disciplined effort only on broad and adulterated learn-
ing but did not carefully investigate important essential principles."9 Chu
extended this criticism to the whole family: "Lord Lii Hsi-che's family tradi-
tion truly has many points to awe and enlighten others, and the cultivation
of recent generations was profound and rich like this. But his method of
learning has some flaws, such as saying, 'Don't specialize in anyone school
or be partial to anyone theory'; so they are broad but adulterated."lo
Second among Lii family characteristics, the family's not following just
one teacher or tradition went so far as to encompass an openness to Bud-
dhism. Sung Confucians were generally influenced by Buddhism, but the Lii
family was relatively more conscious and frank about the Buddhist impact
on their thinking. Late in life Lii Hsi-che had studied Buddhism and had fel-
lowship with monks. Believing that some teachings of the Buddha and of
Confucius were similar, he advocated harmonizing the two teachings. Lii
Pen-chung inherited this fascination with Buddhism, especially Ch'an.
Unlike these forefathers, Lii Tsu-ch'ien was not an advocate of Buddhism
and even criticized Buddhism. Some have still argued that he was influenced
by Ch'an views of enlightenment when he wrote: "If one understood these
principles, a grudge that had lasted for a century could be reconciled in one
day, the ignorance of a whole life could be penetrated with one word, and
the most monstrous crimes could be cleared up in a second."11 He made this
statement while commenting on a hexagram in the Book of Changes. The
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topical discussion in that context diminishes the likelihood that he was
thinking in Buddhist terms. Chu suspected that his friend had "not avoided
secretly entertaining the ideas of the Buddha," but "his cultivation of his
good nature is so profound that he has been able to refrain from giving
expression to it." This, according to Chu, was "not a small flaw."12
Given Chu's inability to point to anything specific or manifest in Lii's
thinking or writings, we probably should not give much weight to the influ-
ence of the Buddhist component of his family tradition. Indeed Chu also
criticized Lii and Chang Shih for not being able to recognize Buddhist influ-
ences on others because his two friends had never studied Buddhist scrip-
tures as he had done. 13 Despite having been influenced by Buddhism and
Taoism, many members of the fellowship were so hostile toward these reli-
gions that they bitterly characterized them as heterodoxy.
The Lii family was outstanding for its continuation of the liberal and
eclectic intellectual orientation that had been prevalent among great families
during the Tang. Influenced by the relativistic bent of both Taoism and
Buddhism, the Lii family encouraged tolerance, promoted harmony, and
discouraged conflict. The Liis were not the only Sung political family
inclined toward inclusiveness and tolerance, but most of the others were not
associated with the Tao-hsueh fellowship.14 Although Buddhism had
nowhere near as much influence on Lii Tsu-ch'ien as on his forefathers, he
did maintain a relatively tolerant disposition toward intellectual diversity.
This inclination was also grounded in a frankness and awareness regarding
the difficulty of knowing. "The good has never been easy to know, and prin-
ciple has never been easy to investigate," he declared in a letter. IS In another
letter he observed, "Ethical principles are limitless, but talent and knowl-
edge have limitations."16 Such awareness of uncertainty along with his sin-
cere modesty led to an exceptional openness to others' views. As he
remarked, "Everyone has his own partialities or biases; let each search out
the sources of his own partialities and apply moral effort to rectify them."I?
Lii's intellectual disposition enhanced his role as a mediating figure among
Confucians. As we shall see, even Lii was affected by the intolerance of his
times. His search for harmony and common ground was confined to Confu-
cians, particularly members of the fellowship.
Third, however receptive to Buddhist teachings and diverse views the Liis
may have been, their family tradition centered on themes from the "Four
Books" that the fellowship regarded as mainstream. Although adding the
Classic ofFilial Piety to the four, Lii Pen-chung gave greater priority to the
four than to the conventionally recognized classics:
Study and inquiry ought to be based on the Classic of Filial Piety, the
Analects, the Doctrine of the Mean, the Great Learning, and the Men-
cius, savoring their flavor and investigating their details. Afterwards,
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continuing to seek comprehension through the Book of Poetry, the
Book ofDocuments, the Book ofChanges, and the Spring and Autumn
Annals, one must certainly obtain something. When one establishes
one's own standpoint, the strong points of the hundred schools of
thought can be put to use. 1S
Hence the Four Books along with teachings about filial piety had prece-
dence over the other classics. Only when one's foundation in classical Con-
fucianism was secure could one utilize the teachings of the other schools.
The Lii family focused on the same themes in these four books that other
Tao-hsueh Confucians did. These themes included controlling the mind to
nourish the inner nature, examining principles thoroughly to fathom the
nature, rectifying the mind, and making the will sincere. For example, Lii
Kung-chu from childhood, even in the days before the rise of the fellowship,
had already taken "controlling the mind and nourishing the nature as the
foundation."19 This attention to the Mencian approach to self-cultivation
remained as central to the Liis as it was to other participants of the fellow-
ship.
Fourth, attention to cultivation was evident in a family motto taken from
the Book of Changes: "Learn more from the words and deeds of one's pre-
decessors in order to preserve one's virtue."20 Lii Kung-chu had taken this
advice early and established it as a family teaching. Although they learned
from many teachers, the family members most cherished this Lii tradition.
The motto also reflected the catholic approach of not limiting oneself to one
teacher or doctrine. In their understanding of the motto, the Lii family
included numerous worthies from ancient to recent times. Acting on the
motto, they amassed a more extensive private library collection than any
other family of the era. Their dominance of literary sources was widely rec-
ognized: "The transmission of the Central Plains literary and historical cor-
pus all came to the Lii family, and the other great Confucians could not
match them."21 The resources of this collection of texts not only enriched
the family's literary interests but also facilitated its historical studies.
In the broad scope of Lii learning, the Ch'eng brothers had a special
place. Lii Hsi-che had studied with Ch'eng I, and his sons and grandsons
studied with the Ch'eng brothers' closest disciples, including Yang Shih. Lii
Tsu-ch'ien regarded Yang Shih's commentary on the Doctrine of the Mean
as the standard for understanding that classic; moreover, he held that state-
ments by Yang Shih and the Ch'engs should be central in one's education.
Lii Pen-chung had also incorporated teachings from Chang Tsai into the
family tradition. Although the official Sung History in the 1340S excluded
Lii Tsu-ch'ien from the select group whose biographies are in the Tao-hsueh
section, it presented his philosophy as a synthesis of the two strains of Tao-
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hsueh from Chang Tsai and the Ch'engsY These two strains were not, of
course, the only components of Lii's synthesis.
Owing in part to the advantages of his family background and education,
Lii excelled in the examinations and government service far more than any
other major Tao-hsueh thinker of the Southern Sung. After winning the
chin-shih degree in II63, he also passed the Erudite Literatus (po-hsueh
hung-tz'u) examination, a rare distinction achieved by only thirty-four
scholars during the three centuries of the Sung era. The scope and profi-
ciency of scholarship in diverse literary, historical, and institutional sources
needed for that examination on vast erudition and grand composition
demonstrated Lii's exceptional love for learning and desire to serve his
emperor. Having won such recognition, he was quickly appointed to office
and served most often as an official historian. Mourning in the wake of his
mother's death in II66 and his father's in 1172 interrupted his career. Visits
by such friends as Chang Shih helped to sustain his ties to scholar-officials,
so that he was quickly reappointed upon completion of each mourning
period.
Lii became a professor in II69 at the academy in Yen-chou, just to the
south of the prefecture in which the capital was located, and was assigned to
the imperial university in II70. As a national professor, he implemented
some of the study regulations and behavior codes that he had developed
while teaching in his own private school nearby in Chin-hua. While in Yen-
chou, he and Chang Shih, who was prefect there, were neighbors and daily
companions. In II70, Lii wrote two of his more famous memorials urging
Hsiao-tsung to recruit worthy persons, distance himself from court favor-
ites, and restore the dynasty's control over North China. Soon thereafter,
the emperor elevated him to examiner for the Board of Rites, which meant
that he was in charge of the chin-shih examinations of II72. As discussed
earlier, the results of that examination reveal a major shift in favor of the
fellowship.
On the recommendation of the noted historian Li T'ao (II1S-II84), Lii
was appointed to the National Historiography Academy and commissioned
to compile the veritable record of the reign of Hui-tsung (IIOO-1I26). Given
the Lii family's service in similar historical projects, it is not surprising that
Hsiao-tsung selected Lii for this task. Lii I-chien had compiled a national
history of the first three reigns of the dynasty, and Lii Kung-chu had been in
charge of the veritable records of the reigns of both Ying-tsung (r. 1063-
1067) and Shen-tsung (r. 1067-108S). In this area too, the Lii family's exper-
tise and experience surpassed that of their contemporaries. Politically, Lii
Tsu-ch'ien's assignment was exceptionally difficult because of the sensitive
issue of the dynasty's failure to defend North China against the Jurchen.
Presenting the completed history to the emperor in II77, Lii advocated
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learning from the dynasty's past mistakes and urged reforms. Hsiao-tsung
responded by promoting him and commissioning him to compile outstand-
ing memorials, prefaces, and letters from the Northern Sung. In this reposi-
tory of models of Sung political wisdom and literary style, Su Shih, Wang
An-shih, and au-yang Hsiu dominated, but numerous figures from the
Northern Sung were represented. Typical of Lii's catholic approach, he
selected writings on their merits without regard for their author's political
or philosophical affiliations. Receiving the work at court, Hsiao-tsung
enhanced the title of the work, calling it Mirror of Sung Prose ([Sung]
Huang-ch'ao wen-chien), and awarded Lii three hundred taels of silver and
a higher post.
By the time he was in his early forties, Lii Tsu-ch'ien was thus a central
government official whom the emperor trusted and respected. Major court
officials, such as Chou Pi-ta, were also among his close friends. Lii was so
well received in part because his family had been in the Sung establishment
for so many generations. In the pattern of the marriage alliances among
national elite families of the Northern Sung, he had married daughters of
Han Yiian-chi (III8-II87) and Jui Yeh (IIq-II72), officials from promi-
nent families outside of his local area. Unlike Chu Hsi, Lii paid close atten-
tion to and did not disdain active participation in court politics at the capi-
tal. The full promise of his career was not to be realized, however, for the
impact of an illness at the end of 1178 necessitated his resigning from all
active posts early the following year, two years before he died.
Illnesses had caused him problems throughout his life. In addition to
interrupting his political career to observe three years of mourning when his
mother died in II66 and again when his father died in II72, he mourned in
succession three wives, each of whom died shortly after childbirth. Only
one daughter and one son survived. Altogether he enjoyed conjugal rela-
tions for a total of only eight years between the time of his marriage to his
first wife in IIS7 and the death of his third wife in II79; the rest of the time
he was a widower. As a child and as an adult, he suffered prolonged
illnesses, the circumstances and symptoms of which suggest tuberculosis in
his youth and a stroke in his early forties. For example, Lii's letters contain
complaints about his whole right side being weak and difficult to move. At
times he needed help in eating and at other times he could only write very
brief letters. Although he underwent frequent acupuncture treatments, phy-
sicians advised against moxibustion, for they feared the impact of fire on
what they believed was a limited quantity of blood. 23 Judging from actuar-
ial data on his forefathers and significant Sung literati, he should have lived
at least one and probably two decades longer than he did. His illnesses and
frequent bouts of mourning apparently gave him intimations of mortality.
Reflection during his lengthy illness as a youth had indeed transformed
his personality. When Lii was a child, illness contributed to a bad tempera-
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ment. He would even break the dishes if he did not like the food being
served in them. The debilitating effects of Lii's illnesses did not prohibit him
from extensive reading and writing, however. Indeed, his concentration was
so powerful that Chu Hsi commented that even when Lii was ill, books did
not leave his hands for long periods of timeY Reading the Analects while
lying on his sickbed, he was impressed with the ancient sage's teachings
about gentleness, particularly the admonition (in 15/14) "Require much of
yourself and little of others." After taking the admonition to heart, his head-
strong and self-centered temperament was so changed that he became
widely respected for his modest and accommodating personality.25 Serious-
ness of purpose and sense of duty to respond to the crises of the country and
culture were enhanced by commitments arising from family experiences and
early teachings.
After his retirement, during the three remaining years at home in Chin-
hua, Lii devoted himself to teaching and scholarship. As they had done ear-
lier, students flocked to him for instruction. They came in large numbers
because of his social and political status and because he held the prestigious
Erudite Literatus degree. Moreover, he had served as a professor of the
imperial university and as chief examiner of the II72 chin-shih examina-
tions. His imperially commissioned collections were highly esteemed, and
his academy in Chin-hua was conveniently located, at most a four-day boat
ride upstream from the capital.
Students must surely have found Lii's pedagogy attractive. In his teach-
ing, he emphasized seeking fresh perspectives instead of being bound by
conventional wisdom. He remarked: "Nowadays, from beginners to elders,
those who study mostly follow what is conventional and familiar, and none
get beyond set patterns. Only after getting beyond set patterns can one have
results."26 He also admonished Chu Hsi about the necessity for students to
apply what they learned and for the teacher to have a sense of orderly proce-
dure and direction:
Extending knowledge and energetically practicing are interconnected
and mutually reinforcing. If students have solid intentions, then teach-
ing, pondering, searching, and concentrating certainly are the essen-
tials for advancing in virtue. There are some among the younger gener-
ation who expend much effort on seeking the meaning of words but
little on daily practice and experience. Although they may achieve some
vague understanding, they actually have nothing to apply to them-
selves.... I am not saying to have them practice with vigor and slow
down their extension of knowledge, but the one directing them should
have an orderly procedure. 27
Seeking to maintain a balance between knowledge and practice, Lii was
mindful of the need for students to think for themselves.
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How many students came? Around the year I180 at the Beautiful Pools
Academy, Lii claimed almost 300 students at one time. 28 Given Wing-tsit
Chan's focus on Chu Hsi's prominence, it is significant that he accepts with-
out qualification the figure of nearly 300 students at that time. Beyond that
300, there would be students from other years at that academy as well as
those from I167-I168 and I173 at Mt. Ming-chao along with those whom he
taught at the government's academy in Yen-chou. The total easily exceeded
a thousand. Even the base figure of 300 at one particular time would by
itself decidedly make Lii the most sought-after teacher of the I170S, just as
Chang Shih surely had been during the mid-II60S.
How do figures on Lii's students compare with those for Chu Hsi, the one
seen in retrospect as the most famous teacher of the Southern Sung? Profes-
sor Chan cites the names of 467 students of Chu Hsi. 29 Only 5 of these had
come to Chu between I167 and I179. An additional 35 (plus possibly as
many as 9 others from the area) sought his instruction while he served in
Nan-k'ang and rebuilt the White Deer Grotto Academy there. 30 Even if all
of the 9 uncertain cases are credited to this period, it appears that Chu had a
total of 49 students over a fifteen-year period, whereas Lii had as many as
300 at one time. Chu's 49 students through I18I represent slightly more than
10 percent of the 467 total. Thus, even if the numbers are not complete, it is
quite clear that the vast majority of Chu's students came to him between
I182 and 1200, the two decades after Lii's early death in I18I.
Lii apparently accepted students too soon after his father's death, for sev-
eral friends criticized him. No one, however, questioned the sincerity of his
personal mourning and filial piety. Lu Chiu-yiian observed that "even when
Lii was wearing mourning clothes, his doorstep continued to be thronged
with [students'] shoes." Chang Shih was more critical in a letter to Chu:
"Most of the world says Lii is wrong to accept students." Furthermore,
when directly admonished by Liu Ch'ing-chih (I139-I195), Lii decided to
send all the students away for the year. 31 Although Lii dismissed the stu-
dents, Chang still complained to Chu that Lii was "really not easy to under-
stand." Referring specifically to Lii's having allowed students to flock to his
residence, Chang suggested that although Lii had wound up sending the stu-
dents away for a time, their mutual friend was still caught up in illusions:
"But recently he mentioned to me that he wanted to draw and lead the stu-
dents to the good Tao. I say that those who came did so merely because of
the civil service examinations, so they were already harboring the mentality
of personal gain. I'm afraid it would be difficult to direct them toward what
is proper. Generally, he seems to be insufficient in his decisiveness in his
handling things."32 No doubt some of the students did show up just to pre-
pare more thoroughly for the examinations. Others were surely attracted by
his erudition and values.
Lii composed several of his major works as lectures or teaching materials
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addressing issues involving analysis of history and institutions. He lectured
on the Book of Documents, and his students later edited the lecture notes
into The Master from Tung-lai's Explication of the Book of Documents
(Tung-lai Shu shuo). An even better example would be his lectures at the
imperial university under the title Extensive Deliberations on the Tso Com-
mentary by the Master from Tung-lai (Tung-lai hsien-sheng Tso-shih po-
i).33 Although designed as guides to writing essays for the examinations,
such works did, as he claimed to Chang, seek to teach ethical principles and
lessons from the past.
There is further evidence that Lii's commitment arose from concerns
common to his colleagues within the fellowship. He professed primary com-
mitment to the Tao: "To strengthen the will for taking responsibility for the
Tao and to complete the results of investigating principles: these are my
aspirations."34 Such commitment to the Tao was crucial, especially when
Confucians of the day were not following the proper path in their teaching.
Writing to Chu Hsi, Lii complained:
As for the difficulty of discussing learning, the flaw of the brilliant ones
is losing themselves in mystery and emptiness, and the superficiality of
the ordinary ones is being carried away with mere commentary on
words and sentences. As for the mistakes of these two kinds, the more
brilliant ones easily slip into heresy, and the ordinary ones lose sight of
our greater tradition but still, for the purpose of earnestly teaching, dil-
igently practice what is right. What they value differs, but all are one-
sided. 35
Here again, Lii emphasized the dangers of being one-sided in one's
approach to the Confucian tradition.
The Confucian Tao was under siege, according to Lii·, in a hostile envi-
ronment-even among those who came to study. He lamented:
Are there any among our followers in whom we can have hope? It is
proper to scrutinize carefully those without a solid foundation. In the
past there were some who used miscellaneous phrases from our elders
to enhance their own remarks, but in action they failed to imitate the
elders. Those who envied and hated us frequently pointed to these
[false imitators] as a pretext to ridicule and defame our Tao, such as
happened during the early Shao-hsing (n3I-n63) period. Although
education should be for all without discrimination, this Tao of ours is
still weak today, and those who want to expel and defame us are every-
where. Thus I'm afraid we must be diligent and strict. 36
Lii was distraught that some who claimed to be students within the fellow-
ship had provided enemies with a pretext for belittling the group's Way.
Although these students cannot be specified using evidence now at hand,
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Ch'en Kung-fu had once been friendly toward Tao-hsueh Confucians, but at
court during the mid-II30S he had turned to deride their special manner-
isms. Lii here displays an anxiety similar to those in some fundamentalist
sects. Such a candid expression of anxiety is particularly noteworthy
because Lii was generally the most liberal and open leader of the Tao-hsueh
movement and the one with the greatest political security. For example, he
felt free enough of fear of being censured for partiality to announce his rec-
ognition of Lu Chiu-yiian's examination essay.
More often, Lii displayed optimism that the hostile environment of the
day could be redeemed. In a letter, he challenged a student to take a view-
point maximizing one's own responsibility: "When discussing the way of
governing, one should not say that the ruler's ideas are difficult to alter but
rather consider that the minister's Tao is not yet thorough or complete. One
should not say that heterodox theories are difficult to overcome but rather
consider that the proper Tao has not yet been made clear. When disciplined
effort attains this level, there must be a response to one's effort."3? The
literati should take responsible action instead of complaining: "The literati
like to say that social customs are not good; but who makes customs! Cus-
toms are just ourselves; if we do not take action, how are customs going to
become good?"38 Elsewhere, Lii similarly complained that literati since the
Ch'in and Han had ignored the fundamentals of social customs in their dis-
cussions of governmental affairs. 39
Proper instruction was the key to curing the ills of the era:
I have reflected on why current affairs are difficult and why social cus-
toms are rash and corrupt. Tracing back to the origins of these ills, all
are the result of instruction not being clear. When there are many
instructors, if they have prominence and attainments, it will be easy for
them to extend their influence from the top down. If they are by misfor-
tune all in straitened circumstances, as long as the good ones are
numerous, there will still be a principle for transforming the situation
-just like blazing heat from vital energy must be stimulating and
fumes from moxibustion soar upward [while being used on bodily ail-
ments].40
In his own career and teaching, Lii was both working from the top down
and building a mass of dedicated Confucian scholars in order to rectify soci-
ety and polity to be in line with the Tao. Compared with Chang and Chu,
Lii was more inclined to a positive view of instructing people for the exami-
nations as a means of working within the system and transforming society
from its political center. That faith in working within the system arose from
the experience of generations of his family.
As a guide to working within the system, Lii's lectures at his academy in
Chin-hua provided detailed analyses of governmental institutions. After a
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century and a half of using these lectures for instruction in Wu-chou acade-
mies, his followers finally published them under the title Detailed Explana-
tions on All Administrative Systems Throughout the Generations (Li-tai
chih-tu hsiang-shuo). Appending his comments to accounts of historical
institutions, the work covered a range of topics including schools, taxes
and corvees, transports, salt monopoly regulations, alcohol prohibitions,
money, famine relief, agricultural organization, soldier-cultivated lands,
army organization, horse-breeding regulations, examinations for officials,
the heir apparent, and state sacrifices. Presenting the historical strengths
and flaws of such institutions, Lii also evaluated their suitability for the
present. He based his judgments on actual conditions rather than empty
theorizing. For example, since the power to buy and sell land belonged to
the people, scholars of the day could only dream of implementing a national
system with equal land allotments. 41
In other writings, Lii addressed the general issue of laws. Compared with
many other Confucians whose comments on governance promoted virtuous
example at the expense of laws, Lii had a positive appreciation for the role
of laws. 42 According to Lii, when others said that laws could not be used,
they only had in mind the regulations of the ancient experts in realpolitik
(conventionally calledfa-chia and translated as "Legalists"), Shen Pu-hai (d.
337 B.C.) and Han Fei (d. 233 B.C.). The essence of laws was different:
"Human laws are where human feelings and the principles of things
reside."43 These were the principles on which laws should be founded rather
than making laws based on the ruler's whims. It was necessary to see "the
vital force of humaneness and justness" in laws in concrete rather than just
theoretical terms. Sometimes humaneness required severe laws and harsh
punishments to discourage offenders. Laws with punishments too light to
inspire much fear might invite more violations and thus end up punishing
more people. Although such points sound as though Lii was simply on the
side of the state, he also embraced both public and private interests: "If pub-
lic interest does not overwhelm [household] affairs, and private interest is
not harmful to what is just, there is a prevailing spirit of loyalty and gener-
osity."44
In a skeptical vein, one might say that his advocating strong laws and a
balance between public and private interests merely reflected his perspective
as a member of an elite family. For such a family, loyalty to the throne and
generosity toward the interest of private households were both ideal and
practical. If we dismiss Lii's unusual attention to issues concerning laws and
institutions as an expression of class interests, what would we say about
other members of the elite who had less appreciation for the role of laws and
private interests? Lii agreed with such people that virtue was the foundation
of governance, but giving laws and private interest such positive attention
was a special characteristic of his thought-one that he shared with other
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Che-tung thinkers, particularly Ch'en Fu-liang and Ch'en Liang. As we will
see more clearly in Ch'en Liang's case, they sought to balance private or
family interests and the public or national interest.
Sharing another assumption with the Chekiang Confucians, Lii Tsu-
ch'ien complained that civil or literary culture (wen) was far too dominant
over both what was practical and what was martial (wu). In reading these
criticisms of literary culture, we should remember that Lii compiled one of
the most important collections of Sung literary compositions. Furthermore,
he was among the foremost specialists of his day on literary styles. Che-tung
men were often critical of the policy set by the dynasty's founder to demean
military officials in relation to civil officials and to centralize military power
under the direction of civil officials in the capital. Like these friends, Lii
claimed that it was crucial to have unity and balance between military and
civil wings. He drew upon history to support his point: "From antiquity,
civil and martial ways were one Tao. During the time of Yao, Shun, and the
Three Dynasties, high officials while at court administered affairs and while
outside the capital handled punitive expeditions."45 This principle was still
clear to Confucius and even in the Western Han. During the Eastern Han
when family background became a greater factor in the classification of offi-
cials, civil and martial groups began to be clearly differentiated. For
instance, Liu Pa (fl. c. 220) disdained Chang Fei (d. 222) because of his mar-
tial background.46
After the Han, as civil and literary culture continued to flourish, history
provided examples of what the literati of the Sung should take as warnings.
Using the analogy of Duke I (r. 668-660 B.C.) of Wei who lost his state
because of his fondness for playing with his cranes, Lii argued that the elites
in recent history were no different from the duke's cranes:
During the Yung-chia (3°7-313) period of the Western Chin, those who
engaged in pure talk filled the court. No matter whether they drank or
composed poems, they all proudly looked askance at everything in the
world. Their carefree and elegant minds-aloof from the turmoil of the
times-made them appear like sacred mountain peaks magnificently
erect or like pearls and jade radiantly reflecting each other. But during
the rebellion of the five barbarian tribes, they were butchered like meat
on a cutting board. They were also the cranes of Duke I of Wei. 47
Literati at that time were so absorbed in their literary pursuits that tribes of
less cultured people easily conquered all of North China, just as the Jurchen
had recently done. Lii cited another example of the court of Liang Wu-ti (r.
502-549). When a military commander rebelled and assaulted the capital, he
continued: "The literati were so indolent that they could not even ride
horses. Hence they could not dare take up arms against the enemy but
rather waited helplessly to be killed."48
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With his northern background, Lii had probably learned to ride, despite
his illnesses, and apparently relished this jab at the literati of culture from
the South, who lacked experience in the saddle. One might recall that dur-
ing the Sung the sport of polo ceased to be played from horseback across an
open field. It was safer for sons of literati families to play within the con-
fines of courtyards and alleys.49 At the end of his essay, Lii acknowledged
that if one focused on their literary conversations and dignified demeanor,
such literati deserved praise and admiration. Yet in times of national crises,
"there were very few who acted any different from Duke I's cranes."
The use of history for practical lessons was another major point of simi-
larity between Lii and his Che-tung friends. After reading history to under-
stand the context of the time, one should put oneself into the situation to
learn from the experience of others:
You should picture yourself in the situation, observe which things are
advantageous and which dangerous, and note the misfortunes and ills
of the times. Shut the book and think for yourself. Imagine that you are
facing these various facts and then decide what you think ought to be
done. If you look at history in this way, then your learning will increase
and your intelligence will improve. Then you will get real profit from
your reading. 50
Lii's· emphasis on reflection was reinforced in other ways. For example,
"when reading history, one should read half of the book, set it aside, and
then calculate the achievements and failures that will be in the second half.
The things of great importance in history are six: choosing the good,
admonishing, setting standards, [understanding] the body politic, discuss-
ing affairs through evaluations of historical figures, and handling affairs."51
Although ethical lessons were included in the general goals, much attention
was given to practical application for governance. Thus the didactic func-
tion of history was not limited to moral didacticism.
In reading history, one also had to realize that history was more than a
chronicle of miscellaneous facts, for history was a record of continuous
change and growth. Instead of "nothing more than a vast collection of facts
crammed into your memory," one should "observe how things change."52
Change was a given: "When affairs reach their zenith, there must be people
to change them, and if there is no one to change them, they will be changed
by inner forces."53
One historical example of these changes was provided by the case of
Duke Huan (r. 684-642 B.C.) of Ch'i. He became the first hegemon, a gener-
alissimo in charge of protecting the Chou king and the states and culture of
the Central Plain against the rising power of Ch'u to the south. Duke Huan
was the greatest of the hegemons and, at the conference at K'uei-ch'iu,
accomplished all his objectives. So satisfied was the duke with his success
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and the zenith of his power that he became proud and indolent. Thus satis-
faction sowed the seeds for the decline of his hegemony. From Duke Huan's
case, Lii offered a lesson: "But people did not know: the country will decline
if it does not continue to flourish; and the governance of the world will fall
back if it does not advance. If strength stops at strength, strength certainly
cannot be preserved; and if the hegemon stops at being hegemon, the hege-
mony definitely cannot be preserved. It's like riding a steed on a steep slope:
how can there be a place midway to stop?"54 The dynamics observable in
Duke Huan's case constituted a pattern that Lii illustrated in other historical
situations. The process of rise and decline was also present in the polarity
between China and the pastoral nationalities of the steppe and within the
political units of China itself.
Seeking such continuous patterns had to be balanced with an apprecia-
tion for the special character of each era. Governance was different in each
distinct era according to the prevailing structure of power. Reading the Tso
Commentary (Tso chuan), one should distinguish between three discrete
periods: the period before the rise of the Five Hegemons, the period of the
successive rise and fall of the Five Hegemons, and the period after the
demise of the hegemony. Using the structure of power to divide history into
periods did not necessarily mean that the actions of the elite were the ulti-
mate force behind history. In the tradition of Confucius and Mencius, Lii
also declared that the rise and fall of states lay in the hands of the people
rather than the great clans, feudal lords, or officialdom.
Lii defined historical periods in terms of power structures to address the
issue of the usefulness of institutions from earlier times. Some like Chang
Tsai and Hu Hung had argued for the feasibility of restoring the well-field
system of centralized land management whereby households in antiquity
had supposedly enjoyed equal landholdings. Such a restoration of antiquity
was seen by Lii to be impossible because of the gap between the times and
the different situation that existed in the Sung. Instead of trying to adhere to
the institutions of the ancestors, one would be better advised to change
institutions to achieve the actual purpose of the ancients-peace in the
country. 55 Again, history had to be understood in its own context before
being applied to contemporary governance.
Because histories varied in quality, some could be read summarily, but
others had to be studied closely. Selected great histories deserved the kind of
reading that other Tao-hsueh Confucians reserved for the classics: "The Tso
Commentary, the Historical Records (Shih-chi), and the History of the
Former Han (Han shu) should be read carefully and thoroughly, scrutinized
over and over again, truly not permitting even one word to be passed over
quickly and casually."56 Most later histories, beginning with the History of
the Later Han (Hou Han shu), were inferior in their historiography. Taking
a step toward the later movement in Che-tung historiography to regard the
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classics as history, Lii approached the classics with an historian's eye. For
example, he wrote: "To read the Book ofPoetry is [to read] history. History
is factual, and writings like the Book of Poetry richly embody the cresting
and ebbing flow of sentiments; in chanting and reciting them, the affairs of
that era can be contemplated and known."57 He further declared that in
reading history, one should start with the classic Book ofDocuments before
going on to the Tso Commentary, and only then to the Comprehensive Mir-
ror to Aid in Government (Tzu-chih t'ung-chien). Following this order, one
would have a clearer perception of history and its sources. 58 In two of these
three examples, the centrality of the Tso Commentary to Lii's historiogra-
phy is evident.
Lii considered the Tso Commentary to be so important as a history that
he treated it as an independent work instead of a mere commentary on the
Spring and Autumn Annals. Emphasis on the Tso did not diminish his inter-
est in the Annals, the classic on which the largest number of works (at least
240) were written during the Sung. Following Sun Fu and others, Lii in his
work on the Annals championed two themes: a minister's loyalty to the
ruler and defense of the country against foreign incursions. 59 Still Lii was
more unique in his approach to the Tso. In addition to his Extensive Delib-
erations, he wrote two other books on the Tso: Explanations of the Tso
Commentary (Ch'un-ch'iu Tso-shih-chuan shuo); and the Historian La
Tsu-ch'ien's Encyclopedia for the Tso Commentary (Tung-lai La rai-shih
Ch'un-ch'iu Tso-chuan lei-pien). Ever attentive to details, he brought to the
fore significant observations. For instance, by enumerating the names of
generals, he proved the reduction in size of the Chou armies over time. Thus
the Tso continued the record of ancient institutions and issues first recorded
in the classics.
To continue that record to the Sung, Lii began his own major history,
Chronicle ofMajor Events (Ta shih chi). In the extensive notes and explana-
tions appended, Lii commented on issues and discussed historiography. His
Chronicle relied heavily on the Historical Records of Ssu-ma Ch'ien (145-90
B.C.), and his historiography was heavily influenced by the annals and biog-
raphies of that great historian. Besides using the Records and earlier sources
to correct details of Ssu-ma Kuang's Comprehensive Mirror, Lii wrote two
major critical works on the Comprehensive Mirror, neither of which has
been preserved. 60 Although he had intended to provide a historiographical
alternative to Ssu-ma Kuang's monumental work, illness halted his writing
on the Chronicle at 90 B.C., and he never produced the alternative history of
the next millennium. Still, he did compile the Detailed Sections from the
Seventeen Histories (Shih-ch'i shih hsiang chieh), which would have served
as the foundation for a continuation of his more synthetic Chronicle. Some
of his historiography is evident in his recorded opinions and the organiza-
tion within this compilation. Compared with Chu Hsi, he was not as
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obsessed with the issue of the legitimate succession of dynasties (cheng-
t'ung). He gave the regal status of having basic annals to anyone who con-
trolled the country. When he came to the Three Kingdoms, he recognized
the greater power of the Wei by writing annals for the Ts'ao strongmen,
beginning with Ts'ao Ts'ao (155-220). Furthermore, he downgraded the Shli
Han ruler, Liu Pei (161-223), who received a mere biographical chapter, one
that had to be shared with such officials as Chu-ko Liang. 61 On this practi-
cal issue of historiography, Lii was closer to Ssu-ma Kuang than to Chu Hsi.
Although his Che-tung friends shared his preference for Ssu-ma Ch'ien's his-
toriography, with its emphasis on comprehending changes through histori-
cal periods, they did not complete Lii's grand history of China.
What distinguished Lii from other Che-tung thinkers of his day was his
greater attention to such philosophical issues as human nature and destiny.
Some other Che-tung Confucians had little to say about human nature, des-
tiny, and the mind; however, these topics were important in Lii's thinking.
Regarding the concept of the mind, Lii focused on the original mind dis-
cussed by Mencius. Like Mencius, Lii advocated the need first to regain the
original mind as the foundation for all learning and ethical practice. To
Mencius' conception, Lii added the Tao-hsueh notion of principle: "Gener-
ally speaking, people have never been without innate knowing and innate
ability; if one knows how to nourish them, these principles would naturally
endure."62 If one preserved such principles, one did not need to seek exter-
nally: "The foundation is not external, so just seek within oneself." Hence:
"All the learning of Confucianism comes from self-reflection (tzu-Jan)."63
Self-reflection was so crucial because the external world mirrored what was
within: "The internal and the external reflect each other without the
slightest inaccuracy: when there is discord externally, there must be obsta-
cles within [one's own mind]. There is no method except self-reflection [for
addressing this situation] ."64 Despite this confidence in self-reflection, Lii
warned against relying on enlightenment. If one waited for a sudden great
awakening of the mind, one would, like the Buddhists, easily wander into
emptiness. Instead of depending on sudden insights that were fragile, one
would make more progress with steady cultivating and examining of the
mind. 65 Although Lii appears intuitive and introspective here, his overall
system gave greater weight to the investigation of actual things, as seen for
example in his institutional and historical studies. Hence it would be diffi-
cult to paint him with Ta-hui's Ch'an brush, as Chu did in the case of Lii
Pen-chung.
Lii Tsu-ch'ien also followed Mencius' view of the goodness of human
nature. Lii proclaimed: "People are born in tranquility. This is the nature of
Heaven, the basis of centrality, rectitude, humaneness, and rightness, and
also the one source of the myriad things. And when [people abide] in the
Mean, there is nothing that is not proper."66 Evil came from outside the
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nature. To explain evil, he borrowed Chang Tsai's and the Ch'eng brothers'
teachings about a physical nature or endowment: "The nature is good, but
the physical endowment has partiality; therefore, talent and character also
flow into partiality."67 With these assumptions, Lil perceived the task in
spiritual cultivation to be preserving the good mind and nature from
improper desires, which opened the door to external interference. He rea-
soned: "When this mind is constantly held fast and preserved, the mind will
be broad and the body robust, and one will be carefree and contented, joy-
ful and peaceful. Thus good fortune is rooted within oneself. If one indulges
in a single carnal pleasure without restraint and destroys propriety, disaster
will come from the outside."68 Expressed in terms of expelling desires and
preserving the mind, Lil's view of cultivation was quite close to Chang's and
Chu's. But Lil did not go into as much technical detail concerning stages of
the mind as Chu and Chang did. Still, as we saw in the "Misgivings Con-
cerning Master Hu's Understanding of Words," it was Lil who made the
strongest statement of the need for balance and a dual approach to cultiva-
tion of the mind, the approach for which Chu Hsi is famous.
Like other Tao-hsueh Confucians, Lil perceived of humaneness as the
foundation of the other cardinal virtues and all ethical behavior. Comment-
ing on the Mencius, he expounded upon the nature of humaneness: "Appar-
ently the virtue of humaneness is the criterion for being human. The word
'humaneness' is already completely exhaustive. Then saying the word 'pro-
priety' one can know the high or low level of the person. As for the princi-
ples in the world, what else is there besides humaneness and propriety!"69
Propriety was of crucial importance in Lil's thought, for propriety was both
principle and that with which one nourished the mind. 70 Although Lil val-
ued propriety and proclaimed the correlation between humaneness and pro-
priety, there was no question about which was more fundamental:
"Humaneness is the universally proper principle. If this principle is present
within me, it will be apparent in my habits and manifest through my
actions. Otherwise, even though propriety and music have never been abo-
lished in the world, if I do not posses this principle, then propriety and
music will be totally alien to me."71 Likewise, Lil followed his family tradi-
tion in emphasizing the importance of filial piety and loyalty, but such vir-
tues and requisite ethical behavior were also subsumed in humaneness. Such
virtues arose from humaneness: "The reason filial piety and duty to frater-
nal elders are humaneness is that humaneness encompasses the mind of lov-
ing parents and being respectful to elder brothers; if one preserves and
extends this frame of mind, humaneness can be known."72
These passages suggest that Lil associated humaneness both with the
mind, as Chang Shih did, and with principle, as Chu Hsi did. Other pas-
sages more clearly reveal his common ground with both men and also his
greater affinity with Chu. Like Chang, Lil identified humaneness with the
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Mencian original mind: "Humaneness is people's original mind, as one
essentially indivisible."73 Lii also shared the idea that humaneness was
characterized by impartiality or civic-mindedness and constancy or consis-
tency: "The mind of a person of humaneness is impartially public-minded
and constant."74 In a letter to Chu, he could use the same imagery as Chu to
express the relation between humaneness and love: "Love is the expression
of humaneness; humaneness is the principle of love. Essence and function
have never been separated from each other but have also never infringed
upon each other."75 Nonetheless, he also cautioned Chu against making
humaneness overly clear or simple, for simplicity might mislead people into
thinking that they did not have to exert great efforts to fathom this pro-
found concept.
Lii advocated abiding in seriousness and preserving sincerity as essential
in seeking humaneness. Although we glossed ching as "reverent composure"
for Hunan Tao-hsiieh thinkers, "seriousness" usually seems more apt for
Lii. His usage centered on qualities of concentrating and being sincere: "The
one word 'seriousness' is the gate through which those who study enter the
Tao. Seriousness refers to concentrating on one thing and not being dis-
tracted by the many. If things are here, but the mind is there, how can one
understand and attain seriousness?"76 Someone asked if there was any dif-
ference between the two terms "sincerity" and "seriousness." Replying that
the two terms were the same, Lii noted: "What we call 'sincerely preserving'
is being reverently serious."77 Hence for cultivating the mind, Lii also, like
Ch'eng I and Chu Hsi, emphasized the importance of seriousness. Overall,
he pursued a balance of textual scholarship, governance, and spiritual culti-
vation.
The very breadth of Lii's scholarship and learning has made his
statements sometimes appear to be mutually contradictory, for he had
points of agreement with various Confucians whose positions became
polarized. It would be unfair for such a reason to continue the modern con-
vention of dismissing him as a mere historian with little capacity for theoret-
ical questions. By disposition and family legacy, he struggled to find com-
mon ground in order to unify the Confucian community. If modern scholars
were to study his voluminous writings and the development of his thought
as closely as they have Chu Hsi's, we would perhaps perceive more clarity
and consistency of viewpoint than we do at present. One reason modern
scholars have not given Lii the attention he deserves perhaps is the extraor-
dinary erudition and literary range in his writings, which make them much
more difficult to read than those of his contemporaries.
Although younger than either Chu Hsi or Chang Shih, Lii appears to
have emerged as the central figure in the Tao-hsiieh of the late u60s and to
have retained the leading role until his death in u8I. Besides Lii's extraordi-
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nary personality and scholarship, his governmental positions and social sta-
tus enabled him to attract unprecedented numbers of students and make
exceptional contributions to the growth of the fellowship. Despite govern-
mental safeguards (having papers recopied and replacing names with num-
bers) to prevent examiners from identifying individuals' essays, he had the
literary acumen to recognize individual styles and thus pass the largest num-
ber of significant Tao-hsueh thinkers in any Sung chin-shih examination. In
spite of governmental and social penalties against favoritism in the exami-
nations, he boldly announced his discovery of Lu Chiu-yiian's essay and was
never censured. Although he went on to even higher posts and national rec-
ognition, the II72 examinations most graphically testify to his special status
and standing. Even though Chu Hsi asserted a dominant influence over
Chang Shih by II73 , he never gained such dominance in relation to Lii. Only
in the third period, in the wake of Lii's death, was Chu able to assert his
authority over and to surpass Lii's influence within the Tao-hsueh fellow-
ship. If Lii had been the one who survived two decades longer, his thinking
might have made the remainder of the Sung and Chinese cultural history
quite different. The political climate almost certainly would have been dif-
ferent as well, for Lii had won much more respect from officials at court
than had other Tao-hsueh intellectuals. Even if the two together had contin-
ued to live until 1200, Chu's theory and practice would, no doubt, have
been affected, for the two had considerable mutual influence during the
period II63 to II8r.
. Chapter5 Chu Hsi and Lii Tsu-ch'ien
A balanced survey of Chu Hsi and Lii Tsu-ch'ien's
exchanges on a series of practical, educational, and philosophical issues will
suggest the depth of their mutual influence. The account of Chu's dealings
with Lii will demonstrate Lii's leading role during the period from u63 to
USI and the relative inclusiveness of Lii's Tao-hsueh. Even Chu's mild criti-
cisms of Lii during this period will establish a baseline for contrast with the
following period, after Lii's death, when Chu became bitingly critical of his
deceased friend. Those later condemnations along with the chapters on
Chu's relations with those to whom Lii introduced him will illustrate the
major shift in Chu's interactions with Confucians in the decades before and
after Lii's death in uSI.
Lii Tsu-ch'ien was probably the closest friend Chu Hsi ever had. In uS6,
during Chu's tenure as an official in Tung-an, Chu went on government
business to Fu-chou, where Lii's father was serving. After Chu Hsi and Lii
Tsu-ch'ien became acquainted there, the two began to exchange letters. The
frequency of their correspondence increased during the late u60s and espe-
cially during the u70s. They continued to correspond until USI, when Lii's
last letter arrived shortly before news of Lii's death. The length of their
friendship thus exceeded by about eight years Chu's friendship with Chang
Shih. In part because of the location of Lii's home in Chin-hua near the capi-
tal and on the way from Fukien to the capital, Chu spent more time with Lii
than with Chang. Furthermore, 104 of Chu's letters to Lii are extant-more
than to any other person. Of Lii's letters to Chu, 67 have been preserved,
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more than double the number to anyone else. 1 Beyond the number of let-
ters, their intimacy is evident in the scope of family matters as well as politi-
cal and intellectual issues discussed in their correspondence.
Among family matters, none are as revealing as those involving Chu Hsi's
eldest son, Shu (II53-II91). In letters to Lii, Chu lamented the youth's
"extreme laziness and inability to grasp ethical principles while reading
books."2 Although the youth had also developed bad habits, Chu Hsi
expressed concern about disciplining him too sternly because of their father-
son relationship. IIi this predicament, he followed the advice given centuries
earlier by Mencius (4A!IS) and asked his friend to take over the son's edu-
cation and ethical training. In II73, when the youth was about 21, his father
sent him with strict instructions not to drink all the time at Lii's place. Lii
arranged for the youth to reside in the home of one of his closest students,
P'an Ching-hsien (II37-II93). The young man was not to leave that home
by himself and had to accompany P'an in making daily calls on Lii for
instruction. After three or four years, Lii facilitated arrangements between
Chu and the P'anfamilies for the young man to marry P'an's eldest daughter
(b. II61). Shortly thereafter, Lii gave the hand of his only daughter, Hua-
nien (b. II59), to P'an's close relative P'an Ching-liang (late twelfth century).
Hence Lii had arranged for Chu and himself to have marriage alliances with
the same family of officials from Wu-chou. Chu Shu returned to the Chu
home in IISO, but he failed the local examinations for the third time. Later
Chu Hsi used the yin privilege of officials to secure for his son a prestige
title, court gentleman for ceremonial service. But the hapless son died in
II91 at his wife's home in Wu-chou without having made any significant
advancement in a bureaucratic career. Besides considering Lii's social pres-
tige and political status, Chu chose to entrust his son to Lii because of his
confidence in Lii's intellectual training and personal cultivation. He no
doubt had considerable hope that Lii might nurture a change in his son's
temperament and habits. He thus became indebted to Lii for taking care of
his son's education and marriage.
Lii also served as a bridge between Chu and other Confucians. The most
famous case involved Lu Chiu-yiian, whom Lii took under his wing after
passing Lu's chin-shih examination paper in II72. Seeking to reconcile dif-
ferences between Lu and Chu, Lii invited them to meet at his home during
the spring of II75. Chu could not come as planned, so Lii made a trip to
bring his two friends together. In the third month in II75, he embarked from
Chin-hua for Chu's home some 250 kilometers away in Ch'ung-an county,
Fukien. Soon thereafter, Lii and Chu proceeded to Chu's Cold Springs Study
(Han-ch'iian ching-she). Working at both Chu's home and study for over a
month, they completed the draft of Reflections on Things at Hand (Chin-
ssu lu). Afterwards, they went on an excursion up Wu-i mountain and then
down toward the Goose Lake Monastery in Kiangsi. Meeting Lu and his
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brother at a resort there, Lii sought to establish personal ties between Chu
and the two Lu brothers. Lii mediated discussions regarding their ap-
proaches to book-learning and self-cultivation. In historical hindsight, that
Goose Lake meeting has been portrayed as the watershed dividing Chu's
and Lu's schools. 3 The force of Lii's personality and his commitment to
accommodation within the fellowship significantly muted tensions for a
time. As we shall see in Chapter 9, Lo actually managed in the six years after
the meeting to lead the Lu brothers to his and Chu's common position.
SOCIOPOLITICAL ISSUES
Among national issues, none was more pressing than policy toward
the Jurchen conquerors, whose Chin dynasty ruled North China. Like Chu
Hsi's father and other Tao-hsueh Confucians, the Lo family had been out-
spoken critics of Ch'in Kuei and his peace policy. The Lo family had even
been personally involved in some of the most crucial events of the dynasty's
transition. Most significantly, Lo Hao-wen had briefly served as minister of
war and followed the Sung emperor when he went to surrender at the Jur-
chen's camp. The Jurchen sent Lo back to K'ai-feng to assist the Jurchen's
puppet ruler, but he persuaded the puppet to relinquish claim to the throne
in deference to the only son of the Sung house who was not held captive.
When Kao-tsung thus restored the Sung dynasty in the South, he appointed
Lii Hao-wen as councilor. Lo's brief service in the puppet regime made him
subject to criticism, so he soon accepted a lesser post. Lo Hao-wen's son,
Pen-chung, later lost his office when he came into conflict with Ch'in Kuei.
Although Lo Pen-chung opposed Ch'in Kuei's peace policy and advocated
recovery of the North, he was also a pragmatist. Considering the might of
the Jurchen military, he advised Kao-tsung against impetuous action but
emphasized first consolidating Sung power and defenses in the South. 4
Lo Tsu-ch'ien inherited this inclination in favor of consolidating power in
the South through reforms and mounting military campaigns only after
careful preparation. Hence he too proposed a moderate, pragmatic course
midway between the peace party and the war hawks of his day.5 His per-
spective was comparable to Chang Shih's mature position.
Chu Hsi was an ardent war hawk in his youth. During his memorials in
the n6os, he advocated offensive military action and categorically con-
demned all talk of peace. By middle age, his ardor cooled as he became
more mindful of the greater military might of the Jurchen Chin. His hawk-
ish posture gave way to a pragmatic position like Lo's. Although in his last
years he remained committed to the goal of restoration, he criticized the
hawks even more bitterly than the doves. Moreover, he began to realize that
one to three decades of preparation would be needed before an attempt to
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liberate the North could be mounted. Chu capsulized the more defensive
and self-strengthening posture of his mature years: "The discussions at
court now are either peace or war. But the ancients had a way of simulta-
neously being firm and maintaining a defense, a way that was neither wag-
ing war nor making peace. If we strengthen ourselves and set our own house
in order, how can the enemy encroach upon US?"6 Although in his sixties he
had probably become even more defensive and cautious than Lii had been,
Lii's views in this case apparently had influenced Chu.
Among the most pressing domestic issues was the need to relieve the
hardship of the peasantry. The magistrate of Ch'ung-an county in Fukien
asked Chu Hsi and Liu Ju-yii (1142 chin-shih) to assist in famine relief in
II67. Chu requested and received relief supplies from the prefect in the adja-
cent county of Chien-yang, where his friend Wei Shan-chih (III6-II73) had
established a model granary in the early II50S. The prefect there suggested
in II68 that Chu and Liu retain repayments of the previous year's loans in
thelocal area for use in future emergencies. Also drawing upon Wei's exam-
ple, Chu and Liu submitted a proposal for a community granary (she-
ts'ang), which the prefectural office approved and for which it provided ini-
tial funding. When the granary was completed in II7I in Ch'ung-an, Liu's
relatives managed it. But as the historically more prominent person, Chu
has been given principal credit for the concept. 7
The state granaries of that day sought to benefit the peasantry either by
providing direct subsidies during famines or by stabilizing extremes in price
fluctuations. Controlled by the bureaucracy, state granaries responded
slowly. Such granaries sometimes extended their relief only to areas of the
countryside near cities and towns. Usually village officers or Buddhist
monks handled distribution from state charitable granaries. To provide an
alternative to participation by heterodox Buddhists, Chu sought to mobilize
Confucian literati. Participating in the community granary would provide
bonding among members of the fellowship and training in humaneness.
Chu was working within a context of a growing civic consciousness during
the Sung. For instance, villages in Wu-chou had already on their own orga-
nized charitable (i) service systems and foundations, which in some cases
provided a base for establishing granaries. 8
Lii Tsu-ch'ien helped defend Chu's community granary from criticism.
Critics charged that Chu was following Wang An-shih's discredited "Green
Sprouts" (ch'ing-miao fa) loan program. Even Chang Shih had such suspi-
cions. As was done in Wang's program, Chu capitalized with state funds
and collected repayment of the loans with interest. 9 In an essay in II85, Chu
sought to deflect criticism of his program by contrasting it with Wang's:
Chu lent grain instead of cash, based administration on the local canton
instead of the county, put more of the management in the hands of local
literati, and sought to raise peasants' economic security instead of state
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funds. Recounting how Lii had inspected the granary in Ch'ung-an and
praised it as following the ideas of the ancients, Chusought to draw atten-
tion to much earlier sources of inspiration and away from parallels to
Wang's failed experiment. Lii had also expressed a commitment to establish
a similar granary in Chin-hua. Chu's essay recorded its establishment by
P'an Ching-hsien, who thus fulfilled this dream of his teacher. 10 Lii had ear-
lier arranged for Chu's son to lodge with P'an and to marry Pan's daughter.
Such Wu-chou families with whom Chu had connections through Lii
responded favorably to his efforts in II82 to manage famine relief there.
Although the emperor formally praised and promoted Chu's proposal to
implement the granaries throughout the empire, opponents of the measure
blocked state subsidies; thus, very few were ever established. With the
exception of the model in Chu's village, the one in Chin-hua probably lasted
longer than any of the others. By the middle of the thirteenth century, how-
ever, it had fallen into the hands of government clerks who lent grain only
after bad harvests and demanded repayment in cash. Chu's model of Confu-
cian gentlemen supervising a source of perennial credit assistance to peas-
ants had thus been transformed into another tool of the local bureaucracy
for famine relief. 11 However briefly the community granaries functioned as
Chu intended, they demonstrated Chu's political ideals in action. Wei Shan-
chih's earlier granary, Liu ]u-yii's role in "Chu's granary," and Lii's help in
spreading this experiment to Chin-hua show that Chu did not act alone. He
operated in a context of cooperation among Confucian literati to use grana-
ries to meet a need. Chu's concern for building the local community was
also demonstrated in his public proclamations as a local official and his
sponsorship of community compacts that he adopted from Lii Ta-chiin
(1°30-1081).12 Community compacts were local associations that encour-
aged the village populace to practice socially desirable behavior.
ACADEMIES AND EDUCATIONAL ISSUES
Despite concern for other sectors of the local community, the
literati were the principal focus of community building, and to Chu Hsi and
Lii Tsu-ch'ien, no institution was more important for this purpose than
academies (ching-she and shu-yuan). Soon after his mother died in II66, Lii
had set up a study on Mt. Ming-chao near her tomb and began teaching
there. When Chu's mother died in the ninth month of II69, Chu similarly
built the Cold Springs Study in II70 near her grave. Returning home to his
unsurpassed family library, Lii established the Beautiful Pools Academy in
the city of Chin-hua. Given Lii's prestige and the convenience of housing
students in the city, as many as 300 students at a time studied in the
academy.
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Several years later, Chu worked to establish an academy when he
assumed his duties as prefect of Nan-k'ang, Kiangsi, in Il79. In his letters to
Lii, Chu discussed the project and persuaded his friend to write the histori-
cal record of the academy. On taking office, he declared his intent to visit
the main government school in Nan-k'ang once every four or five days.
Although the state maintained such schools to prepare literati for the civil
service examinations, Chu was distraught that the three government schools
in the prefecture were merely preparing students for the examinations. He
began lecturing on ethical principles from the classics and making strong
suggestions about what should be taught. 13 The educational officer, Yang
Ta-fa (Il7S chin-shih), presumably resented Chu's interference and com-
plained to Lii. Hearing of the tension, Lii wrote to Chu to caution him
about encroaching upon the prerogatives of the school preceptor.
Chu defended his activity at the government school. Answering Lii's
letter, he sought to justify what he had done:
Regarding my visits to schools, I must say that I was only giving prelim-
inary discussions on the Great Learning and had just completed lectur-
ing on it. I have now asked the teaching official to repeat my lectures on
the Analects, and all I am doing is merely giving further elaboration of
those parts that students have trouble understanding. I never attempted
to stand at the lecturing podium or to infringe on the duties of the
instructing official-and certainly did not do what you were worried
about in your letter. 14
Despite his protestations, Chu added that he simply hoped to be of assis-
tance like Wen Weng, a prefect in Szechwan during the Han dynasty. Wen
Weng's educational work had traditionally been credited with acculturating
the people in Szechwan to Confucian learning. For instance, Tu Fu (712-
770) had written: "And like the educator Prefect Wen Weng of Han, he too
exerted a great cultural influence."15 With this model, Chu conveyed the
urgency of his agenda. The imagery was all the more potent because this
area of Nan-k'ang had many Buddhist and Taoist monasteries.
Symbolically reviving the tradition of Confucian education, Chu focused
on rebuilding the White Deer Grotto Academy (Pai-Iu-tung shu-yiian) on
Mt. LU. 16 This academy, located in a hollow about five miles north of Nan-
k'ang city, had flourished during the tenth and early eleventh centuries and
had even received a copy of the Confucian classics from Sung T'ai-tsung (r.
976-997). During the eleventh century, the state urged all prefectures and
some counties to establish government schools to prepare literati for the
examinations. Although not all prefectures were able to do so, the building
of schools peaked in the middle decades of the eleventh century, and there
was another surge of construction in the first quarter of the twelfth century.
With the shifting of attention to government schools during the Northern
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Sung, many private academies fell into disuse. It was necessary in n79 to
call on a woodcutter to locate the ruins of the White Deer Grotto Academy.
In petitioning the court for financial aid to rebuild the academy, Chu
emphasized the need to maintain this trace of antiquity as a symbol of Con-
fucian education and literati values on a mountain where only heterodox
religious institutions remained.
Upon court approval, the academy was constructed within six months
and opened in the third month of n8a, just twelve months after Chu arrived
in Nan-k'ang. He had managed within one year both to obtain authoriza-
tion for the academy and to rebuild it. Besides private literati and state
resources for the construction, the local government provided rice fields for
perpetual financial support. The local literati and the imperial family had
also promised to contribute books for its library. This restoration appeared
similar to the earlier renovation in the n6as of the Mountain Slope Acad-
emy, which was accomplished with considerable fanfare. During Hsiao-
tsung's reign (n62-n89) large numbers of academies were revived and/or
founded. Overall, at least 375 private academies were established during the
Sung. 1?
Given the pace of normal bureaucratic operation, one would think that
Chu should have been happy, but some of his statements suggest otherwise.
He complained at times about unnamed persons and officials who were
impeding his plans. Much of the speculation about these unnamed officials
has centered on Yang Ta-fa, who had grounds for resenting Chu's encroach-
ments upon his educational prerogatives at the government school. Yet
Yang was one of the two persons to whom Chu delegated the rebuilding,
and Chu exchanged poems and letters with him. Lii's early intervention
must have reduced tensions between the two men. In at least five of his let-
ters to Lii, Chu mentioned Yang, and a couple of times Chu gave Yang
credit for establishing one memorial shrine to Chou Tun-i and another to
six local worthies. l8 Establishing such shrines was a significant part of
Chu's program for encouraging Confucian virtues among the local people
and bonding within the local Confucian community. HYang had been active
in opposing Chu's efforts, one would expect to find negative rather than
positive references to him in Chu's writings at that time. Although about fif-
teen years later, Yang did side with those who attacked the fellowship, we
should not read the intensity of conflict in that environment back to this ear-
lier period.
Some of Chu's own comments do present an image of "a rather belea-
guered Chu Hsi reacting indignantly to sharp attacks on the manner of the
Academy's revival and on its educational activities."19 That picture says
much about Chu Hsi. Perhaps because he had served in only one post and
that one more than two decades earlier, he became too easily annoyed by
quite natural delays and questions about the academy. Especially when the
regular government school was only five miles away and much more conve-
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niently located, should he not have expected to justify the use of govern-
ment resources and solicited donations from local literati to build an acad-
emy? It is not surprising that in his reports to the court he emphasized the
historical and symbolic importance of the site and minimized its educational
activities. In his poetry and statements to friends, he could be more forth-
right about his educational mission. Among Tao-hsueh Confucians, it was
common to be concerned about the impact of examination-style learning on
literati culture. Nonetheless, even at this academy approximately one-third
of study time was reportedly designated for preparing for the examinations.
Beyond Chu's own statements, there are no corroborating documents to
confirm any actual opposition to the academy. Hence, Chu Hsi's complaints
perhaps reflect inexperience and misunderstanding of political reality. His
deficiency in this regard is all the more apparent when viewed against the
service records of his friends Lii Tsu-ch'ien and Chang Shih.
Chu's emphasis on institutionalization and acquiring government re-
sources made the White Deer Grotto Academy much more secure than other
academies in 1I8a. Private efforts and resources were hardly enough to
establish an academy. Chu's White Deer Grotto Academy was to become a
model for cooperation between the fellowship and the government in the
thirteenth century after the relationship between them changed.
Chu's guidelines for behavior at the academy set a precedent of at least
equal importance for future academies. In contrast to government schools
with their detailed regulations, Chu Hsi sought to encourage an atmosphere
where students would take more personal responsibility for their behavior.
In a written exhortation, which he had posted over the lintel of the door, he
called on the students to study the ancient principles:
You, sirs, should discuss them with one another, follow them, and take
personal responsibility for their observance. Then, in 'whatever a man
should be cautious and careful about in thought, word, or deed, he will
certainly be more demanding of himself than he would be through mere
compliance with regulations. If you do otherwise or even reject what I
have said, then the "regulations" others talk about will have to take
over and in no way can they be dispensed with. You, sirs, please think
this over. 20
Chu hoped the students would practice the self-cultivation of ethical princi-
ples. If they did not do so, he warned, they would be dealt with in accord-
ance with conventional regulations. Later, in 1I8?, one of Chu's students
wrote detailed regulations to supplement Chu's articles; however, Chu still
regarded such regulations as matters for more elementary or preparatory
education. 21 It should be noted that the academy students would be
advanced learners who had already passed through the disciplined training
of the government schools and/or private tutors.
Chu Hsi's stated principles were a summary of standard Confucian ethics
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and have been called the "Articles of Learning" of the academy. The princi-
ples were succinct quotes, all except one from the classics. First, as the foun-
dation, the five human relations were reiterated from Mencius, 3A/4: the
affection between parent and child, the rightness between ruler and minis-
ter, attention to separate functions between husband and wife, proper order
between elder and younger, and faithfulness between friends. Grounded in
the virtues of the five human relationships, one could proceed to study. Sec-
ond, the order of study was quoted from section 20 of the Doctrine of the
Mean: "Study it extensively, investigate it accurately, think it over carefully,
sift it clearly, and practice it earnestly." Third, the essentials for self-cultiva-
tion were taken from Analects, 1515, and hexagrams 41 and 42 of the Book
of Changes: "Let one's words be sincere and truthful, and one's deeds be
earnest and reverential" and "Restrain one's wrath and diminish one's
desires; move toward the good and correct one's mistakes." Fourth, the
essentials for handling affairs focused on an admonition by Tung Chung-
shu (176-104 B.C.): rectify yourself by ethical principles and do not seek
benefit; exemplify the Tao and do not calculate results. Fifth, for dealing
with others, Chu cited Analects, 15123, and Mencius, 4A/4: "Do not do to
others what you do not want them to do to you"; and "If you do not succeed
in your conduct, turn inward and seek its cause there."22 Thus the third
through fifth categories sought to explain what was meant by study. Study
was primarily and ultimately personal cultivation of ethical principles.
These articles of learning were designed to provide an alternative not
only to the detailed regulations of the government schools, but also to the
discipline observed in Buddhist monasteries. Although there was much that
he did not like about Buddhism, Chu resembled many other Confucian
intellectuals in his admiration for the disciplined life of Ch'an monks. The
articles also had some similarity with the mutual encouragement for self-
improvement discussed in Lii Ta-chiin's Community Compact.
An even closer source of inspiration was Lii Tsu-ch'ien's academy rules.
Lii drew up his guidelines in II67 and had revised them twice by II70. Thus
they predated Chu's by more than a dozen years. The fundamental similar-
ity was the emphasis on self-cultivation of fundamental Confucian virtues
through living in accordance with Confucian relationships. Lii set down in
II68 the following stipulations as the basic requirement for students: "All
those who participate in this association must regard filial piety, brotherly
affection, loyalty, and faithfulness as the foundation." Beyond listing these
essential Confucian virtues for human relations, Lii elaborated in the sec-
tion on the qualifications necessary for study: "Anyone is prohibited from
entering school who does not obey his parents, is not friendly toward his
brothers, is not at peace with his clan, is not sincere and faithful to friends,
does not act in accordance with his words, or conceals his faults."23 After
enrolling in the academy, any pupil who committed one of the above trans-
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gressions was first to be advised by his fellow students. If such personal
admonition did not work, students were to discuss the faults of the individ-
ual in a public forum. Thereafter, if the offender still did not amend his
ways, his name would be expunged from the register. As in Chu's guidelines
over a dozen years later, Lii thus sought to direct students toward self-culti-
vation. Both urged students to work together to encourage mutual progress.
In their school guidelines, it appears that Chu and Lii simply equated eth-
ical conduct with learning. Thus one might conclude that they reduced
learning to the realm of ethics alone. Such reduction seems most apparent in
Chu's guidelines. Despite their ostensible concentration on spiritual cultiva-
tion as the agenda of learning, one should not simply use this central con-
cern and ultimate objective to characterize their conception of learning as
nothing more than practicing ethical behavior. Such a reductionist charac-
terization would belittle their larger curricula as well as their practical goals.
From our discussions of their thought and writings as a whole, it should be
clear that their view Of learning and the Confucian tradition encompassed
other aspects and subjects.
Unlike Chu's later articles, however, Lii set forth quite specifically what
students were to do. Some rules stipulated that in their mutual admonitions,
students had to address each other with proper decorum according to age.
They should neither flatter nor be disrespectful to one another. Developing
a community among the students also informed rules for class preparation
and discussions. For instance, students had to take notes both in class and
on questions that arose while reading. Their notebooks served as the basis
for group discussions. Students even had to sign one another's notebooks to
certify which questions had been addressed in group sessions.
Developing a sense of the group was so crucial that students were prohib-
ited from "being intimate with people not in the same Tao." Although what
Lii meant here by outsiders is less than completely clear, he sought to limit
alien influences on students in the fellowship. Such exclusiveness-appear-
ing even in Lii's thinking despite his relative openness-highlights the perva-
siveness of the tendency among fellowship members to demarcate their
group from other groups. They also took care to avoid either conflict or
connections with local elites outside of the school. For example, students
were forbidden to give presents to or to make requests of persons with offi-
cial status. Students were warned to speak of the positive instead of the neg-
ative aspects of local administration and personnel. At the other end of the
social spectrum, students should not become familiar with those doing vul-
gar things: drinking, gambling, fighting, or reading unedifying books. The
family was the one unit beyond the academy with which close association
was required. Lii was very strict in dictating that students maintain resi-
dency with their parents, follow proper mourning rites, and avoid argu-
ments with clan members over financial matters. Other subjects included
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being solemn and serious in class and diligent in studying. Students could be
away from school no more than one hundred days a year and should pay
courtesy calls on their former teacher at least once a year. If they met the
teacher on the street, students had to show deferential respect when greeting
him. 24 In these various stipulations, the underlying consideration continued
to be the bonding that would develop within the academy.
Comparatively, Chu's articles for learning set forth basic principles, and
Lii's detailed rules for behavior. In this sense, Chu focused on theory, but Lii
on practice. It would be an overstatement to say that Chu's articles were
devoid of practice, particularly the observation of filial piety. Nonetheless,
there was a marked difference between the two friends in their relative
attention to theory and practice. Chu's articles had the advantage of being
succinct and well-known quotations from the classics, whereas Lii enumer-
ated a series of specific details. Although Lii organized his rules carefully,
beginning with a general principle and ending with specific regulations, Chu
formulated an even more meticulous systemization, starting with the funda-
mental virtues for cultivation and concluding with three elaborations of
what was most essential in studying. They both aimed at having a commu-
nity of students learn Confucian truths through studying the classics and
cultivating the virtues basic to human relationships. Hence, the forging of a
Confucian fellowship was a major goal they shared. Chu's succinct articles
became famous and were adopted by other academies. Their similarities
with Lii's earlier principles suggest that Lii had a role in Chu's contribution.
In the record of the White Deer Grotto Academy, which Lii wrote at
Chu's invitation, the purpose of reestablishing the academy was pro-
claimed. Chu made extensive comments on Lii's draft and had Lii's final,
shortened version inscribed on stone at the academy. The purpose elabo-
rated for the record arose from three challenges: competition from the Bud-
dhists and Taoists, improvement of the educational system, and the promo-
tion of Confucianism. As Lii recounted, both friends blamed many of the
ills in the educational system on Wang An-shih's reforms. Instead of empha-
sizing the composition of examination essays, they preferred Ch'eng Hao's
alternative of training students through a school system that emphasized
teaching Confucian classics and ethics. According to Lii's projections, the
academy would highlight the teachings of the Ch'eng brothers and Chang
Tsai in interpreting the ancient sages. 25
RECONSTRUCTING THE TAO-HSUEH TRADITION
Compiling the Records of the Evolution of the I-La School of the
Two Ch'engs (I-La yuan-yuan lu) in II73, Chu Hsi further focused on the
Ch'eng brothers and their immediate associates and disciples as a distinct
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Confucian tradition. Drawing attention away from the general revival of
Confucianism during the eleventh century, Chu Hsi privileged those who
had emphasized the Tao. He was following Ch'eng I's proclamation that
only those who concentrated on the Tao-rather than literary or classical
studies-truly deserved to be considered Confucians. Thus Chu omitted
other eleventh-century Confucians who had a broader conception of the
revival of Confucian learning. By using a biographical genre to trace the ori-
gins of what he presented as one school of thought, Chu was pointing out
the contributions of selected progenitors who had transmitted the Tao and
made the right connections to the tradition ascribed to the Confucian sages
in antiquity. The opening chapters focused on five major creative thinkers:
Chou Tun-i, Ch'eng Hao, Ch'eng I, Shao Yung, and Chang Tsai. Given the
title of the work and the widespread tendency to portray the Ch'engs as the
central fountainhead of the Tao-hsueh tradition, Chu's emphasis on Chou
was significant.
In a recent essay, Teng Kuang-ming suggests that Chou Tun-i actually
had no students and was not regarded in the Northern Sung as an important
thinker. Thus it was Southern Sung Tao-hsueh Confucians-particularly
Chu Hsi-that projected Chou as having had a major role in the tradition.
Even within the fellowship, there was opposition to Chu's extending special
status to Chou. Wang Ying-ch'en wrote twice to Chu to complain about
projecting the Ch'engs as having been Chou's students and to assert that one
could only say that in their youth the Ch'engs had been influenced by Chou.
In the Records of the Evolution of the I-La School, Chu had asserted a
stronger students and teacher relationship between the Ch'engs and Chou.
Replying to Wang's objection, Chu wrote that his language about the
Ch'engs having "received instruction" from Chou had simply been taken
from Lii Ta-lin's (1044-1°93) quotation in the Ch'engs' r.ecorded conversa-
tions. Although Chu conceded Wang's point about the nature of the
Ch'engs' relationship to Chou, he did not actually revise the account in the
Records of the I-La School but simply referred to Lii Ta-lin's characteriza-
tion. Thus Professor Teng concludes that Chu sidestepped a reasoned chal-
lenge and relied upon flawed evidence to alter the story of the origins of
Tao-hsueh. 26
Although Chu Hsi was the one most responsible for placing Chou Tun-i
on a pedestal, others in the fellowship had already laid the foundation. Chu
Chen had in II34 portrayed the Ch'engs as intellectually indebted to Chou.
Hunan scholars had always emphasized Chou as well as the Ch'engs. Both
Hu Hung and Chang Shih had claimed that the Ch'engs continued some of
Chou's ideas. Besides drawing upon Chou's philosophy, Chang wrote at
least six pieces in praise of Chou,27 Despite Lu Chiu-yiian's rejection of
Chou's "Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate" (to be discussed in Chapter 9),
he credited Chou with teaching the Ch'engs. Even though Wang Ying-ch'en
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objected to any suggestion that the Ch'engs were Chou's students, such sen-
sitivity about the status of the Ch'engs was not restricted to their relation-
ship to Chou. For example, Yang Shih did not acknowledge that the
Ch'engs had studied under Chang Tsai, but rather belittled Chang by pre-
senting him as seeking instruction from his nephews, the Ch'eng brothers.
Despite Lii Tsu-ch'ien's focus on blending Chang's ideas with the Ch'engs,
his synthesis did not necessitate adopting a defensive posture toward Chou.
Judging from Chu's responses to Lii Tsu-ch'ien's questions about the
Records of the I-La School, Lii did not take issue with Chu's presentation of
Chou as an early principal within the tradition. 28 Nor was Lii's family hos-
tile to Chou's legacy, even though both Lii Hsi-che and Lii Pen-chung had
rendered a judgment: although the Ch'engs had studied with Chou, they
later surpassed him. 29 Statements that gave priority to the Ch'engs did not
necessarily disparage Chou. In short, one should be careful not to overstate
opposition within the fellowship to Chou Tun-i.
Chu Hsi similarly emphasized the greater contributions of the Ch'engs.
Although he cited Ch'eng I's account of Ch'eng Hao as evidence that the
Ch'engs had studied with Chou, Chu used the account to focus even more
attention on the Ch'engs. According to that account, Ch'eng Hao did not
understand the essentials even after gaining first-hand instruction from
Chou, but instead continued to drift intellectually for almost a decade.
Hence Ch'eng I judged Chou's teachings to have been inadequate even to
direct an exceptionally gifted person like Ch'eng Hao. Only after returning
to the Six Classics did Ch'eng Hao make a breakthrough to discover the
truths of the ancient sages. Thereafter, he reached a level of truth that no
one, not even Chou, had attained for almost fourteen centuries. Then
Ch'eng Hao took the restoration of the Confucian tradition as his own
responsibility.30 Thus Ch'eng I claimed more for his brother than for Chou,
and Chu implicitly sanctioned this claim. Chu Hsi later even more explicitly
championed the Ch'eng brothers as the ones who revived the transmission
of the Tao. Writing the preface to his commentary on The Doctrine of the
Mean, Chu pointed out how indispensable this written text was to the
transmission of the Tao:
Fortunately, however, this text was not lost, and when the masters
Ch'eng, two brothers, appeared, they had something to study in order
to pick up the threads of what had not been transmitted for a thousand
years and something to rely on in exposing the speciousness of the
seeming truths of Taoism and Buddhism. Though the contribution of
Tzu-ssu was great, had it not been for the Ch'engs we would not have
grasped his meaning from his words alone. 31
This statement and Ch'eng I's account would appear to contradict Chu's
declaration in the Records of the Evolution of the I-La School that Chou
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was the one who repossessed the Tao and passed it down to the Ch'engs.
The apparent contradiction here raises the possibility that modern schemata
might be overstating Chu Hsi's emphasis on Chou's role and ideas. 32
The celebration of a shrine to Chou in II93 provides a clue to Chu Hsi's
ranking of Chou and the Ch'engs. Even when drawing attention to Chou's
unique role, Chu still credited the Ch'engs with the greater contribution:
"Master Chou's learning truly received the untransmitted threads of Confu-
cius and Mencius. When he passed it on to the two masters Ch'eng of Ho-
nan, the Tao was greatly illuminated."33 Although Chou was credited with
receiving the transmission, the credit for developing that transmission went
to the Ch'eng brothers.
Based on the amount of attention accorded them in terms of space in the
Records of the I-Lo School, Chu's ranking of the five Confucians would be
as follows: Ch'eng Hao, Ch'eng I, Chang, Shao, and lastly Chou. Chu was
also generous in his attention to famous Confucians associated with the
Ch'engs, especially Lii Hsi-che and Hu An-kuo-ancestors of Lii Tsu-ch'ien
and Hu Hung. In these two cases, more space was given to associates of the
Ch'eng brothers than to Chou.
By compiling laudatory comments various individuals made about those
included in the Records, Chu effectively enhanced the sense of a single dis-
tinct tradition that concentrated on the Confucian Tao. Five and one-quar-
ter chapters were devoted to the major disciples of the Ch'engs, and twenty
minor disciples were discussed in one brief chapter. Chu skillfully structured
the tradition around the Ch'engs and used the I-Lo label to identify it princi-
pally as the school of the Ch'engs. Incorporating four prestigious associated
Confucians and thirty-four disciples, Chu demonstrated the beginnings of a
fellowship of Confucians that continued from the late eleventh century for
over half a century through several generations. Although Chu was more
inclusive in II?3 than he was inclined to be later, he was less so than some of
his contemporaries, such as the compilers of the Writings by Various Confu-
cians for Propagating the Tao.
Chu's reconstruction of the community was implicitly a response and an
alternative to the version of Tao-hsueh that had been set forth in Writings
by Various Confucians for Propagating the Tao. That anthology, compiled
around the early II60s by Chang Chiu-ch'eng's students, set forth a different
list: Chou, Ssu-ma Kuang, Chang, and then the Ch'engs. Thus the Writings
for Propagating the Tao placed Ssu-ma Kuang second only to Chou in the
revival of the transmission of the Tao. In terms of order, the difference from
Chu's genealogy was interjecting Ssu-ma and Chang between Chou and the
Ch'engs. Chou's place was not at issue, further evidence of the widely held
view during the early Southern Sung that Chou had played a special role and
that Chu's inclusion of Chou should not be mistaken for an innovation that
broadened the tradition. Although Shao Yung was omitted from the succes-
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sion in this earlier anthology, it implied a broader context for the beginning
of the fellowship of the Tao, because the anthology was less concentrated
on the Ch'engs and less involved with speculative philosophizing. It also
included some Confucians-most notably Chang Chiu-ch'eng-whom Chu
excluded for being too adulterated by Buddhism. As evidence of this some-
what broader view of the beginnings of the tradition, certain texts are
extant because they were preserved in this anthology alone: works by Liu
An-shih (1048-II2S), Chiang Kung-wang (fl. IIOI), Liu Tzu-hui (II01-
II47), as well as the most complete copy of P'an Chih's (early twelfth cen-
tury) writings. 34 P'an and Liu Tzu-hui were particularly receptive to Bud-
dhism. Chiang was critical of slighting the role of the feelings in defining
human nature, and P'an opposed separating the Tao and principles from
things. Such affinity for the Tao as functioning in actual entities rather than
as speculative philosophizing has also been noted in Chang Chiu-ch'eng's
aversion to abstract philosophy. This relative disinterest in abstract philo-
sophical discussions was further apparent in the anthology. Chou Tun-i's
"Explanation of the Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate" (T'ai-chi t'u shuo)
was not appended to Penetrating the Book ofChanges (T'ung-shu). Overall,
the anthology presented the Confucian fellowship through the generations
back to the Ch'eng brothers and their associates in the conservative Yiian-yu
party, particularly Ssu-ma Kuang and Liu An-shih. Having included works
and thinkers that were omitted from later anthologies, the net of Tao-hsueh
was cast much broader than it would be after Chu Hsi's version prevailed.
Chu's Records of the I-Lo School was the primary source used in the
1340S by the editors of the official Sung History for biographies in both the
section on Tao-hsueh masters and the section on other miscellaneous Con-
fucians. In retrospect, the editors of the imperially commissioned Complete
Library (ssu-k'u) project in the eighteenth century concluded that dividing
Confucians according to Tao-hsueh had begun with Chu Hsi's compilation
in II73. 35 Although efforts to define the Tao-hsueh fellowship predated
Chu's work, his compilation did mark a significant step in reconstructing or
redefining that tradition.
A more famous project-and a cooperative one between Chu Hsi and Lii
Tsu-ch'ien-for promoting Tao-hsueh teachings was the philosophical
anthology Reflections on Things at Hand. The two friends did most of the
compiling in II7S when Lii visited Chu. They continued to correspond
about some selections until 1178, when the anthology took its final form.
Unlike Chu's work in II73, this anthology included only the Four Masters:
Chou, the Ch'engs, and Chang Tsai. The order of the transmission was
again Chou, followed by the Ch'engs, and Chang. Shao Yung was now
excluded. Although Chu used Shao's comments on cosmology and the natu-
ral world elsewhere, Chu considered him outside of the mainstream because
of his fatalism and his failure to focus on self-cultivation and ethics. 36 The
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number of passages from each of the Four Masters highlights the concentra-
tion primarily on the Ch'engs and secondarily on Chang. Of the total 622
passages, the Ch'engs contributed 80 percent and Chang almost 18 percent.
Chou's 12 passages amounted to less than 2 percent of the whole. Only one
passage came from his more controversial "Explanation of the Diagram of
the Supreme Ultimate."3? Judging from these figures (as well as those noted
in the Records of the I-Lo School), the special role accorded to Chou should
be balanced by the consideration of the very small percentage of passages
and limited number of concepts that Chu borrowed from him. Thus, con-
ventional schema for Chu's philosophy might possibly be revised to provide
more attention to Chang Tsai's ideas than to Chou's. Some of the emphasis
on Chang Tsai in the Reflections should probably be ascribed to Lii Tsu-
ch'ien, however.
Since the middle of the thirteenth century, some followers of Chu Hsi
have given him exclusive credit for the anthology, but two modern scholars
have drawn attention back to Lii's assistance and contributions. 38 Lii's opin-
ions affected the content of the work. Because of Lii's insistence, Chu
included one passage on law and omitted several passages on the harmful
influence of the examinations. In the case of some specific passages, Lii's
opinions prevailed over Chu's initial objections. Given Chu's greater affinity
for speculative philosophy, it is rather surprising that it was Lii who per-
suaded him to begin the book with abstract philosophical concepts. Lii's
other significant contributions included omitting Ch'eng Hao's treatise on
humaneness and including quotations from Ch'eng I's Commentary to the
Book of Changes (I chuan). Chu had misgivings about Ch'eng I's approach
to the Book of Changes and did not want to incorporate any passages from
it. The anthology included 106 passages from that work, or about 17 per-
cent of the total, and much more than from any other source except Chu's
edition of the Surviving Works of the Two Ch'engs. Years later Chu
explained that he had yielded to Lii when he realized that specific passages
that Lii had suggested were useful explanations of the principles involved in
daily self-cultivation. 39 But why was Chu uncomfortable with Ch'eng I's
commentary?
PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES
Ch'eng I headed one of two major Sung schools of interpretation,
reading the Book of Changes for ethical principles rather than using it for
numerology and divination. Following Wang Pi's (226-249) arrangement
that collated sections of the text with the hexagrams, Ch'eng I sought mean-
ing from the text rather than the hexagrams. Ch'eng I rejected the school of
interpretation, championed by Shao Yung and Chou Tun-i, that focused on
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the symbols and numbers represented in the hexagrams. Instead of such
numerological speculation, Ch'eng insisted that one should apply the text's
ethical principles to one's own spiritual cultivation.40
Chu Hsi took a different approach from Ch'eng I's Commentary to the
Book of Changes. Instead of following Wang Pi's collation of the text with
the hexagrams, Chu used Lii Tsu-ch'ien's edition of the text, for which he
wrote a colophon. Citing his debt to an earlier work by Ssu-ma Kuang's stu-
dent Ch'ao Yiieh-chih (I059-II29), Lii had restored a more ancient arrange-
ment of the classic wherein the text was not collated with the hexagrams.
Using Lii's more ancient arrangement of the classic, Chu drew attention to
the hexagram images (along with the hexagram and line statements) rather
than to later layers of explanatory texts, on which Ch'eng depended. Chu
followed the traditional assumption that Confucius had written the Ten
Wings (commentaries and essays included in the Book of Changes) to
explain the hexagrams. But Chu regarded Confucius as having set forth his
own ideas instead of those of the legendary Fu Hsi, to whom the trigrams
were attributed. Having separated what he believed to be the ancient and
homogeneous part of the classic from later layers of philosophical interpre-
tation, Chu sought to correct what he regarded as Ch'eng's overly philo-
sophical reading of the text. Ch'eng had rarely discussed the structural fea-
tures of individual hexagrams, but rather identified more universal
principles inherent in the hexagrams and line statements. Chu, by contrast,
used some of Shao's and Chou's insights about numbers and symbols.
Beginning with explanations of the structure and position of the lines of the
hexagrams, Chu emphasized the oracular pronouncements associated with
specific configurations. From Chu's perspective, Ch'eng had limited the text
to specific universal principles instead of having the oracle speak to each
and every situation.4l
Chu explained that the original purpose of the classic had been simply
prognosticatory rather than didactic like the other classics. Instead of
debunking divination, Chu Hsi was actually promoting it among literati of
his day as a useful instrument in spiritual cultivation. He explained in a II76
letter to Lii:
Whenever one reads a hexagram and line, according to the prognosti-
cation obtained, one empties [or pacifies] the mind to search out what
the meaning of the verse refers to and considers it a decision as to good
fortune or misfortune, yea or nay. Then one examines the image in its
actual situation and finds out the principle of why it is so and extends
them to one's affairs. This enables everyone from kings and dukes to
the common people to use it [the principle obtained through divina-
tion] for self-cultivation and ordering the state. 42
The specific behavioral prescription of a line was determined by the situa-
tion and context in which one performed the divination. Only a sage knew
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how to act properly in all situations, for such a person could perceive the
incipient forces in people and things, and respond accordingly. Except for
those rare sagely persons, everyone occasionally needed divination as a
guide: to disclose things in nature, to complete human affairs, to penetrate
wills, to determine tasks, and to settle doubts. The one who could properly
use the classic for divination to foretell the future was a person of sincerity
who was without selfish intent and whose mind had realized the unity
between people, Heaven, and Earth. Yet divination need not be used in
cases where ethical principles were already clear. Proper use applied to set-
tling doubts and establishing a direction of activity after one had already
done as much as possible with one's own ability and intellect. Chu turned to
divination in II95 to settle a disagreement with his disciples about whether
he should submit a memorial criticizing the government's campaign against
the fellowship. When the oracle went against submitting the memorial, he
heeded the advice and burned the memorial. 43
Lii Tsu-ch'ien's perspective on divination differed from Chu Hsi's. In his
Extensive Deliberations on the Tso Commentary, Lii lectured literati about
divination. According to Lii, different qualities that appeared in the divina-
tion process were nothing more than manifestations of one's own mind. He
claimed:
Before heating the tortoise shell, the three omens were already pro-
vided, and before casting the yarrow stalks, the trigrams of the
Changes were already manifested. After the tortoise shell was heated
and the yarrow stalks cast, the auspiciousness of the omen is the auspi-
ciousness of one's own mind, and the transformations of the Changes
are also the transformations of one's own mind.... The distorted
ones manifest their distortions, the presumptuous ones manifest their
presumptions, and the witches manifest their witchery; all comes from
what the mind itself manifests. 44
Although Chu certainly expected literati to consult the oracle themselves
instead of patronizing professional practitioners of divination, Lii brought
witchery into the discussion to graphically illustrate the depth of his feelings
about divination. Thus he agreed with Ch'eng's rejection of divination, even
though he did not start, as Ch'eng had, with Wang Pi's version of the
Changes. The passage quoted above is also noteworthy for Lii's thesis that
divination can tell us only what is already known by the mind in itself.
Elsewhere, Lii even more explicitly declared that the mind determined
what was said in an oracle. In his lectures on the Book of Documents, he
remarked: "Before divining one decides in one's own mind and afterwards
one projects one's mandate onto the tortoise shell. One's own will is first
settled; then one uses this will to consult the person, the spirits, and the
divination. When the sages performed a divination, it was not a situation of
them having no idea within themselves and being dependent upon divina-
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tion to make a decision."45 Given references in the classics to divination, the
historian Lii had to acknowledge that sages had "consulted the ghostly and
bright realms of the dead and living"; however, he viewed their consulting
oracles as merely adding a supplementary perspective. Unlike Chu, he
entertained the idea of sages engaging in divination without attaching any
particular importance to their consulting the oracle. Rather than encourag-
ing the literati to use divination as a means for self-cultivation, Lii rendered
divination superfluous, for one determined the outcome of divination
beforehand in one's own mind. Thus he assured his audience that such
divination was not crucial to anyone's decision-making processes.
Lii proceeded to clarify what he perceived to be the relation between the
mind and the mystery within Nature and Heaven. Lii identified the minds of
the sages in antiquity with the "mind of Heaven" (t'ien-hsin or t'ien chih
hsin). As we have already noted, Chang Chiu-ch'eng and Hu Hung had used
the mind of Heaven to characterize the mind of sage-kings of antiquity;
moreover, they had spoken of human virtues as linked to the mind of
Heaven. Lii's usage of the concept resonated with theirs. In the classics, the
term "mind of Heaven" had been used only in one chapter in the Book of
Documents; moreover, that one instance was a Han dynasty interpolation.
In his lectures on the Book of Documents, Lii used the term in at least ten
passages characterizing the minds and wills of the founding rulers and prime
ministers of the Shang and Chou dynasties in early antiquity.46 The sagely
founders of these two early dynasties were said to have been one with vir-
tue; therefore, they received the mind of Heaven from above and obtained
the hearts of the people from below. Having received the mind of Heaven,
they had the mandate from Heaven to rule. The mind of Heaven was with-
out self-centeredness and so were the minds of these sage-kings.
Writing about even earlier sages, Lii had pronounced the linkage as a
general principle: "The mind of the sage is the mind of Heaven; what the
sage advocated was what Heaven mandated." When the legendary sage
ruler Shun bestowed the throne on Yii, the calendar and numbers of Heaven
[i.e., the information from the heavens necessary to declare a new dynasty]
were already inherent in his person. The mind of the sage was equivalent to
the mind of Heaven itself because "this mind and principle were derived
entirely from Heaven."47
According to Lii, in addition to the inner nature mandated to us (accord-
ing to the Doctrine of the Mean) by Heaven, the mind was also bestowed by
Heaven. It is not surprising, then, that Lii was asked how one would distin-
guish the mind from the inner nature. To the student's question, Lii replied:
"The mind is like the Supreme Ruler, and the inner nature is like Heaven.
That which is originally so is called the nature, and that which is the ruling
power is called the mind."48 Implicitly, the unity of the mind and Heaven
was not limited only to sages. Lii generalized or universalized the connec-
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tion between Heaven and the mind: "The mind is Heaven, and there has
never been Heaven outside of the mind; the mind is spiritual force (shen),
and there has never been spiritual force extraneous to the mind."49 He fur-
ther differentiated the mind of Heaven from any mind that regarded any-
thing as extraneous. 50 In a similar vein, Lii universalized the association
between the mind and the Tao: "A mind outside of the Tao is not the mind,
and a Tao outside of the mind is not the Tao."51 Since Tao was also corre-
lated with principle, this association returns us to Lii's identification of
Heaven with principle.
In identifying principle with Heaven, Lii linked Heaven's principle with
the mandate of Heaven and destiny. He proclaimed: "Destiny is a proper
principle and is endowed by Heaven. And a proper principle that cannot be
changed is what is called destiny."52 It was impossible to escape the range of
Heaven. When the rulers of the Hsia dynasty in early antiquity ceased to be
virtuous in their rule and did not follow Heaven, "Heaven punished them
with disasters." Furthermore: "The responsiveness of Heaven's principle is
as fast as turning over one's hand.... Punishing the Hsia was not Tang's
(c. 1760 B.C.) original intent, but pressed by Heaven, he had no choice."53
Thus Lii joined the new philosophical concept of principle together with the
classical message that Heaven would punish those who did not rule vir-
tuously. It was principle or virtue that provided bonding between Heaven
and humankind: "One principle flows and penetrates, so Heaven and the
sages have no gap between them."54 From this perspective, people were gov-
erned by Heaven through Heaven's principles, in contrast to Lii's statements
that destiny was determined by one's own mind. The tension here was only
partially resolved by the postulation that mind was ultimately one with
Heaven and principle. The tension was particularly acute in considering a
problem in ethics: why are people so often remiss in virtue and fail to realize
this oneness?
Lii Tsu-ch'ien turned to Shun's "sixteen-word" dictum in the Book of
Documents to address a crucial aspect of this ethical problem. In this pas-
sage that was to become central to Tao-hsueh discussions of the mind, Shun
reportedly had admonished his successor-to-be, Yii: "The human mind is
insecure; the Tao mind is barely perceptible. Have utmost refinement and
singleness of mind. Hold fast the Mean!" Commenting on this passage, Lii
wrote:
The human mind is the self-centered mind. If a person is self-centered,
he will be annoyed and ill at ease. The Tao mind is the good mind, that
is to say, the original mind, which is subtle and difficult to discover.
This is the definite essence of the mind; if concentrated and not wan-
dering, it is without blemish, and if purely refined, it has no deficien-
cies. This is where to exert one's disciplined effort. Possessing its defi-
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nite essence and knowing where to exert one's effort, then one can hold
to its centrality in the Mean. 55
As Lil explained, this passage upheld both the goodness of the original
mind-and-heart of which Mencius had spoken and the need for discipline in
one's daily efforts to be good. It was not enough that one had within oneself
the Tao mind, for the ethical task of becoming a good person still required
serious and rigorous practice.
For assurance about the efficacy of one's efforts to bridge the ethical gap,
Lil turned to the hexagrams of the Book of Changes. Explicating the line
structure of the Return (fu) hexagram, Lil linked the message about self-cul-
tivation with the Mencian doctrine of original goodness within each person:
Speaking of the Return hexagram on the macro level, Heaven and
Earth, yin and yang, decline and growth all possess the pattern of nec-
essary return. Speaking of it on the micro level, when people's good
beginnings in the mind-and-heart are discovered, even the utterly evil
person can certainly return to these good beginnings. As soon as the
good mind is recovered, there is a pattern for proceeding smoothly.
Using the structure of the hexagram to look at this, the active line is the
yang line lying beneath five yin ones; although the five yin lines are
stored above, as soon as the yang begins to move, the five yin lines
already naturally have the ambience of fleeing and disappearing. There
may be thousands of transgressions and a myriad of evils crowded
together within one person; however, when the good mind is recov-
ered, even the thousands of transgressions and myriad evils can be
observed to flee and disappear.... It is of utmost importance for
scholars to see the return of the Tao of Heaven from the heavenly
movements above, that is, from the natural ethical principle of the
heavenly movements. And the discovery of a person's good mind is also
a definite principle of the human mind.... In people, even though
obstructed and obscured by selfish intent, the endowed standard can-
not be eliminated, for heavenly movements have no gaps or interrup-
tions. 56
The constant movement of the heavens and an analysis of the line structure
of a hexagram thus served to reinforce Lil's faith in the Mencian doctrine of
original goodness and confidence in the grounds for ethical transformation
within oneself. Although Lil's analysis was closer to Ch'eng I's philosophical
interpretation of the Changes, Lil shared Chu's interest in analyzing the line
structure of hexagrams and applying the lessons to one's efforts to trans-
form oneself into a better person.
Parallels between Lil's and Chu's views of the Book of Changes are evi-
dent in Chu's comments on this same hexagram. Chu elaborated on the
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statement that one could observe the movement of the mind of Heaven and
Earth in the Return hexagram:
Below the accumulated yin, a single yang is reborn. [As Ch'eng I said,]
"The mind of Heaven and Earth to give birth to things" is incipient in
extinction. Reaching this point in the cyclical process, its return can be
seen. In human beings, it is activity at the peak of stillness, goodness at
the depth of evil, and the original mind beginning to reappear just at
the point of vanishing. 57
Chu then quoted Shao Yung's poem about how the mind of Heaven was so
still as to seem absent at the winter solstice, when the yang impulse began to
rise again to give birth to all things. Seeing him cite both Ch'eng I and Shao
Yung to clarify one line of text, we are reminded that Chu not only criti-
cized both of these earlier Tao-hsueh traditions about the Changes but also
drew from them. Like Lii, Chu derived confidence from the cyclic move-
ment of the heavens and the seasons that the original mind of goodness
would return and provide the basis for correcting one's faults. It is also note-
worthy that Chu was comfortable citing Shao's poem about the mind of
Heaven for assurance about the character of goodness.
As Lii had done, Chu also identified the mind of Heaven with the mind of
persons of integrity. In Chu's words, "For with the superior person, when
the mind is extended, it is the mind of Heaven; when it is small, it is as
watchful and reverent as the mind of King Wen of Chou; both are good."58
He also cited Hsiin-tzu: "The superior person with a mind extended will be
one with Heaven and in accord with the Tao. "59 When Chu talked in terms
of Heaven having consciousness and serving as lord, Heaven was always in
accordance with the Tao and principle. In general, Heaven was simply prin-
ciple. Even though principle was the central concept in his system, principle
by itself did not actively control the flux of actual entities. The need for a
ruling power led Chu on a few occasions to speak of Heaven as master. At
least once he made the mind of Heaven the lord of principle itself, for "the
agent by which these principles are controlled is the mind of Heaven."6o In
such passages, Chu presented the sages exerting their minds to the utmost to
know their natures and Heaven; on realizing oneness with all things, the
mind of the sage was united with the mind of Heaven. When discussing
Chu's grounds for confidence in people's capacity to become good, scholars
usually point to this oneness of the inner nature with that of the universe. 61
Linking the mind of Heaven to the mind of the sage or the superior person
apparently provided Chu additional grounds for confidence, however.
In terms of the mind, Chu Hsi's confidence about people's capacity for
the good was expressed most often through two concepts. First, as shown
by the Return hexagram, the mind of Heaven and Earth was also one with
human minds, for people shared through humaneness the virtue of giving
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life to things. Second, building on Shun's sixteen-word dictum, Chu devel-
oped the distinction between the Tao mind and the human mind as a major
doctrine for setting forth an ethical imperative. Given the difference
between the instability of the human mind and the absolute goodness of the
Tao mind, it was imperative to transform the human mind into the Tao
mind, which was always at one with Heaven's principle. 62 In commenting
on the concept of the Tao mind, Hu Hung had been more explicit and suc-
cinct: "There is no duality between the Tao mind and [the mind of]
Heaven."63
Similarity between the Tao mind and the mind of Heaven would suggest
that both were metaphors for addressing the need for assurance that one
could become ethical. In people, consciousness allowed for the possibility of
the ego making self-regarding choices that led in the direction of selfishness
and evil. Chu denied such self-regarding calculation to the consciousness in
Heaven, which always accorded with the Tao. Similarly, the mind of the
superior person when extended was one with Heaven and in line with the
Tao; in other words, it became the mind of Heaven. The Tao mind in all
people was the original mind that, if preserved and nourished, would serve
to direct people on an ethical path. Thus, being at one with virtue was com-
mon to both the Tao mind and the mind of Heaven. The ego's self-regarding
calculation was antipodal to both the Tao mind and the mind of Heaven.
Such parallels implicitly linked the Tao mind with the mind of Heaven,
although Chu himself apparently never explicitly proclaimed the identity of
these conceptual terms. Perhaps the connection was not explicitly drawn
because of the regal connotations inherent in sometimes using "the mind of
Heaven" to refer to the minds of sage-kings and even reigning emperors in
one's own day. Against that background, it was more difficult to universal-
ize the mind of Heaven than the Tao mind as a conceptual model for the
perfected state of mind in anyone. Nonetheless, these two metaphors for
spontaneous conformity with ethical norms still provided additional sup-
port for the conviction that self-cultivation could overcome self-regarding
calculation and achieve harmony with what was right. Because of the tradi-
tional Confucian belief that the natural order in the universe was inherently
ethical, linkage of people's minds to Heaven and the Tao augmented Chu's
grounds for confidence in the potential efficacy of one's effort to be good.
Chu Hsi and Lii Tsu Ch'ien shared the goal of building a fellowship
among Confucians committed to the Tao. They had different personal
styles, which had an effect on the fellowship and its relations with outsiders,
as will become clear in discussions of the period after Lii's death in lISI.
Heralding from surely the most prestigious literati family of his era, Lii
not only championed family rites and traditions, but also spoke favorably of
the interests of private households. Unlike our prevailing image of Southern
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Sung elite families marrying those from regional elites and thus focusing on
local issues, some recently migrant families continued to make suprare-
gional marriage alliances in the Southern Sung. 64 Lii approximated this pat-
tern of Northern Sung marriage alliances. His first wife was a daughter of
Han Yiian-chi, a member of the K'ai-feng elite who migrated to Fukien after
the loss of the North. Seven years after she died, Lii married her younger sis-
ter. After becoming a widower the second time, he married the daughter of
Jui Yeh, a famous university professor from Hu-chou. Although his daugh-
ter married into the local elite, the marriage appears to have been part of his
arrangement for Chu's son to marry into that same family, an act that
reflected Lii's special generosity and graciousness toward his friend. After
fleeing from the Jurchen conquest, some northern elite families failed to
maintain their status and traditions, but the Liis, at least through Tsu-
ch'ien's generation, were very successful.
Also' like his Northern Sung predecessors, Lii focused much more on
national politics than he did on local community issues. With his knowledge
of historical institutions and contemporary political realities, Lii was a
widely respected authority on and participant in political institutions at the
central level. Unlike some of his Che-tung contemporaries, like Ch'en
Liang, who focused on family and national affairs, Lii did not ignore the
middle level of community institutions. For example, he defended Chu's
community granary program and planned to build such a program in Chin-
hua. Furthermore, through friends who occupied key government posts, he
facilitated Chu's efforts to establish his first granary and first academy.
Whereas Lii was more attentive to national issues, Chu excelled in the
middle level of community organizations. In response to the space created
by declining state power on the local level and increasing power of local elite
families, Chu advocated a series of institutions to enhance community con-
sciousness and cooperation on a middle level between state and family.
Along with codes for rituals and decorum for community associations, he
paid particular attention to community compacts, shrines or altars to for-
mer worthies, academies, and community granaries. 65 Chu borrowed most
of his community models from others, but he effectively welded them into a
program to serve his agenda for forging a community of Confucians. Both
Lii and Chu also strove to enhance consciousness and cohesion among Tao-
hsueh Confucians. Although priorities differed, both were concerned about
all three levels of affairs. Moreover, they cooperated and encouraged each
other's endeavors to strengthen the country and the Tao-hsueh fellowship.
Lii Tsu-ch'ien apparently had some influence on Chu's theory and praxis.
In the case of acadeinies, Lii established both studies and academies a few
years before Chu did; moreover, Lii's exceptional success as a teacher surely
attracted Chu's attention. Guidelines for Lii's students foreshadowed those
Chu wrote a dozen years later. Lii offered advice to Chu on various matters
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during the process of Chu's reestablishment of the White Deer Grotto Acad-
emy; moreover, Chu had Lii's record of that project inscribed on stone at
the academy. While discussing Hu Hung's Understanding of Words, it was
Lii who admonished Chu to take a balanced approach to spiritual cultiva-
tion, the dual approach for which Chu himself is famous. While working
with Chang Shih on the issue of humaneness, Chu frequently exchanged let-
ters with Lii about the subject. In classical studies, Lii's rearrangement of
the Book of Changes served as the textual framework for Chu's philosophi-
cal exegesis of that classic. Lii's insights into the text and preface of the
Book ofPoetry became part of Chu's interpretation of the odes. The content
and order of the Reflections on Things at Hand demonstrated Lii's input.
That cooperative project is well documented in their exchange of letters and
some of Chu's comments to students. Most later scholars passed over or
minimized Lii's contributions even to that work. Chu probably shares some
responsibility for this bias among his later followers. After Lii passed away,
Chu generally avoided calling attention to his indebtedness to Lii. More-
over, as we shall see in later chapters, his acrimony against Wu-chou utili-
tarians affected his evaluation of Lii's legacy.
In their various discussions, Lii demonstrated an ability to converse on all
three levels of discourse. Even though he urged Chu to begin Reflections on
Things at Hand with a chapter on the essence of the Tao, he was overall
much less given to speculative philosophy than Chu Hsi was. Indeed, Chu
pursued that level of discourse less with Lii than he had with Chang.
Although Lii was less of a theoretician than Chu, modern scholars should
not continue to pass over the theoretical component in Lii's writings. In the
case of the mind of Heaven, juxtaposing their individual usages of this term
in the context of their approaches to the Book of Changes has provided
another perspective on their quests for certainty in self-cultivation. Their
conceptions of self-cultivation and the mind also informed their views of
divination. Lii's system focused more on mind than principle, whereas
Chu's was more centered on the concept of principle. One of Lii's major
attempts at mediation was his effort to find a balance between those giving
priority either to principle or to mind. Such efforts to achieve harmony and
balance have given his thought a composite appearance. Largely because of
this image, his writings have not attracted serious study by modern
scholars.
It has also become conventional to remark that Lii had little to say about
Chu's central issues, particularly the mind, human nature, and ethical prin-
ciples. Lii is said to have specialized as much in historical studies as Chu did
in classical studies. It is true that their concentrations differed. Nevertheless,
such comparisons easily overlook the significance of Lii's views on ethics,
philosophy, and the classics. Lii made some contributions to these areas of
scholarship and education.
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Lii's own priorities are easily misrepresented when he is characterized as
having concentrated on practical problems and historical studies. Despite
being famous for his activism, scholarship, and historical studies, he
advised persevering in this agenda: "tranquility more than action, practicing
for one's self betterment more than praxis for society, self-cultivation more
than discussing scholarship, and reading the classics more than history."66
This statement suggests that his basic priorities were similar to Chu Hsi's.
One should also be mindful that Lii's writings on history were saturated
with discussions of mind, nature, and principle. Much of the history that he
studied comprised classical accounts of the words and deeds of the sages.
Even his studies oflater historical sources served to reinforce ethical lessons.
To Lii, there was no sharp divide between the classics and history because
the classics, particularly the Book of Poetry, the Book of Documents, and
the Spring and Autumn Annals, were the sources for the history of the clas-
sical era.
In making comparative contrasts between Chu and Lii, most modern
scholars have implicitly accepted Chu's judgment. Chu remarked, "Lii Tsu-
ch'ien had broad learning and knowledge of many things but was never able
to hold onto essentials." Moreover, Lii's "flaw was nothing but ingenious-
ness (ch'iao)."67 Ingeniousness encompasses being clever, artful, and oppor-
tune. What might appear to a Westerner as an asset was a serious flaw to
Chu Hsi.
What Chu meant by Lii's ingenious artfulness might be clarified by touch-
ing briefly on some additional areas where the two friends differed. First, in
response to Chu's observation that the Book of Documents was difficult to
read, Lii opined that there was nothing that could not be explained. After a
few years, Lii acknowledged that Chu was right in some cases. The two
friends still differed on this classic, for Chu complained that Lii's ingenious
explications of the Documents had sometimes explained the inexplicable.
Second, although Chu appreciated some of Lii's glosses on the Book of Poe-
try and distinctions between that classic and its preface, he felt Lii was too
ingenious in deciphering some of the odes. Third, Chu acknowledged that
the Tso Commentary contained some principles that were not covered in
the classics. Still, he protested, why spend so much time on the scattered
and minor principles in that work? Although conceding that Lii's detailed
comments on the Tso were very encompassing, Chu faulted Lii for being
too ingenious in his comments. Fourth, Chu was highly critical of the Su
brothers for having contaminated Confucianism with Buddhism and Tao-
ism. Lii felt that their deviations did not merit as strong an attack as Chu
demanded. Chu wrote to Chang Shih complaining that it was Lii's being
intent on preparing students for the examinations that made him apprecia-
tive of Su's artfulness. In a late letter to Chu, Chang reported that although
Lii did not defend the Sus, he had been unwilling to attack them out of def-
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erence to their having been senior and respected members of the Yoan-yu
conservative opposition to Wang An-shih. According to Chang, Lo had
only recently realized the error in his position. 68
Despite Chu's and Chang's condemnations of Su Shih, Lo Tsu-ch'ien
actually continued to respect Su's work. Among Southern Sung Confucians,
Lo was an exception to the general decline of interest in Su Shih and the
ancient prose (ku-wen) style. Continuing a tradition within his family, he
even admired the Kiangsi poets. 69 Although Lo himself engaged in belles let-
tres only when there was a request or a functional purpose to be served, he
wrote at considerable length about various literary styles and models. In his
comments on literary models, he most often directed people toward Ou-
yang Hsiu and Su Shih. After reading his Mirror of Sung Prose, in which he
sought unity of principle and literary culture (wen), a modern Chinese
scholar has noted that Lo disapproved of the division of scholarship
between those following Ch'eng I's concept of principle and those adhering
to Su's concept of literary culture. 70 Lo's synthesis of Su's and Ch'eng's ideas
further reflected his commitment to building solidarity among Confucians
of his day and preserving the Confucian tradition as a whole.
Although he benefited from Lo's mediating role, Chu Hsi could be
sharply critical of his friend's tendency to reconcile differences and seek
accommodation. On one occasion, he remarked: "Lo discusses ideas
extremely well; however, he tends to discuss every matter as a whole,
emphasizing unity [instead of analyzing differences]. He is also deeply
afraid that someone will point out the faults of heterodox and vulgar ideas
and is especially vigorous in sheltering Mr. Su Shih. He regards determining
who is right and wrong as being not as good as cultivating oneself and being
more reserved."71 In turn, Lo perceived Chu as being too adversarial and
insufficiently magnanimous and gentle. 72
Acknowledging a difference in their temperaments, Chu attributed to his
friend a warm and gracious natural temperament that revealed itself in
being forgiving and accommodating. Chu confessed in an II70 letter that
his own natural allotment "has the shortcoming of being ferocious, so
everything I discuss is accompanied by forceful intensity." Furthermore, his
shortcoming was even worse than Lo's tendency to make concessions, for
when "my temper is released, it's explosive enough to burn myself and
injure things."73
Despite differences with Lo, Chu Hsi's affection and esteem for his friend
was real. Mourning Lo's death provided an occasion for Chu to express his
deepest feelings about Lo. When news reached him about Lo's passing, Chu
offered a libation in his own home and sent a memorial tablet and eulogy.
Much of the eulogy consisted of praise of Lo's self-effacing modesty, reluc-
tance to criticize others, exceptional intelligence, compositional style, ser-
vice to the government, and the ethical example he set for others.
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Of greatest significance, Chu addressed the meaning of Lii's death for the
fellowship of the Confucian Tao. Praising Lii's teaching of the Tao, Chu
lamented the implications for "the decline of this Tao of ours" and the
impact of Lii's death on "this tang of ours." Even though Lii had also done
so, it is surprising that Chu used the term tang ("faction") to refer to their
association. The use of this word in the Il70S and 1180s suggests awareness
of the fellowship's evolution toward a cohesive and distinctive association.
Ever since Confucius' warning against factions (in Analects, 15/22), the
term carried extremely negative political and ethical connotations. North-
ern Sung statesmen generally took a more favorable view; however, even
au-yang Hsiu's famous memorial from the 1040S in defense of forming a
faction of superior men had not erased the negative legacy of the term. 74
Some of the opponents of Tao-hsueh had already been warning the govern-
ment about the group functioning like a faction. The opening lines of the
eulogy made the most eloquent statement:
Heaven has severed this culture of ours, but why so cruelly? Ching-fu
[Chang Shih] was already taken from us last year; why now has Po-
kung [Lii Tsu-ch'ien] met this unseemly fate? Who will lead and restore
order to Tao-hsueh? Who will restore the virtue of rulers? Who will
enlighten the younger generation? Who will bring fortune to this peo-
ple? Who will finish the explication of the classics? Who will continue
the recording of historical events? Stupid as I am, who is going to cau-
tion me about my flaws and superintend my mistakes? Since all this is
so, how can I refrain from weeping bitterly in calling out to Heaven?
How can I keep from being dumbfounded over the loss ofPo-kung?75
In this eulogy, Chu clearly testified that Chang and Lii were leaders within
the association to which he belonged; moreover, they ·had contributed to
Confucian culture by their teachings about the Tao. Chu boldly set forth
here the group's agenda for polity, society, and culture. Appropriately in
this genre placing himself below the level of his deceased friends, he never-
theless laid claim implicitly to the mantle for carrying out the agenda of
their group-which he specifically labeled Tao-hsueh.
By rhetorically asking who would now lead Tao-hsueh, Chu Hsi was say-
ing that he would strive to take over for the deceased. After Lii's and
Chang's deaths, Chu announced that no one remained who could even call
him on his shortcomings. In the context of this complaint that no one
remained who was capable of correcting him, his polite self-denigration,
"stupid as I am," could be read as implying a claim that he was surrounded
now only by people of lesser intelligence.
What flaws might Chu Hsi have had in mind? Lii Tsu-ch'ien had cau-
tioned that Chu was "too anxious and intolerant"; moreover, Chu acknowl-
edged in Il7S that he suffered from these tendencies. 76 One of Chang's
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admonitions, in which he addresses Chu by his courtesy name, Yiian-hui,
was particularly striking:
I'm also concerned that whereas your learning and conduct have won
the respect of others and whereas those you see are below your level,
you usually just admonish and reprimand them. Thus observing where
others are wrong, you feel that there are multitudinous places where
you are correct. Yiian-hui, others also fear your strength at debating
and your strictness in refuting them. Even when they doubt something,
they do not dare raise questions. I'm deeply afraid that you will conse-
quently receive many words of flattery and few of criticism. If as a
result you happen to have biases that you fail to scrutinize and correct,
I'm afraid that the negative impact on the future will be inescapable. 77
Given Chu's explicit claim in Lii's eulogy that he was stepping forward as
leader of Tao-hsueh and his expressed concern that there remained no one
to counter his own shortcomings, the next period of the fellowship's evolu-
tion would make Chang's concern appear prophetic. Chu's development of
Tao-hsueh as a philosophy and a fellowship would take place in a new envi-
ronment-one without such peers and intimate friends as Chang and Lii.
During that more confrontational era, Chu would become much more criti-
cal of Lii than he had ever been while his friend was alive.
PAR T3THE THIRD PERIOD, 1182-1202
As Tao-hsueh became highly politicized during the
third period, there was to be much more confrontation among intellectuals
as well as between them and the government. Chu Hsi's eulogy for Lii Tsu-
ch'ien at the end of the second period can be seen as having set the stage for
the third period, as Chu claimed the mantle to lead the fellowship. By using
the politically charged term "faction" to refer to his group of intellectuals
and by setting forth its cultural and political agenda, Chu was implicitly
challenging other Confucians inside and outside the government. Many
Confucians beyond the circle of immediate mourners would have read the
eulogy by a noted scholar for a highly renowned scholar-official. Lii had
also spoken of "our faction" and the group centered on "our Tao"; more-
over, in his academy rules and his role as chief examiner in II72, he had
taken bold steps to enhance the practical interests of the group. That Chu's
claims-but not Lii's actions-provoked a backlash suggests that other
scholar-officials were generally less receptive to Chu than they had been to
Lii. Lii's status, prestige, personality, and scholarship had been so extraor-
dinary that others apparently deferred to him as they were unwilling to do
for Chu when Chu asserted his assumption of Lii's leading role.
At the beginning of the third period, Chu assumed a post with greater
power than he had ever previously wielded. On his way to his new post,
Intendant for Ever-Normal Granaries, Tea, and Salt for Eastern Liang-che
(Chekiang), he had an audience in January of II82 with Hsiao-tsung and
submitted seven memorials. When he arrived at his post, Chu showed
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unusual vigor in taking charge during an ongoing crisis that had resulted
from a drought. Although he took time to pay his respects at Lii Tsu-ch'ien's
tomb and to destroy a shrine to Ch'in Kuei, Chu spent much time traveling
the circuit to inspect conditions and purge corruption in local administra-
tion.
Impeaching and dismissing several officials, Chu took such action against
the prefect of Tai-chou, Tang Chung-yu (II36-II88). In his reports to the
court, Chu accused Tang of a spectrum of offenses ranging from improper
decorum to malfeasance. Tang had reportedly used government funds and
power to build up his own wealth and business enterprises. He even alleg-
edly forged paper money and made shady deals in silver currency. Chu's
indictments against him presented a detailed and reasoned case.! Tang had
obtained his chin-shih and Erudite Literatus degrees earlier than Lii Tsu-
ch'ien; moreover, they were the only two from Chin-hua to earn the latter
degree during the Sung. Like many other Che-tung scholars, Tang was a
noted authority on governmental institutions. Considerably closer to con-
ventional Confucian scholar-officials, he did not accept the Tao-hsueh view
that the country was in a cultural crisis. He was also associated with the
learning of the Su brothers, whose philosophy Chu disdained. 2 Given the
emperor's appreciation for Tang's background and the advice of the chief
councilor, Tang was merely deprived of the post in Tai-chou and the one
to which he was being promoted. The latter post was offered to Chu, but
Chu could not accept it without provoking further suspicions about his
motives for the indictment. After trying to resign thrice, Chu was given a
sinecure appointment and allowed to retire in early II83.
Tang's case provided an occasion for the first major debate at court
about Tao-hsueh since the days of Ch'in Kuei. Minister of Personnel Cheng
Ping (d. II94) initiated the attack on the fellowship. His memorial charged:
"What is called Tao-hsueh by scholar-officials in recent generations cheats
the world by stealing a name and should not be trusted or employed."3 In
another memorial, censor Ch'en Chia (fl. II8os) complained that members
of the fellowship were presumptuous and that, under the pretense of virtue,
they actually sought only personal advancement in the bureaucracy. Echo-
ing through his memorial, Ch'en used the term wei (false) to label Tao-
hsueh fellows as insincere, depraved hypocrites who claimed sole possession
of common Confucian truths but whose deeds revealed their callous plot-
ting for wealth and power. 4 Defending Tao-hsueh at court, Yu Mao pre-
sented it as the tradition of the ancient sages; some students at the imperial
university also expressed their support. Yu Mao had served with Lii Tsu-
ch'ien as an examiner in II72, the year so many Tao-hsueh Confucians had
passed. Fears within some government circles about the political intentions
of fellowship participants were surely enhanced by such connections to chief
examiners and outspoken students at the university. Yet the controversy
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receded from the emperor's court for a time after he proclaimed that Tao-
hsueh was a good name but cautioned that it could be used by hypocrites for
villainous ends.
Criticism of Tao-hsueh at court in lI83 has traditionally been interpreted
as having been initiated by Wang Huai (lI27-lI89) as a defensive measure
to protect T'ang Chung-yu. Wang and T'ang came from the same village,
and their families were related by marriage. It is conceivable that those who
attacked the fellowship in lI83 did so to curry favor with Wang, the chief
councilor of state. In retrospect, Wang has been castigated as a leader in the
government's attempt to suppress Tao-hsueh.
The conventional picture omits crucial evidence, however. First, Wang
Huai had earlier actively supported Chu's projects. In lI68 as prefect of
Chien-yang, Wang had given official approval to Chu's plan for a commu-
nity granary. By suggesting that Chu retain loan repayments instead of
returning the proceeds to the prefecture, Wang had also provided the capital
to establish the granary. Chu's proposal for rebuilding the White Deer
Grotto Academy was approved during the period of Wang's rising influence
at court. Wang was from Lii's area of Wu-chou and was probably favorably
inclined to help Chu because of mutual connections to Lii. Concern over
drought conditions in his home area led Wang in lI8r to recommend Chu to
handle relief measures there. Second, Wang did not actually attempt to sup-
press the fellowship intellectually. He simply urged the emperor to dismiss
the case as nothing more than a manifestation of friction between intellectu-
als with conflicting opinions.
Third, criticisms voiced by Wang and others in lI83 defended the estab-
lishment against what they considered to be the excesses of Chu's zealous
attacks on intellectual and political opponents. They apparently saw Chu's
destruction of the shrine to Ch'in Kuei and his impeachment of T'ang in this
light. Ch'en Chia's warning to the emperor that Chu's group was a faction
in the making did have some resonance with the eulogy to Lii in which Chu
called his group a faction and outlined its cultural and political agenda.
Modern scholars have noted that, in punishing nonofficials in the late
lI90S, opponents of the fellowship stretched the conventional meaning of
"faction" to include both intellectuals and commoners. Chu had opened
that door with his use of the traditional political term "faction" for an asso-
ciation of intellectuals. One thing is certain: the events of lI82 made Chu
Hsi a much more famous and controversial figure. Tao-hsueh as a designa-
tion for a fellowship of intellectuals had become a highly politicized term.
The Tao-hsueh controversy of lI82-lI83 had a direct impact on the lives
of nonofficials, at least in the eyes of one victim in Wu-chou. Although
Ch'en Liang had been a student at the imperial university since lI68, he had
been unable to pass the metropolitan examinations to become an official
and only infrequently went to the university in the capital. Because of their
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mutual friendship with Lii Tsu-ch'ien, Chu had called on him early in U82.
During Chu's year in Chekiang, Ch'en had given advice about drought con-
ditions and the competence of particular officials. Although Ch'en's family
was related to T'ang Chung-yu's by marriage, T'ang suspected that Ch'en
had influenced Chu to issue the indictment. In a letter from u83, Ch'en
actually expressed his dissatisfaction with Chu's handling of the case. Ch'en
further complained about Chu's suspicion of his motives and T'ang's slan-
derous remarks. 5 Not long thereafter, Ch'en was arrested, spent a few
months in jail, and was beaten up by a gang after his release. At least as
explained by Ch'en in a letter to Chu, these misfortunes had arisen from sus-
picions that he "had attached himself to Tao-hsueh" officials in an effort to
promote himself. 6
The year in Chekiang and the confrontations there had also aroused Chu
Hsi's suspicions about Che-tung intellectuals. Even though he acknowl-
edged that he had enjoyed cordial relations there, Chu lamented: "During
those several months, all I heard was compromising on minor points so as
to win major issues-a 'theory' of improper toleration and surreptitious
cooperation."? Here one detects disappointment that intellectuals in Che-
kiang had not been as steadfast as he expected in supporting his initiatives
to purge corrupt officials from local administration. Reading this criticism,
one might also remember Chu's warning about Lii Tsu-ch'ien's inclination
for accommodation. Now that death had removed the moderating influence
of Lii's integrity, Lii's predilection for tolerance had devolved into what Chu
saw as a shameful abandonment of ethical standards. In an u88 memorial,
Chu even complained to Emperor Hsiao-tsung about the failure of Che-
kiang scholars to "distinguish right from wrong."8 Commenting that same
year to his students about his recent experience in Chekiang, Chu painted a
picture of two extremes: one group led by Lu Chiu-yiian's student Yang
Chien (1141-1226) did not even read books, and others, following Ch'en
Liang, were driven to pursue the unconventional,9
Convinced that Lii Tsu-ch'ien's former students were now following
Ch'en Liang, Chu expressed horror at the rapid spread of Ch'en's ideas.
Reflecting on Lii's proclivity for historical studies, Chu professed to see a
logical line of evolution from Lii's teachings to Ch'en's utilitarian notions:
"While Lii Tsu-ch'ien was in good health, he loved to talk about historical
studies-talk that, after his death, became the muddled clamor of a younger
generation of scholars. This gang of scoundrels with scurrilous tongues
advocate despising kings and honoring hegemons, contemplating advantage
and calculating results-which grates on the ears even more!"lO Chu's frus-
tration from conflicts with Ch'en had thus spilled over into hostility toward
his deceased friend.
Tensions with Ch'en Liang and Lu Chiu-yiian became acute during the
u8os, when Chu Hsi confronted what he regarded as their deviations from
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the Tao. In Chu's view, Ch'en's utilitarian bent manifested itself in the quest
for political and social results, and iu strove for personal enlightenment like
Ch'an Buddhists. Chu warned: "Unless we expend maximum effort strug-
gling against and combating them, the Tao will have no way to become
manifest."!! Chu's letters to these men were sharper in tone than those writ-
ten to iii Tsu-ch'ien and Chang Shih during the previous period. Although
junior and generally respectful in addressing Chu, Ch'en and iu were less
accommodating than iii and Chang had been. Ch'en challenged Chu's per-
ception of the Tao as transcending historical change along with Chu's
divorcing what was right from what had utility. iu developed an emphasis
on achieving an intuitive oneness of mind to counter Chu's primacy of
book-learning and the investigation of things. iu also directly questioned
the objectivity of Chu's authority to define the tradition. All three developed
larger audiences in their academies in the n80s than they had earlier
enjoyed. As differences between these three teachers became more manifest,
the strain spread to their students and friends.
These tensions affected the evolution of Tao-hsueh as a fellowship. Ch'en
complained about how he was being ostracized by Chu's associates and
even iii Tsu-ch'ien's. Writing to Chu in late n8S, he decried the cliquishness
of members of the fellowship:
Because their own eyes are only occasionally open, they believe they
have a secret art of learning. In small cliques of twos and threes, they
whisper into each other's ears as though they are passing along secret
information. They demarcate and establish boundaries between them-
selves and others like ties at the sacrificial altar of a secret society. They
completely exclude a generation of men as outside of their school.!2
To characterize literati as a cult or secret society, Ch'en must have been
acutely frustrated by an increasing trend to concentrate on bonding within
the fellowship to the exclusion of other Confucians.
iu Chiu-yiian also developed reservations about the trend to use Tao-
hsueh to define a Confucian fellowship. In a comment to his students, he
crystallized the problem: "Essentially this Tao abides in everyday conduct;
instead, recent scholars limit it to one activity, so the name inflates an empty
reputation and exceeds reality. This causes people to be uneasy. Therefore,
those who use the expression Tao-hsueh are certain to be profoundly
rejected and vigorously censured. As soon as this trend prevails, won't it be
fearful?"!3 From our historical retrospective, iu's concerns here appear
almost prophetic of the gathering storm.
Despite such warnings, Chu Hsi continued to delimit Tao-hsueh as a pos-
itive appellation and to project himself as the authoritative scholar within
the tradition. During the second period, a number of his works had dealt
with the problem of establishing definitive texts from Northern Sung Tao-
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hsueh masters. That period of his agenda appears largely complete by Il78,
when his scholarship shifted to focus more directly on the Four Books and
the Book of Changes. In his commentaries, he became more independent
and critical of earlier participants in the fellowship in his attempt to under-
stand the sages of the classical era. Thus, after Chu settled to his own satis-
faction the composition of the beginnings of the Tao-hsueh tradition, he
turned his attention to establishing an interpretation of the classics as the
textual authority for the fellowship. Suggesting this general pattern is not
meant to imply that these two stages were mutually exclusive, however.
Although he had coined the term eight years earlier, Chu began in Il89
propagating the term tao-t'ung (succession to, or tradition of, the Tao ).14
He and others had been speaking of the transmission of the Tao for over a
century, but the creation of a specific term for this transmission was to
prove significant. Thrice using the new term in his preface to his commen-
tary on the Doctrine of the Mean, he claimed that it was the concern of
Confucius' grandson, Tzu-ssu, about a possible loss of the Tao-hsueh tradi-
tion that led to writing down these teachings so later generations would
have a text from which they might discover the Tao. In that preface and in
the one to the Great Learning written the month before, Chu set forth the
order of the succession in antiquity and centered attention unmistakably on
the Ch'engs as the most crucial figures in the restoration of the tradition of
the Tao. By writing commentaries on these two works and defining the suc-
cession down to his mentors, Chu was also implicitly claiming to have
inherited the mantle to lead the fellowship.
Chu more explicitly proclaimed in Il94 that he had come into contact
with the "conveyance of the Tao." Referring to the tao-t'ung and its major
members in antiquity and the Sung, he said that Shao Yung, Chang Tsai,
and Ssu-ma Kuang shared the same Tao as Chou and the Ch'engs. He
arranged tablets for Shao, Chang, Ssu-ma and Li Tung along with tablets
for Chou, the Ch'engs and Chang to accompany those for Confucius, Yen
Hui, Tseng-tzu, and Mencius at the shrine in a recently completed school in
Ch'ang-chou. By including his own immediate teacher, Li Tung, Chu was
suggesting that he had personal contact with the conveyance of the Tao. IS
With a specific conceptual term for the transmission of the Tao, Chu's
articulation of the idea was complete and more easily communicated. More
than anything else, it was Chu's commentaries to the Great Learning and
the Doctrine of the Mean that put his individual and distinctive stamp on
Confucianism. 16
The scholarship that Chu Hsi produced during his years in retirement
augmented his reputation, and he was prevailed upon to accept a summons
that led in Il88 to his third audience with Hsiao-tsung. By this time Wang
Huai had been dismissed, and officials like Chou Pi-ta, who had closer ties
to Chu, held influential positions in the capital. As a result of the audience,
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Chu was appointed to the Ministry of War, but he declined again, citing a
foot ailment. Continued reluctance to serve made him vulnerable to cen-
sure: as Chu himself acknowledged to Hsiao-tsung, "people point to me as a
Tao-hsueh man and heap upon me the crime of making a special effort to be
superior."I?
Chu Hsi's complaint about characterizations of Tao-hsueh Confucians
was prompted by an assault that had been mounted by Lin Li (1142 chin-
shih), a senior official at the Ministry of War. Lin had severely criticized
Chu Hsi for refusing the emperor's call to public service, but the thrust of
the attack was directed against Tao-hsueh. Earlier the two scholars had dis-
agreed over interpretations of the Book of Changes and Chou Tun-i's
"Western Inscription." Lin resented Chu's emphasis on Ch'eng I and Chang
Tsai as well as his efforts to establish Tao-hsueh as a privileged tradition
and group. Lin charged: "Hsi fundamentally has no learning of his own.
Instead, in an effort to promote himself irresponsibly, he hangs onto Chang
Tsai and Ch'eng I, whom he takes as vaunted authorities, and calls this Tao-
hsueh. "18 Lin's was the most biting attack on the fellowship to date; he also
repeated earlier charges of cliquishness, pretentiousness, and strange be-
havior.
Among those who defended Chu Hsi, Yeh Shih (II50-1223) addressed the
issue of Tao-hsueh. Yeh explained: "As for [Lin Li's] statement against Tao-
hsueh, it is groundless to the extreme. Those associated with [Tao-hsueh's]
benefits and ills are not limited to Chu Hsi alone; therefore, your humble
servant must vigorously refute [Lin]."19 According to Yeh, Tao-hsueh was
broader than Chu Hsi, for many officials who sought to effect improve-
ments in administration were associated with it. Some officials in high posi-
tions with interests to protect had launched an offensive against the faults of
Tao-hsueh. Yeh was most concerned with the inherent'danger that such
slanderous attacks would stifle discussion and arouse factional suppression
of intellectuals. Because he was a leading advocate of Che-tung ideas about
institutions and practical governance, it was significant that Yeh defended
Chu and continued to identify Tao-hsueh as a fellowship of scholars and
officials much larger than Chu Hsi's immediate circle. Implicitly, Yeh was
thus also rejecting Chu's efforts to restrict the parameters of Tao-hsueh.
Without resolving the controversy, Hsiao-tsung merely pronounced Lin Li's
criticisms to be excessive, rather than groundless as Yeh had suggested, and
demoted Lin to a prefectural post.
After Hsiao-tsung abdicated, officials associated with the Tao-hsueh fel-
lowship became more embroiled in court politics and the affairs of the impe-
rial family. While Kuang-tsung reigned (II89-II94), several of them were
dismissed because of criticisms expressed about matters involving the impe-
rial family. When it became apparent that tensions within the imperial fam-
ily had violated Confucian expectations about filial piety and decorum, they
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wrote memorials urging Kuang-tsung to pay regular courtesy calls on the
retired emperor.
As one response to such criticism, Kuang-tsung elevated the chin-shih
examination essay of Ch'en Liang to first place. Expressing frustration that
obsession with decorum was distracting officials from practical problems,
Ch'en suggested that Kuang-tsung's attention to state affairs was a higher
expression of filial piety than making regular calls on the retired emperor.
Ch'en further characterized the contemporary predicament:
In the past twenty years-with the flourishing of the school specializing
in the Tao, virtue, human nature, and destiny-literary and adminis-
trative affairs have almost been completely ignored. This school's views
are biased, and those scholars with a determination to act have evi-
dently become frustrated and bitter about it. During the past ten years,
people have risen in groups to stop and repress it; however, they have
not yet been able to straighten out its biases or to expunge its falsity. 20
Although expressing his empathy with those who had attacked Tao-hsueh,
Ch'en went on to caution that any suppression would exclude talented men
whom the government needed. Thus he called for a more open polity in
which people with different intellectual orientations could serve. Unfortu-
nately, tensions were soon further exacerbated by another crisis at court.
When Hsiao-tsung died in II94, Kuang-tsung declined on the pretext of
ill health to assume his obligations to lead mourning observances. Scandal-
ized by this breach of filial piety and decorum, many members of the fellow-
ship wrote memorials, and Chu Hsi resigned his recently assumed post in
protest. Yeh Shih and Liu Cheng (II29-1206) managed to have the heir
apparent formally designated as the crown prince. Chao Ju-yii (II40-II96),
a member of a junior branch of the imperial family, and Han To-chou
(II52-1207), a relative of two empresses, cooperated in getting a decree
from the empress dowager ordering Kuang-tsung to abdicate the throne to
the prince. After Ning-tsung's (r. II94-1224) ascension, the alliance between
these two architects of the succession soon collapsed into a bitter feud.
Liu Cheng and Chao Ju-yii temporarily had the upper hand and recom-
mended government positions be given to Chu Hsi and other fellowship
members. Even before Chu arrived at the capital, Liu was demoted to a pro-
vincial post. Liu's demotion demonstrated the power of court favorites and
relatives, and Chu wrote memorials warning Ning-tsung about falling
under their influence. Because Han To-chou was an uncle of the new
empress and in conflict with Liu and Chao, Chu's memorials were assumed
to be directed against Han personally. Through Chao's recommendations,
however, Chu was appointed as academician and lecturer. For about forty-
six days in the autumn of II94, Chu served at court and lectured the
emperor on a number of occasions, during which he issued some additional
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warnings about unscrupulous favorites surrounding the throne. He also
made pronouncements about proper mourning rites and burial plans for
Hsiao-tsung. Ning-tsung became weary of Chu's moralistic advice and
accepted Chu's request to retire. When Han finally finessed the exiling of
Chao early in II95, like-minded officials and intellectuals as well as some
university students again submitted dissenting memorials. 21
Han T'o-chou and his accomplices could point to patterns evident in rec-
ommendations and memorials to build the case that Chao and Liu headed a
faction with members from the fellowship. Given their role in effecting a
change of the throne and their demands about behavioral standards for the
imperial family, Tao-hsueh fellows were easily portrayed as a danger to the
dynasty. Through a series of petitions to the throne, their enemies managed
in II95 to get an imperial proscription against Tao-hsueh, and candidates
for the examinations had to make a sworn statement disclaiming any con-
nection to this group. Finally in II97, a blacklist specified fifty-nine mem-
bers of this faction. The names of four high ministers headed the list. Chu's
name was at the top of sixteen academicians; below there was a longer list
of other civil and military officials. Many were better known as scholars
than as officials. Six students from the university and two intellectuals had
no official status at all.
The men on the list had diverse intellectual orientations, but a pattern is
evident. Among major groupings, there were several Che-tung thinkers
from each of several branches centered around Lu Tsu-chien, Yeh Shih, and
Ch'en Fu-liang. Indeed, Che-tung utilitarians represented the primary target
in terms of the number of persons listed. The son and two disciples of Wang
Ying-ch'en were listed and also one person whose intellectual pedigree went
back to a disciple of Ssu-ma Kuang. Lu Chiu-yuan's disciples Yang Chien
and Yuan Hsieh (II44-1224) were included too. 22 Renowned Tao-hsueh
Confucians of the era, such as Lu Chiu-yuan and Yu Mao, who were omit-
ted from the list had one thing in common: they had died before the fac-
tional crisis of II94-II95. The omission of Huang Kan (II59-122I) was an
exception. After Huang later became more conspicuous as Chu's chosen
successor in 1200, Han T'o-chou treated him as a major figure in the group.
Given the political component of the struggle of the II90S, it should not be
surprising that Han listed fewer of Chu's students than those of the politi-
cally more active Chekiang branch of the fellowship. Besides his role in
court politics, Yeh Shih had already in II95 been prominent among those
condemned for being of "the same sort" as Chu and for "adopting Tao-
hsueh as their own labeI."23
Tracing the intellectual lineages of the diverse individuals on this black-
list, one would come back ultimately to the Ch'eng brothers and also most
of their associates-except the Su brothers-in the conservative Yuan-yu
party. They represented the same spectrum of thought as had long been
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operative within the rubric of Tao-hsueh Confucianism. The intellectual
diversity of the list provides further evidence for the continuity of a broad
view of this fellowship throughout the twelfth century. Despite such diver-
sity, affinities among Tao-hsueh Confucians apparently had not escaped the
notice of their enemies.
Political events also encouraged cohesion among those associated with
the fellowship. Conflicts with more conventional Confucians at court gave
them reason to set aside philosophical differences and close ranks. Frustra-
tions over the continued power of court favorites had since the Il70S pro-
vided one impetus for working together, but such political considerations
had not prevented the bitter controversies within the fellowship during the
Il8os. The crisis of the Il90S, however, did necessitate greater cohesion and
reconciliation between various circles of the fellowship. Concerned about
filial piety in the imperial family and dismissals of critics during the first half
of the Il90S, almost everyone on the blacklist had sent similar dissenting
memorials. Mounting political pressures also encouraged them to seek com-
monground.
Even Chu Hsi showed signs after Il94 of encouraging bonding within the
larger fellowship, despite his efforts since the Il60s to exclude those with
adulterated ideas from the Tao-hsueh tradition. At his Bamboo Grove Study
(Chu-lin ching-she, built in Il94), he included Ssu-ma Kuang among the
seven masters to whom he and his students paid homage every morning.
Perhaps the naming of this study after bamboo-a symbol of strength and
flexibility under pressure-reflected an intent to moderate his intense and
intolerant temperament, flaws which he had earlier acknowledged to Chang
Shih. The symbolism of the bamboo grove· contrasted sharply with the
name of his school from Il83 to Il94, Study on Wu-i Mountain (Wu-i ching-
she), for Wu meant martial, and i denoted pacification by force. Adopting
the name of the mountain for his own study thus appears to be more than a
mere coincidence. It was during his Wu-i years that Chu attacked his intel-
lectual rivals most bitterly. Compared with earlier and later periods, he
appears to have viewed the fellowship and tradition more narrowly during
those years. The Bamboo Grove Study of Il94 was surrounded by water like
Lu's school in Chin-hua, rather than fixed upon a rigid mountain like Wu-i.
In contrast to his publications during the Il70S and Il8os, Chu's scholarship
after the early Il90S also branched out to encompass a wider vista of the Six
Classics, rites, and even literary works. By early Il94, death had removed
his two principal challengers. Significantly, Lu Chiu-yuan and Ch'en Liang
were the two major late twelfth-century Confucians who had expressed
most reservations about the use of the Tao-hsueh label. With these two arch
rivals out of the picture, Chu could afford to lessen the intensity of his criti-
cisms against some other Confucians.
With the passing of several thinkers during the mid-Il90S, Chu Hsi
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became increasingly senior in Confucian scholarly circles. Lu Tsu-ch'ien's
younger brother died in II96 from hardships of exile. Several secondary
thinkers, particularly Ts'ai Yuan-ting and Shu Lin (II36-II99) also pre-
ceded Chu in death. By the time Chu died in 1200, almost all notable Confu-
cian thinkers were two or more decades younger than he. Of the three
exceptions, Ch'en Fu-liang, seven years his junior, survived him by only
three years. Yang Chien and Yuan Hsieh were eleven or more years his jun-
ior, and these two disciples of Lu Chiu-yuan lived until the mid-I220S. In a
Confucian world that honored elders, Chu's longevity served to strengthen
his influence on younger scholars during the third period of the develop-
ment of the Tao-hsueh Confucian fellowship. This special status as senior
intellectual within the Tao-hsueh community also encouraged a greater
sense of unity around an authority center than had been present in the two
earlier and more diverse periods.
Chu Hsi's senior status among Confucian thinkers in the II90S probably
contributed to the discrepancy between the attacks on him and the punish-
ments decreed during the ban against Tao-hsueh. In his late sixties, during
the proscription, his enemies at court probably feared a backlash if they
inflicted physical harm. After all, he had already withdrawn into retirement
and ceased to memorialize the throne, so they simply sent him an imperial
order to refrain from teaching. Exiling his friend Ts'ai Yuan-ting was an
easier way to cause him pain without making him a martyr. Chu had made
Ts'ai quite vulnerable to attack, for it was reportedly his faith in Ts'ai's
geomancy that had led him to submit a memorial protesting the location
that had been selected for Hsiao-tsung's tomb. 24 Whether or not he saw
himself as a factor in Ts'ai's misfortune, Chu did travel to intercept Ts'ai
and his escorts in order to bid him an affectionate farewell.
Yet it was important to discredit Chu Hsi and his assoeiates both as per-
sons and as Confucians. Chu's alleged crimes included disloyalty, disrespect
for the emperor, lack of filial piety, and sexual relations with two Buddhist
nuns. 25 Besides such ad hominem slander, opponents accused Tao-hsueh
partisans of using secret codes to recognize and pass one another in the civil
service examinations. Their enemies at court revived earlier charges relating
to their narrow approach to learning and pretense of virtue. Their attackers
also resented their claims of linkage to the Yuan-yu party list of proscribed
conservatives during the restored-reform period of the late Northern Sung.
Against such an array of evils, merely repeating earlier caricatures of Tao-
hsueh fellows no longer seemed sufficient. Therefore, their opponents used
the label "false learning" (wei-hsueh) to draw attention to their alleged fal-
sity and hypocrisy. As during the attacks of the II30S, their enemies advoca-
ted returning to the original teachings of Confucius and discarding the dis-
torted opinions of private scholars of recent years. 26 Little is known about
the thought of these antagonists, who have generally been dismissed as hav-
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ing simply been anti-intellectual. However, recent work on the Kao family
of Ming-chou suggests the integrity of Kao Wen-hu's (II34-I2I2) historical
studies.27 Another recent study of Chou Mi also points out the need to take
his and his forefathers' criticisms of Tao-hsueh seriously.28 Future research
may reconstruct additional traces of the intellectual orientations of those
who attacked the fellowship. In any event, complaints voiced by the attack-
ers in their memorials centered not only on Tao-hsueh Confucians' inherent
claims to superiority and doctrinal orthodoxy but also on their exclusionary
grouping, with its potential to influence polity and policy. Even in an envi-
ronment of such hostility, the ban against the fellowship gradually lost its
momentum and was finally lifted early in 1202.
Chapter 6 Ch'en Liang
Ch'en Liang's life and thought highlight the shift
that took place in the intellectual climate in Wu-chou during the third
period of Tao-hsueh's evolution. This shift is best reflected in Ch'en Liang,
because he was an active participant in both the second and third periods,
and he expressed his inner frustrations so graphically. He started participat-
ing in the group in the Il60s, began realizing his incompatibility with it in
the late Il70s, and then became a critic of the fellowship in the Il80s. His
recorded reactions not only provide a vista on the evolving fellowship, but
also suggest why some literati responded to it either positively or negatively.
Ch'en Liang was born in Il43 into a family that was marginally in the
literati class.! Although the family claimed to hail from the Ch'ens of Yung-
k'ang, Wu-chou, who had been officials during earlier dynasties, the family
had ceased to produce officials before the end of the T'ang dynasty and its
status had declined. The financial situation of his family had, according to
Ch'en Liang, improved during the eleventh century. But the family's for-
tunes plummeted along with the dynasty's during the Jurchen invasions.
The invaders killed Ch'en Liang's great-grandfather in a battle in the Il20S.
Great-grandfather Ch'en had made a marriage alliance with the locally
prominent Huang family, which provided the next two generations with
spouses and kept the aspirations of the family alive. After the loss of this
strong head of household, the family soon lost 200 mou (totaling about 28
acres) of rice fields, which represented most of its material resources. The
new family head (Ch'en I, Il03-Il67), at the age of twenty-four, had great
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difficulty managing family affairs while preparing to serve his country. He
tried without success to pass first the civil and then the military examina-
tions. Having sat for the examinations and still obsessed with national
affairs, Ch'en I had little interest in returning his attention to agricultural
work. He became increasingly frustrated, and he drank heavily. When his
only son likewise failed to gain distinction in the examinations, the son
apparently was relegated to managing what remained of the family's land.
Financial problems figured prominently in the decision in n60 to give the
family's third grandson to another family for adoption. Despite the distance
of Yung-k'ang from the contested northern border, the invasions had nega-
tively affected the family's rising expectations. Revenge against the Jurchen
was a more important theme within this family and in Ch'en Liang's writ-
ings than it was for most of his contemporaries.
Ch'en I was the dominant influence on his grandson until Ch'en Liang
reached his mid-twenties. The man who as a youth had been compelled by
his father's death to assume responsibility for the household sought to culti-
vate a strong personality in his grandson by encouraging emulation of per-
sonalities like Li Po (7°1-762). The Tang poetic genius was popularly
viewed as a drunken nonconformist, but Ch'en Liang as a teenager com-
posed a song praising the poet's unrestrained mind and unbridled personal-
ity. Ch'en I turned to his eldest grandson for vicarious fulfillment of his
dreams for official degrees and status. Because of his father's military expe-
rience and his own efforts to pass the military examinations, the grand-
father talked at length with Ch'en Liang about military strategy. Based on
such tutoring about history and strategy, Ch'en Liang as a teenager wrote
his first major work, An Inquiry into History (Cho-ku lun).
This work by Ch'en Liang on geopolitical strategy analyzed historical sit-
uations in terms of military principles. Rejecting the practice in recent cen-
turies of separating civil and martial expertise, Ch'en argued for a unity of
command. Such separation had encouraged civil officials to become effete
and military officials to concentrate merely on the details of military train-
ing. To achieve success, mental and martial talents had to be combined to
produce grand strategies. Instead of depending on cosmic forces of the
Mandate of Heaven, leaders should realize that human planning determined
the outcome of battles and conflicts between states. Lii Tsu-ch'ien had simi-
lar ideas, but Ch'en apparently went further than Lii in embracing the real-
politik of warfare. Specifically, Ch'en endorsed deception, ambushes, and
other surprise tactics that had been elaborated in Sun-tzu's Art of War (Sun-
tzu ping-fa). Ch'en similarly emphasized knowing one's own and one's
opponent's actual situations, so that one could employ all factors of terrain,
situation, and psychology to gain the advantage. 2 Ch'en applied such princi-
ples of strategy to actual historical cases from the Han and Three Kingdoms
periods, most notably involving Chu-ko Liang.
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Soon after writing this study, Ch'en ranked higher than Lii Tsu-ch'ien in
an "avoidance examination," and the two became close friends. This circuit-
level examination allowed relatives of officials to bypass the regular prefec-
tural examinations; moreover, compared with the regular examinations
during the Southern Sung, a much higher percentage of those who sat for
this special examination passed. 3 Although Lii belonged to a family that
qualified for the privilege of taking the special examination, one must
assume that Ch'en managed to enter the examination only through the sta-
tus of someone in his mother's natal family. Lii went on to the capital the
following year to excel in both the chin-shih and the Erudite Literatus
examinations. Not as free to ignore immediate economic opportunities,
Ch'en went to the capital as a private secretary; hence, his progress in the
examinations was interrupted.
Ch'en's Inquiry into History had come to the attention of Chou K'uei
(1098-JI74), who expressed confidence that Ch'en would someday be a
national leader and hired him as a personal secretary. Called to the capital
in JI62, Chou served until the end of JI64 in a series of positions, including
vice-president of the Bureau of Military Affairs. Through Chou's post and
his praise of his young secretary at court, Ch'en imbibed the crisis atmo-
sphere of the second Chin war. Chu Hsi, Lii Tsu-ch'ien, and Chang Shih
were also in the capital, but Ch'en did not meet Chu and Chang at this time.
On 'account of his relative youth, personality, and family preoccupation
with military strategy, Ch'en also seems to have been affected more pro-
foundly than the others by the experience of the second Chin war. Military
problems continued to dominate his thinking much more than they did
these three elder contemporaries. After Hsiao-tsung opted for peace and
Chou retired, Ch'en returned home in JI6S.
During the next four years, Ch'en Liang's fortunes varied widely. While
in the capital, Ch'en had impressed Ho Ch'iieh (d. JI72), a member of a
notable Chekiang family with mercantile wealth. In spite of initial reluc-
tance from the Ho clan, he arranged for his niece to marry Ch'en. Hence the
Ch'ens continued to show enough promise to secure favorable marriage alli-
ances. Not long after the wedding, Ch'en's mother died. The following year,
his father was arrested. The family's servant had beaten another man to
death, and the victim's family held Ch'en's father responsible. Because of
tensions and hardships during his father's two years in jail, Ch'en's brother
left home, and his grandparents died. Only intervention by an official in the
capital ended the father's incarceration in JI68. Later that year, Ch'en
passed first in the prefectural examinations and thus qualified as a student
with stipend in the imperial university.
On achieving this distinction, Ch'en changed his personal name from ]u-
neng to Liang, as though aware that his life was entering a new phase. Tak-
ing his new personal name from Chu-ko Liang did signal a continuation of
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his military and political concerns, but also suggested greater attention to
the intellectual component of becoming a "Confucian general." During this
new phase Ch'en was to concentrate more on his studies and to become
more conversant with teachers and principles of Tao-hsueh. Under Chou
K'uei's influence, Ch'en Liang had already begun serious study of topics and
texts important to the fellowship. Chou had admonished Ch'en to study the
Doctrine of the Mean and the Great Learning in order to understand human
nature and destiny. In preparing for the prefectural examination, Ch'en also
studied with Cheng Po-hsiung, the local scholar who had taught about the
Ch'engs and Chang Tsai even during the period of Ch'in Kuei's dominance.
At the university, Ch'en's first principal mentor was lui Yeh, a man with
close ties to Lii Tsu-ch'ien and noted for his self-cultivation. Although Ch'en
became more of a friend than a student of these two professors, they did
have an impact on him. After lui and Chou died in the early 1I7os, Lii
remained until 1I8r the contemporary with the most influence on Ch'en.
Despite his devotion to study under the guidance of these scholars, Ch'en
still did not succeed in climbing the examination ladder; moreover, the
resulting frustrations had a bearing on his thinking. Shortly after changing
his personal name to Liang and going to the imperial university, he failed
the 1I69 metropolitan examination. Then he addressed a memorial to the
emperor. When Hsiao-tsung took no apparent notice of the "Discourses on
Restoration" (Chung-hsing fun), Ch'en responded to the disappointment
with renewed commitment to study and self-cultivation. One wonders why
he did not sit for the 1I72 examinations in which his friend Lii Tsu-ch'ien
passed so many Tao-hsueh men. After almost a decade of study at home, he
returned for the II?? examinations but failed again. In the wake of this fail-
ure to pass, he again submitted memorials addressing the issues of the day,
especially the question of war to liberate North China and restore the reign
of the Sung there. Besides expressing his commitment to such goals, he
hoped to circumvent the standard examination route and win direct
appointment to office. Alas, his hopes were not fulfilled. These attempts in
the examination halls and the emperor's court provided a catalyst for alter-
ing some of the basic orientations in ,his thinking. In the case of the 1178
memorials, he coined a new personal name, Tung, to evade regulations
against students submitting memorials to the emperor. Using a new name to
circumvent regulations was rather fraudulent. This name became the basis
for the courtesy name, Tung-fu, by which others referred to him, but he
continued to refer to himself as Liang. Conveniently, his three names
roughly mark three periods of his thought: 1I43-1I68 as lu-neng; 1I68-1I78
as Liang; and II78-1I94 as Tung-fu.
In the late 1I7os, Ch'en Liang wrote a postface to his "Discourses on Res-
toration" in which he analyzed his changing feelings and decisions. Reread-
ing the essays after the lapse of ten years, Ch'en felt such distance that it
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"seemed as though a generation had passed." Tracing his thoughts back fur-
ther in his youth, he recounted his fascination with military heroes and his
resentment that conventional laudatory and derogatory accounts were
exaggerated. Studying their exploits stirred his emotions and aroused ambi-
tions to such intensity that he was unable to be at peace with himself. While
beset by such thoughts, he was persuaded by an exhortation written by a
major figure in the Tao-hsueh tradition:
One day I read in Yang Shih's Recorded Conversations the passage:
"Only after the capacity for tranquility is achieved can one take effec-
tive action. A person with talent and brilliance, but without the disci-
pline to study, will never attain this tranquility." Thereupon, my
thoughts were suddenly engrossed. I had submitted these essays, but
without meeting any response. I decided to isolate myself in my study,
where I passed the next decade. 4
What did he study during these ten years?
Writings of principal Tao-hsueh Confucians and the classics were major
sources of Ch'en's study during this period. As he later remarked, he had
studied the writings of Chang Shih, Lii Tsu-ch'ien, and Chu Hsi because
they emerged during the Il60s and Il70S as the leading scholars. 5 During
the early Il7os, Ch'en wrote postfaces for and published editions of several
works by early Tao-hsueh masters, especially Chang Tsai and Ch'eng I.
These men represented the same two primary strains that Lii Tsu-ch'ien was
synthesizing; moreover, both Ch'en and Lii gave special attention to their
discussions of institutions. As Lii observed, Ch'en's purpose was to direct
attention to the function of institutions rather than to more abstract philos-
ophizing about essence: "If there is essence without function, that which is
called essence will, without doubt, be confused and crucle."6 Ch'en consis-
tently concentrated his discussion on cultural values and commentary on
institutions, and rarely ventured into more abstract speculation about pri-
mary principles.
In a postface about the transmission of the Tao, Ch'en even placed Chang
Tsai between Chou Tun-i and the Ch'engs. Although he honored Chou for
opening the way to the retransmission, he also placed Chang in the position
of passing down concepts to the Ch'engs. Elevating Chang before the
Ch'engs was the major point of similarity with the Writings by Various Con-
fucians for Propagating the Tao as well as the point of difference between
Ch'en's presentation and Chu Hsi's. Yet Ch'en's comments during the early
Il70S on early Tao-hsueh texts were so similar to Chu's views that one of
Ch'en's writings has been mistaken for Chu's and continues to be published
in Chu's collected works. This was Ch'en's Il73 preface to a study on com-
ments by Chang, Chou, and Ch'eng I on governmental affairs. 7 During the
early Il7os, he also wrote essays on the Book of Documents, the Book of
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Poetry, the Rituals of Chou, the Spring and Autumn Annals, the Book of
Rites, the Analects, the Mencius, and the Book of Changes. Quoting pas-
sages from several of these classics on the importance of disciplined cultiva-
tion, Ch'en confided to a childhood friend that after his personal debacle in
the capital, he was inclined away from examinations and government ser-
vice, but toward spiritual self-cultivation. 8
The distinctive character of the second phase of Ch'en's development is
more evident in these essays on the classics than in his postfaces to Tao-
hsueh texts. Sounding more like the Tao-hsueh Confucians than his own
later mature thought, Ch'en here voiced confidence in absolute principles
and motive-centered ethics as well as hostility to the utilitarian quest for
results. "Utilitarian" refers to an orientation toward maximizing results and
judging value on the basis of the results achieved. Writing on the Mencius,
Ch'en portrayed antiquity as an ideal age of harmony among people in con-
trast to the degeneration into utilitarian calculation and mutual struggle
after the Chou dynasty began to decline. After the decline of the golden age
of the Three Dynasties, Ch'en claimed: "The people were moved to judge
according to advantage or disadvantage; calculation arose within their
hearts and minds, and this scheming was carried out in their actions. At
first, they calculated merely what would meet their convenience, but they
finally ended in rapaciousness and murder-poisons reaching everywhere
and unceasing."9 Seeking to restore harmony and order, Mencius made rigid
distinctions between integrity and advantage in order to rectify hearts and
minds that had become twisted by calculating advantages and results.
Continuing these themes in his essay on the Rituals of Chou, Ch'en pro-
claimed that the Duke of Chou had in this classic preserved the governmen-
tal principles used during the golden age of the Three Dynasties of early
antiquity. These principles were the complete Tao for public affairs. Know-
able even despite the flux of later history, these principles could never be
exhausted or outdated by the passage of time. Abandoning these principles,
almost all rulers of later dynasties had focused so narrowly on "utilitarian
and short-sighted policies" that the existence of the human order continued
as if only by the thinnest of threads. IO Despite the lapse of over fourteen cen-
turies since the demise of the Chou house and the loss of part of the original
Rituals, Ch'en expressed confidence that these principles could be imple-
mented again, because Heaven had not forsaken them. Elsewhere, referring
to Wang An-shih's use of the Rituals of Chou, Ch'en claimed that Wang had
championed these ancient ideals merely "to embellish hegemonic and utili-
tarian ideas."l1 Like many Tao-hsueh Confucians, Ch'en here associated
utilitarian ethics with hegemonic methods and Wang's discredited reforms.
This bent toward Mencian motivational ethics and against utilitarian eth-
ics also pervaded Ch'en's historical writing during the mid-II7oS. In his five
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chapters of essays on the Han dynasty, Ch'en frequently drew attention to
the importance of concentrating the mind-and-heart on virtue. The mind of
the ruler was the foundation of all government, and the degree of purity of
the ruler's motive and virtue determined the quality of the whole govern-
ment. Because concentrating the mind through introspection was so funda-
mental, the sage kings of early antiquity had merely admonished their suc-
cessors to be discriminating and undivided. Although such advice might
appear naive, Ch'en insisted that the way to govern did not transcend the
principles inherent within such moralistic admonitions. Rulers' hearts and
minds so determined the essence of their governments that historical study
of their reigns should focus more on their minds than upon their deeds. Oth-
erwise, historians would not only misconstrue the inner reality of relatively
successful emperors but also overlook the emptiness and flaws underneath
laws and institutions. One of Ch'en's chief negative examples was the con-
ventional villain Ch'in Shih-huang-ti (r. 247-210 B.C.). More than the ruth-
lessness of Ch'in laws, Ch'en emphasized the flaw of being distracted from
virtue by considerations of advantage and utility. Linking utilitarian con-
cerns for results with harsh government, Ch'en asked rhetorically: "How
could there be any other reason for the collapse of Ch'in tyranny except that
the hearts and minds of the Ch'in founder and his officials were obsessed
with the utilitarian and considered ethical training unimportant?"!2 He also
portrayed this Ch'in ruler as vainly attempting to use human effort rather
than Heaven's principles. Ch'en even pronounced an inverse relationship in
which "the more one utilizes human effort, the more devoid of Heaven's
principle one becomes."! 3
Even in these expositions of ethics, Ch'en maintained his passion for
revenge to assuage the humiliation the Sung had suffered at the hands of for-
eign invaders. In his Han essays, he condemned Han Ching-ti (r. 157-141
B.C.) for sending a princess to marry a Hsiung-nu chieftain. Raving emo-
tionally that barbarians were less than human, Ch'en asked rhetorically:
How did this Han princess feel about losing her chastity to a "cur"? How
could China stand such bitter humiliation? Although he otherwise de-
meaned the activistic government of Han Wu-ti, he praised Emperor Wu's
offensive warfare against the Hsiung-nu.
The issue of war and restoration sustained Ch'en's practical approach to
national affairs even through his Tao-hsueh phase, when he was hostile
toward utilitarianism. In his essays on the Han dynasty, he paid as much
attention to pragmatic skills in dealing with people as he did to Confucian
ethical values. Although he acknowledged that Han rulers had not reached
the standards set by the sage-kings of the Three Dynasties, he implicitly
wrote about them to provide models or lessons for his own day. Further-
more, his essays on the classics emphasized establishing institutions accord-
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ing to the times. He also characterized the Tao of Confucius as loyalty and
reciprocity in contrast to abstract subterfuges for avoiding practical prob-
lems.
Ch'en's intellectual orientation had begun to show definite signs of
change by the time he returned to the university in II77 to sit for the metro-
politan examinations. Earlier, he had written more conventional essays
praising Chang Liang (d. 168 B.C.), Chia I (2°3-169 B.C.), Chu-ko Liang,
and Wei Cheng (580-643) as capable advisors to their rulers. Reacting to
suspicions about the purity of their Confucianism, he now addressed the
question of why they had engaged in deviant or adulterated learning. He
emotionally defended their operating principles as essentially Confucian. Of
exceptional intelligence and ability, they had perceived the need to borrow
from more practical sources of political wisdom for solutions to pressing
problems of government. If the Confucian Tao were not fragmented and the
classics not partially lost, these heroic and loyal statesmen would not have
found it necessary to go beyond the confines of Confucianism for some of
their ideas and policies. 14 Keeping in mind that he had taken his personal
name in extraordinary self-identification with Chu-ko Liang, Ch'en seems
here to be suggesting that, like his heroes, he was being driven by the crises
of the day to supplement Confucianism with more pragmatic wisdom.
When he failed the examinations a second time, he voiced a bitter complaint
that the chief examiner was a petty fellow with no ability to judge talent.
The example of these statesmen from earlier dynasties must have encour-
aged Ch'en, for they owed their positions not to degrees earned in examina-
tion halls but to rulers willing to listen to talented men with practical advice.
Reflecting in his II78 postface to "Discourses on Restoration," Ch'en
observed that even a decade of spiritual cultivation and study had not trans-
formed his temperament because his unfulfilled ambitions still permitted no
tranquility. Without a government position by which to fulfill his ambi-
tions, he professed to being useless. 15 Having failed the examinations a sec-
ond time, Ch'en again became so frustrated that he boldly petitioned for
access to the emperor. Submitting three memorials within one month, he
not only set forth military strategy for liberating the North, but also poured
out his feelings before Hsiao-tsung in an unabashed plea to participate in
such national planning. Outlining part of his vision for defeating the Jur-
chen, he insisted on awaiting a personal interview with the emperor before
detailing solutions to the dynasty's problems.
The memorials aroused the emperor's interest in employing Ch'en. After
reading the first memorial, Hsiao-tsung had it posted at court and alluded
to a precedent for appointing someone lacking proper degrees. Taking this
cue, one of the emperor's favorite court advisors, Tseng Ti (II09-II8o),
sent an envoy to arrange a meeting with Ch'en. Ch'en apparently shared
Chu's disdain for this court favorite. And at least as intolerant as Chu of
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being politic or shrewdly tactful, Ch'en refused even to meet the envoy.
Because of this rebuff and the harsh comments in his memorials, court offi-
cials persuaded the emperor against extending Ch'en a personal audience
before having him interviewed. Again refusing to answer questions through
intermediaries, Ch'en pleaded in a third memorial for direct talks with the
emperor. Impressed, Hsiao-tsung ordered that Ch'en was to be given a post.
Scoffing at the offered post, Ch'en retorted: "What I want to do is to estab-
lish the foundations of the state for several hundred years; how could I use
this to barter for an ordinary office!"16 Given Ch'en's lack of official status
and a surplus of qualified degree holders, the emperor had certainly been
very generous. Moreover, Ch'en's contempt for the post makes it appear
that he was just venting his emotions and seeking to make a name for him-
self. Unless of course, he was indeed just this confident in his ability to be
another Chu-ko Liang and to set forth viable plans for the liberation of the
North.
That Ch'en was just this serious about emulating Chu-ko Liang's model
of dedicated service is suggested by the depth of his disappointment and
despair. Leaving the capital in disgust, he returned home and turned to wine
for solace about his shattered ambitions. So drunk did he become at a
brothel that he began treating one of the prostitutes with the decorum due
an imperial consort. Egged on by another brothel patron, Ch'en acted out
imagined life in the imperial palace, and in homage to one of his students,
he chanted, "Long live the emperor!" The devious patron reported the inci-
dent to the vice-president of the Board of Punishments, Ho Tan (d. after
1209), the examiner who Ch'en had insulted in II77. Settling a personal
score, Ho had Ch'en arrested and beaten until he confessed a deliberate deg-
radation of the royal family. The emperor, after delegating an envoy to
investigate, graciously dismissed the indictment on the grounds that Ch'en
had been drunk. 1? Such imperial intervention to dismiss charges of lese maj-
esty demonstrates just how impressed the emperor must have been with the
II78 memorials. Ch'en's memorials to Hsiao-tsung have remained, along
with some of his letters to Chu Hsi, the most famous of his writings. Proba-
bly representative of reactions among his contemporaries, Lii Tsu-ch'ien
was appalled by Ch'en's contemptuous statements to and about officials in
the capital in II77 and 1178. Their friendship and personal association also
drove Lii to write letters admonishing Ch'en about the danger of such
unconventional behavior and statements.
Answering Lii Tsu-ch'ien's admonitions, Ch'en defended his brash at-
tempt to win a policy-planning position in II78. Ch'en proclaimed that he
was simply striving to do what his superiors, those with degrees and status,
should have been doing to solve national problems. Boldly drawing a paral-
lel to Confucius and Mencius, Ch'en noted that their offers to serve had
been rejected by officials of their day. Although they surely knew that they
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could not succeed, they had to speak out, because they, too, had taken
responsibility for the Tao. 18 After pondering his experience more deeply,
Ch'en wrote another letter to Lii that graphically portrayed the rampant
swings of his emotions in the wake of failing to gain either degree or office.
Reflecting on his raging passions, he concluded: "I am now convinced, only
if a person is already a sage can he succeed at the task of mastering himself
or attain the ideal equilibrium between the emotions of glee and anger, sor-
row and joy."19 This rejection of self-cultivation in the quest for sagehood
marked a significant departure from Tao-hsiieh Confucianism. It also
echoed the denunciation in his Il78 memorials of those literati who babbled
about human nature and destiny while seeking to rectify their minds and
make their wills sincere. Such pedants were superficial and impractical, for
they had nothing to contribute to the pressing need t~ liberate the North
from the enemy.
Given the seriousness of the case of lese majesty, Ch'en was chastened
enough to heed Lii's admonitions for a while. Satisfied with Ch'en's
progress, Lii reported in a letter to Chu Hsi: "Ch'en Liang in the past year or
two has been acutely conscious of his former errors; he has the determina-
tion to study and his mind is open to advice."20 Although Lii might have
been overly optimistic in this evaluation, Ch'en had been shaken enough by
his experiences that he did not develop the new orientations seen in his 1178
memorials until after Lii died in Il8!. As he did with Chu, Lii served as a
moderating influence upon Ch'en. It is uncertain how long that constraint
would have lasted even with Lii present in nearby Chin-hua. Nonetheless,
the rapidity with which Ch'en sprang forth with more radical writings
within a year of Lii's death is striking.
In Il82, Ch'en wrote a series of essays that suggested orientations differ-
ent from those of his Tao-hsueh phase. In contrast to his earlier embrace of
Mencian ethics, Ch'en presented human nature as physical, rather than ethi-
cal. Based on this conception of inner nature, Ch'en's discussions of ethics
placed less emphasis on motives than on practical things (e.g., water and
clothing) to satisfy people's physical needs and desires. Developing an impli-
cation of statements in his Il78 memorials about different spatial configura-
tions of vital energy (eh'i), Ch'en now spoke not only of the Tao of China as
the Middle Kingdom, but also of the Tao of surrounding barbarians. Chi-
na's Tao had also evolved so that principles set forth during the Three
Dynasties could not be maintained over time. Hence, later sages had to
define the Tao in terms of the exigencies of their own times and circum-
stances. This conclusion marked a sharp contrast with his earlier pro-
nouncements about unchanging and enduring classical principles. Similarly,
instead of championing the principles of the utopian era of the Three
Dynasties, Ch'en now decried those who degraded the integrity of Han and
Tang rulers. Such disparagement of accomplishments during recent dynas-
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ties (in contrast to the glories of the Three Dynasties) had to be corrected,
Ch'en asserted, before the Tao could be clear. 21 Ch'en had come to cham-
pion successful rulers of recent dynasties as having had qualities worthy of
emulation.
Ch'en wrote a postface and colophon in lI85 for his reorganized edition
of Discourses on the Mean (Chung shuo, or the Wen-chung-tzu), a publica-
tion that he had earlier halted in deference to Lii Tsu-ch'ien's objections.
The Discourses were ascribed to Wang T'ung (584-617). Wang's ideas had
inspired Wei Cheng and others in making the reign of T'ang T'ai-tsung
(627-649) one of China's most successful; moreover, Wang had become a
symbol for utilitarian approaches to politics. Ch'en offered his evaluation of
Wang. Confronting the need to restore order after centuries during which
people neglected Confucian political wisdom, Wang had adjusted classical
principles to address the needs and circumstances of his era. Given the dif-
ferences between historical situations, Wang correctly realized that Confu-
cius' compilation of the classics was addressed to a particular historical situ-
ation and that the sage's work should serve as an example, rather than as a
blueprint, for later generations. As Mencius had done almost a millennium
earlier, Wang set forth new ideas to address the political crises of his own
day. Hence Wang had developed the legacy of Confucius and had begun to
rectify the principles of Heaven and Earth. Going beyond traditional Con-
fucian notions of the need for institutions to be timely, Ch'en was thus
asserting that later scholars should not be bound by particularistic formula-
tions in the classics. Intellectuals in every era had to define the Tao in terms
of their own times and circumstances. Thus Ch'en had identified with Wang
-as a symbol of utilitarian politics and new formulations of Confucian
teachings-to an extent that made members of the Tao-hsueh fellowship,
specifically Lii and Chu, uncomfortable. 22
Ch'en even elaborated on his new orientations in his school essays at the
imperial university during the lI8as. Instead of speaking of one enduring
Tao, Ch'en related how distinct Taos had been employed at various times in
Chinese history. The Tao of sovereigns (huang-tao) had been implemented
by mythical sages Fu-hsi and Shen-nung in earliest antiquity. Later, when
society needed a more structured polity, the Tao of emperors (ti-tao) had
been introduced by mythical sage-kings-the Yellow Emperor, Yao, and
Shun-of early antiquity. After this Tao had declined, the sage-kings of the
Three Dynasties improvised the kingly Tao (wang-tao) to restore peace.
After further degeneration of the polity, generalissimos had to resort to the
Tao of the hegemon (pa-tao) to enforce order. Confucius had dismissed the
Tao of sovereigns as too remote and the Tao of the hegemons as inferior;
hence, he focused on the kingly Tao. After Confucius' grandson deduced
that the Tao of emperors was also too distant to be relevant, Mencius and
other classical Confucians championed the kingly Tao alone but belittled
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the hegemonic Tao. Although the Legalists had sought to forge a policy for
the wealth and power of the state out of a mixture of the Tao of emperors
with the kingly Tao, the collapse of the Ch'in had discredited this political
philosophy. Seizing the opportunity, Confucians presented the Ch'in as if it
were the standard for using the hegemonic Tao. Although practical rulers
and Confucians during the Han and Tang had borrowed-albeit usually
begrudgingly and quietly-from Ch'in theory and praxis to establish orderly
governments based on realpolitik, moralistic Confucians during the Sung,
Ch'en charged, had gone to unprecedented extremes in denigrating the
hegemonic Tao and clamoring for a pure kingly Tao. As a result, the gov-
ernment's response to problems had become increasingly problematic. Mor-
alistic rigidity was running the risk of provoking responsible officials, who
were attempting to solve national problems, into resorting to realpolitik.
Rather than allowing moralistic and pragmatic approaches in governance to
become so polarized, Ch'en recommended combining the kingly and the
hegemonic Taos to address actual problems in a realistic manner. This uni-
fied approach would "compensate for the deficiency of the Confucian quest
for kingly governance and transcend the Legalist search for wealth and
power."23
Defending Han Hsiian-ti (r. 73-49 B.C.) for having combined the kingly
and the hegemonic Taos, Ch'en argued that this Han ruler had taken practi-
cal steps to ensure good government because he had personal knowledge of
how bureaucrats could harm the people. Han Hsiian-ti, not confined to
conventional Confucian political wisdom, achieved results by examining
and comparing names and realities as well as making rewards dependable
and punishment certain. Ch'en did acknowledge that Confucian rites and
music declined in an environment so attentive to efficiency and laws. Still,
he maintained that it was useless for Tao-hsueh Confucians to continue
attempting to replace the positive effects of such pragmatic policies with
mere theoretical discussions. Ch'en now asserted that it was unrealistic to
look just at the ruler's mind-and-heart as the factor determining the quality
of governance. Challenging those who would see the heart of the ruler as the
key to proper interaction between Heaven, Earth, and Humankind, Ch'en
claimed that the reigning emperor had reigned so sagely for two decades
that this traditional notion could be tested. Despite the virtue and intentions
of this enlightened ruler, the common people still did not follow proper
order in the realm. Hence, governance in actual practice was much more
complex and difficult than such conventional Confucian theories as-
sumed. 24 Thus Ch'en had changed his earlier position that emphasized the
ruler's mind-and-heart. Although he most often used Han Kao-tsu and
Tang Tai-tsung as examples of effective rulers, he had also altered his eval-
uation of pragmatic rulers in general.
The examples given thus far are perhaps sufficient for a preliminary char-
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acterization of Ch'en's thought after Il78. His insistence on pragmatic
approaches to real political problems led him to embrace utilitarian activists
such as Wang Tung and Han Hsiian-ti. Interested in an efficient polity,
Ch'en argued that job titles and functions should coincide and that both
rewards and punishments should be certain.
Because such issues of realpolitik conventionally belonged to the Legalist
tradition and the hegemonic Tao, it might seem appropriate to cast Ch'en as
a Legalist. Ch'en did have a more positive view of laws and institutions than
Tao-hsueh Confucians generally had. For example, he proclaimed that laws
and regulations could even perform the ethical function of turning self-
regarding individuals toward being civic-minded: "As soon as the way of
people is established, it is impossible not to have fa (laws, regulations, and
institutions) in the world. The human mind is mostly self-centered, but laws
can be used to make it public-spirited. This is why the prevailing trend in
the world is inevitably moving toward laws and institutions.... Laws and
regulations are the principle of the public interest."25 Reliance on laws had
the sanction of following the precedent of the founders of the Sung dynasty,
and laws had also become part of the natural order. Thus, Ch'en was assert-
ing, laws and regulations were indispensable.
At the same time, Ch'en revealed traditional Confucian reservations
about laws. Such political notions and concrete policy positions, moreover,
remained quite constant through all three periods of his thought. 26 Elabo-
rating on objections raised by Confucius, Ch'en claimed that stringent laws
would restrict the actions of benevolent rulers but fail to bind crafty people
who could always find ways to thwart and circumvent regulations. Calling
on the state to limit the reach of its laws, he defended the legitimate interest
of private households. Such private interest merely had to be brought into
harmony or balance with the public interest. Ch'en's physical view of
human nature did not really require that laws change people to the degree
envisioned by Tao-hsueh programs for ethical transformation. Further com-
plications in trying to affix the Legalist label to Ch'en arise in other areas of
his thought, such as his emphasis on ritual decorum as the natural principle
for establishing order.
A more meaningful label for Ch'en's mature thought would be "utilitar-
ian Confucian." The term "utilitarian" (kung-Ii or shih-kung in Chinese) has
been misunderstood by some of my colleagues in China to be an identifica-
tion with the Legalist legacy in contrast to the Confucian one. Ch'en's affini-
ties with the Legalists were quite limited. I use the utilitarian label to point
particularly to Ch'en's emphasis on achieving practical results by the most
effective means, his understanding of the Tao in terms of what was appro-
priate to meet the needs of the time and circumstance, and his belief in max-
imizing benefits for both individual households and the whole country. This
utilitarian tradition in China is comparable but not identical to the one in
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the WestY The point of calling Ch'en both utilitarian and Confucian is to
acknowledge the affiliation that he believed he had with the practical wing
of the Confucian tradition. It is evident in his use of the classics to support
his points that his radicalism had roots in the practical political wisdom of
classical Confucianism.
Despite Ch'en's sharp condemnation of impractical Tao-hsueh Confu-
cians who so insistently invoked moralistic demands that they lost sight of
the national crisis, he was not hostile to Confucianism per se. Indeed, he
blamed much of the confusion evident among moralistic Confucians on
their failure to apply the principles of the classics-not just the Four Books
-to the problems of the day. As Ch'en sought to combine the kingly Tao
with the hegemonic, he wanted both Confucian ethical norms and prag-
matic orientations toward problem solving. Ethical and pragmatic aspects
were essentially and ultimately one in his conception of the Tao. Although
Ch'en asserted that his orientation was grounded in the thought of Confu-
cius, Chu Hsi disapproved of his synthesis and insisted that he become a
"pure Confucian" (ch'un ju). Before we acknowledge Ch'en to be Confu-
cian, is there really any need to invoke Chu's ideological standard of the
"pure Confucian"? Because Ch'en's mature philosophy is best expressed in
his exchange of letters with Chu Hsi, further discussion of his philosophy
will be set aside until the next chapter.
Ch'en's personal life continued to be punctuated alternatively by fortune
and misfortune. His youngest brother, Ch'en Ming (u60-u87), returned in
U76 from the family that had adopted him. This younger brother might
have brought some resources with him. Given Ch'en Liang's positive state-
ments about merchants and the economic success of his wife's family, Ch'en
Liang might have engaged in some mercantile activity. In any event, the
family had managed by the early u80s to repurchase the 200 mou of land
lost approximately fifty years earlier. In u84, Ch'en Liang was again
arrested; this time he was charged with poisoning another man at a local
feast. Ch'en had given the man seated next to him an herb to enhance the
flavor of the food, and the man had died on returning home. After three
months of confinement, Ch'en finally convinced the authorities that he had
been tricked by a traveling herbalist. Soon after his release, however, a mob
waylaid and beat him so severely that his head and eyes were still swollen at
least a week later. Afterwards, he renewed his attention to study and gain-
ing the security of official status. He returned to the capital in u87 for the
examinations. Having won a promotion within the imperial university to
the senior rank, he was qualified to sit for a special examination equivalent
to the metropolitan examination. Unfortunately, he fell ill with a fever and
could not finish writing his paper. In an attempt to contain the epidemic, the
government instituted a ban on travel in and out of the capital. Circumvent-
ing the restriction, he managed to return home. His younger brother, while
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nursing him back to health, contracted the fever and died. So smitten with
guilt was Ch'en that he again forswore the quest for degrees and office.
The following year, II88, however, news from the capital so aroused
Ch'en's ire that he hurried there with another memorial addressed to Hsiao-
tsung. The Chin had sent only one envoy on an occasion when the Sung had
dispatched three. The Jurchen were treating the Sung as a petty state.
Demanding prompt retaliation, Ch'en drew upon cosmological arguments,
geopolitical strategies, and historical analogies he had used a decade earlier
to insist on a war of liberation against the Jurchen. Vainly waiting more
than twenty days for a reply, Ch'en again retreated to his home in frustra-
tion. Ch'en's bold venture to advise the emperor about national policy and
his strong statements about scholars and officials probably alienated many
of his contemporaries. In II90 he was incarcerated on charges that he had
hired two labors, who occasionally worked for him, to beat another man to
death. Even though the magistrate found no definitive proof to substantiate
the charges, he had to lock Ch'en up, because several influential people
demanded his death. Although his students and friends made appeals for his
release, Ch'en languished in confinement for almost two years, until Kuang-
tsung responded to one official's petition and ordered him released in the
second month of II92. As in the case of lese majesty, only imperial interven-
tion had effected his release. Tensions and frustrations resulting from the
two cases along with the lingering suspicions arising from the II84 herbal
case beset Ch'en for almost all of the third period of his life and no doubt
contributed to the radicalization of his thinking and statements during this
period.
Devoting himself to study after being released from jail, Ch'en finally
passed the examinations in II93. Although he continued to express his
strong opinions even in his examination essays, he at last won a sympathetic
reading when his close friend Ch'en Fu-liang served as chief examiner for
the departmental examination. Addressing the issue of the priority of laws
versus the personnel administering them, Ch'en Liang plotted a course
between that of the moralists, who stressed personnel, and that of the insti-
tutionalists, who relied on laws and regulations. Distinguishing his alterna-
tive from these conventional extremes, he advocated less stringency in
administrative regulations in order to maximize flexibility to adapt to
changing circumstances. The argument was such vintage Ch'en Liang that
his close friend would certainly have recognized his paper. It was during the
subsequent palace examination that Ch'en made his famous pronouncement
on Kuang-tsung's failure to make routine courtesy calls on the retired
Hsiao-tsung. Suggesting that the reigning emperor's attention to the actual
problems of government was a higher expression of filial reverence, Ch'en
downgraded the burning controversy to nothing more than a matter of
appearances for the sake of public opinion. 28 Kuang-tsung ranked Ch'en's
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essay first among all successful candidates that year, and the retired Hsiao-
tsung was reportedly also pleased with Ch'en's eloquent apologia. In addi-
tion, Kuang-tsung appointed Ch'en to serve as signatory official in charge of
the affairs of the Office of the Staff Supervisor of the Prefecture of Chien-
k'ang (Nanking). Although the post fell far short of the kind of policy posi-
tion for which Ch'en had always yearned, he was being assigned to the place
to which he had repeatedly urged Hsiao-tsung to move the capital in prepa-
ration for war with the Chin. Mindful of the strategic importance he had
attributed to Nanking and the troops stationed there, Ch'en readily
accepted the assignment. On the road to Nanking, he became ill and died in
the third month of II94. Perhaps there was no more suitable ending to a life
of frustration and striving to reach a post from which to serve his sovereign
and liberate the North.
Although Ch'en had belittled the Tao-hsueh case against Kuang-tsung's
disregard of decorum and had sharply criticized the Tao-hsueh movement,
Chu Hsi wrote to congratulate him on ranking first on the II93 chin-shih
examination. When one of Ch'en's sons called on Chu to request a eulogy,
Chu declined, but he did write a twelve-character plaque designating "the
grave of the Sung period official Ch'en T'ung-fu, the master from Lung-
ch'uan."29 The formality in Chu's response to Ch'en's death contrasts with
the outpouring of emotions in eulogies to Lii Tsu-ch'ien. Therein is symboli-
cally suggested the difference in Chu's relations with these two friends from
Wu-chou. Because of Chu's progress in delineating Tao-hsueh doctrine and
asserting his leadership, he was in II94 much less tolerant of the diverse
trends in Wu-chou than he had been before II82. By declining to write the
eulogy for Ch'en as he had for others, Chu Hsi was implicitly declaring that
Ch'en did not belong to the fellowship. Even Ch'en's longtime and close
friend Ch'en Fu-liang declined to write a eulogy. This refusal is perhaps even
clearer evidence of Ch'en Liang's exclusion from the fellowship.
The intellectual climate in Wu-chou had changed after II8!. Earlier in his
middle years, Ch'en had studied Tao-hsueh teachings under Lii Tsu-ch'ien's
influence. Lii's attention to national problems and openness to intellectual
diversity within the fellowship made it easier for Ch'en to submit to his
guidance. Despite his outburst against Tao-hsueh in 1178, Ch'en restrained
his radicalism until after Lii's death in II81 and disassociated himself from
the fellowship in proportion to his familiarity with its more exclusionary
trends and awareness of mutual incompatibility. Thus Ch'en's criticisms of
Tao-hsueh are not only a measure of his maturation as a utilitarian thinker
but also a sign of its evolution away from relative diversity.
Chapter7 Chu Hsi and Ch'en Liang
The contrast between Chu Hsi's interaction with
Ch'en Liang and Chu's earlier relations with Lii Tsu-ch'ien graphically por-
trays the transition taking place within Tao-hsueh from the second to the
third period. Although personalities contributed to this contrast, in both Lii
and Ch'en, Chu considered that he was dealing with the leading thinker in
Wu-chou. Hence their interchanges reflected intellectual trends in a key pre-
fecture of the realm.
Even though Lii Tsu-ch'ien had attempted to initiate an exchange
between Ch'en Liang and Chu Hsi at least as early as 1I74, the two never
communicated directly until after Lii's death in 1I8!. Soon after Chu
assumed his post in Chekiang early in 1I82, he called on Ch'en at the cave
beside a high waterfall near Yung-k'ang, where Ch'en and Lii sometimes
met. Ch'en then accompanied Chu to mourn at Lii's grave. Chu was dis-
pleased with Ch'en's eulogy, in which Ch'en focused on how he and Lii had
lamented their contemporaries' lack of understanding of heroes from recent
centuries. Initially, Chu and Ch'en were careful to seek common ground.
On Ch'en's return visit, he stayed with Chu for ten days, and while they
drank together, they shared their complaints about the dynasty's failure to
regain control over all of China. Chu's boisterous singing while drinking
had elicited an ethical admonition from Chang Shih, but Ch'en later
reminisced fondly about lifting their wine cups together. Ch'en valued out-
spoken sentiments and strong personalities. Ch'en also characterized Chu as
a "dragon among men."!
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Chu Hsi was the only one of his contemporaries-besides himself-that
Ch'en Liang praised as a dragon among men. Ch'en's close friend Yeh Shih
criticized him for regarding his own talents too highly and those of others
too lowly-a critique comparable to Chang Shih's and Lii Tsu-ch'ien's con-
cerns about Chu. 2 The meetings of Ch'en and Chu, with their similar per-
sonalities, produced thunder and stormy conditions, as Chinese folk wis-
dom suggests about the coming together of two dragons. Ironically, neither
was so regal: Chu was born in the year of the dog, and Ch'en in the year of
the pig.
Chu and Ch'en corresponded from II82 until II93. After their exchange
of visits in II82, Ch'en journeyed to Fukien to visit Chu late in II83, but Chu
was unable to meet as planned in II88. Most of their relationship is
recorded in their letters. Although both at times made pointed personal
remarks, their friendship endured. The status differential between them
remained throughout their letters. Ch'en was the one who sent birthday
greetings, including cash and other presents. As the junior scholar without
official status, Ch'en often spoke in a more diffident voice. He also fre-
quently expressed concern that his lack of status and his failure to follow
convention were hindrances to Chu's taking his views seriously. Although
he appealed to Chu to read his letters as if they were written by a person of
esteem, Ch'en also claimed that Chu was the only fellow literatus other than
Lii whom he had sought to convince of his views. Chu, for his part, worried
that Ch'en would discount his views as hackneyed and conventional. Such
apprehensions reveal something of how each saw the relationship and sug-
gest that both men believed that Chu Hsi's ideas were becoming rather
mainstream. The exchange provides evidence that Chu was making prog-
ress in the II80s in projecting his claims about the tradition and becoming
the center of the fellowship. In spite of the resulting privileging of Chu's
position, Ch'en's challenge was still substantial.
The tone of the relationship changed during the first couple of years.
While Chu worked on famine relief in Chekiang in II82, his relations with
Ch'en were quite cordial. As an outsider confronted with a crisis of drought
and famine, Chu sought information and advice from local literati, with
whom he had some connections through Lii Tsu-ch'ien. Ch'en provided
reports on local conditions and officials. So close did the two become that
when Chu indicted Tang Chung-yu for corruption, Ch'en was entangled by
rumors. Ch'en had allegedly either turned Chu against Tang or failed to
influence Chu to drop the charges. When Chu resigned in the first month of
II83 because of the controversy, Ch'en expressed both his regret that Chu
was withdrawing and his confidence that Chu would soon be recalled to
government service. After Ch'en's journey to visit Chu late in II83, their let-
ters centered less on specific policy issues, about which they had shared con-
cerns, and more on philosophical topics, about which they differed.
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For example, Chu seized upon the incident of Ch'en's incarceration in the
herbal homicide case to reprimand him for his attitudes and assumptions.
Because he had failed to restrain his brilliance with humility, Ch'en had
habitually dealt with others in ways that violated decorum. Moreover, his
behavior evoked such ill will that others believed slanderous stories about
him. Apologizing for not admonishing him earlier, Chu prescribed disci-
plined cultivation to restrain behavior and renounce erroneous views. Spe-
cifically, Ch'en should abandon the idea of linking integrity and utility. In
short, Ch'en should "exclusively adopt the Tao of the pure Confucian as a
personal discipline."3
Ch'en defended himself. Claiming that his talents were so-exceptional
that people had no ready standard with which to measure him, Ch'en
lamented that people failed to appreciate him as a military tactician and
government advisor. They merely focused on details of his decorum. Even
in this area where he admitted weaknesses, he claimed that people did not
perceive correctly. Specifically, regarding his relations with Lil Tsu-ch'ien
where Chu charged him with transgressing convention, Ch'en noted that Lil
had esteemed him ever since n62, when he had passed higher than Lil on
the avoidance examination. Even after their career and status patterns
diverged so greatly, Lil continued to treat him as a peer and intimate friend.
Thus they had always spoken forthrightly to one another without standing
on ceremony. Other of Lil's friends and students, who did not understand
such bonding, were scandalized by the equality evident in the relationship.
They regarded Ch'en's eulogy to Lil as a ploy to promote himself. (Besides
responding to Chu's criticism of that eulogy, Ch'en was implicitly dismissing
both Chu's complaint about his lack of decorum in dealing with Lil and
Chu's claim to be hesitant to admonish him.) He explicitly rejected the idea
that his character and ideas were responsible for his' legal difficulties,
although he did concede that his nonconformist bent was dangerous to him-
self. 4
Responding to Chu's call to become a "pure Confucian," Ch'en drew
upon the words of Confucius himself to spurn this model. Confucius (in
Analects, 14/13) had spoken in terms of the model of the "complete person"
(ch'engjen). Why did one need to add the title "Confucian" (ju) to this goal
of becoming a complete person? It was merely some of the master's disciples
who seized upon one remark about being "a gentlemanly Confucian" (Ana-
lects, 6/n) to develop this label as a separate school. Nowhere in the Five
Classics was this made the standard. Was it not then sufficient to strive to
become a complete person? Besides virtue and humaneness, a complete per-
son also needed talent and bravery. Traditional Confucians merely focused
on virtue and humaneness; thus, they represented merely one major orienta-
tion within the larger goal of being a complete person. Ch'en claimed to be
working to become a person. How then could Chu urge him to become a
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"pure Confucian" instead of a "complete person"? 5 Ch'en grounded his posi-
tion in the teachings of Confucius and rejected any attempt to narrow the
parameters of those teachings.
Chu was not deterred from demanding that Ch'en strive for a higher call-
ing. As Ch'en himself acknowledged, Chu considered being a "complete
person" a lesser ideal than being a Confucian sage. Chu also lauded Ch'en's
extraordinary talent and intelligence, while continuing to caution him about
the danger of being deceived by such boldness and brilliance. He explained
that his own intent was "simply to urge a worthy like yourself to progress
even a step further than your present level of perfection; in the future, do
not aim to be a person less than those of the Three Dynasties period, and do
not expend so much enthusiasm in defending the Han and the T'ang."6
Ch'en's fondness for novel ideas reminded Chu of the flaw he perceived in
the most talented Han and T'ang scholars: they "were unwilling to humble
their minds and dedicate themselves to the discipline of being a [pure] Con-
fucian and following the learning of the sages."?
Personality differences colored the expression of their positions, and Chu
even sought to link Ch'en's ideas to his unsettled temperament. Yet the sub-
stance of the issues debated cannot be reduced to such personality factors
and must be explored as points of substance.
ON GOVERNANCE
Gross inequality in land ownership was a major problem during the
Sung, when the countryside became increasingly dominated by large estates.
When serving as a local administrator, Chu Hsi spent much of his time on
relief work and proposing land surveys to make tax burdens more equita-
ble. 8 During his tenure in office in Chekiang, Chu requested Ch'en's com-
ments on his essay on the land question. Chu's essay merely consisted of
three long quotations from the official History of the Former Han Dynasty
and the Han Chronicle (Han chi), written about a thousand years earlier. 9
Although he did not interject his opinions, Chu implicitly approved of these
utopian images of society under the well-field system as it was assumed to
have existed about a millennium before these historical accounts were com-
posed. The well-field model suggested an integrated system based on a
clearly defined social hierarchy overseeing the economic production of peas-
ant households with approximately equal land allotments. Chu elsewhere
criticized other Tao-hsueh Confucians, most notably Hu Hung, for espous-
ing this impractical, utopian scheme from high antiquity. Here, however, he
clearly presented it as embodying the thrust of his own solution to Sung
problems. His later criticism of this utopian model perhaps benefited from
Ch'en's sharp response.
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Ch'en Liang insisted that the clock could not be turned back to antiquity,
for they now lived in an era of complex institutions. Institutions from differ-
ent periods could not be mixed together in such an arbitrary fashion, despite
what Chu had implied in his essay. If situations were comparable between
high antiquity and the present and if people could really mutually benefit,
people could cooperate with him without his having to resort to some
antique compact. In other words, a realistic acceptance of the interests of
private households and the complex institutional structure of the day was
more relevant than idealized models from antiquity. Scholars-who over
the centuries had written about such models while sitting quietly amidst
their books-surely had never effected the changes they envisioned. Instead
of relying on classical principles and the suasion inherent in his serving as an
ethical example, Chu should (according to Ch'en's admonition in a follow-
up letter) take action if he wanted to change local customs. Unless norms
for proper decorum were packaged in folk songs, as Confucius had done
with the Book of Poetry, reform would be as hopeless as trying to get people
to eat sawdust. 10 Ch'en was urging him to take into account a broader audi-
ence rather than continuing to concentrate on the literati and attempting to
transform society through them.
Chu's granaries and other community associations seemingly did not
appeal to Ch?en. In his fourth letter to Chu, Ch'en claimed that he did not
participate in community granaries, charitable services, and contributions
to relief funds. Though neither the justification nor the accuracy of this
claim can be ascertained, Ch'en's confession is shocking for one who also
professed a lifelong dedication to the public interest. In Ch'en's comments
elsewhere, he had suggested that the existence of wealthy and powerful fam-
ilies was good for the public welfare. Moreover, he claimed th,at differences
of wealth had existed even within the well-field system during high antiq-
uity. Whereas the well-field system could not be restored, he further pro-
posed, "Shouldn't the difference between rich and poor be left alone to fol-
low its natural course?"11 Thus he advised against the government imposing
harsh controls on wealthy people in the countryside. While Chu wrestled
with the drought conditions in Chekiang, Ch'en reported in his second letter
that private granaries of the wealthy were already exhausted. This remark
might have been a ploy to deflect Chu's suasion, even pressure, for the
wealthy to contribute. From such statements, one might surmise that Ch'en
was reflecting the perspective of the small to middle landowning class, to
whom Chu's charity work would seem to be a sacrifice of wealth merely for
the appearance of being humane.
A better way of understanding Ch'en's reluctance to support community
welfare institutions arises from the family-oriented perspective of his con-
temporary Yuan Ts'ai (fl. 1I40-II9S). In his Precepts for Social Life (Yuan-
shih shih-fan), Yuan warned against the dangers of entanglement in welfare
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activities, community organizations, and social relations beyond the fam-
ily.12 Yiian expounded on ways to maintain family interests, especially
keeping a family's common property intact. Although he did not articulate
family interests in as much detail as Yiian, Ch'en sought to strengthen cohe-
sion within his extended family and to enhance its wealth and power.
Although apparently not well suited for the task, Ch'en men took charge of
family finances. Compared with Yiian, however, Ch'en displayed much
more respect for women's making difficult decisions and taking action. 13
Yiian did not articulate utilitarian ideas as clearly as Ch'en, but Yiian's view
of family interests clearly points toward an affinity with Ch'en's mature
thinking on utilitarian principles. Hence each man's writings might be used
to help contextualize some of the other's statements.
Differences in local economic conditions might also in part explain why
Ch'en felt less personal obligation to engage in relief work. As a hinterland
area between macroeconomic zones, Ch'en's Wu prefecture barely sustained
itself in foodstuffs, and its concentration of landed wealth paled before that
of the richer southeastern coastal macroeconomic region of Chu's Fukien.
Buddhist charity institutions were also much stronger in Fukien and pre-
sented a formidable challenge for Confucian literati to assert themselves in
community welfare. Conditions resulting from the famine in central Che-
kiang had to be resolved, Ch'en told Chu, by action from the central gov-
ernment. Given the relatively limited economic resources of this hinterland
and its requisite trade ties to major macroeconomic regions around the capi-
tal and along the coast, it was perhaps reasonable for Ch'en to regard help
from the outside as the only feasible solution.
There is evidence that Ch'en was not hostile to granaries and central gov-
ernment initiatives to solve problems locally. In his school essays, Ch'en
praised the various granary programs of dynasties since the Han. He even
urged reforms to make the granaries more solvent and more widely dis-
persed. One of his major works was a compendium of au-yang Hsiu's writ-
ings on reform and government institutions (au-yang favored more central
government initiative than twelfth-century Tao-hsueh Confucians did),
which he presented as a model. Ch'en called for government action and laws
to awaken people to the public interest and to put self-interest in harmony
and balance with the public interest. 14 Although he warned against exces-
sive government interference and blamed administrative centralization for
much of the military weakness of the Sung, he remained generally positive
about the central government's role in solving many of the problems of the
day. Thus Ch'en's views on local institutions fit into a paradigm suggested
by Robert Hymes: those with primary commitments-either to the family
or to the central government-would be less interested in the kind of mid-
dle-level or community institutions that Chu Hsi sponsored. IS
While Chu wrote more on reform of local and community institutions
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than on national ones, Ch'en typically had exactly the opposite priorities.
Here Ch'en was closer than Chu to the orientation of major eleventh-cen-
tury thinkers. Yet his policy positions on many major issues (such as mili-
tary reorganization, reduction of taxes, and ills in the school and examina-
tion systems) were not very different from those of Chu Hsi, Ch'en Fu-liang,
and Yeh Shih. Thus policy issues appear to have been less of a factor in divi-
sions between major thinkers than had been the case a century earlier. Still
there were differences. For example, Ch'en was so critical of the examina-
tion system that he boldly wrote anti-examination statements in his school
and examination essays. Thus he directly challenged his examiners to make
the system more flexible and less rigid. Although Chu also had reservations
about how the examinations functioned, he expressed them in a private
essay and in personal conversations years after he had successfully climbed
all the rungs leading to the chin-shih degree. 16
Although both Ch'en and Chu advocated the restoration of Sung rule in
North China, the arguments made for similar policies reveal some of their
divergent orientations. 17 With his penchant for military affairs, Ch'en had a
more developed strategy for assaulting the North in a three-pronged attack.
Moving the Sung headquarters to Nanking and having the main forces
attack from there was a strategy grounded in his assumptions about the spa-
tial configurations of vital energies (ch'i). Those energies had evolved over
time in different areas and had defined the character of those areas and the
people resident there. Such spatial configurations were illustrated by discus-
sions of the roles played by different areas throughout history. The Jurchen
conquest of the Central Plain violated the purity of the primal Chinese
energy located in the Central Plain. Given the special energy of that primary
center, it was of utmost urgency to expel the aliens as quickly as possible.
Violations of rites or norms, such as having two emperors and having the
Sung emperor pay tribute to the Chin emperor, enraged Ch'en to the point
of ardent vengefulness. Ch'en called for prompt and direct military action to
redress the humiliation inflicted on the dynasty and on China's rites and his-
tory. So intense was his preoccupation with a war to liberate the North that
it dictated his stance on some other issues, particularly land policy.
In his arguments for war against the Jurchen, Chu Hsi also wailed about
violations of rites; however, he tended to speak of those rites as classic and
cosmic principles. Although personal humiliations might be overlooked,
violations of principle could never be allowed. Such principles were con-
stant, unwavering values on which human society and polity as well as the
cosmic order were grounded. Although Chu shared Ch'en's assumption
about the necessity of establishing a base in or near the Central Plain, he did
not detail strategy to the degree Ch'en did. Instead of prompt military action
and quick victories, Chu talked in terms of one to three decades of prepara-
tion. Chu had a more defensive, self-strengthening posture. His attention to
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transforming the character of the administration added a further long step
to liberation of the North. Chu focused on the need for moral regeneration,
because self-cultivation and virtue were prerequisites for any reconquest of
the North. Because the ethical quality of government was so basic, the
Southeast had to be governed well before the Sung court could seriously
contemplate extending its rule over the North.
Overall, Chu's program was more idealistic and radical than Ch'en's.
Based on his conception of human nature as physical, Ch'en simply called'
for behavior and institutions that were normatively appropriate; hence, his
agenda for reforms was more modest than Chu's. Priority given to the
abstract or transcending character of principles provided Chu with grounds
for optimism about transforming people and society in a more fundamental
and sweeping way than Ch'en envisioned. Ch'en worked within the limita-
tions of objective conditions, as he perceived them, because he was hostile
to abstractions. Even while reconstructing selected Han and Tang rulers
into heroic models, Ch'en did not soar to the same heights of radical ideal-
ism that Chu achieved through an optimum vision of people becoming sages
and conforming to ethical principles from high antiquity.
ON EXPEDIENCY AND UTILITY
One major issue between Chu Hsi and Ch'en Liang involved the
ethical legitimacy of decisions based on ch'uan, a term rendered variously as
expediency, exigency, moral discretion, or situational weighing. Faced with
situations where the standard (ching) principle offered no easy solution,
Confucians realized the necessity of taking irregular action in accordance
with exigencies of time and situation. As Confucius remarked (Analects, 9/
30), many could study the Tao, but few could join him in exercising situa-
tional judgment. During the Han, scholars defined ch'uan as follows: "That
which is at variance with the standard and complies with the Tao is the
expedient." Rejecting the traditional distinction as being too open to variant
behavior, Ch'eng I had set forth a novel theory that the expedient was the
same as the standard: the expedient was the application of the standard to
time and situation. Chu Hsi, in his Il78 commentary on the Analects, fol-
lowed Ch'eng I's interpretation. Yet in his comments to his students during
the Il80s and Il90S, he repeatedly voiced his preference for the Han view
over Ch'eng I'S.18 Perhaps Ch'en's challenge was a catalyst in changing
Chu's mind and compelling him toward a new interpretation of this com-
plex problem in Confucian ethics. Ch'en had developed Ch'eng's point
about the equivalence of the standard and the expedient toward a logical
conclusion that alarmed Chu.
Responding to Ch'en's Il82 essays, Chu Hsi complained about his ideas
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regarding expediency. According to Chu, the thrust of the essays could be
likened to a man who, in order to save his sister-in-law from drowning,
violated standard principles forbidding physical contact between the sexes
outside of marriage. This imagery from the Mencius (4A/r7) made a sharp
distinction between the standard and the expedient but allowed resorting
temporarily to the expedient when an exceptional situation demanded it.
Although Mencius here followed Confucius in embracing some flexibility in
applying ethical principles to changing situations, Mencius still emphasized,
as Chu also did, upholding standard principles in important matters and
using the expedient only with utmost caution. Both Mencius and Chu
rejected the implication that this archetypal case demonstrated that ethics
were relative to the situation. Chu charged that Ch'en's essays contained
much that ran counter to the standard. Deciding not to share the essays with
his own students, Chu cautioned that if young scholars read such essays,
they would become confused about the standard principles of the Three
Bonds and Five Relationships, and the damage would be irremediable. 19
Commenting to his students about discussions during Ch'en Liang's II83
visit, Chu Hsi returned to what troubled him. According to Chu, Ch'en
weighted expediency more heavily than integrity (rightness) and rendered
integrity itself flexible, for "integrity became the manner in which expedi-
ency was used." Ch'en Liang's identification of integrity with being in
accord with time and circumstance was nearly congruent with Ch'eng I's
likening of expediency to the application of the standard to time and place.
This similarity appears so obvious that Chu could hardly have missed it, but
to have drawn this parallel would have been awkward for Chu.
Reporting that he had striven for a way to awaken Ch'en to this ethical
problem, Chu asked, "Integrity then to you has the meaning of according
with the time or situation?" Instead of recoiling from this-reduction of integ-
rity to situational weighing, Ch'en had replied, "Definitely."2o Chu had thus
failed to convince Ch'en that such a view of integrity was comparable to
that of the petty person about whom Confucius had warned (in Analects, 41
r6). Confucius had cautioned that in contrast to a superior person's under-
standing of integrity, a petty person understood only advantage or utility.
Likewise, Chu condemned Che-tung utilitarians for not distinguishing
between standard principles and situational advantages. 21 In short, Chu Hsi
contrasted standard principles to both expediency and utility.
Responding to Chu's rigid dichotomy, Ch'en set forth positive models for
his ethic to correct the more conventional images upon which Chu was
drawing. The conceptual symbols, which Ch'en sought to reconstruct into
positive utilitarian models, included the hegemony (pa) and selected rulers
of the Han and Tang dynasties. Ch'en had to overcome the polarity
between these later rulers and the sage-kings of the ancient Three Dynasties
and also between the hegemonic and the kingly Taos. If these polar concepts
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were synthesized into one, pragmatic and expedient politics could attain
higher ethical sanction and transcend conventionally negative connotations.
If Han and T'ang rulers with accomplishments were viewed as ethical, then
positive models for an ethic of end results in governance could be estab-
lished. Although his effort to legitimize an ethic of end results distinguished
the third period of his life, Ch'en had earlier attempted to synthesize what
many others considered to be polarized concepts. During his first phase, he
had focused on the gulf between military and civil officials and training.
Philosophical study during his second phase served to enhance the spectrum
and effectiveness of his synthetic arguments to support such practical orien-
tations. Ch'en had become so versed in Tao-hsueh Confucianism during the
I170S that, by the following decade, he could hold his own in a debate with
the most systematic philosopher in the fellowship.
Regarding the imagery of the hegemon, Chu's comments elsewhere illus-
trate how difficult Ch'en's task was. As a scholar, Chu acknowledged his-
torical and institutional distinctions between kings and the hegemons;
moreover, he conceded that the ancients had correctly focused on differ-
ences of position. As a philosopher of ethics, however, Chu proceeded to
speak of the hegemons from a moralistic viewpoint that largely ignored
institutional history. For instance, if the hegemons had acted from civic-
mindedness without selfish motives, they could have implemented the
kingly Tao. Their "utilitarian minds" schemed to seize the cloak of humane-
ness to cover their selfish motives; moreover, they fooled themselves into
thinking that the borrowed virtue was really their own. Following the com-
plaint in the Mencius (7A/30) that the hegemons had used force to appro-
priate humaneness, Chu presented them as a symbol of the exercise of crude
military power to dupe and coerce the people. Compared with the hege-
mon's resorting to coercion and feigned humaneness to achieve utilitarian
goals, the kingly Tao represented humaneness and virtue. Building on the
motives-based ethics of Mencius, Chu Hsi had augmented the trend among
Tao-hsueh Confucians to link self-interest and coercion to the hegemons.
Despite his awareness of the historical context of the actual hegemonic insti-
tution, he enhanced the ethical cleavage between the hegemon and any true
virtue. 22
Grounded in these ethical distinctions, Chu urged Ch'en to forsake his
concept of "seeking both integrity and utility and using the methods of the
king and the hegemon together."23 This characterization implied ali oppor-
tune or impure mixture that was not limited to Confucian values, for Hsiin-
tzu had condemned the hegemon for this shortcoming. Han Hsiian-ti had
approved of the Han government's use of kingship and hegemony in a
mixed fashion, but Chu rejected this positive evaluation of a mixed
approach. Chu's characterization considered hegemons of antiquity and rul-
ers of later dynasties together as practitioners of heretical theory and
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praxis. 24 Efforts to sustain pragmatic political wisdom with appropriated
virtue had, according to Chu, achieved only temporary success because such
programs were hollow and without the lasting substance of virtue.
Replying that Chu had failed to understand him fully, Ch'en restated his
position. Because of the arbitrary distinctions initiated by Mencius and
Hsiin-tzu, Han and Tang scholars never understood the concepts of integ-
rity, utility (advantages), kingship, and hegemony. Making matters worse,
the Ch'eng brothers and their disciples posited a gulf between Heaven's
principle and human passions to polarize these concepts even further and
denigrate the Han and Tang. Chu and other disciples of the Ch'engs had
alleged that the rule of the Three Dynasties had been based upon principle
in contrast to the Han and Tang, which rested on nothing more than clever-
ness and force. Furthermore, Chu claimed that even the glorious reigns of
these recent dynasties had maintained peace and order only by accidental
coincidence with principle. Even the most successful rulers of these later
dynasties functioned only by expediency: as if living in a house built of
patchwork, they struggled supporting one part of the house while they
allowed another part to collapse. Such characterizations were, Ch'en cried,
unfair:
Heaven and Earth as well as spirits and ghosts are also unwilling to
accept this characterization of the rule of these heroes as patchwork
expediency. The Tao of the so-called tsa-pa (a mixture of the kingly
with the hegemonic) was certainly based on kingship. Where various
Confucian scholars have placed themselves has been called integrity
and kingship; the accomplishments of Han and Tang rulers have been
labeled utility and hegemony. The former talked like that; the latter
performed like this. Although what has been said by various Confucian
scholars is very good, what was accomplished by heroi~ rulers was also
not bad. A perspective like this you have characterized as "seeking both
integrity and utility and using the methods of the king and the hegemon
together." But my own view is that, from top to bottom, there was only
one mind which accomplished all this. 25
The one mind in the last sentence referred to the human mind.
In this restatement of his position, Ch'en made several points, one of
which requires clarification. By saying that everything was done by one
mind, he suggested that there was no abstract or transcendent realm for
judgment at play here. Heaven, Earth, people, and even ghosts functioned
or interacted on the same level. In the context of proclaiming that Heaven
and Earth would not accept the characterization of heroic rulers as being
driven by mere expediency and that the Tao of these rulers was certainly
grounded in kingship, Ch'en was saying that integrity, utility, and the meth-
ods of the king and the hegemon were all one. Having synthesized these into
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a holistic concept, Ch'en insisted on calling it kingship instead of a compos-
ite of diverse or deviant elements. Thus he unified utilitarian orientations
and Confucian ethics. Because of the holistic synthesis for which Ch'en had
striven, we should acknowledge his efforts to be utilitarian Confucian,
rather than merely utilitarian in contrast to Confucian.
Whereas Ch'en saw kingship and hegemony as holistically one, Chu Hsi
continued to perceive them as parallel ideas. Instead of addressing Ch'en's
historical and philosophical points about the hegemony, Chu Hsi sought to
employ such symbolism to concentrate Ch'en Liang's attention on the need
for personal discipline and cultivation. While admonishing Ch'en for his
unsettled temperament, Chu insisted that rather than seeking such ideas as
principle and human passions in the traces of the kings and hegemons of
antiquity and recent times, he would do better to reflect on the integrity and
self-interest, deviation and rectitude within his own mind-and-heart. 26 Chu
later added that a sage would still insist on minute distinctions whenever the
difference between standard principles and human passions was at issue;
otherwise, a small oversight might lead to grave mistakes. If such clear dis-
tinctions were ignored, Chu expressed fear that people would become un-
able to discriminate between integrity and advantage. 27 Although he did not
repeat his characterization of Ch'en's position, Chu continued to speak
from the conviction that the ideas under discussion were parallel concepts
or polarities rather than holistic constructs.
With an impasse on the philosophical level of concepts, the debate turned
even more to specific historical personages as representative cases. For
example, Kuan Chung (I-wu, d. 645 B.C.), the chief councilor of the first
hegemon, served as a symbol of achieving results. In contrast to almost all
who identified themselves with Confucius' legacy, Confucius himself (in
Analects, I4II6-17) had ascribed the hegemon's establishment of guidelines
for the feudal lords in 650 B.C. to Kuan's influence and not to military force.
Confucius had also credited Kuan Chung with saving the Chinese from
being overrun and barbarized by outsiders. Confucius had gone so far as to
praise Kuan's humaneness, a virtue he was hesitant to attribute to anyone
except his favorite disciple, Yen Hui, and allegedly (in Analects, 18/1) to
three men in ancient Yin (Shang) times. The master's phrase "like his
humaneness" had so disturbed later commentators that they twisted this
praise of Kuan Chung to indicate nothing more than apparent humaneness.
Ch'eng I added the notion that Confucius had meant that Kuan demon-
strated only "humane effects." If Ch'eng were correct, Ch'en observed, Con-
fucius would then have been calculating results as the measure of virtue-
the same mistake that others condemned Ch'en Liang for. Ch'en argued that
Confucius had testified that Kuan had the humaneness of restoring proper
order to the world. The magnitude of Kuan Chung's accomplishment-the
social results-vindicated his virtue. 28
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Conceding that Confucius had highly praised Kuan Chung, Chu Hsi still
had reservations. Although he shared Ch'en's view that commentators
wrongly dismissed Confucius' praise as denoting only apparent humane-
ness, he followed Ch'eng I's (apparent) intention in attributing humane
effects to Kuan Chung. In protecting the civilized states against barbarism
and in convening the feudal lords to establish rules for political behavior,
Kuan Chung had achieved results that benefited others; therefore, he
demonstrated humane effects. Arguing that there were levels of humane-
ness, Chu insisted that Confucius surely did not equate Kuan's humaneness
with Yen Hui's. Bringing peace to China did not necessarily prove that Kuan
was humane, for he lacked the subjective component of proper ethical moti-
vation. Kuan Chung's work did not transform the people and did not last
long after his death; these facts proved to Chu that Kuan's accomplishments
were meager and his motives were selfish. Chu did not accept Ch'en's claim
that Ch'eng's interpretation regarding "humane effects" would mean that
Confucius was calculating results as a measure of virtue. Thus Chu still held
to the traditional Confucian assumption that only true virtue laid the foun-
dation for lasting accomplishments. Virtue always had benefits or advan-
tages, but if one first sought those benefits, one's mind-and-heart would
stray from virtue. As Chu observed: "Kuan Chung certainly respected the
Chou dynastic house and withstood the barbarians. Why is this not the
kingly Tao? This answer is simply that utilitarian orientations contaminated
his mind-and-heart."29 How could such a symbol of the utilitarian quest for
results serve as a positive model? Chu was imploring Ch'en to abandon
Kuan as a personal ideal. 30
Ch'en also sought to rehabilitate Han Kao-tsu and Tang Tai-tsung as
positive models whose policies could inform Sung government. Ch'en
labored under the shadow of traditional assumptions· about the Three
Dynasties and the Han and Tang dynasties. Confucians used as a norma-
tive standard certain reigns and individuals during the golden age of the
Three Dynasties to reinforce their belief that archetypal values had proven
effective as political and social wisdom. Historiography of recent imperial
dynasties was divided. Official historiography, including works by au-yang
Hsiu and Ssu-ma Kuang, had given high marks to the political achievements
of pragmatic rulers and even sometimes likened them to the sage-kings of
the Three Dynasties. These historians assumed that the experiences of
recent dynasties could contribute to discussions of policy and polity. More
moralistic writers, most notably Sun Fu (998-1°57), Fan Tsu-yii and Ch'eng
I, had focused on the personal ethical failings of rulers like Tang Tai-
tsung. 31 Ssu-ma Kuang argued that there was only a difference of degree
between kingship and hegemony, reigns in antiquity and recent times;
whereas Ch'eng Hao had sought to made such differences absolute. 32 Ch'en
and Chu were largely following the two separate historiographical tradi-
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tions represented by Ssu-ma and the Ch'engs. Nonetheless, by arguing that
what selected Han and rang rulers had done was based on the kingly Tao,
Ch'en was going even further than Ssu-ma in transforming their reigns into
positive models.
For Ch'en to succeed in reconstructing selected reigns of the Han and
rang dynasties into positive models for utilitarian orientations, he had to
readjust the evaluation of these later dynasties in relation to the golden age
of the Three Dynasties of high antiquity. At first glance, he appeared simply
to be attempting to make later dynasties qualitatively equal to the Three
Dynasties, for Chu urged him to forsake precisely this assumption. But
Ch'en denied this charge and reiterated his position. Acknowledging a dif-
ference in level of completeness between the two eras, Ch'en conceded that
during the golden age, both intelligence and disciplined accomplishment
were fully attained, but despite the intelligence of later rulers, disciplined
accomplishment fell short. Expressed another way, the divide was between
a time when "there was not anyone who did not follow the inner nature"
and more recent times when "people followed their natures but were some-
times perverse."33 Up to this point, Ch'en appeared to have retreated from
championing the Han and rang. But his concession had set the stage for an
integral challenge to Chu's more absolutist gulf between later dynasties and
the Three Dynasties. If Chu were correct, Ch'en taunted, the elder theorist
would have to claim that advantage-seeking and desire for wealth and
power were absent during the golden age. The Book ofPoetry and the Book
of Documents had presented selected reigns of the Three Dynasties as
totally pure.
According to Ch'en, such an "ideal type" was nothing more than a by-
product of Confucius' "cleansing" of the historical record as he edited the
classics. Only this bowdlerizing expurgation of the historical record made
high antiquity appear so superior to later reigns; in reality, people had
always failed to live up to the ideal. Ch'en lauded Confucius' revision of his-
tory, for the master's purpose was noble. Confucius felt duty-bound to
rewrite the record of the Three Dynasties in order to defend the value of
government and rites from the skepticism aroused-according to Ch'en-by
the Taoists Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu. Later Confucians unfortunately mis-
understood the historic character of the master's work. If Confucians really
shared Confucius' concerns, they should clarify the ideal aspirations of the
founders of the Han and rang dynasties as models more relevant to address
current problems. Associating his own agenda with that of Confucius,
Ch'en likened Tao-hsueh Confucians' condemnation of the Han and rang,
on the one side, to Lao-tzu's and Chuang-tzu's slander against the value of
the governmental legacy of the Three Dynasties, on the other. Ch'en was
thus divorcing himself from the fellowship. Still, Ch'en also invited Chu and
his group "to join in the task of washing the world of the last two thousand
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years clean so that its brilliant treasure would be constantly manifest."34 If
Chu would concede that the glory of high antiquity was a myth, Ch'en
would be more free to construct positive models for pragmatic politics from
more recent historical sources.
Chu Hsi did not directly answer Ch'en's bold portrayal of Confucius as
washing the record of antiquity clean while editing the classics. Given the
importance of the Confucian classics to Chu, it is surprising that he failed..to
confront Ch'en's claim. Statements in Chu's formal writings, such as memo-
rials and commentaries, suggest that he actually believed in the historicity of
the golden age of the Three Dynasties as presented in the classics. Despite
such formal proclamations, Chu's comments to students and friends some-
times demonstrated greater historical awareness. Remarks about the clas-
sics demonstrate his sensitivity to the problem of later interpolations and
idealizations. 35 For example, he criticized Lii Tsu-ch'ien's effort to accept
and explain everything in the Book ofDocuments. Although he occasionally
wrote as if political institutions of antiquity were actually historical and
applicable to his own day (as in his essay on the land question), in his infor-
mal comments, he generally denounced as impractical those within the fel-
lowship who advocated the return to such antique institutions. Since Chu
had doubts about the efficacy of antique institutions and even the historicity
of some claims made in the classics, he would have found it very difficult to
challenge Ch'en's presentation of Confucius as creating an ideal type in edit-
ing the classics.
Seizing upon Ch'en's analogy of using four metals to make a tool, Chu
was able to sidestep Ch'en's portrayal of Confucius. In trying to explain his
attention to utility, Ch'en had likened his efforts to making a tool by using
all available resources-gold, silver, copper, and iron. Chu acknowledged
that the analogy demonstrated Ch'en's bent toward utilitarian results but
argued that such a composite tool would fail to maximize the utility of any
of the metals involved. Capitalizing on what Ch'en quickly conceded was a
poor analogy, Chu further claimed that the ancients, just as surely as met-
als, had definite qualities. Such qualities could not be changed, despite
Ch'en's effort "to transform utilitarian iron into the gold of morality." If the
Han and T'ang founders were gold, there would be no need to attempt to
transform them. The sages of antiquity were pure gold, whereas the best
rulers of the Han and T'ang were iron with small bits of gold in it. Because
Ch'en failed to ascertain the fundamental division between Heaven's princi-
ples and human passions, his evaluation of historical personages was
warped: "It seems proper to you to point to iron as if it were gold and, with-
out knowing their faults, to regard bandits as sons."36
Rather than being thrown on the defensive regarding high antiquity, Chu
mounted an attack on the ethics of Han and T'ang rulers. Even though Han
Kao-tsu had abolished tyrannical Ch'in laws, he never renounced the prac-
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tice of executing a rebel's relatives; therefore, his magnanimity was almost
meaningless. Motives behind the actions of these rulers were crucial. For
example, every act of Tang Tai-tsung arose from his selfish passions. Only
because of his cleverness and ability to appropriate the appearance of virtue
could he surpass his rivals for power and establish a prolonged dynasty.
How could one use such measures of success to argue that he was an appro-
priate model? It was crass delight in results-regardless of the means
employed-that dominated these dynasties and restricted them to expedi-
ency and mediocrity. 37
From a statement Chu made to his students, more light may be shed on
the case of Tang Tai-tsung's expediency. Chu distinguished the case of the
Duke of Chou executing his two brothers from that of Tang Tai-tsung's
killing his two brothers to ensure his succession to the throne. In the Chou
case, the brothers were plotting with descendants of the conquered Shang
house against the Chou; hence they were criminals against the state and the
ancestral temple. "The Duke of Chou had no choice but to execute them,
but Tang Tai-tsung's case was obviously for the sake of rivalry for the
throne."38 As in Chu's debate with Ch'en, most crucial were the motives
ascribed to those who took action. Excusing one fratricide and condemning
another rested on accepting conventional Confucian assumptions about the
motives operative in the two cases. Yet in direct contrast to his letter to
Ch'en in which he portrayed Tai-tsung as acting from expediency, Chu told
his students that the Duke of Chou's case could be called an application of
the expedient, but Tai-tsung's could not. Chu claimed that whereas the
duke had no other choice, Tai-tsung partook of a clever, pragmatic maneu-
ver. Thus Chu's basic ethics remained constant despite his fluctuating pre-
sentation of expediency.
Several comments to his students present Chu as less hostile toward the
expedient than he was in his letters to Ch'en. In various life situations, such
as when one's filial piety clashed with a parent's Buddhist religious beliefs,
Chu allowed use of the expedient. The expedient could be resorted to if
there were no other choices, if the matter involved only relatively minor
principles, and if the exceptions were not regarded as a precedent that could
be invoked in the future. Even then, Chu was hesitant. Commenting on
Confucius' remark that only a few could join in making situational judg-
ments, Chu chose to interpret the passage as a prohibition against ordinary
people using such judgment. 39 Only one whose motives were as pure as a
Confucian sage could safely exercise the expedient. Others would "in a little
while suit their convenience and transgress"; furthermore, people generally
practiced expediency as "going along with common practices and growing
accustomed to evil."40 Together these passages demonstrate Chu's fear of
literati freely deciding for themselves when and where to employ situational
judgment. There is a parallel here to his uneasiness about allowing people to
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define right and wrong for themselves, for they might mistakenly regard
their own desires as Heaven's principles.
Chu also sought to distinguish the expedient praxis of Che-tung utilitari-
ans from the virtue of hun-hou. As typified by Yen-tzu, one with this virtue
was genuinely honest, sincere, simple, straightforward, and without deceit
or bitterness; this virtue was also manifested in being kind-hearted, lenient,
and magnanimous toward others. In the absence of a single English equiva-
lent, perhaps "honesty" would serve as a rough gloss. Chu explained:
True honesty is natural and intrinsic honesty. Today, scholars in central
Chekiang follow only a general accommodating mentality; the motiva-
tion is not honesty. Honesty means when something proper can be
done, simply do it without calculating advantages and disadvantages.
Nowadays, these scholars calculate advantages and disadvantages to
an extreme, and this results in accommodation and nothing more. The
corruption in all of this is: those with this penchant end up doing any-
thing through which advantage is attainable. 41
Instead of taking a firm stand on unwavering principles, Che-tung utilitari-
ans taught people to make concessions in an effort to accommodate one
another in civil society.
Thus Chu Hsi also associated the inclination for expediency with the
efforts of Che-tung scholars both to achieve accommodation within the
Confucian community, as Lii Tsu-ch'ien had done, and to maximize advan-
tages through utilitarian schemes, as in the case of Ch'en Liang. It would
appear that confronting Ch'en's utilitarian ideas since n82 had made him
more sensitive to the danger of identifying expediency with standard princi-
ples. Ch'en's effort to define integrity in terms of adjusting to time and situa-
tion, perhaps, made Chu realize the difficulty in Ch'eng I's similarly worded
pronouncement that the expedient was the application of the standard in
time and place. After encountering Ch'en's opinions, Chu expressed more
reservations about Ch'eng I's statement than about the Han view that
Ch'eng had rejected.
Chu Hsi's basis for resolving the conflict between Ch'eng I and Han
scholars about expediency is also instructive. When Han scholars pro-
claimed "that which is at variance with the standard and complies with the
Tao is the expedient," they were following Mencius in dealing with cases
involving rites and decorum. Because Ch'eng I defined the Tao as the uni-
versally valid principle, he equated the standard with the Tao. How could
an act at a given time be both in conflict and in accord with the Tao? The
Han view then, to Ch'eng, was illogical, and the expedient and the standard
had to be the same. To Chu Hsi, Ch'eng I was right when one thought in
terms of the Tao as both penetrating and serving as the ground for all
things. Han scholars were also right, because the standard could also be
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understood on a different level from the expedient. Therefore, an expedient
act could vary from what was standard, in the case of normal decorum, and
still comply with the Tao. Both interpretations explained why expediency
could be used by the ancient sages and even, in a very restricted manner, by
oneself. To understand both explanations required a realization that one
could address the issue on different levels. 42 Chu's apparent resolution of
this issue leads naturally to his debate with Ch'en about the Tao and to the
level on which that debate was addressed.
THE TAO AND HISTORY
Scholars over the centuries have interpreted Chu Hsi's statements
about the Tao in his debate with Ch'en Liang as metaphysical pronounce-
ments. In developing their interpretations, they have concentrated on the
exchange of letters at the expense of the essays that precipitated the debate.
Proclaiming in his letters the continuous operation of the Tao in history,
Ch'en presented all major dynasties in history as basically in line with that
Tao. He further charged that if Tao-hsueh Confucians were right in con-
demning the Han and the T'ang, the Tao would have been absent from the
world for almost two thousand years. Ch'en also said that everything was
done by the human mind and that people were nothing more than psy-
chophysical energy that, if properly tempered, enabled people to form a
triad with Heaven and Earth. Because of this monistic perspective from the
human realm, his letters have been interpreted as a challenge to Chu's sense
of the Tao as a transcendent, metaphysical ground. Thus scholars have
assumed that the debate was a metaphysical one. When viewed in the con-
text of Chu's response to Ch'en's essays as well as his letters, however, the
debate over Tao comes into focus on the level of cultural values. As we shall
see, they differed on the impact of history on the enduring nature of the Tao
as value.
In the first of his n82 essays sent to Chu, Ch'en argued that different
Taos had been employed at various periods in history. The Tao of regarding
the world as a commonweal had inspired the ancient sage-king Yao to
search out talented people from obscurity and to share power with them.
Although he passed the throne down to them, his Tao "could not be main-
tained for long," and Yii began a dynasty in order to settle the issue of suc-
cession. When Yii's descendants failed to become sages, the dynasty ceased
to be a commonweal. Even after the eclipse of this Tao, rulers could not just
resort to guile and force to sustain their position, for, as in the case of the
Ch'in, the people would reject them. Later great rulers, such as the founders
of the Han and T'ang dynasties, received the mandate to rule from Heaven
and did not lose their dedication to the welfare of the people. Thus they
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gave new expression to the Tao of government. Moralistic Confucians still
denigrated these rulers as having exercised nothing more than cleverness
and force. Such condemnations had to cease before the Tao could become
clear again. 43 In Ch'en's presentation in this essay, the Tao had become
adjusted to the times, as when Yii changed the rules for succession. In his-
tory, moreover, the Tao had even become eclipsed from time to time.
In another of the essays, Ch'en discussed the Tao presented in the classic
Spring and Autumn Annals. Building on the experiences of earlier rulers,
the Duke of Chou "divided the world into five areas and used Chou regula-
tions and barbarian regulations to distinguish their frontiers in order to pre-
vent their participation in China." Although Ch'en used the term "an
unwavering, constant Tao" to refer to this injunction against "barbarians"
or aliens interfering in China, he also demonstrated how the Tao had con-
tinued to evolve and to be applied in variant ways in history. As Chou
power waned, aliens encroached upon the Central Plain; in response, Con-
fucius wrote the Annals to reestablish the Tao. Because of the power of the
various alien peoples and their intermingling with the Chinese, Confucius
could not completely follow the Chou dynasty's Tao in dealing with the
changed circumstances. Some of the concessions made by later dynasties so
compromised this Tao that there was real danger of erasing the differences
between barbarians and Chinese. Nonetheless, the wisdom of Confucius
and the Duke of Chou about segregating Chinese and aliens did have an
impact-adequate to ensure that the Tao of China and the Tao of the bar-
barians had evolved separately and unequally.44 Qualitative and definitive
distinctions, arising from differing geographic locations and historical evo-
lution over time, defined the Tao.
Both of these cases involved principles-a commonweal of public interest
and a prohibition against foreigners interfering in China-that Ch'en pro-
claimed had continuing relevance or authority. Even in these critical issues,
his sense of historical context and change gave rise to a relativism that con-
ditioned the absolutism of principles. Regarding a proposal for land reform,
Ch'en also stated, "The Tao of antiquity cannot be restored."45 These dis-
sertations (about how the Tao changed and was occasionally lost) appear to
have presented a different challenge than his statements in letters to Chu
about a continuously operative Tao.
In his letters to Chu, Ch'en asserted that the Tao had been operative in all
periods of China's history. Answering Chu's charge that the heroic rulers of
the Han and T'ang merely occasionally and accidentally hit upon a coinci-
dence with the Tao, Ch'en compared the Tao with the sun shining in a clear
sky. The illumination of the sun was always available if people would only
open their eyes, so how could there be any talk of just unwittingly walking
in its light? Because some Confucians customarily kept their own eyes
closed, when they did occasionally open their eyes, they saw things to which
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they assumed all others were blind. As if members of a clandestine society,
such Tao-hsueh Confucians banded together to maintain the fiction of their
own unique insights into a secret art of learning. Falsely accusing everyone
for two thousand years of being blind, they claimed that only the thinnest of
threads still linked their era to the Tao. In actuality, the Tao was always
available like the sun, and many people over the centuries had worked
within its scope.46
If Tao-hsueh Confucians were correct in denigrating the Han and the
Tang as devoid of the kingly Tao, the world-Ch'en continued his retort-
must have experienced an "absence of the Tao" for two thousand years. If
human society functioned only by sheer expediency, the natural realm of
Heaven and Earth surely also existed only on a subsistence level, so how
could the Tao itself continue? Ch'en's underlying assumptions here were
twofold. First, as evident in historical events, the Tao operated within
actual entities and affairs of society. Second, whereas people could enhance
the Tao, but the Tao could not enhance people, people were the active com-
ponent of the triadic relationship of natural resonance with Heaven and
Earth. 47 As he proclaimed to Chu, the founders of great dynasties "were the
ones upon whom Heaven and Earth depended in order to revolve constantly
without stopping and the ones upon whom human institutions relied for
their continuation; therefore, it is mistaken to say that the existence or
absence of Tao is something that people cannot anticipate."48 If the Tao did
not depend on the actions of people, Ch'en charged, one would have to con-
cede to the Buddhists that people were caught for eons in a revolving wheel
of suffering.
Even admitting that at times (as when the mandate to rule was usurped)
much of the Tao was lost, Ch'en argued that even usurpers' meager contri-
butions to order demonstrated that their rule was not devoid of some inher-
ent principle. It is important to note here that Ch'en was not saying that any
regime in power was legitimate. Claiming that some acts by usurpers were
not devoid of any principle was far from an assertion that their regimes pos-
sessed principle completely. Ch'en was rejecting as artificial the far more
extreme or absolute contrasts between rulers of recent centuries and the
sages of high antiquity. Such contrasts appeared only because Confucius
had cleansed the record of the Three Dynasties to project an ideal type to
serve as a model for solving governmental problems of his own day. Sage-
kings of antiquity had acted in accordance with their own times and estab-
lished institutions according to their circumstances. The great rulers of the
Han and Tang had done what they could in the context of their times.
These later rulers also had genuinely ethical minds, as demonstrated by
their magnanimous spirits and actual deeds. 49 Their motives and deeds
essentially accorded with the Tao as immanent in the evolution of history.
In short, Ch'en's essays and letters sent to Chu presented a Tao that was
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changing, even transitory, but also continuously present. Ch'en's arguments
suggest a Tao that was immanent in history and deeds that accorded with
the times and situation. Relative to time and situation, Ch'en's Tao chal-
lenged Chu's concept of unchanging, archetypal values.
Chu Hsi's response suggests that he perceived the central issue to be
Ch'en's relativistic challenge to the enduring nature of archetypal values
from high antiquity. Chu pinpointed the thrust of Ch'en's argument: "Your
major theme does no more than champion the Han and the Tang in that
you say they were not different from the Three Dynasties, and you demote
the Three Dynasties to the level of the Han and the Tang. The premise of
your view is simply that antiquity and contemporary times are different,
and the doings of the sages and worthy statesmen cannot be completely
accepted as the standard."50 First, Chu brought out an apparent contradic-
tion in Ch'en's essays and letters: the Han and the Tang were not different
from high antiquity, but antiquity and contemporary times were different.
As already discussed, however, Ch'en was claiming that there was no quali-
tative difference between unidealized high antiquity and later dynasties.
Chu's later comments will demonstrate that he actually realized Ch'en was
making this distinction. Second, Chu articulated the grounds for Ch'en's rel-
ativism: changes over time militated against the value of the sages' words
and deeds serving as the contemporary standard.
Ch'en's apparently relativistic inclination, according to Chu, had dictated
his more abstract philosophical pronouncements. Chu reasoned: "Thus you
had to go on to assert that, because Heaven, Earth, and Humankind unite
to form a triad, it is unthinkable that Heaven and Earth could revolve alone
if human activity ceased. As you see it, since Heaven and Earth eternally
exist, Han and Tang rulers only had to do as they did for them to be able to
complete the human contribution and for Heaven and Earth to have some-
thing to depend upon to continue to the present."51
First, the notion of resonance between human action and activity in the
realm of Heaven and Earth was an ancient one. During the Han period, it
had become institutionalized as the philosophical cornerstone of the state
Confucianism of that era. 52 Even though neither Chu nor Ch'en fully sub-
scribed to the resonance theories and applications put forward during the
Han, both men apparently accepted the premise of interaction between the
three parts of the triad. Rather than challenging assumed resonance
between the sociopolitical world and the natural realm of Heaven and
Earth, Chu here sought to refute Ch'en's use of this assumption. He argued
that human fallibility undermined Ch'en's argument that the continuous
functioning of nature proved that the actions of some Han and Tang rulers
were confluent with the Tao. 53
Second, in the passage above, Chu also presented Ch'en as arguing that
to fulfill their cosmic responsibility, rulers in recent dynasties only had to do
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whatever they had actually done. In other words, Chu was charging Ch'en
with fully endorsing any historic action or ruler as adequate and proper.
Taking their cue from Chu's defensive caricature of Ch'en's position, some
modern scholars have presented Ch'en as idealizing any sociopolitical order
that existed historically by simply equating it with the Tao or principle. 54 As
shown above, Ch'en did not hold such a simplistic view. Ch'en made dis-
tinctions in his evaluations of the relative virtue and achievements of later
rulers. In a famous summation of Ch'en Liang's position, Ch'en Fu-liang
acknowledged that his friend had standards of evaluation: "When social
results are achieved, there is virtue. When success is attained, there is princi-
ple."55 Even though this summation was more balanced than the charge put
forward by Chu, Ch'en Liang passionately rejected it as distorting his per-
spective on the Tao of results and virtue. Later rulers, he insisted, must have
had more than "unwitting or accidental coincidence" with the Tao. 56 In
other words, they had to strive to attain worthy goals. As in his earlier rejec-
tion of Chu's characterization of his opportune or impure mixture of king-
ship and hegemonic elements, Ch'en envisioned a holistic but nuanced rela-
tion between virtue and results, albeit a relationship that had degrees of
actualization at different times.
Arguments to make the Tao relative to particular times and situations,
Chu alleged, had been used for centuries either to reconcile people to the
imperfections of contemporary governments or to transform certain later
rulers into sagely models for the present. Both efforts sought to degrade the
standard of high antiquity and relativize standards. According to Chu, put-
ting forth the slogan that the Tao could not disappear forever (i.e., the Tao
was continuously present in history), Ch'en was merely masking an attempt
to equate later periods qualitatively with the golden age of high antiquity.
Ch'en and his predecessors had been driven-by an obsession for obtaining
pragmatic results-into adopting a relative view of the Tao. To Chu, such
utilitarian and historicist notions had yielded nothing more than imperfect
goals and incomplete accomplishments. 57 Although Chu did not specify
here which relativistic scholars he had in mind, he alluded to Ch'en's high
evaluation of Wang T'ung. Elsewhere, he complained that Ch'en Liang
shared Wang's shortcomings: engaging in relativistic talk of several stages of
the Tao and history and revising Confucian evaluations about Han rulers in
comparison to the normative models of high antiquity. 58
In rejecting Ch'en's relativism, Chu proclaimed the oneness and enduring
value of the Tao of antiquity. According to Chu, "Any person is just this
kind of person, and the Tao is always this Tao; how can there be any differ-
ence between the Three Dynasties and the Han and T'ang?" Chu meant
there could be no qualitative difference in the standard for judging high
antiquity and later times. Only with one standard Tao to evaluate people of
all periods and situations would it be possible "to actualize within oneself
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the constant principles of Heaven and Earth and the integrity common to
antiquity and recent times."59 With a set standard, one could see that the
ethics and motives of later rulers failed to measure up to those of high antiq-
uity. Otherwise, literati would continue to use success and failure to assess
right and wrong. Judging by results, they would continue to follow expedi-
ency instead of ethical criteria. They might possibly attain mediocrity, but
never the complete Tao. The Tao itself had integrity that transcended
human corruptibility. Succinctly put, the Tao was a "natural, eternal, and
indestructible entity, which has continued from antiquity to the present."60
How did Chu's claim that the Tao was enduring differ from Ch'en's? As
Chu noted, both talked in terms of continuity in people's consciousness of
institutions throughout history. Ch'en's wording that such consciousness
could "not be forever" lost implied a possibility of it "sometimes" being lost;
therefore, Chu was again calling him on the implicit conflict between his
essays and his letters. Was it not contradictory to posit that the Tao was
both constantly available to people and dependent on their actions? Even
within his letters, Ch'en expressed the idea that "the existence or demise of
the Tao lies with people, and you cannot have Tao without people." To
Ch'en, this statement meant that the existence of the Tao itself depended on
people's actions, but Chu urged him to abandon this notion. Chu claimed
that the statement-if properly understood-simply pointed to the fact that
people's apprehension and implementation of the Tao was sometimes com-
plete and sometimes incomplete. Although Ch'en had acknowledged a dis-
crepancy in degree of completeness, Chu faulted him for not focusing on
people's level of personal cultivation of ethical principles as the reason for a
gap in degree of completeness. 61
To replace Ch'en's crystallization of the problem, Chu proposed a view-
point encompassing perspectives from both the integrity of the Tao in itself
and its actualization in the human realm: "That which makes Heaven,
Earth, and Humankind a triad surely has never had two different Taos .
. . . When people's ethically reasoning minds cease to exist or function for a
moment, the Tao in the human realm ceases. When the Tao among people
ceases, although the function of Heaven and Earth does not stop, the Tao's
aspect related to us-right then and there-certainly ceases to be actual-
ized."62 The Tao never disappeared; people just failed to follow it. Chu Hsi
thus distinguished between the constancy of the Tao as an ethical standard
and the lack of continuity of its realization in human history.
Answering Ch'en's portrayal of the Tao as immanent and relative, Chu
thus had concentrated on the issue of the sense in which Tao, as standard or
value, endured. In the human realm, he argued, Tao had not been realized
for almost fifteen centuries. If such statements were read in isolation from
the broader context of the debate, it would appear that Chu was asserting
that the Tao was metaphysically independent and separate from actual
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entities and historical events. The context reveals that Chu was making a
distinction between the constancy of the integrity of the Tao as value and
the inconstancy of its actualization in history. When rulers and their advi-
sors failed to devote themselves to Confucian principles, the Han and T'ang
dynasties, even at their zeniths, attained nothing more than an unwitting,
accidental conformity with these values.
While Chu dated people's loss of the Tao from the death of Mencius,
Ch'en had sought to characterize Chu's position as positing an eclipse of the
Tao for two thousand years. This discrepancy of almost five centuries
reflected Chu's attention to the ethical principles recorded by Confucius and
Mencius in contrast to Ch'en's focus on the early Chou political order,
which had fallen with the barbarian sacking of the western capital in 770
B.C. Whereas Chu consistently gave priority to apprehending the ethical
principles that sages had recorded in the classics, Ch'en appears to have
assumed that the order arising from the throne was a more crucial factor in
or measure of the continuity of the Tao. This difference, in large part, arose
from the tension between a philosopher dedicated to classic truths tran-
scending time and a historian committed to the study of change through
time.
Chu Hsi denounced those who thought that the Tao resided "not in the
classics but in history." As a warning, Chu told his students that Ch'en Liang
had been "ruined by his study of history." Ch'en's scholarship was so dis-
turbing because it "dismissed the classics while mastering history, ignored
the ethical way of the true king while esteeming the expedient methods of
the hegemon, and went to extremes discussing the rise and fall of recent and
ancient dynasties without seeking out the origins of incessancy and demise
within the mind-and-heart."63 Clearly, Chu saw Ch'en's utilitarian ideas as
grounded in historical studies. After confronting Ch'en's challenge, Chu
complained that Lii Tsu-ch'ien's historical studies had served as the founda-
tion for Ch'en's more radical notions about ethics and values. As a philoso-
pher, Chu was committed to ethical truths, which were most clearly
expressed in the classics. After comprehending the principles in the classics,
one could study their application in history. Therefore history was a second-
ary and subordinate field of study.
The scope of Chu Hsi's scholarship still encompassed history. Chu's his-
toriographic rules, which he set forth for reworking Ssu-ma Kuang's Com-
prehensive Mirror, have been widely condemned by modern scholars for
moralizing and distorting the historical record. Yet Chu's criticism of Ssu-
rna for moralizing has impressed at least one modern scholar. 64 Chu com-
plained that Ssu-ma on occasion deleted unedifying episodes or data that
did not agree with his own ideas. There is a parallel here with his rebuke of
Ch'en Liang for not admitting the evils and errors of historical personages.
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The points raised by Chu do demonstrate his knowledge of history and his
approval of the need to study the past. Furthermore, Ssu-ma's and Ch'en's
selective presentations of the past to provide positive models surely affect
our evaluations of them as historians. This line of reasoning, however, runs
the risk of losing sight of the primary function of Chu's statements.
When pointing out historical faults that Ch'en or Ssu-ma had set aside,
was Chu pursuing history for its own sake or for the sake of his own philo-
sophical agenda? Surely, it was often the latter. Even if his criticisms about
some historical cases were more objective, Chu was devaluing the founda-
tion that historians used to construct intellectual alternatives to his own sys-
tem. In support of his own philosophy, Chu committed flaws comparable to
those for which he criticized Ssu-ma and Ch'en. For example, his approach
to the deeds of the ancient sages was not dictated by critical scholarship
alone, and he even filled in lacunae in the text of the Great Learning. More-
over, his criticism led to alterations of the text of Hu Hung's Understanding
of Words, and he excised important essays and letters while editing Chang
Shih's collected works.
In summary, Ch'en Liang attacked Chu Hsi's Tao-hsueh from two
sides, using both his historical studies and his utilitarian ethic to crack the
absoluteness of Chu's values. From one side, Ch'en's historical studies were
grounded in historicist assumptions about differences between distinct peri-
ods of history that made standards relative to particular times and situa-
tions. Chu caricatured Ch'en's perspective: any political order was idealized
by simply equating it with the Tao of the time. Even though that caricature
has dominated the interpretations of some modern scholars, Ch'en's own
perspective was more nuanced about the degree of difference between
ancient rulers and those of recent dynasties and also the relation between
results and virtue. Ch'en's writings also reveal that he was sharply critical of
many status quo or de facto conditions. He continued to insist that govern-
ment officials strive to achieve normative Confucian standards. Yet he
denied that such standards could remain unaffected by the process of histor-
ical change or the context of actual situations. Furthermore, he sought ethi-
cal sanction for reconstructing the history of selected reigns of the Han and
Tang into models for addressing practical sociopolitical problems.
From the other side, Ch'en's utilitarian ethic fused results and advantages
together with integrity and principle. Contrary to Chu's insistence that pri-
ority had to be given to questions of personal virtue and ethical principles,
Ch'en suggested that accomplishments for society and country had their
own inherent ethical justification. The prongs of this attack on the timeless
and absolute nature of Chu's ethical principles hinged upon Ch'en's obses-
sion with an irredentist war. Faced with a trend among contemporary Con-
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fucians to place much higher priority on defending archetypal cultural
values than on addressing pragmatic issues, Ch'en reacted bitterly to what
he regarded as obstacles to achieving national ends.
Even though there had been enough diversity in Lii Tsu-ch'ien's Tao-
hsueh of the second period to accommodate both Chu and Ch'en, their
clearer recognition of mutual differences beginning in II82 spurred greater
systematization of thought and more radical pronouncements. As long as
Lii Tsu-ch'ien had remained such a preeminent figure in the fellowship,
both Ch'en Liang and Chu Hsi individually responded favorably to his guid-
ance. After death removed Lii's moderating influence in lI8r, Ch'en and
Chu struggled to fill the leadership void in the wake of Lii's demise. When
the two began personally interacting in lI82, they became more aware of
differences between their Confucian traditions, and each further developed
major concepts through cognizance of the other's ideas. Chu observed that
Ch'en brought forth radical implications that had been only latent and
implicit within Lii's historical studies. Compared to Lii, Chu delineated
Tao-hsueh doctrines far more rigorously and in ways that enhanced Ch'en's
alienation. Feeling excluded, Ch'en disassociated himself from the fellow-
ship and openly satirized it for being like a cultic secret society. In the result-
ing loss of this major thinker among Wu-chou Confucians, the fellowship
became a little less diverse. By a corresponding amount, Chu's dominance
of the group increased.
Chapter 8 Lu Chiu-yuan
With Lu Chiu-yuan, the Tao-hsueh fellowship was
to become firmly rooted in a new geographic area. He belonged to a family
well established among the local mercantile and militia elites of Chin-ch'i
county in Fu-chou prefecture (present-day Lin-ch'uan county, Kiangsi). Fu-
chou had been the home of the eleventh-century reformer Wang An-shih.
The fellowship had apparently never flourished in the prefecture before Lu's
day, and he never had the advantage of a renowned teacher. Perhaps in part
because Fu-chou was a cultural frontier for Tao-hsuen, Lu addressed the
masses as much as he did the literati. Although Lu's own school drew a
much more localized audience than Lu Tsu-ch'ien's or Chu Hsi's, some of
his disciples soon established branches in more dynamic centers, especially
Ming-chou (Ningpo) in northeastern Chekiang.
Although the Lus claimed descent from individuals enfeoffed by kings
during the ancient Chou, apparently Lu Chiu-yuan's only ancestor since
antiquity to have reached a noteworthy official position was one who served
at the court of the penultimate Tang emperor. During the decades of tur-
moil in North China between the Tang and the Sung, another forefather led
the family on its migration south to Fu-chou. Settling in the mountainous
northeastern corner of Fu-chou, the family secured its base near the
headwaters of the Hsin River flowing northward out of Fu-chou into P'eng-
Ii Lake. Whereas most of Fu-chou was in the Ju River watershed, the rela-
tively isolated and mountainous region afforded the Lus an opportunity to
develop considerable military independence and dominance over some
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other local elite families like the Tengs and the Fus, who each had a fort and
several thousand militiamen. Lu 0 (fl. II27-II36) received official recogni-
tion for his leading role in commanding the militia of local families in sev-
eral successful defenses of the area against bandits and also lurchen raids.
Lu's father, Lu Ho (d. II63), became noted as a local Confucian scholar.
Among Lu Ho's six sons, three became renowned Confucian scholars, the
two youngest winning chin-shih degrees. Apparently owing in part to the
examination success of Lu and his brother Chiu-ling, some local families
and prefectural leaders wanted to decrease the dominance of the Lus among
militia families in favor of the Tengs. When tea bandits appeared to threaten
Fu-chou in II75, Lu Chiu-ling did retain the family's officially recognized
leadership. Soon thereafter, the Lus' command of the militia was eclipsed by
the Tengs. 1 The timing of their declining military influence coincided with
their shifting attention to intellectual issues and debates with Chu Hsi.
Like Ch'en Liang, Lu and his brother were the first in their family for
over two centuries to win any national posts or degrees; furthermore, both
Ch'en and Lu hailed from families with military experience defending the
Sung against the lurchen. Although not as obsessed as Ch'en with the lur-
chen enemy, Lu as a youth practiced the military arts and later as an official
offered martial advice to Hsiao-tsung. Both families evidenced enough local
status to make advantageous marriage alliances, and both Ch'en and Lu
married daughters from wealthy families. Marriage ties to a locally promi-
nent and wealthy family had apparently influenced Ch'en to speak favor-
ably about the status and contributions of such mercantile and landed fami-
lies. The growing influence of mercantile wealth was even more evident in
the case of the Lus.
Taking advantage of its mountainous base and access to Hsin River trans-
port, the Lu family developed an herbal medicine business to support itself
by trade. As in Ch'en's case, Lu presented his family as struggling finan-
cially, but Lu was more explicit about its economic activities:
My family scarcely has any land, and the vegetable garden is no more
than ten mou; however, [expenses for] household members could be
counted in the thousands [of strings of cash], so we have to rely on the
family herbal store for our livelihood. The eldest brother is the family
manager, the second-eldest brother is in charge of the medicine store,
and the third-eldest brother teaches in the family school, the emolu-
ments from which were used to cover the family's economic shortages. 2
With its own enterprise, school, militia, and shrine, the Lu family had not
divided its household property in six generations and already numbered in
the hundreds during Lu's own lifetime. As such, the Lu family was note-
worthy and exemplary for achieving the social ideals of the extended family.
Although the Ch'ens strove for this ideal, they were nowhere near as suc-
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cessful in attaining it. In contrast to the Ch'ens, the Lus were renowned for
their tradition of strict family discipline.
Also unlike Ch'en Liang, Lu and his family responded warmly to Chu
Hsi's community granary program. In II88, the Lu clan was the first in Fu-
chou to set up a community granary. Although it served only two out of
forty-nine security sectors in the county, the Lu granary under Lu Chiu-
shao's (late II20S to II90S) administration functioned well during a drought
only a year after its founding. Locating the granary near their home and
serving only their immediate two sectors, the Lu family apparently con-
trolled the granary and charged interest on its loans. Although little is
known about its functioning, there is reason to believe that the Lu granary
was more of a clan-controlled institution than Chu's community model.
During the first half of the thirteenth century, other granaries in Fu-chou
were managed by elite families to reinforce bonding among their militia
members as well as to earn profits through interest on loans. Lower interest
than conventional usury could still turn a profit for the controlling family;
moreover, the lower rates probably satisfied expectations that the granaries
should have a community or charity function. Because the Lu family organi-
zation and rules were generally regarded as a model, it is quite possible that
thirteenth-century community granaries in Fu-chou reflected the influence
of the Lu granary. From Lu clan rules, it is clear that members were
admonished to engage in charity for the pragmatic reason of avoiding con-
flicts with others. Charity and even expenditures for conventional rituals
and social decorum, however, should come only if there were resources in
the budget left over after daily and periodic expenses were covered. Altru-
ism beyond the clan was clearly secondary to the continuance of the family
and its livelihood. 3
The Lus were not anxious for Confucian literati to take over community
and charity activities that were being handled by Buddhist monks and insti-
tutions. Despite the apparent difference in the Lus' activities and Ch'en
Liang's reaction to Chu's community granary program, the Lu brothers
actually shared Ch'en's relative lack of interest in competing with Buddhist
charity institutions, his advocacy of the primacy of family interests, and his
focus on the government as the forum for activism beyond the family. The
Lu brothers did not have as much affinity as Ch'en Liang for the ethic elabo-
rated upon by their contemporary Yuan Ts'ai in Precepts for Social Ltfe.
Compared with Ch'en and Yuan, Lu Chiu-yuan internalized more of the
biases, prevalent within the Tao-hsueh fellowship, against advantage-seek-
ing and utilitarian concerns. The Lus were apparently less "negative" than
Ch'en in their view of charity. But like Yuan's family-centered orientation,
the Lu household absorbed so much of an individual's loyalties that its
members were not as committed as Chu Hsi to middle-level institutions
between the family and the state. Lu appears to have had little interest in
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community-based compacts, shrines, and academies. He never promoted
the community granary program while serving in office elsewhere. In con-
trast to Chu's favoring of community organizations over the interests of
individual households, the iu family placed priority on nurturing the
extended family unit and its local interests.
In his correspondence with officials in his home area, iu Chiu-yiian was
an unabashed advocate for what he perceived to be the economic interests
of his locale. Among various things, he advocated the removal of special tax
levies and warned against connections between local clerks and their
patrons among elite families. Nevertheless, he also revealed his own family
interest, as when he solicited public funds to support the community gra-
nary administered by the iu family and recommended an in-law for promo-
tion within the prefectural government. In the most striking case of advo-
cacy, he advised a prefectural administrator against collecting arrears in tax
payments. Collecting anything except the current month's taxes would play
into the hands of crafty clerks and exploit the people, iu claimed, for forc-
ing payment of arrearage was equivalent to levying new taxes. Such local
interests of the people so overshadowed the government's interest that "if it
should happen that the director of the Ministry of Revenue urges one to
adjust accumulated arrears, one absolutely does not respond. No matter
how much scolding comes in their official communications, one absolutely
disregards them."4
At the time in II82 when he was suggesting that this local administrator
ignore orders from the central government, iu himself was serving in the
capital as a director of education at the imperial university and subsequently
(II84-II86) as revising official in the Bureau of Edicts and Statutes. Further-
more, he was thrice appointed to local offices: in II74 and II79 as assistant
magistrate respectively in Ching-an county (Kiangsi) and Ch'ung-an county
(Fukien), and in II89 as prefect of Ching-men commandery (Hupeh).
Although he reformed some aspects of tax collection in Ching-men, there is
no proof that in these local positions he ignored orders from the central gov-
ernment about tax arrears.·
iu's localized focus was apparent in other ways. In contrast to the
numerous letters to officials serving in Fu-chou, iu rarely corresponded
with major Confucian thinkers. He passed the metropolitan examination
for the chin-shih degree when iii Tsu-ch'ien evaluated his essay; moreover,
he had the highest regard for iii. Yet his collected works contain only one
letter addressed to iii. There is also only one extant letter in his wqrks to
iii's younger brother and one to Ch'en Fu-liang. He apparently never wrote
to Chang Shih, Ch'en iiang, or Yeh Shih. The largest number of his letters
were addressed to Chu Hsi: five complete letters are preserved in his literary
works, and there are traces of sixteen others in his and Chu's works. 5
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Localism was also manifest in the geographical origins of Lu's students.
The overwhelming majority of his students hailed from within his prefec-
ture, and 9 of the 29 from outside Fu-chou came from neighboring prefec-
tures within Kiangsi. Of the remaining 20 students, 13 came from Che-
kiang. 6 Some of these men probably studied with him only while he held a
government office in their areas. He did almost all of his teaching either at
home, especially for a three-year period beginning when he was thirty-four,
or at nearby Hsiang-shan (Elephant Mountain), for five years beginning at
age forty-nine. On this mountain, he built a study for his students and spent
about eight months of the year there-a much less accessible place than Lii,
Chu, or Ch'en had selected.
Without a significant outside mentor, Lu was schooled by his family.
Schooling in Confucian values within the Lu family was exceptional, for the
family even received an imperial commendation from Hsiao-tsung for its
filial and fraternal virtues. It is not surprising that Lu, raised within a cul-
tured family with such Confucian discipline and the youngest of six edu-
cated sons, appears always to have been at ease with Confucian behavioral
standards. Except for Ch'eng Hao, no other major Tao-hsueh thinker dur-
ing the Sung found it so easy to be virtuous or was so assured about the
simplicity of the Confucian message. The family's economic diversity and
independence along with its military security perhaps also fostered Lu's con-
fidence in the efficacy of one's own efforts and the ability to establish oneself
through personal cultivation. In addition, he had passed the chin-shih
examinations at age thirty-four, which was about two years earlier than the
average for successful candidates during the Southern Sung. His personal
cultivation was so thorough that he displayed no anxiety about the exami-
nations; moreover, he was apparently content to accept whatever post the
government assigned him.
As a child, Lu displayed a precocious curiosity. Reportedly, he became so
immersed in contemplating the scope of Heaven that he forgot to eat. As a
youth reflecting on time and space, he had a flash of insight about the one-
ness of the scope of his duties and the universe. He thus proclaimed: "The
universe is my mind, and my mind is the universe.... If in the southern or
northern seas there were to appear sages, they too would have this same
mind and this same principle. If a hundred or a thousand generations ago or
a hundred or a thousand generations hence sages were to appear, they like-
wise would have this same mind and this same principle."? Like Chu Hsi, Lu
as a child pondered the cosmos and cherished the desire to become a sage.
Unlike Chu, however, Lu at the early age of eight showed his antipathy
toward Ch'eng I, when he asked, "Why is it that Ch'eng I's words differ
from those of Confucius and Mencius?"8 Years later, he observed that Chu
was rigid and profound like Ch'eng I, and Chang Shih was conciliatory and
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penetrating like Ch'eng Hao. 9 Although more favorable to Ch'eng Hao, Lu
did not identify himself with Ch'eng Hao but with the simple practicality of
the ancient sages.
The family's economic activities further enriched Lu's education by forc-
ing him to focus on practical concerns and deal with a wide range of people.
As Lu himself reflected: "Our family lived and ate together as a unit, and
from time to time young male members of the family were appointed in turn
to take charge of the treasury for three years. I happened to have worked in
this position, and my learning greatly advanced."lo In dealing with people
about financial affairs, Lu acquired practical knowledge and communica-
tion skills that he could not have grasped simply from reading books. These
experiences dealing with a variety of people contributed to Lu's sensitivity
and effectiveness in communicating to diverse audiences. Lu indeed became
known for the power of his lectures to move people. When he arrived at a
village or town, several hundred people frequently assembled to listen rever-
ently, and they were often moved to tears by his sincerity and delivery. His
distinctive talent for public lecturing was deliberately engaged, as he himself
acknowledged: "When I talk with people, most of the time I stir their hearts;
hence, it is easy for them to listen to what I say."ll
One of the most famous lectures in traditional China was delivered by Lu
and inscribed in stone at the White Deer Grotto Academy. Speaking on the
text of Confucius' famous distinction (in Analects, 4/16) that a superior per-
son knew what was right and a petty person knew what was profitable, Lu
admonished each student at the academy to apply this truth to his own life
in preparing for the examinations. Each person's future would be deter-
mined by the bent of his own will toward either rightness or advantage. To
hold office, it was necessary to submit to the civil service examinations.
Being a superior or a petty person was not determined by success in the
examinations, however. Those who fixed their aspirations on examination
and career success became indifferent to the message in the classics that they
were required to read. Although they became learned and expert in adminis-
tration, they did not focus on the welfare of the people, and what was right
became irrelevant to their thinking. Lu ended with a rousing challenge:
I sincerely hope that you can deeply reflect about yourself, that you do
not allow yourself to become a petty person, and that you are fearful of
the climate of advantage seeking and desires, and even come to despise
it. You should concentrate your will on what is right and daily exert
yourself in that direction-studying broadly, inquiring carefully, think-
ing cautiously, discriminating clearly, and earnestly putting these truths
into practice. If you would enter the examination halls in such a spirit,
your essays would certainly express your learning and the aspirations
within your breasts; moreover, you would not be defying the sages. If
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you would accept appointment to office in this spirit, you would cer-
tainly in all things fulfill your duties, be devoted to your affairs, have
your mind on the country and your heart on the people, and you would
not be calculating for your personal advantage. A person like this
would be truly regarded as a superior person. 12
Another of his extant lectures to almost six hundred people while he was
prefect of Ching-men in 1192 demonstrates his ability to encourage even the
illiterate to do what was right and to recover the original mind that had
gone astray. 13
An account by one of his students illustrates how Lu taught the diverse
range within his audiences. After all had assembled in orderly fashion and
were quiet, Lu would emerge from his chamber and, arriving by sedan
chair, assume his seat.
During the lectures, he cited statements from the classics as references
of proof. His speech was clear and resonant and the listeners without
exception were enthralled and moved.... As for those who wished to
say some words but were unable to express themselves, he spoke on
their behalf in ways they themselves would have liked to have spoken;
he thereby enlightened them by developing their own thoughts. When
there were those who only had partial words or unfinished phrases that
deserved attention, he always encouraged them to proceed. Therefore,
they all felt grateful and made earnest effort and endeavors. 14
The content of Lu's message also reflected his diverse audiences. Rather
than discussing a scholar's concerns for investigating things and researching
ancient texts as Chu Hsi did, Lu had a simple and easy teaching method
designed to "awaken the tardy" to the resources within their own hearts and
minds. Extended intellectual reasoning like Chu's just interfered with such
fundamentals for recovering the original mind-and-heart and striving to be
good by doing good. Lu was confident that ordinary people would have the
power within themselves to establish themselves if they understood certain
fundamental cultural values and had the discipline to persevere in the pur-
suit of proper goals. Lu admonished his students: "Assemble your spirit. Be
your own master."15
In Lu's terms, all people possessed what Mencius (6BII) had called an
"original mind" (pen-hsin). Mencius also said (2A/6) that everyone's mind-
and-heart possessed the four beginnings of humaneness, rightness, propri-
ety, and wisdom. Making the linkage more explicit, Lu proclaimed: "The
four beginnings are people's original minds, and what Heaven has bestowed
upon us is just this mind."16 Even without all the additional development of
scholarly inquiry and ethical discipline that some like Chu Hsi prescribed,
these four beginnings were fundamentally sufficient in themselves:
! ;
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Recently, those who discuss study have said, "In expanding and com-
pleting [one's nature], one must complete the four beginnings one by
one." This is nonsense! What Mencius meant by people having the four
beginnings was to shed light on the goodness of human nature and to
warn against doing violence to oneself or throwing oneself away. If this
mind exists, these principles automatically become clear. When one
ought to be compassionate, one will be compassionate; when one
ought to be ashamed of wickedness, one will be ashamed; when one
ought to yield according to propriety, one will yield; and when con-
fronted with right and wrong, one will be able to distinguish between
them. 1?
By virtue of the four beginnings in their original minds, people could know
and do what was proper in any situation, so additional preparations were
unnecessary. To illustrate his point, on one occasion while seated with a stu-
dent, Lu suddenly rose to his feet. Spontaneously, the student also arose in
polite deference. Thereupon, Lu remarked, "Do you still think there is a
need to make preparations for responses like these?"18 Although such
responses would be more objectively interpreted as a product of culture-spe-
cific socialization, Lu assumed that the naturalness with which Confucians
performed such acts of daily decorum proved that the principle of decorum
naturally resided within the mind.
Natural principles in the mind were the basis for intuitive, holistic under-
standing, for "when one thing is right, all is right, and when one thing is
clear, all is clear."19 The very ability of the mind to reason, Lu argued,
demonstrated the essential reliability of the mind and its accord with ethical
principles inherent in Heaven or Nature. His argument ran:
Rightness and principle within the human mind-and-heart are the very
things that have truly been bestowed by Heaven and cannot be
destroyed. If some people are fooled by things to the point of running
contrary to principle and violating rightness, it is probably because
they do not reflect on rightness and principle. But if the mind is truly
able to reflect and reason, then distinguishing between right and wrong
or adopting and rejecting alternatives would be immediately clear.
Therefore, judgment would be clear, and there would certainly be no
doubts. 20
Lu's holistic understanding was grounded in this assumed linkage between
the original mind and the virtue in Heaven: "The capacity of the mind is
extremely great, for if I am thoroughly able to fathom and use my mind, I
will become like Heaven; to study is simply to understand this."21 Hence the
ancient sages simply taught people to preserve, nurture, and regain this
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original mind. If one maintained this original mind, studying and cultivat-
ing in order to be good would be "simple and easy" tasks.
Unfortunately, people generally lost their grasp of this original conscious-
ness of the virtuous four beginnings within their minds. In a letter, Lu repri-
manded a friend:
If one is truly capable of being the master of one's own endeavor, exter-
nal things cannot lead one astray, and one cannot be confounded by
false theories. The trouble with you, my friend, is just that because this
principle is not clear, you have no master within you. In the past you
have stumbled on superficial and empty theories. You have continually
relied on strange theories to be the master. Therefore, that mind with
which Heaven endowed us became nothing more than your guest. Con-
fusion and delusion were unavoidable, since the positions of host and
guest were reversed. 22
Consciousness of the virtue within the mind could thus become clouded by
desires and impediments. These flaws resulted sometimes from imperfect
natural endowments but more often from people's practices or actions.
Whereas ordinary people were deluded by desires for material things, "intel-
ligent and worthy people were deluded by opinions; although the level and
degree differed, everything was the same in that principles were being
deluded and minds were being degenerate and unable to attain what was
appropriate."23 Whether overwhelmed by attachments to material things or
by points of view, people's minds became impoverished.
Seeking a remedy, people often turned to improving various skills to
enhance clarity of thought or to overcome desires. Focusing on skills, how-
ever, took them away from the simple and easy path: "If one concentrates
on the Tao, desires will evaporate and skills will progress. If one concen-
trates on skill, desires will be set ablaze and the Tao will be lost; moreover,
skills will not improve either."24 If desires had already produced significant
impediments in the mind, the simple and easy method of preserving the
mind would not be effective until one had peeled or stripped the impedi-
ments away. The repeated peeling away of impediments would yield a clean
and bright mind. Unlike the simple and easy method, peeling off impedi-
ments called for more than individual determination alone. Help from oth-
ers was required: "If one doesn't have bright teachers or good friends to help
peel away the impediments, how can one get rid of one's flippancy and fal-
sity and return to the true? How can one achieve self-examination, self-
awareness, and self-purification?"25 Thus Lu also appreciated the role of a
fellowship in helping one to advance one's own spiritual cultivation. For the
literate, Lu specifically recommended reading books.
Even though Confucians generally engaged in reading and studying for
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the ultimate goal of self-cultivation, such personal cultivation dominated
Lu's approach to reading. As he admonished his students, "The reason
scholars study is nothing other than to become a virtuous person and not for
doing any particular thing."26 Expanding knowledge to address particular
problems was quite secondary. Because self-cultivation was primary, read-
ing without first recovering clarity of mind "would be like pretending to
lead troops against the enemy but actually only embezzling resources."27
Given the primacy of spiritual cultivation, Lu's easy and simple method of
self-examination was more fundamental than either reading books or peel-
ing away impediments with help from teachers and friends. Since "the good-
ness of this mind is not originally something imposed from the outside," Lu
reasoned: "This matter of cultivating the mind does not depend on others,
and others have no power over it either. The admonitions of sages and
statesmen as well as insightful comments by teachers and friends can only
serve to spur one forward."28
Lu's sense of the innate power to recover the original mind and become a
good person was grounded in a Mencian (7A/4) confidence that everything
was complete within one's own self. For example, Lu drew an analogy
between the abilities of the senses and what Mencians regarded as the natu-
ral tendencies to act in accord with Confucian virtues. Addressing his stu-
dents, Lu said: "Ears naturally hear, eyes naturally see, in serving parents
one is naturally capable of being filial, and in serving elder brothers one is
naturally capable of being fraternal; originally there was nothing lacking
and no need to seek from the other, for all rested on one's taking a stand."29
Along with his emphasis on the power inherent in the original mind for
transforming oneself into an ethical person, Lu sometimes spoke of himself
as a transcendent person. He reflected: "When there is nothing for me to
take care of, I seem to be a completely ignorant and incompetent person.
But when something requires my attention, I actually seem to be an all-
knowing and all-capable person."30 On another occasion, his imagery
soared: "Raising my head to reach the southern stars, turning myself over to
lean on the Big Dipper, lifting my head to gaze about beyond the heavens,
there is no one like me!"3! Lu's vision was far more romantic than Ch'en's
dreams of becoming a hero and masterminding military campaigns.
Lu's faith in the power of the original mind was also expressed in philo-
sophical pronouncements. The most famous were "the universe is my mind,
and my mind is the universe" and "mind is principle."32 These slogans and
ideas were similar to Chang Chiu-ch'eng's. Because principle was generally
understood by Tao-hsueh Confucians to include a speculative or "metaphys-
ical" level, Lu's sloganeering has sometimes been interpreted as expressing
an extreme philosophical subjectivism or a notion of universal mind pro-
ducing objects of its thoughts. 33 Although Lu did not provide us with philo-
sophical treatises or rigorous definitions, his statements generally do not
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support the view that he held to an extreme philosophical subjectivism
wherein the mind projects ideas as objects. Rather Lu's subjectivism appears
more simply to focus on the mind, as principle, extending value to things.
Frequently, Lu used the term "principle" in expressions (e.g., tao-Ii)
denoting our second level of discourse-ethical principles and cultural
values-rather than a more abstract level of principle. Sometimes his use of
"principle" by itself appears to connote the metaphysical level of principle,
for principle "fills the universe" and "even Heaven and Earth and spiritual
beings cannot deviate from it."34 More often, Lu spoke of principle and Tao
in ways that reveal that he simply had an existential sense that there were
norms or patterns in things. For example, he wrote: "This Tao fills the uni-
verse, and Heaven and Earth follow it in their movements; therefore, the
days, months, and seasons circulate without error."35 Here, the norm or
pattern inherent in nature is the basis for regularities in the physical uni-
verse. He explicated the philosophical linkage more clearly in a letter: "The
Tao fills the universe with nothing hidden or excluded from it. With refer-
ence to Heaven, it is called yin and yang cosmic forces; with reference to
Earth, it is called softness and hardness; and with reference to people, it is
called humaneness and rightness. Therefore, humaneness and rightness are
people's original minds."36 Tao was the pattern or norm operative as quali-
ties inherent in actual entities in the three realms of Heaven, Earth, and
Humankind. Where Chu Hsi relegated the two primal forces of yin and
yang to the realm of forms, in contrast to that which transcends determinate
form, Lu rejected this bifurcation or distinction between levels of the Tao.
Thus, to Lu, there was nothing outside of the Tao and no Tao extraneous to
things or the mind. 37
These differences also reflected their understandings of the mind. Build-
ing on Shun's famous sixteen-word message, Chu developed a polarity
between the ethical Tao mind and the human mind, but Lu rejected Chu's
sharp contrast as untenable. For instance, Lu told his students:
It is wrong to say that the human mind is identical with human artifici-
ality, whereas the Tao mind is identical with Heaven's principle. By the
human mind is meant people's minds in general. To be subtle means for
the mind to be refined and that, if it is coarse to any extent, it will not
be refined. It is wrong to say that one is human desires and the other is
Heaven's principle. There are good and evil in man, and there are also
good and evil in Heaven. [A note in the original adds the elucidation
"such as eclipses and evil stars."] How can it be correct to ascribe all
good to Heaven and all evil to man?38
Lu liked to reiterate the words of Mencius (6A/u) "humaneness is the
human mind." Lu's view also had considerable resonance with the views of
humaneness prevalent among such earlier followers of the Ch'engs as Hsieh
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iiang-tso, Chang Chiu-ch'eng, Hu Hung, and Chang Shih. 39 In other
words, mind was one with Confucian virtues and principles. iu rarely
talked about human nature and, when asked, equated it with the mind. To
Chu, it was the inner nature that was one with these virtues and principle,
whereas the mind enclosed the inner nature. As such, Chu largely regarded
the mind as "formed to know" with a priori modes for understanding princi-
ples rather than as a repository of ethical principles per se. 40
Criticisms of Buddhism could also be utilized to elaborate upon these
fundamental differences over levels of reality and discourse. Were Buddhist
philosophical assumptions about the nature of reality of primary impor-
tance? Or did the division between the two teachings come down simply to
a fundamental cleavage in ethical practice? As we have seen, Chang Chiu-
ch'eng focused on the latter as the Buddhist shortcoming. Disinclined to fol-
low elaborate philosophical points, iu Chiu-yuan consequently distin-
guished between the two traditions not on abstract philosophical grounds
but rather in regard to human relations and values. Writing to a friend who
was impressed with the benevolent purpose, common among both Bud-
dhists and Confucians, to help people, iu charged that the Buddhist goal of
rescuing people from the wheel of transmigration and sufferings was really
selfish, because it was founded on the desire to escape from the world. By
contrast, even when in communion with the Mean beyond the restraints of
space and form, Confucians always emphasized putting the world in order
for the common good. Hence Confucianism upheld public-spiritedness and
rightness. Observing that Sinitic Buddhism respected Confucianized family
values, iu claimed definitive proof that Confucianism was superior:
As Buddhists are human beings, how can they cast aside our Confucian
humaneness and rightness? Even though they leave their families to
lead monastic lives, they stilI want to repay the Four Kindnesses [of
parents, teachers, the ruler, and benefactors]. Thus, in their daily lives,
they of course sometimes preserve these principles, which are, after all,
rooted in the human mind and cannot be obliterated. However, their
doctrines did not arise in order to preserve these principles. Therefore,
whether these principles are preserved or not is of insufficient impor-
tance to those who are advanced in the Buddhist way of life.... The
Buddhists pity people because they have not escaped the wheel of trans-
migration but continue in the sea of life and death. Do our Confucian
sages and worthies merely float and sink in this sea of life and death of
theirs? Our sages and worthies are free from that which the Buddhists
pity. The teachings of our sages did not arise for the sake of escaping
from this world of life and death, and so do not emphasize it. There-
fore, our Confucian sages and worthies are free from that which the
Buddhists pity, but Buddhist sages and worthies are not free from those
things about which we Confucians show concern. 41
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Although Lu acknowledged that he had read very few sutras, he claimed
that anyone should be able to see the absolute incompatibility between the
two teachings because of the difference between public-spirited rightness
and selfish-oriented advantage. Despite its derisive tone, Lu's criticism of
Buddhism focused, as Chang Chiu-ch'eng's had done, on issues of ethical
cultivation and social values.
Although Chu also attacked the Buddhists for devaluing Confucian social
and family values, he did not consider these ethical issues to be the funda-
mental divide between Buddhism and Confucianism. Probably reflecting on
a letter in which Lu set forth this distinction as the primary one, Chu
pointed to what he perceived to be the weakness of Lu's analysis:
Lu says that Buddhists and Confucians share the same view and that
the only difference lies in the distinction between rightness and benefits
as well as between the public interest and self-interest. I think this is
wrong. If what Lu says were correct, we Confucians and the Buddhists
would then maintain one and the same doctrine. If this were the case,
can there be any difference at all even in terms of the distinction
between what is right and what benefits? The truth is that the funda-
mental viewpoints are different: we Confucians say all the myriad prin-
ciples are real, whereas they say all principles are empty.42
Thus Chu focused, in his criticism of Buddhism, on the level of speculative
philosophy-the very level Lu avoided.
Chu Hsi's frequent condemnation of Buddhists for teaching "emptiness"
ignored the evolution and complexity of Buddhist metaphysics. By Empti-
ness (sunyatii), Indian Mahayana teachers did not mean a simple emptiness
void of reality, for they had begun to identify true Emptiness with wondrous
Being. Sinitic Mahayana monks had progressed to emphasize wondrous
Being and to transform true Emptiness into wondrous Being. Similarly,
Sinitic Ch'an masters had borrowed the Mencian terms "original mind" and
"original nature" for Ch'an discussions of an absolutely good mind/nature
that transcended good and evil in a relative sense. Because principle was
regarded as ethical in Tao-hsueh philosophy, Chu did not appreciate the
Ch'an perspective and condemned it as amoral or nonmoral. Furthermore,
in his characterizations of Buddhists' views of the mind and nature, Chu
failed to perceive their use of essence and function imagery even though
such imagery was comparable to his own. Owing to his devoted study of
Ch'an for a decade as a young man, he had more knowledge of Buddhism
than most members of the Tao-hsueh fellowship, and his characterizations
of Buddhist doctrines of Emptiness and the mind have dominated much of
later Confucian discussions of Buddhism. Although his criticisms of Bud-
dhism remained rather superficial and his metaphysical distinctions between
the two traditions were largely ill-informed, Chu perceptively pointed to
Buddhist failures in ethical practice-the area, ironically, that he faulted Lu
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for regarding as primary. Although Buddhists sought to actualize the origi-
nal mind/nature in daily life, their totalistic view of enlightenment was
impractical for almost all people and still harbored the escapist and selfish
tendency for which Lu had condemned them. Allowing a degree of situa-
tional weighing to apply the Mean and sponsoring a gradual program of
study to transform one's desires and physical nature, Chu had a compara-
tively more effective method for actualizing the original mind. 43 Even
though we can observe some Buddhist influence on Chu himself, he was
confident about his own orthodoxy although quite concerned about Bud-
dhist inclinations he perceived in other Confucians.
Chu Hsi criticized Lu for having a Buddhistic bent, the same proclivity
for which he had earlier condemned Chang Chiu-ch'eng. Indeed, he saw Lu
as continuing Chang's ideas. Chu focused on Lu's and Chang's identification
of the mind with principle, their concentration on the mind instead of classi-
cal texts, and their common emphasis on a simple and easy path of cultiva-
tion leading to enlightenment. Like similar ideas among Buddhists, these
notions evidenced what Chu regarded as laxity in self-cultivation, misper-
ception of the complexity of human nature, and disregard for acquiring
knowledge through the investigation of things. Although his condemnation
of Buddhism focused on its philosophical perspective of Emptiness, Chu's
concern about covert Ch'an influences among Confucians centered rather
upon issues of study and cultivation. In comments to his own students, Chu
was especially critical of Lu and condemned his Ch'an Buddhist leanings. 44
When Lu reproached Chu for using Buddhistic terms, Chu retorted that
conscious usage of common terms was of little significance if the philosophi-
cal standpoint differed. Replying with an implicit reference to Lu's deliber-
ate avoidance of studying Buddhist sutras, Chu suggested that the problem
of Buddhist influence resided in people, such as Lu, who imported Buddhist
ideas into Confucian terminology.45
Lu regarded himself as teaching the philosophy of Mencius. In conversa-
tions with his students, he reminisced that his understanding of Confucian-
ism was based on self-attained enlightenment while reading the Mencius. 46
He was happy to be put down as saying nothing more than Mencius had (in
6A/lS): "Recently, someone commented about me that aside from saying,
'First build up the nobler part of your nature,' I had said nothing clever.
When I heard this, I said, 'Very true indeed.' "47 Furthermore, he boasted
that after the death of Mencius, clarity of Confucian teachings began only
with himself. 48 In other words, he was bypassing Chou Tun-i and the
Ch'engs to claim direct transmission of the Tao from Mencius. This was a
major challenge to Chu Hsi's version of the transmission of the Tao.
Over the centuries, some Confucians have agreed with Lu that his learn-
ing continued that of Mencius in a special way. Wang Shou-jen (Yang-ming,
1472-1529) drew attention to the common ground between Lu and Mencius:
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"Though not the equal of the two Ch'engs for purity of character and equa-
bility of disposition, Lu nevertheless was able, through his simplicity and
directness of mind, to connect up with the transmission from Mencius. Basi-
cally, his insistence that learning must be sought in the mind was simply one
[with Mencius]. It is for this reason that I have adjudged the learning of Lu
to be the learning of Mencius."49 Although this judgment was rendered in
1520 in connection with the first reprinting of Lu's collected works since
1212, Lu has been a more vital figure in Chinese thought than this lapse of
time would suggest. Those modern scholars who consider the Mencian view
of the mind to be the core of mainstream Confucianism have defended Lu as
being much more in line with Mencius than Chu Hsi was. 50 Insofar as one
concentrates on the Mencian view of the original mind, it is not unreason-
able to regard Lu's standpoint as more purely Mencian. Nonetheless, Chu
drew more from Mencius in some other areas, such as concepts of human
nature and the role of spiritual cultivation.
Lu's claim to the mantle of Mencius was pointedly dismissed in a famous
but controversial remark by Chu upon Lu's death. As an extraordinarily
activist administrator of Ching-men in II91 and II92, Lu had apparently so
exhausted himself that his chronic bleeding illness, probably tuberculosis,
became acute. As an herbal medicine specialist well aware that his end was
near, he bathed, put on new clothes, and sat calmly in meditation for two
days before expiring peacefully. On hearing of Lu's passing, Chu remarked
that Kao-tzu had died. 51 Linking Lu to the one who debated Mencius on
human nature, humaneness, rightness, and the mind, Chu was implicitly
attacking Lu's Buddhistic leanings, for Chu had earlier criticized Lu's and
Buddhist teachings for being similar to Kao-tzu's. He had focused particu-
larly on Lu's and Kao-tzu's similarities regarding the character of rightness
and efforts to maintain an unperturbed mind. Even if Chu intended to ren-
der a philosophical epitaph, his remark had implications beyond a purely
philosophical statement. Given Mencius' image as the arch defender of the
Tao against assaults from heretical teachings, Chu's implicit parallel
between himself and Mencius suggested the role he sought in relation to the
Tao and the Tao-hsueh fellowship. Though inappropriately voiced at a
memorial service, Chu's complaint could also have included regret that he
would no longer be challenged by this friend whose personal integrity he
respected.
Chapter 9 Chu Hsi and Lu Chiu-yuan
Even more clearly than Chu's relationship with
Ch'en Liang, Chu Hsi's relationship with Lu Chiu-yiian shows the impact of
Lii Tsu-ch'ien's leadership through II8r and the changed environment
within Tao-hsueh after Lii's death. As for Ch'en Liang, Lii Tsu-ch'ien served
as the bridge between Chu and Lu. Other studies have generally viewed Lii
Tsu-ch'ien as little more than a conduit between these two protagonists, but
his leadership and ideas were crucial to the triadic relationship.
With Lii Tsu-ch'ien's recognition of Lu Chiu-yiian's talent in the II72
chin-shih examination, Lu gained instant renown because of Lii's prestige.
Lii wrote to friends about Lu's scholarship and character, and various mem-
bers of Lii's circle began talking about him. When Lu Chiu-ling visited in
II73, Lii reported to Chu that this visitor possessed the virtues of filiality
and fraternity and that both Lu brothers had established resolve. Although
they had earlier been biased in their studies, they had made rapid progress
and now inquired about the Tao from all quarters. Replying that he had
known of Lu Chiu-ling for a long time, Chu expressed reservations about
Lu's ideas, for he had heard from a mutual friend that the Lus were compar-
able to Chang Chiu-ch'eng. In a following letter, Chu voiced concern that
Lu Chiu-yiian might be using Confucian language to express Ch'an ideas;
this was the vice for which Chu had condemned Chang. After Lu Chiu-yuan
visited the Liis in II74 , Chu replied to a letter from Lii's brother that it
appeared that Lu Chiu-yiian disregarded classical texts in favor of a leap to
grasp the fundamental mind of the sages. Chu further communicated to the
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Liis that he welcomed an opportunity to meet with Lu to settle some of the
doubts that he and others had about Lu's learning. Thus began what has
endured as the most famous and thoroughly studied of all interactions
between twelfth-century Confucians. 1
Lii arranged for Chu and these two Lu brothers to meet together in the
sixth month of Il75 at the Goose Lake Monastery in southeastern Kiangsi.
Near a major overland trade route from Fukien to Hangchow, the site was
reasonably convenient for Chu and Lii. The Lus could travel most of the
distance by boat before being carried by sedan chairs up the mountain.
Since it was a resort area, the scholars spent between five and twelve days
relaxing there. On occasion during several of these days, Lii mediated dis-
cussions between Chu and the Lus. Confident and assertive, the Lu brothers
did not concede anything to Chu and, in their poems, even toyed with his
positions. For the eleven or more literati in attendance at the meeting, the
exchange was both stimulating and troubling because of the diversity of
views and the failure to achieve a consensus. Even though Lii's original pur-
pose was simply to get his friends acquainted with one another, the substan-
tial differences brought forth in dialogue at the meeting quickly became the
focus of attention. One of Lu's students has presented Lii as a neutral arbi-
trator. Lu himself recounted that Lii listened with an open mind but also
claimed that Lii became mired in Chu's stance. Statements in some of Lii's
letters reveal that both before and after the meeting, he sided with Chu
regarding the major issue, the importance of textual scholarship in peda-
gogy and personal cultivation. As we have seen, although Lii also empha-
sized recovering the original mind, textual scholarship had an even higher
priority in Lii's agenda than in Chu's.
Responding to Chang Shih's inquiry about whether the Lus had been
willing to listen at Goose Lake, Chu crystallized what troubled scholars
about the Lus. Chu reported: "Their flaw resides precisely in disregarding
scholarship and devoting themselves solely to practice. In their practice,
they just want people to engage in self-examination and awaken to the origi-
nal mind; this is the crux of their flaw."2
Although in retrospect the Goose Lake Debate has been seen as the
watershed dividing Lu's and Chu's schools, developments over the next sev-
eral years suggest otherwise. Relations remained cordial, and Chu began
direct correspondence with the Lu brothers. Individually in their correspon-
dence about the debate, both Chu and Lii criticized the Lus for being too
self-confident and dispensing with scholarship in favor of a direct encounter
with their original minds. In spite of this laxity regarding study, which was a
significant component of cultivation, Chu began to praise the character of
the Lu brothers. During the late Il7os, Chu and Lii were mild in their criti-
cism of the Lu brothers-perhaps in large part because the Lus were coming
to appreciate the role of study and classical texts.
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In the five years after the Goose Lake Debate, Lu Chiu-ling moved pro-
gressively toward an appreciation of Lii's and Chu's scholarship. When his
stepmother died in II77, he wrote to Chu with detailed questions about
mourning rites. When Chu criticized some of the Lu family's observances,
Lu Chiu-ling accepted Chu's admonitions, but Lu Chiu-yiian did not. In the
second month of II79, Lu Chiu-ling also journeyed to a Buddhist monastery
on Ch'ien Mountain in Hsin-chou to call on Chu. Chu had gone this far to
await final word on his appointment as prefect of Nan-k'ang. One of Chu's
students was impressed that "every time Lu discussed something, he was
certain to cite the Analects."3 Reporting to Chang Shih on this three-day
visit, Lu said that he still had (unspecified) reservations about Chu's view-
point. Nevertheless, the pains Lu took to base his comments on the Analects
illustrate just how far he had come since Goose Lake, when he had criticized
Chu for focusing on the residual texts of the sages. Although he had earlier
been critical of writing commentaries, he now repeatedly praised Chu's
commentary on the Doctrine of the Mean. During the tenth month of II79,
Lu Chiu-ling traveled to Wu-chou to visit Lii. Writing to Chu about the
visit, Lii issued a progress report: "Lu Chiu-ling recently came through and
stayed for more than twenty days. Acknowledging that his opinions at
Goose Lake were completely wrong, he profoundly desires to record truths,
read books, and discuss scholarship; such a tranquil mind and subdued
demeanor are very rare among our mutual acquaintances."4 When Lu Chiu-
ling died unexpectedly from an illness in II8o, Chu and Lii exchanged let-
ters expressing the loss to their circle. Chu's eulogy further praised Lu for
progressive maturation and proclaimed, "Our Taos joined in agreement and
our wills became the same."5
Lu Chiu-yiian also progressed after the Goose Lake meeting toward Chu
and Lii's standpoint on the importance of reading texts. Writing to Lii in
II79, Chu observed from Lu's letters to various individuals: "Lu actually
tells others they must read books and discuss scholarship; hence, he realizes
the error of his former theories. Yet he's unwilling to confess completely
about being wrong in the past but correct today."6 Writing again the follow-
ing year, Chu reiterated that letters from various friends in Kiangsi con-
firmed that Lu had changed his fundamental viewpoint and was teaching
the reading of texts.
Chu's sense of Lu's progress was also reinforced through conversations
with many of Lu's students who, seeking instruction, made the short trek
northward to Nan-k'ang. Two of Lu's major students, Ts'ao Chien (Li-
chih, II47-II83) and Wan Jen-chieh (fl. II8o), most impressed Chu, for they
had forthrightly acknowledged Lu's errors. Although other students re-
turned to Lu, these two students became Chu's disciples. Some of the others
annoyed Chu with their obstinacy, however. Pao Yang (fl. II8os) so dis-
turbed Chu that he complained to Lu about this student's impression that
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reading was an obstacle to embodying Confucian virtues. Lu responded by
writing to reprimand Pao for his strange views. Afterwards, Pao returned to
study with Chu in IIS3. For several years after the Goose Lake meeting, ten-
sions with the Lu school appeared to be abating as Lu and his students
moved toward Chu's own view on the importance of reading texts.
Students, such as Pao Yang, who were slow to recognize the importance
of reading texts demonstrated to Chu the consequence of Lu's failure to
make a clean break with his earlier views; therefore, Chu redoubled his
efforts. A planned meeting in lISe had to be canceled when drought compli-
cated Chu's administration of Nan-k'ang, and Lu had to attend to Lu Chiu-
ling's funeral arrangements. Lu beseeched both Lii and Chu to write eulo-
gies. Both eulogies pointed out, albeit politely, that Lu Chiu-ling had
progressed from his earlier disregard for reading texts. In the second month
of IISI, Lu came to pay a courtesy call on Chu to receive the eulogy. Given
their shared sense of loss, the decorum of the circumstances encouraged
seeking common ground rather than arguing. It was during this visit that at
Chu's invitation, Lu delivered his famous lecture on the alternatives of seek-
ing either rightness or advantage. Everyone was so moved that Chu had
Lu's lecture inscribed on stone at the White Deer Grotto Academy. Overall,
the visit went so well that Chu reported to Lii that Lu's position had
changed quite a lot.
After the Nan-k'ang meeting, Chu exchanged evaluations of Lu with Lii
Tsu-ch'ien. Writing to inquire if Lu had abandoned the opinions expressed
at Goose Lake, Lii suggested: "Lu Chiu-yiian's flaw resides in looking at
people rather than at principle."7 He apparently meant that Lu focused on
potentialities within people themselves rather than on universal and norma-
tive patterns that had to be studied. Chu Hsi replied that Lu's defect was
even more fundamental. The Ch'an imprint on Lu's thinking revealed itself
in his ideas about learning being simple and easy, and in his disproportional
emphasis on the internal (mind) over external affairs. Overly self-confident,
Lu regarded others as wrong when they pointed to such Buddhist tenden-
cies. 8 Chu planned for a meeting among the three at Lii's academy in Chin-
hua to resolve differences; however, Lii passed away unexpectedly in the
eighth month of IISI.
In his eulogy, Lu expressed appreciation for Lii Tsu-ch'ien's patient
instruction, which had enabled him to reform some of his wild ideas. He
also acknowledged that his brother, Chiu-ling, had gravitated toward Lii's
standpoint during the last couple of years. Although Lu had not abandoned
all of his earlier thinking, he had changed markedly since the Goose Lake
meeting six years earlier. Even in the polite language of this funeral eulogy,
Lu's statement about his progress over the last few years came close to a
public confession of his former errors. No doubt, Chu was more pleased
with Lu's eulogy than he had been with Ch'en's. Just as in the case of Ch'en,
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Chu's relationship with Lu-after Lo's restraining influence had been laid to
rest-gradually became more tense during the mid-rr8os.
In rr83, Chu Hsi's epitaph to Ts'ao Chien aroused some tension. Ts'ao,
one of Lu's most promising students, had begun studying with Chu at Nan-
k'ang during the winter of rr79. When Ts'ao died at the early age of thirty-
seven in the spring of rr83, his friends asked Chu to compose an epitaph.
Writing such eulogies provided an opportunity for Chu to project his views
of the fellowship. As Chu had done almost three years earlier on the death
of Lu Chiu-ling, he included a discussion of Ts'ao's intellectual progression
toward Chu's standpoint. According to Chu, Ts'ao had exceptional ability
to read both ancient and more contemporary styles of literature. After read-
ing Chu's edition of the surviving works of the Ch'eng brothers, he began to
realize that therein resided the learning of the sages. Having heard that the
Lu brothers regarded only what was apprehended by the mind to be learn-
ing and that their teachings transcended the reach of texts and words, he
went to study with them. Yet he was not satisfied with what he acquired
there. Wanting to travel to Hunan to study with Chang Shih, he wrote to
Chang, who reported to Chu, "This is truly a person with whom one can
share learning." Before he could call on Chang, Chang passed away. After
coming to study with Chu and reviewing Chang's literary corpus, Ts'ao
confessed the inadequacy of his previous learning (from Lu) and declared
that he would thenceforth hold fast to an unwavering standpoint. Excelling
in the philosophical investigation of things, he shared with friends his new
understanding: "Learning must set priority on knowing the Tao; however,
one could neither become enlightened upon hearing the Tao just once nor
enter the way with one leap."9 From his experience, he had learned not to
follow even what his teachers said-if in his mind he was not at peace with
what he heard. This account of Ts'ao's progressive understanding deli-
neated points of Chu's own continuing differences with Lu's philosophy.
Chu's stark account of Ts'ao's transcending Lu's views disturbed some of
Lu's students, especially Pao Yang, who had come again in rr83 to study
with Chu. Reporting Pao's discomfort with the eulogy, Chu forwarded it to
Lu for comment. Sharing what he had written with Lu, Chu must have seen
himself as continuing the genre of comments in his and Lo's rr80 eulogies to
Lu Chiu-ling. But those tributes had been far more polite and indirect in
speaking of Lu Chiu-ling's evolution. Chu's rr83 epitaph more explicitly
detailed shortcomings that Ts'ao had realized in Lu's pedagogy.
What's more, Chu expanded the implicit claim to the transmission of the
Tao that he had made in his eulogy to Lo Tsu-ch'ien in rr8r. Citing Hu
Hung, the teacher of the first person from whom Ts'ao had wanted to
study, Chu presented ideal learning as "being broad but not adulterated and
restrained but not restricted." Ts'ao had achieved that ideal. More impor-
tantly, "If Heaven had allowed him a normal lifespan to devote his energy,
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the transmission of this Tao of ours could have been passed on!"10 Thus
Ts'ao had not only returned to Confucian truth but had also approached
readiness to transmit the Tao. Quite clearly, Chu was tacitly claiming that
he was in line to oversee the transmission of the Tao. In Chu's account of
Ts'ao's progress to discipleship, there was also an implied suggestion that
Chu was now the one teacher to transmit the Tao. Even though he did not
reduce the beginnings of the fellowship to one lineal line of descent, Chu
appears to have been moving toward that model for his own position in the
uSos.
Lu answered in the third month of US4. Chu's record "contained points
that did not .quite attain the truth"; furthermore, Lu's own earlier letter to
Ts'ao presented what he himself "would regard as a true and accurate
record."11 In that letter to Ts'ao, Lu had responded to Ts'ao's announce-
ment that he was switching to Chu's side. Although Lu apparently had not
objected initially to Ts'ao studying with Chu, Lu was upset over losing his
influence over one of his most promising students. Lu reacted bitterly:
"What you regard as having order is actually a loss of order, and what you
regard as proven is actually without proof.... Though you set out to pur-
sue correct leanling, you ended up pursuing distorted learning. Using this
misconception to propagate this Tao of ours will, I'm afraid, prove unfortu-
nate for our Tao. "12
Taking seriously his own standing in relation to the propagation of the
Confucian Tao, Lu here fortuitously prefigured a rebuttal of Chu's claim, in
the epitaph, to the orthodox transmission of the Tao. Directing Chu to his
earlier letter to Ts'ao enabled Lu to avoid a more direct confrontation with
Chu but still to register his dissent.
Chu Hsi was also still attempting in the early to mid-uSos to avoid con-
flict with Lu Chiu-yiian. Especially in correspondence with Hsiang An-shih
(P'ing-fu, US3-I20S), Chu encouraged efforts to harmonize his own empha-
sis on study and inquiry and Lu's on honoring the moral nature. The con-
troversy at Goose Lake over the role of reading had now been refocused in
these terms, but the issue still remained one of modes of instruction. During
this period, in his letters to Lu's students, Chu did not urge them to switch
sides but rather to combine the best elements of both approaches. Likewise,
in his correspondence with Lii Tsu-ch'ien's former students and colleagues
in Chekiang, he advised them to overcome their hostility to Lu's camp and
incorporate Lu's good points. Animosity arising between the two camps
after Lii's death benefited Chu's projection of his own way as a middle path
between them. With his sense that one side was oriented to Ch'an and the
other to utilitarianism and expediency, Chu used them as foils to warn
against a bias toward either the inner or the outer realm.
In uSS, Chu lamented: "In recent years Tao-hsueh has been assaulted
from the outside by pedestrian scholar-officials and ruined from within by
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members of our faction."13 Chu was complaining about scholar-officials
whose more prevailingly conventional understanding of Confucianism had
led them to ridicule Tao-hsueh men's interpretations and antiquarian man-
nerisms. But he was clearly more disturbed by ideas arising within the fel-
lowship, for he immediately lambasted Che-tung thinkers for their utilitari-
anism and Lu for espousing Ch'an Buddhism. In spite of his harsh words, it
is significant that Chu still included the Che-tung and Lu schools within his
Tao Confucian fellowship. Yet this condemnation of Lu was the strongest
Chu had voiced since before the Nan-k'ang meeting in rr8!. Chu also wrote
directly to Lu during rr8S to complain of unspecified Buddhist ideas in Lu's
rr84 memorials, but their correspondence remained cordial. Most of Chu's
criticisms during rr8s and rr86 were aimed not at Lu directly, but at Lu's
students for their wild (Ch'an) ideas about enlightenment. As tension
between students from the two schools mounted, Chu continued in rr86 to
advise one of his own students that there "was no need to argue strenuous-
ly" with the Lu camp.14
By rr8?, however, Chu opted for much sharper criticisms of the Lu
school. "Formerly, just because our faction was weak, I did not want to
arouse internal contradictions," he explained. Speaking out straight-
forwardly against those influenced by Ch'an Buddhism could no longer be
avoided because "recently I realized the depth of their flaws."15 Writing
again to the student whom he had restrained from attacking Lu on two
occasions during the previous year, Chu declared: "Because upon coming
here last winter his disciples completely revealed themselves as wildly arro-
gant and extremely truculent, I will henceforth clearly drum them out and
will never again be obsequious as I was earlier."16 Chu was enraged by the
continuing Ch'an Buddhist influence within the Lu camp, which allegedly
led Lu's students to disdain the sages and discard rules of decorum. Early in
the fifth month of rr8?, he complained directly to Lu about such Ch'an
influences as gross distinctions between inner and outer realms and deni-
grating the texts of the sages. He warned that this leaning toward Ch'an pre-
sented a grave danger to the Tao, and its ills were already evident. Rather
than reprimanding these students, as in the case of Pao Yang over seven
years earlier, Lu this time reported that he could not agree with Chu's cri-
tique.
After Lu refused to admit his errors and correct his students, Chu directly
attacked Lu early in rr88. Unless Lu first purged his own ills, the medicine
dispensed through teaching would "only enhance their afflictions."17
Two of Lu's activities might also have swayed Chu to adopt a hard line.
During rr8?, Lu built Elephant Mountain Study and began teaching large
numbers of students for the first time since the mid-Iqos, coincidentally the
time the two scholars first clashed. Perhaps, Lu's return to full-time teaching
oriented him toward setting forth differences from Chu and also augmented
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Chu's concerns about the negative impact of Lu's influence. For about a
decade, many of Lu's students had been coming to Chu for instruction, but
now they and others would likely go to Elephant Mountain instead. Even if
competition for students was not a consideration, Chu's complaints show
that his misgivings about Lu's students were a major factor in his feelings
about Lu.
Another factor was the controversy over Lu's essay for a memorial hall to
Wang An-shih, the leader of the major reform of eleventh-century govern-
mental institutions. Wang had also hailed from Fu-chou. The prefect of Fu-
chou asked Lu to write an essay to commemorate the renovation of Wang's
memorial hall. Submitting his essay during the first month of u88, Lu gave
Wang high marks and placed much of the blame for the failures of the
reforms on Wang's opponents, including the forefathers of Tao-hsueh. Lu's
positive evaluation of Wang contrasted sharply with the view of most Tao-
hsueh Confucians, who condemned his character and blamed his reforms
for the fall of the Northern Sung. Some modern scholars view Chu's evalua-
tions of Wang against the backdrop of such Tao-hsueh Confucians as Yang
Shih; therefore, Chu appears quite balanced and fair by contrast. IS Such
studies have not included Lu in that spectrum. Including Lu would highlight
Chu's dissatisfaction with positive evaluations of Wang. As soon as he read
Lu's essay, Chu condemned it in letters to friends. For instance, complaining
about ~ecent views of Wang, he pointed to Lu's essay in particular: "Such
use of argumentative writings arises from his scholarship being decadent
and his perceptions being dim; moreover, his own private opinions make
the essay even worse."19 When Chu's students joined in with the attack on
the essay, Lu belittled them for lacking scholarship and making wild
remarks. Even Chu expressed dissatisfaction with the way his students had
confronted Lu: "The debate over Wang An-shih involved inadequate con-
sultation at the time, and various people joining the discussion were not
helpful in the matter."20
While tensions flared, Chu became engaged in his second major debate
with two of the Lu brothers. During u86 and u8?, he exchanged letters
with Lu Chiu-shao over Chou Tun-i's phrase "the Ultimate of Non-being
and also the Supreme Ultimate." Over a decade earlier, Chu had written
expositions of Chou's "Explanation of the Diagram of the Supreme Ulti-
mate" and "Western Inscription," but he had been reluctant to show others
his manuscripts. As he explained in his colophon when he finally published
them early in u88, "Most recent Confucians are of the opinion that these
two works are errant."21 He referred principally to two groups. First, the Lu
brothers sought to use the Taoist origins of Chou's "Diagram" to deflect
Chu's sharp criticism of their alleged Ch'an proclivity. Second, critics out-
side of the fellowship sought to counter Chu's presumption to represent
orthodox Confucianism. Lin Li, for example, condemned Chu in the sixth
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month of n88 for contempt in declining a court position and for trumpeting
Tao-hsueh as orthodox learning. Lin Li had earlier argued with Chu over
interpretations of the Book ofChanges and Chou's "Western Inscription." In
their rebuttals of Chu's assumed intellectual orthodoxy, it served both
groups to point to heterodox influences on Chou's writings. After the con-
troversy that had been aroused at court by Lin Li's criticisms, Chu returned
home to find Lu Chiu-yuan's first letter on the question of the Ultimate.
Lu Chiu-yuan in n88 took up the challenge to Chu's exposition of Chou's
"Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate." The elder Lu had decided that Chu was
so obsessed with just winning arguments that it was futile to continue their
correspondence. When Lu stepped in to take his elder brother's place, Chu
welcomed him and expressed the hope that Lu Chiu-yuan would not break
off the exchange. By the following year, in his second letter, Chu had
changed his mind about the fruitfulness of pursuing the subject with Lu. In
an exasperated tone, Chu wrote:
The intent of your letters was to instruct me thoroughly, but near the
end your words, such as "if you still have doubts" and "please instruct
me," were certainly platitudes that I don't dare accept as deserved. Yet
my trifling opinions perhaps should still be laid before you. What is
your esteemed judgment about this? If you still don't agree with me, we
can take things as they come, for it's all right for each to respect what
he has learned and to practice what he knows. There is no hope that we
could anticipate definitely having the same ideas. When I speak of this,
my remorse is deeply felt, so be sure to consider [my pain and points]. 22
In addition to attempting to make Lu feel guilty, Chu was declaring that he
saw no point in reiterating his views if Lu would continue to reject them. In
his reply, Lu urged Chu to concede: "When a perceptive person makes a
mistake, even a subtle hint from others will cause him to see his own error
after a while; so I'm sure that you, old friend, must have already clearly real-
ized these mistakes you made."23
The exchange of ideas thus ended in a stalemate in n89. When Chu's son
died in n9I, Lu wrote expressing condolences, and Chu acknowledged Lu's
letter. Both letters were expressions of decorum but failed to heal the rift
between the two men.
Lu had almost always been less critical of Chu than Chu had been of him;
however, after the debate on the Ultimate, Lu turned bitter. Sending to a
friend copies of his essay on Wang An-shih and three of his letters to Chu,
Lu referred to his own essay and letters as "writings that clarify the Tao."
Explaining why he was not sending along copies of Chu's letters, he dis-
missed them as not worth reading and as "confused and without under-
standing." Lu also pointed out that the term "heresy" (i-tuan) came from the
Analects; nevertheless, in Confucius' day there were no Buddhists in China,
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and Taoism was not yet influential. How then could heresy refer principally
to these teachings rather than to errors among those, like Chu, who
regarded themselves as followers of Confucius? The correct principle of
Heaven and Earth permitted no duality or variance, but private opinions
created confusion about this principle. "Principle must truly be thoroughly
fathomed," as Chu claimed; unfortunately, "at the present time there is no
one who can thoroughly fathom principle."24 After the debate, Lu also
made similar statements to his students, pointing to Chu as a heretic, and
some of these students picked up this theme that Chu's learning was
adulterated. 25
Although Chu had generally respected Lu as a person and as a friend,
Chu's criticisms became more pronounced after Lu's death; moreover, Chu
drew the lines between the two schools more sharply. Most of the criticisms
in Chu's Classified Conversations were recorded after Lu's death and
charged him with having been influenced by Ch'an Buddhism in his views of
texts, study, and personal cultivation. Still, several of his major students
became Chu's disciples. Even Pao Yang, bringing along his brothers and stu-
dents, came to Chu's academy to perform the rites of discipleship. A num-
ber of Lu's other students also submitted to Chu's teachings in the II90S.
Given the depth of traditional Confucian loyalties to teachers, such shifts to
Chu must have afforded him considerable assurance. The remnant follow-
ers of.the Lu school continued to be disturbing, for Chu condemned them
for lack of decorum and for talking nonsense. 26 These charges of speaking
nonsense and being dominated by Ch'an implied that Chu had doubts about
their membership in the fellowship.
Notwithstanding his enhanced criticism of the Lu school, Chu had
become even more disparaging of the Che-tung utilitarians. In contrast to
the period through the early II8os, Chu's statements from the late II80s
through the II90S tended to be more critical of those associated with Lii
Tsu-ch'ien's school than of the Lu brothers. Chu condemned his old friend
for being wrong more than Lu. Lii had focused on the secondary and exter-
nal, Lu on the primary and internal. Scholarship in Lii's school had a tail
but no head, and Lu's learning had a head but no tail; Ch'an Buddhism
lacked both head and tail. 27 Although he continued to see himself as the
Mean between the extreme positions of these two rival groups, Chu's lan-
guage suggests that by the II90S he had greater hope of establishing com-
mon ground with Lu's former students than with Lii's.
PEDAGOGY AND READING THE CLASSICS
Although various issues were discussed at the Goose Lake meeting,
pedagogy was the one that loomed largest in the accounts of the partici-
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pants. At this get-acquainted meeting, the Lu brothers summarized their
views in poems. Setting the agenda, Lu Chiu-ling's poem complained that
by concentrating on the residual texts of the sages one easily lost sight of
learning the mind of the sages. Pointing at Chu's writing of commentaries
and explication of words in the classics, the elder Lu was rebuking him.
After a group discussion of the first poem, Lu Chiu-yuan presented his
poem, which culminated:
Easy and simple effort brings lasting greatness.
Fragmented work stays drifting and aimless.
To know how to mount from the lower to the higher,
Find out truth and falsehood this very day.28
According to Lu's recollections, Chu's face blanched upon hearing this
poem, so the group adjourned the session in order to relax. This poem was
an even more biting critique of Chu's scholarship for being fragmented and
aimless. Using imagery of drops over time forming an ocean, Lu sought to
present a natural and spontaneous process of learning to become a sage, a
process that was simple and easy. All that was needed was a firm resolve
and practice over time to realize one's original mind.
After his poem, Lu Chiu-yuan further belittled Chu Hsi's textual scholar-
ship by raising the following question: "Before the time of the sages Yao and
Shun, what book was there to read?"29 Such early sages had surely become
sages by cultivating their original minds, because they had no texts to study.
Implicitly, Lu was making a radical conclusion by drawing together two
assumptions about sagehood and textual scholarship. After texts became
available for study, there were fewer sages; moreover, the quest for sage-
hood had lapsed during the golden era of classical commentaries.
One of the witnesses of the debate recalled the issue of pedagogy:
At the Goose Lake meeting when the discussion came to teaching
others, Chu's intent was to have people first read widely before leading
them back to the essential. The two Lu brothers proposed to have peo-
ple first discover their original minds before reading extensively. Chu
regarded Lu's teaching method as overly simplified, and the Lu broth-
ers regarded Chu's method as fragmented, so they could not agree. 30
This difference in approach has became a standard for discussing the dis-
crepancy between Chu and the Lu brothers. Lu also valued "reading exten-
sively"; thus, he and Chu differed from the Lu brothers not so much on the
value of reading as on its priority.
Responding to efforts to reconcile pedagogic approaches, Chu enhanced
the tendency to put the debate in terms of the poles of "honoring the moral
nature" and "following the path of inquiry and study" as set forth originally
in section 27 of the Doctrine of the Mean. Declaring in n83 that it would be
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good to combine the best of both approaches, Chu borrowed this paradigm:
"Now, what Lu Chiu-yiian talks about are matters pertaining exclusively to
'honoring the moral nature,' whereas in my daily discussions I have placed a
greater emphasis on 'inquiry and study.' "31 Later scholars often separated
Chu and Lu according to this paradigm, but some modern scholars have
pointed out that this conventional distinction is more apparent than real.
Chu remained committed to the higher goal of honoring the moral nature,
for knowledge served ethical values and spiritual cultivation. 32 The issue
originally addressed in these terms involved methods of instruction rather
than more sweeping philosophic differences.
Poems delivered by the Lu brothers at Goose Lake have contributed to
another problematic conception of Lu Chiu-yiian's pedagogy in contrast to
Chu's. Based on these poems along with some of Lu's other statements and
Chu's characterizations of Lu's position, scholars have sometimes simply
pictured Lu as largely indifferent to reading the classics and their commen-
taries. During the five years after the Goose Lake meeting, however, the Lu
brothers changed their minds about the importance of reading. Aspects of
the chronology and impact of that change have already been presented in
the above section on Lu's relations with Chu. Despite Lu's moving toward
Chu's-and Lii Tsu-ch'ien's-standpoint on reading, differences remained.
On hearing of Chu's effort to combine inquiry and study with honoring the
moral nature, Lu quipped: "Chu wanted to get rid of the defects and com-
bine the merits of both sides. But I do not think this is possible. If one does
not know anything about honoring the moral nature, how can there be
inquiry and study in the first place?"33
Lu claimed that reading and studying were as essential to people as water
was to fish; with study one could even transform one's natural endow-
ment. 34 In his conversations with students, he frequently spoke of the neces-
sity of reading texts. For example, Lu denied in II83 that he told people not
to read and proclaimed reading to be of utmost and primary importance. 35
He claimed, "Broad learning in texts is not harmful to self-realization!" Lu
continued in a letter to a friend: "The Doctrine of the Mean (section 20) cer-
tainly talks of energetically taking action but only after study, inquiry,
reflection, and evaluation. Now, the notion of self-attaining and energeti-
cally taking action, which you adopt, differs from the instructions set forth
in the Mean and the Mencius."36 Rather than being an obstacle to self-reali-
zation, broad learning was the prerequisite for action; hence, for Lu as for
Chu, knowledge should proceed action. "When did I ever claim not to
read?" Lu protested. "It's only that my reading differs from others' ."37
What was distinctive about Lu's way of reading books? Several general
themes are evident. Lu appears to have been quite open to people following
their own individual preferences in selecting books to read: "What one reads
can be chosen as one pleases and the level of the reading can also be decided
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by oneself, for no reading will be without benefit."38 In another letter, he
mentioned his criteria for selecting readings for youths: "Whenever I teach
the younger generation about reading, I choose books that are written
clearly and in which affairs are easy to comprehend, then let them peruse
them leisurely. I have them put what they have learned through reading into
everyday practical use but not engage in empty talk and vacuous theories."39
This theme of reading leisurely was reiterated to Lu's students, who were
advised against being rushed or trying to get through too much material, for
"in reading books, what is to be valued is reading carefully, thoroughly, and
enthusiastically."40 Elsewhere, he elaborated for his students:
What is called reading should understand principles of affairs, evaluate
situations, and discuss circumstances; for example, in reading history,
one must see the reasons for victory and defeat as well as the points for
being right and wrong. One leisurely lets oneself be immersed, and
after a long time, one will naturally attain a certain prowess. If one
reads only three to five chapters like this, it is better than reading thirty
thousand chapters in haste. 41
Such reading aimed at grasping the principles or "implicit meaning" of the
text. Although one had to know the literal meaning, one would have "only
the learning of children" if one focused on a literal understanding. 42
So thoroughly had Lu Chiu-yuan read the classics that he came to con-
sider that he had fathomed their fundamental and implicit meaning. Feeling
that he had even embodied them in his own life, he remarked: "If in our
study we know the fundamentals, then all the Six Classics are footnotes to
US."43 The latter half of this pronouncement has sometimes been interpreted
as an arrogant transcendence of the imperative to read the classics. In light
of how thoroughly the classics permeated Lu's own statements, it seems that
he was simply trying to draw attention dramatically to the fundamentals of
understanding through inner experience and away from bookish ap-
proaches to the classics. From the works he quoted in his own writings, it is
clear that his own favorite readings were the classics, especially the Ana-
lects, the Mencius, and the Book of Changes. Although he also quoted from
various histories and made references to diverse rulers and officials from the
past, he most often used references to disciples of Confucius and Mencius to
make his points. Often in the process of making these points, he displayed a
profound understanding of central themes in the classics.
Although reading the classics was fundamental to Lu, his view of com-
mentaries was more complex. In contrast to Chu and many other Sung Con-
fucians, Lu never wrote a commentary on any of the classics. Indeed, he
once contemptuously described latter-day commentators as "busybodies
embellishing the classics to project themselves on the world and seize a repu-
tation."44 In his own reading of the classics, Lu professed to look only at
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ancient annotations, because the words of the ancients were sufficiently
clear in themselves. As for the layers of commentary that had been added in
later centuries, Lu cautioned students against exhausting and overburden-
ing themselves. 45 Before inferring that such statements entailed a blanket
rejection of commentaries, one should note that Lu also advised: "In read-
ing the classics, latter-day students must read the commentaries and the
expositions of earlier scholars; otherwise, sticking to their own viewpoint
and theories, they will surely enter the realm of regarding themselves as cor-
rect and conveniently disregard the ancients."46 He sought the implicit
meaning of the sages through a thorough, careful, and enthusiastic reading
of the classics themselves.
What about Chu Hsi's conception of reading? Chu had far greater confi-
dence in the power of book-learning to access the sages' minds through the
principles detailed in accounts of their words and deeds. Although "only a
matter of second order," book-learning could nourish ethical values and cul-
tivation; moreover, "essentials come entirely from erudition."47 As Professor
Yii Ying-shih documents, Chu gave knowledge significant autonomy, for it
was the foundation on which ethics and morality were established. Indeed,
Chu's pedagogy and classical scholarship are known well enough to move
quickly to an overall comparison with LU'S.48
Lu's comments on reading reveal that his way of reading books did differ
from Chu Hsi's, for Lu's approach was more casual and less structured.
Whereas Lu either allowed people to read whatever they pleased or started
them with unspecified simple readings, Chu had a structured program
wherein one read the Four Books-beginning with the Great Learning and
the Mencius, then the Analects, and later the Doctrine of the Mean-before
attempting the other classics. To assist others in reading these Four Books,
Chu wrote a series of commentaries, perhaps his singularly most important
intellectual and pedagogical endeavor. Only after a firm grasp of the princi-
ples in the classics had been attained would Chu recommend proceeding to
more diverse and secondary readings, such as the histories. In getting estab-
lished in learning, Chu wanted scholars to acquire their understanding of
essentials of the Tao-hsueh tradition from his compilation Reflections on
Things at Hand. Otherwise, students could become confused when im-
mersed in the writings of the founding masters of the tradition or misguided
easily by the writings of their disciples. Similarly, in contrast to Lii's rules
for academies and Chu's principles for study, Lu simply dispensed with cus-
tomary school rules altogether. Yet strict about details of etiquette, he, for
example, would never allow students to cross their legs while eating. 49
Although Chu also emphasized that reading a few texts thoroughly was
more important than a cursory reading of many texts, Lu's statements in
this regard clearly indicate that he was satisfied with far less extensive and
diverse reading than was Chu. These differences over reading strategies
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arose in part from the audience being addressed. Some of Lu's statements,
such as his suggesting that any book one read would be beneficial, suggest
an audience much broader than just literati. Although as a local official,
Chu did address mass audiences, characteristically he concentrated on the
literati far more than Lu did.
Although such differences are real, it is unfair to dismiss Lu simply as
being intuitively spontaneous or as placing little value on reading the clas-
sics. These differences are also relative to and within a spectrum of twelfth-
century Confucians. Chu presented himself in 1I91 as the Mean on this
spectrum between those like Lu, who stressed essentialism, and former
associates of Lo Tsu-ch'ien, who valued erudition:
In learning we must first establish a base. Its beginning is rather simple,
starting with what is essential to moral practice. The middle part is
very broad. In the end, however, it returns to what is essential. Scholars
nowadays are fond of the essentialist approach and do not pursue
broad knowledge.... The problem is, without an extensive knowl-
edge, how can we test the authenticity or falsity of what we hold to be
essential? ... There are other scholars who are only after erudition,
but never return to what is essential. They study one institution today
and another institution tomorrow, exerting themselves only in the
investigation of the functional aspects of the Tao. They are even worse
than the essentialists. 50
Regarding erudition, Chu had actually been closer to Lo during the II?OS.
As we have seen in other statements after Lo's death in IIS1, however, Chu
eventually condemned Wu-chou trends as more deviant than Lu's. For an
illustration of Chu's and Lu's differences in reading texts, we turn to their
debate over the Ultimate.
DEBATE OVER THE ULTIMATE
In lIS?, Lu Chiu-shao challenged Chu's use of Chou Tun-i's "Ex-
planation of the Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate." Lu pointed out that the
term wu-chi (Ultimate of Non-being), which was found in the "Explanation
of the Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate," did not occur in Chou's Penetrat-
ing the Book of Changes. (I will follow convention in translating wu-chi as
Ultimate of Non-being; however, it might be more expressive of their
respective interpretations to render the term as "ultimate non-being" for the
Lus and as "formless ultimate" for Chu. 51 In either case, the Western philo-
sophical problematique of universal form is not at issue here, and thinking
in those terms would simply distract from the Chinese discussion.) Accord-
ing to Lu Chiu-shao, the "Explanation of the Diagram" was either another
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person's work, which Chou merely transmitted, or the product of his own
early and immature thinking. Because he did not speak of the Ultimate of
Non-being in his mature writings, Chou must have realized that the concept
was invalid. In Penetrating the Changes, Chou had advised, "Stop only in
the Mean." Since this Mean was the same as the One from which the many
were produced, the Mean was the Supreme Ultimate. Hence Chou had
focused on the Mean within the production of actual entities instead of
some abstracted "Ultimate of Non-being."52 We should recall that the Writ-
ings of Various Confucians for Propagating the Tao, the earliest Tao-hsueh
anthology, had similarly sanctioned Chou's Penetrating the Book of
Changes but omitted the "Explanation of the Diagram."
Chu Hsi defended Chou's positing the concept of the Ultimate of Non-
being above the Supreme Ultimate. In his first reply to Lu Chiu-shao, Chu
argued: "If the Ultimate of Non-being were not mentioned, the Supreme
Ultimate would appear to be the same as a finite thing and insufficient to
serve as the foundation of the myriad things. If the Supreme Ultimate were
not mentioned, the Ultimate of Non-being would be engulfed in emptiness
and incapable of being the foundation of the myriad things."53 So subtle and
thorough was Chou's understanding of this mystery of the origins of all
things, Chu claimed, that Chou's exposition was "timeless and irrefutable."
In his second reply, Chu reiterated the point that Chou had introduced this
concept, the Ultimate of Non-being, to guard against people mistaking the
Supreme Ultimate for simply another empirical entity. In these letters, Chu
also inquired about Lu Chiu-yuan's opinion and claimed that if there were
any problems with Chou's exposition, the fault resided in the reader rather
than in Chou's text. As Chu had done in his debate with Ch'en Liang, he
was suggesting that his opponent's views arose from personal failings. He
was also looking past his immediate challenger to Lu Chi4-yuan.
To counter Chu's criticism that Lu Chiu-shao had dealt lightly with
Chou's writings, Lu Chiu-yuan charged that Chu himself was guilty of hav-
ing little regard for the wisdom of the sages as recorded in the classics. Spe-
cifically, the sages had employed the term "Supreme Ultimate" to refer to the
foundation of the myriad things. In the "Appended Remarks" of the Book of
Changes, Confucius himself had spoken of the Supreme Ultimate as the
foundation for change. Confucius' presupposition here was Being. The
ancient sage did not mention a notion of Non-being, so he did not feel a
need to guard against any supposed danger of people regarding the Supreme
Ultimate as simply another finite entity. Confucius had simply discovered
the principle of the Supreme Ultimate, which possessed the intrinsic
attribute of being the foundation of all things. Since Confucius himself had
settled the matter, there was no need for later scholars to belittle his solution
by adding on the notion of an Ultimate of Non-being. Lu also cited from
Confucius' "Appended Remarks": "That which exists before and without
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determinate form is the Tao"; and "The successive movement of yin and
yang constitutes the Tao. "54
Based on these passages in the classics, iu reasoned:
The successive movement of yin and yang already exists before physical
forms; how much more the Supreme Ultimate! Anyone who under-
stands textual meaning will comprehend this. In all the centuries from
the "Appended Remarks" until the present, I have never heard of any-
one mistakenly regarding the Supreme Ultimate as just another finite
entity. Supposing there was someone so stupid as to be unable to get
the point from these passages. How could he possibly be helped simply
by our old master Chou adding the two words "Ultimate of Non-
being" to the Supreme Ultimate?55
If Chu were so concerned about students mistaking the Supreme Ultimate
for a physical entity, iu advised him to remain within the bounds of the
classics: simply adopt the words "invisible and inaudible," which the Book
of Poetry (Ode 235) had used to describe the transcendent character of
Heaven.
Beyond being superfluous, the notion of the "Ultimate of Non-being" led
one, iu asserted, to stray from the Confucian classics into Taoism. First, as
Chu Chen's scholarship had already established by the II30S, Chou had
received the "Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate" from a follower of Ch'en
T'uan (906-989), a Taoist monk. Second, the term "Ultimate of Non-being"
had been coined by iao-tzu himself. It never appeared in the Confucian
classics, and iao-tzu had used it in the twenty-eighth chapter of The Way
and Its Power (Tao-te ching). Third, according to iao-tzu's first chapter,
that without name was the origin of Heaven and Earth, and that with name
was the mother of all things. This primary thesis of iao-tzu had, iu
asserted, the same meaning as Chou's "the Ultimate of Non-being and then
the Supreme Ultimate." Finally, in giving so much attention to the Ultimate
of Non-being, Chu Hsi was not dealing adequately with the scholarship of
the early Tao-hsueh masters. Even if Chou had written the "Explanation of
the Diagram," he never used the term in his later work. The Ch'eng brothers
had studied with him, but their voluminous writings and recorded sayings
contained no mention of the Ultimate of Non-being. Furthermore, the
Ch'eng brothers and various other contemporaries knew Chou far better
than P'an Hsing-ssu (fl. late eleventh century), on whose account Chu Hsi
allegedly depended. Scholars within the fellowship had paid scant attention
to P'an's biography until Chu Hsi revived it, so iu asked him to justify tak-
ing P'an's account of Chou more seriously than that of the Ch'eng
brothers. 56
Because the genealogy of a concept or text was crucial to Confucians in
evaluating its validity, iu had raised serious questions about the orthodoxy
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of a concept and text that was crucial to Chu's version of the tradition. Chu
Hsi rejected the alleged transmission from Ch'en T'uan on the grounds that
P'an Hsing-ssu's eulogy for Chou did not mention this connection. Having
dismissed Ch'en T'uan as the source for Chou's "Diagram," Chu Hsi was
free to claim that Chou's insight was his own and not inherited from others.
In his recent essay, Teng Kuang-ming refutes Chu Chen's account of Chou's
connections to Ch'en T'uan, but he also shows that Chu Hsi was wrong to
deny Taoist influences upon Chou's "Diagram."57
Chu Hsi made no direct response to Lu's inquiry about earlier scholarship
on Chou Tun-i but did address the problem of Chou's introducing a new
term into the tradition. Suggesting that there was nothing wrong with intro-
ducing a new term, Chu pointed out that ancient sages before Confucius
had not used the concept of the Supreme Ultimate. Confucius had indeed
only spoken of the Supreme Ultimate, and Chou had interjected the Ulti-
mate of Non-being. Chu sought to downplay the discrepancy on the
grounds that both early and later sages shared the same principle. He
asserted: "If there were penetrating insight to perceive the true essence of the
Supreme Ultimate, one would understand that those sages who did not
speak of the Ultimate of Non-being were not lacking, and those who did
speak of it did not have more knowledge."58 In other words, Chu was argu-
ing that it did not really matter that sages of antiquity had never used the
term.
Nonetheless, Chou's profound insight into the true essence of the
Supreme Ultimate enabled him, Chu claimed, to "grasp a secret that had not
been transmitted to a thousand earlier sages."59 Hence Chou coined the
term "Ultimate of Non-being" to express the insight that the Supreme Ulti-
mate did not belong to the realms of Being and Non-being. Believing that
Chou's term as well as his own exposition of it had enriched understanding
of the foundation of all things, Chu set aside Lu's objection that Confucius
had settled the matter and no new terms were needed.
Chu also sought to defend Chou against the charge of being Taoistic.
Lao-tzu's Ultimate of Non-being meant "limitless" or "infinite." Chuang-tzu
had similarly spoken of wandering leisurely in the wilderness of the Ulti-
mate of Non-being. Chou's Ultimate of Non-being was not empty or with-
out the principle of giving life to all things; hence, his use of the term dif-
fered from these ancient Taoists. Lu's confusion of such issues resulted, Chu
alleged, from "simply following the words of the text to give forth explana-
tions" as conventional Confucian scholars had done. 60
Lu's more literal reading of the classics also led him, Chu was suggesting,
into other misguided impressions. As already discussed, Lu himself advised
students to seek the implicit meaning and not just the literal meaning of
what they read. Compared with Chu, Lu was still relatively more literal in
his reading of texts. In the case of the quotations from Confucius'
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"Appended Remarks," Chu asserted that Lu was wrong to deduce that yin
and yang were above determinate form. It was only the principle inherent
within the alternation of these cosmic forces that transcended form. If Lu
insisted on placing these cosmic forces on the same plane with the Tao or
the Supreme Ultimate, he would mislead people into thinking that the
Supreme Ultimate was merely a finite, material entity. It was to avoid such
confusion that Chou coined the term "Ultimate of Non-being" to suggest
the nonmateriality of the Supreme Ultimate.
Chu also challenged Lu's interpretation of the Ultimate as the Mean. In
the case of the term "Supreme Ultimate" in the classics, Chu said that the
Ultimate simply meant the utmost beyond which words could not describe.
Lu had cited usages in various physical and institutional settings where Ulti-
mate also suggested the Mean or middle. For instance, the ridgepole along
the top of a roof was equidistant from all sides. Chu countered that people
had later noted the centrality that was characteristic of such things, but
originally it was the quality of the utmost inherent within such entities that
led people to employ the word ultimate to designate them. Lu was assuming
that the ancients began reasoning from observations of empirical forms to
reach more abstract principles. But Chu apparently believed that the
ancients began with more abstract reasoning that was then applied to
explain physical things. Such instances suggest that Lu's thinking centered
on cultural values rather than Chu's more abstract level of speculative phi-
losophy.
Lu responded that Chu misrepresented him as positing the Supreme Ulti-
mate on a level above the Tao. Chu regarded yin and yang as belonging to
the realm within determinate forms, in contrast to the Tao and the Supreme
Ultimate that transcended form to have a more abstract or universal status.
From Chu's perspective, Lu conflated and confused levels for discussing
reality by presenting yin and yang as on the same level as the Tao. But Lu
asserted that he had quoted passages from Confucius' remarks on the Book
of Changes simply to make the point that the Tao was nonmaterial and
identified with the succession of yin and yang. In this classic, change itself
(as the alternation of yin and yang cosmic forces) was the Tao. Several pas-
sages from the Changes reinforced this point, for instance: "In antiquity, the
reason the sages composed the Changes was to follow the principles of
human nature and destiny. Therefore, they determined the Tao of Heaven,
which they called yin and yang; determined the Tao of Earth, which they
called softness and hardness; and determined the human Tao, which they
called humaneness and rightness."61 Lu's more literal reading of the ancient
text reflected the unified cultural view inherent therein before Tao-hsueh
Confucians employed philosophical interpretations of the classics to address
more abstract issues. Thus Chu's adding the level of the Ultimate of Non-
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being above the Supreme Ultimate suggested, to Lu, that Chu was the one
who never really understood the Supreme Ultimate. As in the discussion on
the Mean, Lu did not differentiate levels as sharply as Chu did.
Lu also defended his equating the Mean with the Ultimate and principle.
The Mean and the Ultimate did differ when used as "empty terms" with
descriptive or verbal functions. When used as "substantial terms," however,
the Mean and the Ultimate referred to the same actual reality. Quoting from
the first chapter of the Doctrine of the Mean, "the Mean is the great founda-
tion of Heaven and Earth," Lu further exclaimed: "This is the utmost of
principle; beyond this, is there any other Supreme Ultimate?"62 Other clas-
sics, particularly the Great Learning, also spoke of knowing the utmost.
The utmost merely meant principle: the Supreme Ultimate in the Book of
Changes, or the imperial ultimate in the "Great Norm" chapter of the Book
of Documents. Hence this principle-whether called the Mean or the Ulti-
mate-referred to the same reality. Master Chou had continued teaching the
Mean as the reality of Being in his Penetrating the Changes. The ancient
Taoists had begun interjecting the concept of Non-being before Being, and it
was that notion of Non-being that was reflected in the "Explanation of the
Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate." Those within the school of the Confu-
cian sages, however, had been unwilling to use the Taoist term "Ultimate of
Non-being."
Chu Hsi replied that there was a fundamental difference between the
Taoists' and Chou's concepts of Non-being. As Chu saw it, Lao-tzu had
regarded Being and Non-being as two separate things; Chou regarded them
as different aspects of one reality. Chu further borrowed another Taoist
phrase, "taking action without deliberate action," to illustrate that Chou
was not positing two separate entities but rather addressing two aspects of
one reality. Furthermore, since Chou did no more than present perspectives
for understanding principle as the utmost ultimate, it was ridiculous to
present his "Explanation of the Diagram" as being in opposition to Confu-
cianism. Chu thus countered that it was Lu himself, much like Lao-tzu, who
was formalistically and forcefully separating Being and Non-being.
With such analysis of distinctions in meanings among passages using the
same terms, Chu sought to refute Lu's proofs from the classics. Using the
distinction between empty and substantial terms, Chu demonstrated that
the phrase "knowing the utmost" (chih chih) meant different things in the
two classics that Lu had quoted. In neither case did the utmost denote the
utmost ultimate-as in the Supreme Ultimate. Indeed, the usage of "ulti-
mate" in various contexts to denote the utmost standard had to be distin-
guished from later use of the term "Mean" because of the centrality of the
utmost standard. Those usages in turn had to be demarcated from Chou's
simple admonition to restrain one's physical expressions to be in accord
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with the Mean. Although acknowledging that principle was inherent in
both the Ultimate and the Mean, Chu was objecting that Lu used these
terms more interchangeably than the ancients had.
At the very end of his letter, Chu reported that he had recently read a
biography of Chou in a draft National History. According to a quotation in
this source, the text in the "Explanation of the Diagram" read "from the
Ultimate of Non-being and also became the Supreme Ultimate."63 If Chou's
work had originally contained these two extra words, "from" and "became"
(tzu ... wei), Chu said he would have to concede that Lu was correct. This
wording would reinforce Lu's reading: "from the Ultimate of Non-being
and then became the Supreme Ultimate." In other words, the two ultimates
would, thus, appear to be two separate entities, and Chou would have been
bifurcating reality into Non-being and Being-just as Lu had alleged. But
Chu added that he personally suspected that the compilers of this National
History had interjected the two additional words. In the end, the outcome
of the exchange about the Ultimate of Non-being was even more inconclu-
sive than it had started out to be. Although he had made erudite points
about texts and philosophy, Chu could not refute the core of Lu's case about
the Taoistic origins of the Diagram and Ultimate of Non-being.
TAO, OPINIONS, AND THE QUESTION OF
CHU'S AUTHORITY
In spite of the inconclusiveness of the debate over the Ultimate, it
was interlaced with a more critical but generally overlooked discussion
about distinguishing objective truth from mere private opinions. Lu essen-
tially questioned Chu's authority to define the tradition and the transmis-
sion of the Tao. This debate about the grounds for determining objectivity
became more prominent in the second pair of letters. This last set of letters
has conventionally attracted little scholarly attention. But differing views of
objectivity began to surface even in the early stage of the exchange about the
Ultimate.
Both sides early in the debate articulated concerns about their opponent
being opinionated and obsessed with winning arguments. Chu chided Lu
Chiu-shao for seeking merely to establish his own opinions instead of hav-
ing an open mind toward his opponent's views. Frustrated by such preach-
ments along with Chu's apparent rigidity and zest for winning, Lu Chiu-
shao had declined to continue the discussion. Deciding to take his brother's
place, Lu Chiu-yuan explained to a friend that even someone as exception-
ally bright as Chu could not escape the common faults of having confused
thinking, rigid theories, disregard for other views, and an addiction to win-
ning. Good qualities inherent in all people, however, provided grounds for
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confidence about making progress in personal cultivation and learning
through discussion. When addressing Chu directly, Lu emphasized Chu's
reputation for being receptive to exchanging views with friends. Nonethe-
less, just like having "only one male amongst a flock of females," Chu had
attained such eminence that no one dared voice dissenting opinions. Lu ad-
monished Chu to join him in "discussing principles according to the faets."64
Principle was not so easy to know, Chu replied. If one indeed had true
insight into principle, one could easily distinguish what was right and
wrong in another person's statements. Things were unfortunately more
complex:
Regarding what we mean by principle, if it simply arises from the pri-
vate viewpoint of an individual, a consensus of people's opinions
would, I'm afraid, still be an insufficient basis for accepting or rejecting
it. What's more, when principle is not yet clearly perceived, it is proba-
bly impossible to have a thorough understanding of the meaning of
another's statements. So, how can one like you quickly dismiss the
ancient texts as untrustworthy and simply entrust judgment to one's
ownmind?65
Chu professed his faith in the ultimate certainty of principle, but principle
was not easy to know. A standard was needed for weighing individual
views. A consensus of opinion reached through discussion, as Lu had advo-
cated, was an inadequate gauge. Although he did not elaborate on the stan-
dard, Chu pointed to it indirectly in his charge against Lu for relying on
judgments made within his own mind rather than those found in the texts of
the tradition. Although Lu would not accept this characterization of his
position, Chu had clearly drawn the lines-as he perceived them-between
his more objective understanding of principle and Lu's more subjective reli-
ance on the mind.
Lu Chiu-yuan responded with his own characterization of their shared
predicament:
Lacking a constant teacher, we all seek in one direction and then
another while wandering amid diverse opinions and confusion. Even
though we might consider that our own perception of principle is
already clear, how are we to know that it's not merely our own private
opinions or confused theories? If we only follow familiar pronounce-
ments and the many chime in with the one who sings out, how are we
going to know our mistakes? This is extremely frightening! How fortu-
nate that we have mutual doubts and cannot agree. Among comrades,
it is appropriate for each to set forth his opinions completely in order to
improve himself through discussions with others, so that everyone
might return to the one, correct conclusion. 66
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The sentence that I have emphasized in this passage boldly framed a funda-
mental question about the objectivity of knowing. The way out of the rag-
ing sea of diverse private opinions was, according to Lu, to be found only
through rigorous discussions with others committed to finding the answer.
Another crucial function of the fellowship is evident here.
Lu also offered an explanation of why they were beset with such uncer-
tainty. In antiquity, the situation had been different. What made the ancient
sage Shun great was his willingness to humble himself in listening to others
and his resolve to correct old views and adopt new ones discovered through
discussions with others. Possessing simplicity and substance, the ancients
first mastered the facts before attempting to elaborate theories. The classics
reinforced this inclination by teaching people "to use facts to shed light on
other facts." Under such guidance, words corresponded with the reality of
the affairs discussed. Nevertheless, "with the decline of the Tao during the
Chou era, literary culture daily became more flourishing, factual truth
became inundated by opinions, and classical teachings became hidden by
argumentation and theories."67 Although we might accuse Lu of presenting
value judgments in the guise of factual statements, he was confident that the
substance of seeking the truth from facts had historically been replaced by
excessive erudition and literary culture.
Lu then placed Chu within this devolution into opinionated erudition and
literary refinement by comparing him to one of Confucius' disciples.
Although Tzu-kung had been taught personally by the master, he could not
avoid being mired in excessive learning. Tzu-kung's broad learning did not
overcome his attachment to private opinions. Reminding Chu that Tzu-
kung had been passed over when Confucius transmitted the Tao, Lu almost
smirked: "How does your talent, my esteemed old friend, compare with
that of Tzu-kung? The flaw of present-day scholars like you is much more
profound than Tzu-kung's."68 In light of Tzu-kung's case, how could Chu
be so confident about his own erudition in ancient texts? In addition to spe-
cific points about the Ultimate, Lu was thus seeking to undermine Chu's
standing as an authority on the classics, for it was from the platform of his
exegesis of the classics that Chu pronounced standards and principles.
Rather than following the straightforward and simple teachings of the
sages in the classics, Chu had spoken of the mysteries of Non-being and had
praised Chou Tun-i for being privy to the secret of the Ultimate of Non-
being, a secret for millennia unknown even by the sages. Although Chu
argued that Chou's discovery was in line with the Tao of the ancient sages,
Lu easily exploited this "prophetic" and "solitary" side of Chou's perception
of the Tao:
My dear old friend, you spoke, on the one hand, of Non-being and, on
the other hand, of Being; therefore, I don't know how many mysterious
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secrets were leaked. For example, you said .... Would it be that you
have studied Ch'an Buddhism and learned such things? What I mean by
leaking secrets refers to two inclinations: ordinarily delighting oneself
in the mystery of one's theories and, frequently while teaching others,
concealing this mystery and dwelling on the meaning of texts instead.
In reality, neither of these two inclinations grasps reality but both only
some trivial matters. Those with flawed endowments delight in these
mysteries to give expression to their licentiousness; so who knows how
many scholars with a good natural endowment have been entangled!
These not only infect themselves but also others, and they are not a
simple mistake of one word or action. I hope you won't linger long in
such habits but will reform yourself. 69
It is noteworthy here that Lu linked Chu's text-centered pedagogy to a fond-
ness for esoteric theories. Lu also attacked the subjectivity in Chou's solitary
perception of the essence of the Ultimate, an insight that Chu had lauded as
a singular contribution to Confucian understanding of reality. Until re-
vealed to Chou by Heaven and incorporated into a text of the tradition, the
true essence of the Ultimate had been a mystery-according to Chu. This
pronouncement was not one forced on Chu in the heat of debate.
Chu had similarly claimed in an II72 letter to Chang Shih that "the
secret" of the Ch'engs was simply Chou's "Diagram of the Ultimate."7o Even
though he did not offer it in the debate, Chu had a ready answer to Lu's
point that the Ch'engs had never mentioned the Ultimate of Non-being in
their own writings or to their own students. Apparently, it was simply a
secret of such importance that it was not disclosed even to the inner circle of
the fellowship. One should also recall that Chu himself had been reluctant
to publish his exposition of Chou's work. The expressed reason was con-
cern over his contemporaries' skepticism about Chou's work. Had he also
been hesitant to draw attention to this secret discovered by Chou? In short,
Chu implied in these comments that there was a component of essential
truth that had neither been embodied in the classics nor made accessible to
everyone.
Concluding his letter, Lu answered Chu's charge that he readily dismissed
the classics. Lu claimed only to have no faith in this mystery of the Ultimate
of Non-being. A notion not found in the Confucian classics, the Ultimate of
Non-being should indeed not be used to judge Lu's willingness to accept or
respect the classics.
Chu agreed that Lu's characterizations fit some of their contemporaries
but denied their applicability to himself. There were scholars who delighted
in the mystery of their own theories, as Lu had noted. Chu quickly added, "I
find upon self-examination that I am not like those you described."71 Quot-
ing Lu's bold question concerning how one could know that one's percep-
i #
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tion of principle was really more than one's own private opinion, he lauded
iu's statement for being especially apropos. Instead of dealing with this
question, however, Chu retorted that iu himself should practice what he
had preached about discovering one's own errors and reaching the one, cor-
rect conclusion. In both cases, Chu was simply dismissing complaints
against himself without bothering to refute them. It is particularly disap-
pointing that Chu did not see fit to respond straightforwardly to iu's "apro-
pos" question about how to distinguish principles from mere opinions.
Chu had more to say about iu's portrayal of his advice about resolving
disputes. Quoting Chu's admonitions to calm down before rejecting anoth-
er's views, iu had construed such advice as impractical because each side
would want the other to settle down and accept its standpoint. Chu clarified
his intent: "I wanted each side to put away the assumption that it was right
and the other was wrong, and then and only then discuss principles accord-
ing to the facts, so that the truth of right and wrong will be attained in the
end."72 Perhaps reflecting on iu's reputation for perceptively handling cases
as a magistrate, Chu reminded him that a judge before deciding a case
should listen to the facts with an open mind and without prejudice. Simi-
larly, if a scholar allowed personal emotions and rigid views to interfere, he
would make mistakes even if trying to be fair.
As if these admonitions would not communicate clearly enough, Chu
added a direct assault on the iu brothers for their approach to the case at
hand. Chu even ventured to distinguish the intentions each of the brothers
had for their shared assumption about the Ultimate of Non-being. When iu
Chiu-shao set up his theory, he was so self-confident that he did not first
conduct careful research. Furthermore, when someone pointed out the
problems with his argument, he was unwilling to make retractions. Given
his temperament, he had no intent to trick anyone; consequently, his prob-
lem arose simply from inadequate study. iu Chiu-yiian's original intent,
Chu further claimed, was flawed by the desire to prove his own theories and
win arguments. He wanted to surpass Tzu-kung and had even less regard
for Chou and the Ch'engs. It was with such intentions that iu went over
their words with a fine-toothed comb to find mistakes. Owing to such
faults, the iu brothers substituted groundless pronouncements for what the
ancients really meant. The resulting exchange of letters had become super-
fluous. Thus, "if we carefully check the details, nothing in these letters has
connected to the key points, and only desiring to win, we have just attacked
each other."73 If both parties had been open-minded, fair, and responsible, a
conclusion could have been reached through a discussion of the actual facts.
Chu, however, concluded that the attitude of his opponents frustrated any
resolution.
In closing, Chu also returned to Confucius to reassert his own conception
of the grounds for knowing and the transmission of the Tao. Although iu
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was certainly right that the sagehood of Confucius was not simply the prod-
uct of diverse learning, Confucius had a love of inquiry and possessed broad
learning. Moreover, it was the unity interlocking all his learning that distin-
guished Confucius as a sage. Based on this defense of learning as essential to
sagehood, Chu addressed Lu's challenge about the transmission of the Tao:
The reasons Yen-tzu and Tseng-tzu alone received the transmission of
the sage's learning were simply their broad literary culture (wen), strict
propriety, and complete realization. They were not selected as a result
of some empty fabrications. Although Tzu-kung did not receive the
transmission of the Tao (tao-t'ung), what he knew also appears to have
been no less than our contemporaries-even though he never had
Ch'an learning as a camouflage. The time of Chou and the Ch'engs was
much later than Mencius, but their Taos coincided. 74
By comparing his contemporaries unfavorably with Tzu-kung because of
their Ch'an ideas, Chu was also turning the tables on Lu for similarly criti-
cizing him. Furthermore, Chu rested his case regarding his authority and
perception of principle implicitly on broad literary learning, strict propriety,
and complete realization of the unity of the Tao. Thus Chu here talked of
the transmission of Confucianism in terms of a tripod of wen, Tao, and eth-
ical conduct.
If standard dating of this letter to the first month of lIS9 is correct, this
letter was written two months before Chu's preface to his commentary on
the Mean. Thus two months before his famous articulation of the term tao-
t'ung in that preface, Chu was already using it to rebut Lu and to defend his
own view that Chou and the Ch'engs had repossessed the transmission of
the Tao. Such timing would make a case for Lu's challenge having played a
role in stirring Chu to use the new term for the transmission of the Tao. Chu
had coined the term in lIS!. 75 Yet his letter to Lu was apparently the first
occasion on which he used it as a major and forceful concept. This example
would further demonstrate the importance of reading Chu's philosophy in
the historical context of his confrontations with his contemporaries.
In conclusion, throughout their debate, Lu clearly challenged Chu's
authority to interpret the classics and delineate the transmission of the Tao.
From Lu's perspective, Chu simply confused individual opinions with an
objective standard for determining the intent of the sages. In addition to
attacking the "prophetic" component of Chu's approach to the Tao, Lu
quoted the classics at considerable length to establish his views and chal-
lenge the accuracy and objectivity of Chu's interpretations. Contrary to con-
ventional impressions, Lu drew attention to the need for some standard for
distinguishing subjective opinions from more objective knowledge. Al-
though Chu demonstrated his erudition in textual exegesis and proclaimed
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the importance of finding principles in the text, he did not deal very effec-
tively with iu's probing questions about how to determine if one's percep-
tion of principle and the classics were any more than one's own subjective
opinions. As one of his letters to iii Tsu-ch'ien reveals, Chu had been dis-
turbed for years about iu's charge that his views were "merely opinions."76
In his struggle with iu over this issue, Chu's responses suggest that under
the pressure of the debate, he had difficulty establishing the objectivity of
his view of the Tao and his reading of the classics.
iu consistently denied that Chu had apprehended the Tao. During the
debate, for instance, iu drew attention to Tzu-kung's reliance on learning
as the reason for his having been excluded by Confucius from the transmis-
sion of the Tao. Chu similarly intellectualized the tradition. Pointing to
Chu's extraordinary intellect as a fatal flaw, iu told his students: "Although
Chu's scholarship is as lofty as Mt. T'ai, it's a pity that he cannot reach the
Tao through his learning. Therefore, he is essentially wasting his energy
without making any inner progress."77
Although iu's arguments that Chu exercised an inadequate degree of
objectivity have generally been overlooked, some modern scholars have
reconstructed Chu's hermeneutics regarding textual interpretation and the
problem of objectivity. 78 Based largely on unconfrontational writings (prin-
cipally comments to students and commentaries), they have provided a
more systematic and reasoned presentation of views that Chu only assumed,
asserted, and/or briefly defended in his contested exchanges with iu. Chu
had guidelines for respecting the integrity or autonomy of a text and obtain-
ing objective knowledge through textual interpretation. Concern to have an
objective standard for knowing principle led Chu to develop his rules for
book-learning. iu is mentioned in these studies usually to illustrate that
Chu was similarly aware that the classics were ultimately a means to the
reader's spiritual ends and had to be understood as an inner experience.
Nonetheless, Chu went further than any earlier Confucian in intellectualiz-
ing the tradition and making knowledge the foundation of ethics and mor-
als. From the perspective of Chu's system, iu does appear relatively uninter-
ested in book-learning and objective knowledge. But it is all too easy to
regard iu as being more subjective than he actually was.
Scholars have over the centuries discussed differences between Chu and
iu largely in terms of the question of whether the mind or the inner nature
was equivalent to principle. The two men did not actually engage each other
in a debate over this question. Since I have taken a more historical focus on
topics that the participants decided were most crucial to address in their
exchanges, I have not explored this issue. Nonetheless, this issue, involving
some of their most fundamental assumptions, was not irrelevant. Regarding
the mind as principle, iu had greater confidence in reaching the truth
through discussion and was wary of being led away from essential principles
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by excessive book-learning. Lu's identification of yin and yang as the Tao
also reflected his refusal to divide mind and principle into separate realms.
Lu apparently did not share Chu's philosophical need either for a realm of
abstract principles or for human nature to serve as intermediary between
mind and principle.
In terms of principle, Chu has traditionally been credited with philosoph-
ically transcending Chou Tun-i by equating the Supreme Ultimate with
principle. Lu actually identified the Supreme Ultimate with principle too.
Lu differed in also equating these two concepts with the Mean, a step Chu
was unwilling to take. Furthermore, Lu did not make the identification of
principle with the Supreme Ultimate in order to establish, as Chu had, the
priority of principle over psychophysical energy, for Lu was not driven by a
metaphysical agenda.
Although the debate on the Ultimate ended inconclusively, modern schol-
ars have generally given the victory to Chu in terms of philosophizing. Yet
they have also conceded that Lu was correct about the Taoist origins of
Chou's "Diagram" and Ultimate of Non-being. It is one measure of change
in modern Confucian scholarship that even those who are attracted to Chu's
philosophy no longer feel compelled to deny the origins of these compo-
nents of his system.
Overall, Chu demonstrated his more analytical and scholarly reading of
the classics. Lu's reading was more literal, straightforward, and holistic.
Chu even complained about Lu "simply following the words of the classical
text to give forth explanations" and "quoting extended passages in their
entirety without becoming weary."79 Lu's facility in quoting the classics to
make his points should qualify widely held assumptions about his paltry
level of seriousness or ability in reading the classics. Such impressions about
Lu have been influenced by Chu's more dominant criticism of Lu for disre-
garding the classics and book-learning.
This more persistent aspect of Chu's caricature of Lu became entrenched
among his followers, who also drew upon Chu's condemnation of the Lu
camp for engaging in Ch'an thinking and disordering the Tao. As we have
seen, after Lii Tsu-ch'ien's restraining influence was laid to rest, Chu and Lu
asserted themselves more forcefully, and tensions between the two also
spread among their students. In the process, the two masters and their fol-
lowers became less tolerant and delineated the fellowship of the Tao more
sharply. Even if Chu did not engage in ad hominem attacks on Lu, his con-
demnations of Lu for being contaminated by Ch'an and for laxity in both
learning and cultivation were strident enough that Chu himself must bear
some of the responsibility for frictions between them and their camps. Chu's
followers did become more partisan than their master, but they had grounds
in some of his statements for seeing themselves as continuing his struggle
against those whose views would disorder the Tao. Some recent scholarship
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has sought to correct the sharp dichotomy that has frequently been drawn in
modern scholarship between Chu and Lu and also between their followers.
The present study has substantiated areas of agreement between the two
friends but has nonetheless highlighted major points of disagreement. Such
tensions contributed to the direction of Tao-hsueh's evolution and thus
should not be disregarded in historical reconstructions of the tradition. In
the aftermath of the debates, during the thirteenth century, those under
Chu's banner would succeed in gaining recognition of Chu's version of the
tradition and succession of the Tao.
PAR T4THE FOURTH PERIOD, 1202-1279
Although the ban against Tao-hsueh ended in 1202,
Li Hsin-ch'uan's retrospective essay on the movement, which was written
that very year, carried the title "The Rise and Fall of Tao-hsueh."l The first
historian of the Tao-hsueh movement was not at all optimistic about the
state of the fellowship in 1202. Appearing almost moribund, it had reached
its nadir at the end of two decades of politically charged controversy. In the
1239 preface to his history of the movement, Li would trace the resurgence
of the fellowship as it gained government favor. By 1241,.the emperor would
publish an edict extending official recognition to the group. How did this
happen?
Court politics dictated some changes of policy. Even Han T'o-chou real-
ized by 1202 that the proscription had gone too far in alienating many intel-
lectuals. In an attempt to marshal support in preparation for his war against
the Jurchen, Han restored titles to individuals, such as Chu Hsi, who either
had been forced into retirement or had died during the ban. He also offered
government positions to some major Tao-hsueh leaders who had been listed
as members of the banned faction. Several from that list accepted posts. The
most prominent of these were the utilitarians, Ch'en Fu-liang and Yeh Shih.
Han also acquired the services of Huang Kan, Chu's son-in-law and the
leader of Chu's disciples. Nevertheless, Han failed to galvanize such Tao-
hsueh leaders to his war effort. Even though participants in the fellowship
had been known in the twelfth century for their hawkishness, these Tao-
hsueh scholar-officials in the early thirteenth century had reservations that
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reflected Lii Tsu-ch'ien's and Chu Hsi's emphasis on self-strengthening and
a defensive posture. Following defeat on the battlefield, the Sung court had
to acquiesce to the Jurchen demand for Han's head, which was delivered in
1207. Fellowship leaders did not lament the demise of their chief opponent,
even though he was removed in such a shameful manner. The new chief
councilor, Shih Mi-yiian (rr64-1233), continued the effort to appease the
fellowship, when he had the court bestow an honorific title upon Chu Hsi in
1209. 2
Li Tao-ch'uan (rr70-1217) submitted a memorial in 12rr that set forth a
Tao-hsueh agenda. To improve the morale of scholars, the emperor should
take three specific actions. First, the proscription against the fellowship
should be publicly declared to have been a mistake. Second, Chu Hsi's com-
mentaries to the Four Books should be used for the curriculum in the impe-
rial university. Third, those honored in sacrifices at the Temple of Confu-
cius should include Chou Tun-i, the Ch'eng brothers, Shao Yung, and
Chang Tsai. Li presented these measures with the promise that the spirits of
the literati would be revived, and therefore, talents would increase and gov-
ernance would improve steadily.3 Continuing hostility toward the fellow-
ship in some quarters of the government made such an ambitious agenda
premature. To mollify Li and other petitioners, however, the court in 1212
adopted Chu Hsi's commentaries on the Analects and the Mencius but not
his more controversial ones on the Doctrine of the Mean and the Great
Learning. During the remainder of the first quarter of the century, the court
bestowed honorific titles upon Chang Shih, Chu Hsi, Lii Tsu-ch'ien, Lu
Chiu-yiian, Chou Tun-i, the Ch'eng brothers, Chang Tsai, and even Chang
Chiu-ch'eng.
When Ning-tsung died in 1224 without an heir, there was a succession cri-
sis. Chief Councilor Shih Mi-yiian set aside an elder adopted heir, Prince
Chi (d. 1225), in favor of a younger one, who was to become known as Li-
tsung (r. 1224-1264). An uprising occurred in Hu-chou in reaction to what
was seen as an illegal usurpation of Prince Chi's right to the throne.
Although the prince had no prior knowledge of the uprising and did not
approve of it, court agents implicated him and forced his suicide. In an
attempt to revive the court's prestige, Shih appointed a number of Tao-
hsueh Confucians to high offices. When they petitioned for posthumous
honors for Prince Chi, however, he purged them from office. Despite this
setback, Li-tsung posthumously enfeoffed Chu Hsi in 1227 and 1229. These
honors for Chu could be read as a response to the increasing threat from the
Mongols, who destroyed the Hsi-Hsia Kingdom in northwestern China in
1227.
James Liu further surmises that as the Mongol threat increased in the
1230S, political expediency compelled the court to embrace Tao-hsueh as an
ideology.4 When the Mongols exterminated the Chin in 1234, they reached
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the Southern Sung frontier. But bloody military conquest was not the only
danger posed by the Mongols. Under advice of former officials from the
Chin, the Mongols constructed a new Confucian temple in the administra-
tive center of North China and adopted the civil service examination sys-
tem. Thus the Mongols were staking a claim to Confucian legitimacy to
rule. To counter Mongol military and cultural encroachments, the Sung
court sought to bolster its own claim to orthodoxy. Cheng Ch'ing-chih
(1176-12S1), who became chief councilor when Shih died in 1233, recalled to
active service two leading senior statesmen from the fellowship, Wei Liao-
weng (II78-1237) and Chen Te-hsiu (II78-123S). Another senior official,
Ch'iao Hsing-chien (IIS6-1241), cautiously finessed in 1234 a proposal to
bestow special honors upon Chu Hsi and five Northern Sung philosophers.
In II38, the Mongols patronized the founding of the Supreme Ultimate
(T'ai-chi) Academy, where ritual services were held for Chou Tun-i, the
Ch'engs, Chang Tsai, Yang Shih, and Chu Hsi. Recent research shows that
Tao-hsueh had been developing in the North since the early II90S; however,
scholar-officials in the Southern Sung regarded Mongol patronage of a cap-
tured scholar, Chao Fu (c. 1206-c. 1299), in the mid-1230S as the beginning
of Tao-hsueh teachings under alien rule in the North. 5 Such activity by the
Mongols enhanced the ideological challenge to the Southern Sung regime.
In the first month of 1241, Li-tsung published an imperial edict that fully
accepted Tao-hsueh Confucians' claim to orthodoxy. In special rites, images
of Chu Hsi, Chou Tun-i, Chang Tsai, and the Ch'engs were installed in the
Confucian temple. Distinctive recognition was extended to Chu Hsi, who,
as theorist and commentator on the Four Books, had enhanced the clarity of
the Tao in the world. The tablet honoring their political nemesis, Wang An-
shih, was finally expelled from the Confucian temple. 6 A few days later, the
imperial university was ordered to pay homage to sages and worthies in the
transmission of the Tao. In 1261, Lii Tsu-ch'ien and Chang Shih were added
to those honored in the temple. By 1267, Lii occupied the position next to
Chu Hsi and three of the Northern Sung masters, and Ch'eng Hao was
assigned a position across the hall and just above Shao Yung, Ssu-ma
Kuang, and Chang Shih. 7 Such actions buttressed propaganda claiming that
orthodox Chinese culture had come South after the fall of the Northern
Sung.
By recognizing the Tao-hsueh claim to have repossessed the Tao of
ancient sages and to have transmitted it in the South after the fall of the
Northern Sung, the Southern Sung court could identify itself with this
orthodox transmission as a means of bolstering its cultural propaganda.
Cultural orthodoxy in the South served to counter the Mongols' rebuilding
of the Confucian temple in the northern capital and conducting civil service
examinations there. Such actions by the Mongols reflected an attempt to
present themselves as the new patrons of Confucian culture and by exten-
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sion the legitimate rulers of China. The Southern Sung, however, sought to
deny any cultural legitimacy to the Mongol regime.
Real power relations at the Southern Sung court remained unchanged,
however. Although a few Tao-hsueh Confucians obtained prominent posts,
they were given no authority to change actual policies. Thus their victory
was largely a cosmetic one. Nevertheless, the public status of the fellowship
and its relationship to the state had been fundamentally altered.
Li Hsin-ch'uan's II39 preface to his history of the fellowship prefigured
this political explanation of its rise. Within his broad and practical view of
the Tao-hsueh rubric, he credited leading councilors associated with the
movement with serving as the pivot at every crucial juncture. In the late
eleventh century, the rise or fall of Tao-hsueh Confucianism was related to
Ssu-ma Kuang's presence or absence at the emperor's court. During the
II30S, it was Chao Ting who made the difference. Chao Ju-yu was the cru-
cial official during the II90S. When these officials had power, Tao-hsueh
flourished, but when they were removed, the fellowship encountered
"extreme difficulties."8 In the view of many modern scholars who focus on
the philosophy of the Chu Hsi school, however, the credit for the reversal of
policy belongs to Chu Hsi's students and disciples.
Chapterl Chu Hsi's Disciples and Other
Tao-hsiieh Confucians
In attempting to evaluate the role of Chu Hsi's
disciples in the reversal of the ban against Tao-hsueh, we need to survey
their numbers, activities, and ideas as well as the intellectual currents of
their era. Lu Yu (1125-1210) mentioned in a funeral eulogy that Chu had
about 1,000 students, and modern countings list the names of 467 who
sought Chu's instruction. 1 At the end of the twelfth century, no intellectual
-either inside or outside of the fellowship-could match Chu in number of
serious students. Thousands of people came to hear Lu Chiu-yuan teach.
The vast majority were not literati and so had little utility for transmitting a
school of thought. The Records of Sung and Yuan Confucians list the
names of 65 disciples at Lu's lecture hall in Fu-chou. 2 Although those in
Chekiang would need to be added, Lu's total would still fall short of Chu's.
The geographic spread of Chu's students was also important. Of the 378
whose origins are known, 43 percent were from Fukien, 21 percent from
Chekiang, almost 21 percent from Kiangsi, and about IS percent from other
areas. Other countings yield comparable figures: of those listed as Chu's
students in the Records ofSung and Yuan Confucians, 51 percent were from
Fukien; and of those who recorded sayings for Chu's Classified Conversa-
tions, 32 percent were Fukienese. 3 Their number gave Chu's students an
unassailable base in Fukien. They also had considerable support in the
home territory of Chu's primary intellectual rivals in Chekiang and Kiangsi.
Together, Chekiang, Fukien, and Kiangsi were the intellectual and eco-
nomic heartland of the Southern Sung. The area also had the most acade-
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mies, institutions crucial for propagating Chu's teachings and adding mem-
bers to the fellowship.4 Chu had also attracted students from the outlying
areas of the realm, giving his disciples a broad base, but one that was cen-
tered in the economic and cultural core regions. Approximately 28 percent
of Chu's students served as officials at some time. Although few ever
attained political prominence, 131 scholar-officials represented a significant
cell within the bureaucracy.
Chu Hsi had made preparations for the transmission of his authority
within his group. Chu had prepared Lu Chiu-yuan's former student Ts'ao
Chien to the point that he was almost ready to receive the transmission of
the Tao. After Ts'ao's death, much of Chu's hope for his group rested with
Huang Kan. 5 Among the earliest to come to Chu, Huang had displayed the
utmost reverence for Chu and dedication to the master's teachings. ~lhen
Chang Shih died, Chu wrote to Huang and lamented that their Tao had
become more vulnerable; hence, he wrote, demands on worthies like Huang
would be heavy. Chu had his daughter wed Huang, and Huang aided him in
collecting materials for some of his publications. By the time Chu finished
building his Bamboo Grove Study in 1194, he had clearly selected Huang as
his successor, for he expressed the hope that Huang would one day take his
place lecturing there. Near the end of his life, Chu wrote to Huang, "This
Tao of ours is entrusted to you, so I die with no regrets."6 In the Sung His-
tory version, Chu reportedly also passed on his robes, an act that would
mimic a transmission practice between Ch'an Buddhist masters. The
account in Chu's collected writings makes no mention of the robes. Given
Chu's hostility to Buddhism, such an obvious parallel to Buddhist practice is
unlikely. Still, Chu was confident that he was in the position to entrust "this
Tao of ours" to a chosen disciple. In other words, Chu was implicitly claim-
ing status in the transmission of the Tao and the authority to select a succes-
sor to that transmission. On Chu's death, Huang mourned for a period of
three years, as if mourning his own father.
Afterwards, Huang Kan resumed his government career, even though the
administration was dominated by Han To-chou. He still maintained his
independent views, which he shared with any civil or military officials will-
ing to listen. Owing to his criticisms of central government policies, he was
not employed at the capital but in various local posts. Because of his exem-
plary record in dealing with precautions against famines and Jurchen invad-
ers, he won renown as an official serving in various counties and prefectures
in Chekiang and central China. Wherever he served, he encouraged Chu's
views of education. Besides setting up a temple in Han-yang to commemo-
rate Chou Tun-i, the Ch'eng brothers, and Chu Hsi, he lectured at the
White Deer Grotto Academy near Nan-k'ang. When he retired to Fukien,
scholars from as far away as central and western China came to study with
him. His travels and service as an official, thus, helped to solidify and
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expand Chu's following. In a eulogy, he lauded his fellow student Chou Mo
(1141-1202) for the custom of convening quarterly meetings of "our faction"
in Chou's home area in Kiangsi. 7
Huang steadfastly upheld Chu's doctrines. He is especially noted for
closely following Chu's views regarding the distinction between the human
mind and the Tao mind; the mutual interaction between the essence and
function of the Tao; the balance between cultivating the mind and investi-
gating things; and education, family rituals, and the transmission of the
Tao. With the assistance of Li Hsin-ch'uan, he edited the first collection of
Chu's recorded conversations. He also wrote one of the first major biogra-
phies of Chu Hsi, which has served as a primary source for later ones.
Concluding his biography of Chu, Huang portrayed Chu Hsi as the cul-
mination of the Tao-hsueh tradition. He wrote:
The transmission of the correct orthodox tradition of the Tao required
the proper men. From the Chou dynasty on, there have been only sev-
eral people capable of inheriting the correct tradition and transmitting
the Tao, and only one or two could enable the Tao to achieve promi-
nence. After Confucius, its subtlety was perpetuated by Tseng-tzu and
Tzu-ssu, but it was not prominent until Mencius. After Mencius, the
interrupted tradition was continued by the Four Masters-Chou, the
Ch'engs, and Chang. But only with our Master Chu did it become
prominent. 8
Equating Chu with Mencius, Huang accorded Chu Hsi a greater role in the
tao-t'ung than these Four Masters of the Northern Sung. In his "General
Account of the Transmission of the Succession to the Tao Among the Sages
and Worthies," Huang elaborated on the concept from Chu's preface to the
commentary on the Mean. Beginning his account with the generation of all
things from the Supreme Ultimate, Huang suggested that the Tao had origi-
nated from Heaven itself. Starting with Shun's sixteen-word admonition
about the difference between the human mind and the Tao mind, Huang
proceeded through the essential contributions of the sages of antiquity and
the Sung. 9
Thus, for Huang, the transmission of the Tao culminated in the teachings
and commentaries of Chu Hsi. Indeed, Chu had made the Tao "prominent,"
a contribution surpassing that of Chou Tun-i and the Ch'engs. Passing
directly from Chou and the Ch'engs to Chu, Huang also set aside Chang
Tsai. Although the gaps in the transmission between Mencius and the
Ch'engs and between them and Chu remained, Huang did not focus atten-
tion on these elisions or gaps.
More concerned to establish the continuity of the tradition as a school of
thought, Huang focused on preserving what had already been developed.
He proclaimed: "The sages and worthies passed it on from one to another,
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setting forth the teachings over the ages like the signs of Heaven [which the
sages observed], incandescent and unchanging. Though each was slightly
different in the details, the more each contributed to the discussion, the
greater the clarity. This is what the scholar should follow and preserve; to
deviate from it is to err."lO This scholastic approach concentrated on syste-
matizing received teachings in an effort to build orthodoxy in what Huang
perceived to be a hostile environment. Huang attempted to be comprehen-
sive in preserving Chu's teachings. Nonetheless, while organizing those
teachings and deciding what was most fundamental, he made a subtle shift.
Instead of dwelling on Chu's level of speculative philosophy, Huang
highlighted cultivation of the inner self. One might also say that he made the
move to expand Chu's claim to the field of cultivating the mind in response
to the continuing challenge from iu Chiu-yiian's students.
So major was Huang's role in solidifying the followers of Chu that the
master's other disciples deferred to him. Huang's Fukien origins and his sta-
tus and connections as an official were superb qualifications for holding
Chu's group together for the two crucial decades after Chu's death. But
other disciples made contributions too.
Another special disciple, Ch'en Ch'un, first met Chu Hsi in II90 while
Chu was serving as prefect in Chang-chou in southern Fukien. He had been
studying Chu's writings since IISO when someone gave him a copy of
Reflections on Things at Hand; thus he was delighted at the opportunity to
see Chu. In the letter introducing himself to Chu, he praised Chu as the only
person of his generation who was qualified to transmit the Tao and succeed
the Ch'eng brothers: "With the Master's arrival, the Tao of Confucius,
Mencius, Chou, and the Ch'engs becomes more brilliant. The Master alone
can be called our leader in this present era."ll Accepting Ch'en as a student,
Chu encouraged him to focus more on essential principles rather than just
book-learning. Chu advised: "Whenever you look at principles, you must
investigate into the Source (ken-yuan). For example, why must a father
abide in affection, a son in filial piety, a ruler or minister in benevolence or
respect?"12 Often talking late into the night, the two discussed Heaven's
principle as the Source. According to Ch'en, the master said that he had
never discussed this with others. In other words, Ch'en felt that Chu was
transmitting a special truth solely to him. Chu apparently shared this feeling
of having found someone to propagate the Tao in this area of Southern
Fukien. While there he reported to Ch'en's father-in-law, "I'm happy to have
obtained this man for this Tao of ours."13
Following Chu's instructions, Ch'en concentrated his study on the
Source, or Heaven's principle, in various things and human relationships.
During the II90S, Ch'en sent essays to Chu, who wrote approving com-
ments and made occasional suggestions. After Chu left Chang-chou in II9I,
the two did not meet again until Ch'en journeyed to visit Chu late in II99.
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Although Chu was already not well, he devoted much of his time to Ch'en.
Deciding that Ch'en had obtained an adequate grasp of the first principles
through seeking the Source, Chu admonished him to balance that higher
learning with more attention to the lower level of praxis in daily affairs. At
the farewell dinner, Chu further urged: "After your return home, you must
seek within yourself."14 Because of this admonition, Ch'en oriented himself
more to self-cultivation and praxis. Chu also encouraged him to travel
instead of staying in his remote village, thus inviting him to take a more
active leadership role. Although both visits with Chu lasted little more than
seven months altogether, Ch'en recorded more than six hundred conversa-
tions, a greater number than any other disciple. The detail and quality of his
redactions were also exceptional.
Ch'en's most important work in transmitting Chu's doctrines was Terms
Explained (Pei-hsi tzu-i). Ch'en herein made systematic explanations of
twenty-five categories of terms central to Chu Hsi's philosophy. Over 230
sections were employed to elucidate these concepts. The first half dealt with
one's daily praxis or cultivation, and discussed such concepts as destiny,
human nature, mind, and sincerity. The second half focused on more philo-
sophical concepts, such as principle, the Supreme Ultimate, and Buddhism.
Hence the order generally followed Chu's admonition in II99 to focus more
on daily praxis before reaching for abstract philosophical principles. The
influence of Chu's II90 advice to seek for the Source also continued in the
pervasiveness of references to Heaven's principle and the mandate of
Heaven. Ch'en's longest section was on cosmic negative and positive spirit-
ual forces (kuei-shen), which Chu rarely discussed. Moreover, Ch'en omit-
ted Chu's important discussions of vital, psychophysical energy. In describ-
ing the Ultimate, Ch'en frequently used the Taoist term "undifferentiated"
(hun-fun), even though Chu had rarely used this term..He never actually
contradicted his master, and his explanations have long been regarded as
faithful to Chu. His exposition on the mind was particularly successful in
systematizing and clarifying Chu's many-faceted statements. IS As a trust-
worthy systematization of major concepts, Ch'en's explanations provided a
guidebook for students reading Chu's various writings and statements.
When Ch'en went to the capital in 1216 for the examinations, many of
Chu Hsi's followers came to visit him. Although he failed the examinations
for the second time, various people sought his instruction in Chu's teach-
ings. The most important instance occurred in 1217 at Yen-ling (Yen-chou),
in Chekiang, on his way home from the capital. The prefect and local
literati requested that he lecture at the government school. Ch'en's four lec-
tures emphasized the practicality of Tao-hsueh and the importance of Chu
Hsi's teachings.
The second lecture, "The Source of Teachers and Friends," most explic-
itly set forth the tradition and succession of the Tao. Beyond reiterating this
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tao-t'ung, Ch'en Ch'un followed Chu in claiming that Chou Tun-i had
received the Tao directly from Heaven. He also focused on the transmission
from Chou and the Ch'engs directly to Chu Hsi. Ch'en lauded Chu's role:
"He got at the subtle words and ideas the Ch'engs had left to posterity and
refined and clarified them. Looking back, he penetrated the minds of the
sages, and looking to the present, he drew together the many schools and
assembled them as one." Ch'en thus passed over Chang Tsai and elevated
Chu Hsi. So crucial was Chu's analysis and synthesis that one could not
learn to be a sage without entering through the gate of his teachings. Criti-
cizing anyone who failed to regard Chu as the way or door, Ch'en con-
cluded: "Since one has not found the correct door to enter, it will be unrea-
sonable to say that one can really obtain the correct way of the Sage's
'transmission of the mind.' "16 What was actually transmitted-according
to Chu Hsi-was the Tao rather than the mind as in Ch'an Buddhism. As
evident here and in a passage (in the version from Ch'en's collected works)
interjected between the two quotations above, Ch'en denounced both Ch'en
Liang's utilitarians and Lu Chiu-yuan's followers in Chekiang, so that they
could "no longer disturb our Tao. "17 He reinforced his assault with two sup-
plemental essays against Buddhism and examination learning. As already
discussed, examination learning could serve as a caricature of Lu Tsu-
ch'ien's pragmatic teachings; indeed, Ch'en elsewhere characterized Lu as
too focused on literary studies. 18 Ch'an Buddhists' monistic view of mind
and the inner nature was the same error that Chu had ascribed to Lu Chiu-
yuan.
The pervasiveness of Lu Chiu-yuan's legacy in Yen-chou appalled Ch'en
Ch'un. There had already been followers of Lu in Yen-chou for almost half
a century. Chan Fu-min (fl. II79 ) had gone to study with Lu in II79 and II8S
to learn meditation and how to recover the original mind. Later, Chan
introduced the even more radical views of enlightenment espoused by some
of Lu's students. By 1217 when Ch'en Ch'un spent two months in Yen-chou,
Lu's followers, who dominated the prefecture, had allegedly gone so far in
their neglect of scholarship that Ch'en concluded they were completely Bud-
dhistic. Perhaps more shocking to Ch'en was the claim that Lu had inherited
the Tao directly from Mencius. Although more pronounced in bypassing
the Northern Sung masters, this claim built on Lu's own identification with
Mencius as well as his challenge to Chu's assumption of authority. Appar-
ently, Ch'en found the Yen-chou literati too committed to Lu to listen, but
he did win one convert. Cheng Wen (b. II92) was swayed by Ch'en's long
letter and personal entreaties. Ch'en's open hostility to Lu was probably a
result of his Yen-chou experience. 19
Even though Lu is not mentioned in Terms Explained, it would be an
overstatement to say that Ch'en was oblivious to the continuing challenge of
Lu's followers. Ch'en addressed such issues as the mind and the Ultimate,
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setting forth arguments that Chu had employed against Lu. His comments
about expediency could be read in a similar way as a response to Ch'en
Liang. The important philosophical concept of vital energy did not arise,
probably because it was not central in competition with the Chu school's
primary rivals. As long as Ch'en remained fairly isolated in southern
Fukien, he could maintain a positive presentation of Chu's teaching without
feeling pressed to attack. When confronted in Chekiang, however, he had
reacted so bitingly that most later scholars have regarded him as sharply
partisan all of his life.
Among the next generation of leaders of Chu's school, the most outstand-
ing was Chen Te-hsiu. Chen's early education placed him on a different
path, however. As a precocious child, he was taught by his father until the
latter died when Chen was only about fourteen. A neighboring scholar-offi-
cial, Yang K'uei (fl. II90s), allowed the fatherless youth to study with his
own children and later to wed his daughter. Since nothing is known about
Yang beyond a report that he held the chin-shih degree, he must have been a
more conventional Confucian and unaffiliated with the fellowship. Under
his direction, Chen won the chin-shih degree at age twenty-two in II99, a
year in which candidates had to swear that they had no connection to the
banned Tao-hsueh partisans. After further study, Chen obtained the rarely
awarded Erudite Literatus degree in 1205. By doing so, he demonstrated his
mastery of broad learning and literary versatility.
Although already an established scholar-official, Chen altered his course
after 1205 under the inspiration of Chan T'i-jen (II43-1206), a follower of
Chu Hsi. Even though Chan died the following year, he apparently had
aroused sufficient interest that Chen continued reading Chu's writings. By
1219, his study of Chu's scholarship had become so renowned that Huang
Kan wrote to a colleague regarding Chen and Ch'en Mi (1.171-123°): "As for
these two gentlemen, their achievements in the future are bound to be bril-
liant. They are like great spirits protecting our doctrines and institutions
(fa). Since our former master Chu passed away, they are the ones upon
whom we depend to carryon the tradition. What a joy!"20 Although usually
translated as "laws," fa here certainly referred to the doctrines and institu-
tions of the Chu school. Writing directly to Chen, Huang also expressed his
admiration for Chen's political stance and representation of the Chu school.
As Huang recognized, Chen Te-hsiu's political prestige was an asset to
the group. During the first phase of his career (1202-1214), Chen began as
an assistant prefect in Fukien. However, after winning his Erudite Literatus
degree in 1205, he was promptly asked to serve at the imperial university
and then at various secretarial posts at the capital. In 1213, the emperor sent
him as state envoy to the Chin, but the Mongol siege of the Chin capital pre-
vented him from completing his trip. Having observed the predicament of
the Chin, he reported to the throne on his return that the Mongols would
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defeat the Chin. Although the Mongols soon seized the Chin capital in 1214,
it took them until 1234 to finish the conquest; hence, Chen's 1213 statement
earned him even more fame for his foresight. His forthright memorials dur-
ing this period were widely circulated, which infuriated the powerful chief
councilor Shih Mi-yiian. Withdrawing to avoid continued service directly
under Shih, Chen spent most of the second phase (1215-1224) in prefectural
posts. Whether he was handling famine relief in Chiang-tung, suppressing
pirates in Ch'iian-chou, or establishing a benevolent granary in T'an-chou,
Chen's proven effectiveness earned him further acclaim. Although sum-
moned to serve at the capital again in 1225, he was soon impeached and dis-
missed during the purge of those who had argued for a posthumous title for
Prince Chi. He spent the next seven years in a forced retirement during
which he concentrated upon scholarship. Finally, in 1233, Chen was recalled
to serve as prefect of Ch'iian-chou, and in 1234 he was transferred to Fu-
chou, where he again performed admirably. During the last phase of his
career (1234-1235), he was personally summoned by the emperor to serve in
the capital, and was there given important posts. His health soon waned,
and he died in 1135 in his fifty-eighth year. Altogether, he had served at the
capital for fifteen years and in the prefectures for about twelve. Because of
the autocratic power of Shih Mi-yiian, Chen accomplished little at court.
Like most of Chu's followers, he preferred to serve in regional posts where
he had more latitude to act and make contributions to the welfare of the
people. 21
Some of Chen's contemporaries eulogized him for saving their culture.
Drawing from these earlier biographic eulogies, the official Sung History
used the phrase "this culture"-with which Confucius (Analects, 9/5) had
described his own mission-to magnify Chen's role: "Chen singlehandedly
and valiantly took upon himself the responsibility for preserving this cul-
ture. Thus with the proscription lifted, it was largely through his efforts that
the correct learning could be made clearly known throughout the land and
to later generations."22 Extrapolating from such evidence, one modern
scholar concludes: "Together Wei [Liao-weng] and Chen [Te-hsiu] were
responsible for the Sung courts' reversal of the ban on Chu Hsi."23 Before
addressing this claim, more needs to be said about Chen and the larger intel-
lectual context.
Setting aside for now the political expediencies discussed in Part Four,
let's examine Chen Te-hsiu's influence on the reversal of state policy toward
the fellowship. Although Chen was only one of those who had for decades
advocated a reversal of policy, he and Wei Liao-weng had more visibility
than most other proponents. Probably Chen's greatest contribution, like
Wei's, was through his other activities that enhanced the popularity of Chu's
learning among literati. His exemplary service in attending to formal educa-
tion, customs, and livelihood as an official in various prefectures helped to
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spread the values of Tao-hsueh Confucians. On the local level, he also
established shrines to such worthies as Chu Hsi, strengthened the tradition
of academies, and expanded Chu's granary reforms to include loans to land-
less families.
Chen's writings on governance were another contribution. The Classic
on Governance (Cheng ching) focused on improving local administration
through discussions of how officials should conduct themselves and handle
affairs such as tax collection or litigation. In the first section, fifty quota-
tions from the classics set forth basic principles. Next, twenty-two excerpts
from historical texts, mostly on the Han dynasty, furnished illustrations of
exemplary local officials. A third part provided supplementary material on
dealing with six specific difficulties faced by local administrators and
included recommendations based on his own experiences. A final section
contained several of Chen's proclamations and directives about rectifying
problems on the local level. The most innovative one involved charitable
granaries: Chen· extended benefits to landless tenants and removed the
supervisory responsibilities that Chu had retained for local officials. Chen
effectively synthesized earlier Tao-hsueh approaches to governance with a
balance of moralistic and practical concerns. He expanded on Chu's pro-
gram for developing the middle-level institutions that functioned in the local
community.24 Yet Chen's application of history to statecraft and his recogni-
tion of the necessity of law and punishments could be seen as reflecting posi-
tions similar to those of Che-tung utilitarians.
Chen's famous Extended Meaning of the Great Learning (Ta-hsueh yen-i)
also reflected a synthesis of thinking about governance. In the preface, he
drew a parallel with Chu's writings on and lectures to the throne about the
classic Great Learning. 25 Aside from including an interpretation of the
Great Learning itself, Chen detailed what emperors should study and how
they should engage in spiritual cultivation. In self-cultivation, Chen empha-
sized reverence and restraining desires. Although he did not discuss larger
philosophical issues or concrete policies for governing the state or bringing
peace to the world, Chen expressed confidence that if the ruler would con-
centrate on self-cultivation and regulating the royal family, institutional
problems would be easy to resolve. Throughout, his focus was the standard
Mencian one on the ruler's mind-and-heart, discussed in reference to Ch'en
Liang's essays during his own Tao-hsueh phase. As Ch'en Liang and Lii Tsu-
ch'ien had also done, Chen Te-hsiu drew upon Han and T'ang rulers as pos-
itive models for later emperors. Chen did not call attention to these alterna-
tive thinkers, however.
Chen Te-hsiu also presented to Li-tsung in 1234 his Classic of the Mind-
and-Heart (Hsin ching). Again largely following Chu Hsi, Chen began with
Shun's famous sixteen-word admonition about the Tao mind and the need
to refine the human mind by holding fast to the Mean. Proceeding to quote
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many other sources, he developed the Tao-hsiieh theme of constant mind-
fulness and attentiveness to one's ethical duty. Relying heavily on Mencius,
Chen also quoted Chou Tun-i, the Ch'engs, and Chu Hsi as authoritative
classics in their own right. Ironically, he juxtaposed the Mencian doctrine of
the goodness of human nature and the ease with which the human mind fre-
quently gave rein to evil desires. Although he never abandoned Mencian
idealism about human perfectibility, he went further than other Tao-hsiieh
thinkers had in emphasizing the importance of disciplining the self to con-
quer desires. 26 Chen's "rigorism" or "extreme scrupulosity" indeed yielded
"a more austere, straitlaced ideal of human conduct than can be found in
the Ch'eng brothers or Chu Hsi."27
More graphic cases may be found in Chen's Classic on Governance, for
he lauded and rewarded citizens in Ch'iian-chou for self-mutilations on
behalf of filial piety. A daughter of one chin-shih degree holder cut flesh
from her abdomen to provide medicine for her father. Chen erected a
memorial arch and composed an essay to commemorate her self-sacrifice.
He also hosted a banquet for a man who had survived after having cut flesh
from his thigh to make a medicine for his parents. 28 The latter case brings to
mind a question earlier posed by one of Chang Shih's students: what could
an extreme act, such as cutting flesh from one's thigh for a parent, possibly
teach about the humaneness in filial piety? Chen's rigorism was no doubt
unusual but also probably laid part of the foundation in Fukien for similar
excesses during the Ch'ing period in the name of Confucian virtues.
As in the case of Huang Kan and Ch'en Ch'un, Chen Te-hsiu shifted the
center of Chu's philosophy away from the level of speculative philosophy
and toward the level of cultural values and spiritual cultivation. Chen par-
ticularly emphasized the doctrines of reverence, the inner nature endowed
by Heaven, and the investigation of things. Still, in most areas he faithfully
followed Chu Hsi.
Regarding the orthodox transmission of the Tao, Chen revived an aspect
of Chu's vision that Huang Kan had passed over. Whereas Huang had
engaged a scholastic approach to the tao-t'ung to define the curriculum for
Chu's school, Chen turned attention back to the "prophetic" tone in Chu's
description of Chou Tun-i's rediscovery of the Tao. After a hiatus of centu-
ries during which the Tao had been obscured, no one could teach the Tao to
Chou; therefore, Chou had to be inspired directly by Heaven to be able "to
grasp the long-lost secret."29 This creative interaction between Heaven and
inspired individuals applied to all Four Masters-Chou, the Ch'engs and
Chu. For Chen, as for Ch'en Ch'un, Chu had replaced Chang Tsai as one of
the Four Masters. Dedicating a commemorative hall established in 1227 to
honor the Four Masters, Chen further asked rhetorically: "Likewise with
the learning of the Four Masters, how could they have offered such novel
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views and put forward new interpretations, such as their predecessors had
not been able to arrive at, were it not simply due to Heaven?"30
This "prophetic" view of Heaven's inspiration suggested the potential for
more openness about the Tao tradition than did Huang's scholastic goals of
defining a school of thought. For instance, although he did not accord the
same status to Lii Tsu-ch'ien as he did to Chu, Chen wrote a dedication for
a commemorative hall built for Lii and praised his teaching of the Tao in
Wu-chou. 31
Chen also differed from some of Chu's students in showing no hostility
toward the learning of Lu Chiu-yiian. Chen's concentration on the theme of
the mind could be partially inspired by Lu's writings. Although Chen did
not explicitly set forth a synthesis of Chu's and Lu's ideas about the cultiva-
tion of the mind, some of his students did so. The T'ang brothers and their
nephew T'ang Han (1244 chin-shih) were from An-jen in the southern part
of modern Anhwei, not far from Lu's base in Kiangsi. Without discouraging
their efforts, Chen discussed with them the similarities and differences
between Chu and Lu. T'ang Chin (mid-thirteenth century), the second of
the three brothers, helped to restore the White Deer Grotto Academy near
Nan-k'ang that Chu had rebuilt and at which he had ordered that Lu's lec-
ture be inscribed on stone in 1180. Moreover, T'ang was a friend of Ch'eng
Shao-k'ai (1212-1280), the founder of the Unity of the Tao (Tao-i) academy
in Kiangsi. At this academy Wu Ch'eng (1249-1333) would later find the
inspiration to attempt his famous reconciliation of Chu's and Lu's educa-
tional methodologies. 32 In Kiangsi, followers of these two masters appar-
ently were less antagonistic than in Chekiang. Few of Lu's students in
Kiangsi were intellectuals, and none of them developed his thought to a sig-
nificant degree. 33
A more creative center of Lu Chiu-yiian's learning was Ming-chou in
northeastern Chekiang. Although Chu Hsi and Lii Tsu-ch'ien had consider-
able influence on the four masters of Ming-chou, they ultimately followed
Lu Chiu-yiian more closely. Among the four, Yang Chien was the most emi-
nent. 34 Even though most of his literary works have been lost, a greater
number of his writings have been preserved than those of Lu's other disci-
ples. Hence we are less dependent on hostile portrayals of his thought than
we are in the case of other Lu students.
Yang Chien was among the earliest of Lu's disciples. In 1172 when Lu
passed through Fu-yang county (just south of Hangchow) and delivered a
lecture, Yang was serving as assistant magistrate there. Responding to
Yang's questions about what was meant by the original mind, Lu referred to
a lawsuit that Yang had just adjudicated. The clarity of knowing which dis-
putant was right arose from Yang's original mind instead of from the law
codes. Immediately, Yang became aware of the clarity of mind that he had
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experienced in deciding the case. When he asked if that was all, Lu shouted,
"What else could there be?"35 Without any further question, Yang withdrew
to meditate all night. Enlightened, he prostrated himself the next morning
before Lu to formalize becoming a disciple. According to his own account,
he was especially grateful for Lu's second response. Without it, the recovery
of the original mind would have appeared complicated.
Yang's enlightenment, tranquility of mind, and practical statesmanship
became renowned during his service at various government posts over a
forty-five-year period. In the early lISOS, for instance, Chu Hsi recom-
mended him as a person who knew both how to cultivate himself and how
to govern. As a local official, he devoted himself to the welfare and culture
of the people. When Chao Ju-yu was dismissed as chief councilor in lI95 at
the beginning of the campaign against Tao-hsueh, Yang was among those
who submitted dissenting memorials to the emperor. For his protest, he was
forced into retirement and his name placed on the proscribed list. Although
some others joined the government at Han T'o-chou's invitation after the
ban was lifted in 1202, Yang did not return until after Han's demise. The
new chief councilor, Shih Mi-yuan, had several close relatives who were
either Yang's patrons or his students. At the capital, Yang held high posts
first at the Bureau of History and later at the Ministry of Public Works;
between these posts, he served as prefect of Wen-chou in southeastern Che-
kiang. After he failed to persuade the emperor to accept refugees who were
fleeing from a severe famine in Chin-ruled northern China in I2I4, Yang
resigned from government service.
During his last dozen years, Yang Chien taught at a Ming-chou academy,
the name of which referred to himself; Master of Mercy Lake Academy
(Tz'u-hu shu-yuan). Before his death there at the age of eighty-six, he
instructed large numbers of students. The Records of Sung and Yuan Con-
fucians lists more than sixty direct students and names numerous disciples
for the next several generations. Moreso than Lu Chiu-yuan, Yang lectured
at an academy in an accessible location and focused on teaching his philoso-
phy to younger generations of literati. His attention to public administra-
tion, education, writing commentaries, and historiography distinguish him
from a mere subjectivistic philosopher with no knowledge of traditional
scholarship and governance.
Yang Chien taught his students to realize the truth innate within their
original minds. Yang equated the original mind with the human mind, the
Tao mind, the true self, humaneness, and the Tao. Along with denying
Chu's distinction between the human mind and the Tao mind, Yang identi-
fied the true self with the unity of all things. In his commentary on the Book
of Changes, he proclaimed that the hexagrams and the process of change
described therein simply pointed to transformations within the self. Ch'eng I
had interpreted this classic as teaching about principle, and Shao Yung and
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Chou Tun-i had emphasized numerology. To Yang, the classic simply
taught about the mind. Yang focused directly on the mind without Lu Chiu-
yuan's efforts to incorporate the philosophy of principle and the discourse
on the abstract Ultimate. Thus Yang's philosophy centered more completely
on the concept of mind. Rather than following Lu's division between the self
and external things, Yang had a more holistic view of self as being in union
with all things. Although people possessed this Tao mind innately, it easily
became obstructed by preconceptions, obduracy, and egoism. Other Confu-
cians sought clarity through erudition and self-cultivation, but Yang
regarded both methods as obstacles, because they led people away from the
simple and direct realization of the Tao mind as the human mind. His sug-
gestion that people dispense with preconceptions and intuitively realize the
true mind sounded like Ch'an Buddhism to many of his contemporaries and
later scholars; however, some have defended him against that charge. 36
Yang Chien's Buddhist inclinations apparently alienated Yeh Shih.
Although there had been sharp tensions between associates of Lu Tsu-ch'ien
and those of Lu Chiu-yuan in Chekiang at least since the early n80s, both
branches of the fellowship had maintained relations. Significantly, Yeh Shih
had been the most effective champion of Tao-hsueh when Chu was criti-
cized at court in n88. Both Yeh and Yang had been major targets of the ban
against the fellowship at the end of the twelfth century. Yang's development
of Lu Chiu-yuan's philosophy of mind into a more holistic and radical posi-
tion apparently helped convince Yeh about the dangers of the subjective
bent within the fellowship. Yeh had to confront Yang's philosophy more
directly when Yang served as prefect in Yeh's Wen-chou around 12n. After
his forced retirement in 1208, Yeh had retreated to Wen-chou. Shortly
before his retirement, he had edited Ch'en Liang's literary works. Going
through Ch'en's writings and challenges to Chu Hsi probably also enhanced
his frustration with Chu's version of the Tao-hsueh tradition. In any event, a
scholar-official who had once been a major champion of Tao-hsueh became
in his later years bitingly critical of the metaphysical and abstract ap-
proaches to Tao that were associated with many Tao-hsueh Confucians. To
counter their notion that various sages had contributed new insights into the
Tao, Yeh bitterly retorted that Confucius had merely transmitted the Six
Classics. Therefore, all true Confucians should likewise do no more than
preserve the tradition established in the classics. Tao-hsueh Confucians
lauded a series of ancient and recent masters who had contributed to the tra-
dition, but Yeh condemned all of them for their innovations. 37
A major effect of Yeh Shih's alienation was to reduce the parameters of
those within the Tao-hsueh rubric in the thirteenth century. The more thor-
oughly utilitarian wing (once headed by Ch'en Liang and then by Yeh Shih)
excised itself.
Ironically, Yang Chien's philosophy also gave some of Chu's students
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grounds for excluding him from Tao-hsueh. It was even easier for them to
portray Yang as a Ch'an Buddhist than it had been for Chu to so character-
ize Lu Chiu-yiian. Having so radically equated the human mind, the Tao
mind, the true self, and all things, what could his students add? Students in
Yang Chien's academy in Ming-chou preserved Yang's alternative into the
Yiian. But even in Ming-chou the long-range trend favored synthesis with
Chu's methodology. Despite Yang's notoriety, intellectual life in Ming-chou
during the thirteenth century continued to be diverse and syncretistic, as
most evident in writings of Huang Chen (1213-1280) and Wang Ying-lin
(1223-1296), for they drew from all major currents of twelfth-century Tao-
hsueh thought. 38
By the mid-1230S, the center of intellectual activity-in terms of leading
figures-shifted back to Chekiang. 39 Although Chekiang had never lost its
edge in terms of sheer numbers of scholars, after Lii Tsu-ch'ien's death in
rr81, the intellectual center had moved to Chu's Fukien, where it had con-
tinued under such leaders as Huang Kan and Chen Te-hsiu. The Che-tung
prefectures of Ming-chou, Wen-chou, and Wu-chou had continued to be
important during the half century of Fukien's prominence, however. 4o
For continuing Chu's philosophy into the Yiian, no group was more cru-
cial after the mid-1230S than four teachers in Wu-chou. The succession of
these four Chin-hua masters continued Chu's teachings from the early thir-
teenth century well into the fourteenth: Ho Chi (rr88-1268), Wang Po
(rr97-1274), Chin Lii-hsiang (1232-13°3), and Hsii Ch'ien (127°-1337).
Having been instructed as a youth by Huang Kan, Ho Chi had ties to the
most direct lineage of Chu's school; he, in turn, passed these teachings
down to the other Chin-hua masters. These four Chin-hua masters
accorded Huang Kan the position of the primary inheritor of Chu's trans-
mission of the Tao. They presented other students of Chu, such as Ch'en
Ch'un, as branch lineages. By drawing attention to their own direct ties to
Huang Kan, they projected their own Chin-hua group as the continuation
of the most orthodox succession, and later scholars have generally accepted
their claim. Following Huang Kan instead of Ch'en Ch'un, the Chin-hua
masters focused attention on Chu's commentaries on the Four Books
instead of his Reflections on Things at Hand. They taught people to master
the Four Books by using Chu's commentaries before reading the writings of
the Northern Sung masters, especially the more abstruse works of Chou
Tun-i. Hence Chu increasingly dominated their perception of the Tao-hsueh
tradition.
The four Chin-hua masters did not follow Chu blindly. For example,
Wang Po doubted Chu's claim that the commentary on the "investigation of
things" had been lost from the Great Learning. Moreover, he offered revi-
sions to some of Chu's views of the Ultimate of Non-being, the Book ofPo-
etry, and the Book of Documents. Deeply distressed over the progressive
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deterioration of the Southern Sung, Wang also paid special attention to
practical affairs and went beyond Chu in embracing a positive view of penal
laws and state power. 41
Although Wang Po was responding to actual developments in the polity
and society of his time, it is not at all irrelevant that his family partook of
Wu-chou's diverse intellectual legacy. His grandfather had had exchanges
with Chang Shih, Lii Tsu-ch'ien, Yang Chien, and Chu Hsi. Wang's father
had sought instruction from both Lii Tsu-ch'ien and Chu Hsi. Although
Wang had apparently grafted Chu's learning onto his Wu-chou roots, it is
particularly revealing that he drew such attention to the succession of the
Tao tradition and Chu's exceptional position of authority therein. Wang's
successors-Chin Lii-hsiang and Hsii Ch'ien-were also influenced by Lii
Tsu-ch'ien's legacy that continued at Lii's academy in Chin-hua. 42 There
apparently was no significant tension in Chin-hua between the four masters
and members of Lii's academy.
The cooperation in Chin-hua between those with primary ties to either
Lii Tsu-ch'ien or Chu Hsi may partly explain the actions taken by Ch'iao
Hsing-chien from the early 1230S through 1241. As mentioned in Part Four,
Ch'iao was the senior councilor who worked behind the scenes in 1234 to
win Chu Hsi recognition in the Confucian temple. Followers of Chu Hsi
have credited Chen Te-hsiu and Wei Liao-weng with reversing the dynasty's
policy against Tao-hsueh. Yet Chen and Wei returned to government service
only briefly after Shih Mi-yiian died in 1233. Chen arrived at court in the
autumn of 1234 and died a few months later. Wei's efforts to affect central
administrative policy and military preparedness were quickly frustrated,
and he was soon sent down to prefectural administration, where he died in
II37. Neither one was at court very long or had any proven impact on court
policy. Ch'iao Hsing-chien, a veteran at court politics, ~ontinued to serve
through the whole period of the elevation of Tao-hsueh. He was still serving
at court when the crucial reversal of policy was announced in the first
month of 1241. As a senior and adept councilor, Ch'iao surely had more
influence than Chen and Wei in effecting this change at court; moreover,
they had died more than four years earlier. Capable of much more effective
measures than the written appeals from intellectuals with scant voice at
court, Ch'iao was positioned to finesse the court's receptivity to the political
advantages of recognizing Tao-hsueh as orthodoxy. Since political expedi-
ency was the impetus behind the court's actions, someone with Ch'iao's
practical experience and tact surely clarified the emperor's perception of this
course of action.
It might surprise us to learn that Ch'iao Hsing-chien was a student of Lii
Tsu-ch'ien. Yet Ch'iao was maintaining the pattern of generosity toward
Chu that Lii had established. Like his teacher, he was also acting on behalf
of the larger interests of both the fellowship and the Sung court. Ch'iao's
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actions and Wang Po's synthesis suggest that Chu had become a primary
symbol to members of the fellowship by the 1230S. Yet as evident in posi-
tions of honor in the Confucian temple in 1267, Lii Tsu-ch'ien and Ssu-ma
Kuang were still included in Southern Sung conceptions of the Tao-hsueh
tradition. Thus the larger view of the fellowship, which had persisted
through the twelfth century, had not yet been eclipsed.
CONCLUSION
Beyond documenting the major conclusions about
individual thinkers and their specific ideas and relationships drawn at the
end of each chapter, my aim has been to introduce the historical develop-
ment of Tao-hsueh Confucianism during the Southern Sung. Philosophical
and ideological approaches have so dominated existing studies that it has
become imperative to supplement them with a view of Tao-hsueh as intel-
lectual history. What might this new perspective reveal about the evolution
of the fellowship and its impact on the Southern Sung? Some of the impor-
tant points will be organized around four major questions concerning the
success of the fellowship, Chu Hsi's prominence in the tradition, other alter-
natives within the fellowship, and implications for studying Confucian phi-
losophy.
First, what accounts for the fellowship's unprecedented success in emerg-
ing as state and intellectual orthodoxy by 1241? The foreign takeover of
North China convinced many intellectuals that there was a larger cultural
crisis. Retrieval of the Confucian Tao and moral rearmament through spir-
itual cultivation were considered necessary to set things right in polity, cul-
ture, and society. After the fall of the Northern Sung, the central govern-
ment had less ability to direct local affairs and oversee religious and cultural
groups. Thus the fellowship experienced less official restrictions on its
growth than it had in the late Northern Sung. Unprecedented numbers of
literati also provided potential members for the fellowship. As the size of the
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literati class continued to grow with the flourishing economy and greater
access to printed books and education, acquiring government office had
also become increasingly difficult. Larger numbers of literati competed for
smaller quotas in the civil service examinations. As greater numbers failed,
it became increasingly difficult to maintain a family's elite status through
government careers. Besides the decreasing chances for passing the exami-
nations, the decline in central government power also made striving for
office less attractive than it had been in the eleventh century. According to
Peter Bol's surmise, when Sung literati saw their diminished prospects for
attaining government office, Tao-hsueh became attractive in large part
because its enhanced emphasis on being moral provided a basis for justify-
ing their elite status in society.! That explanation is certainly probable for
countless ordinary literati who despaired of pursuing careers in govern-
ment.
For those who did seek to pass the examinations and enter public service,
however, the fellowship provided networking. Such networking during the
Northern Sung had often come from marriage alliances among elite families
from diverse areas, but Southern Sung elites tended to marry prominent
families within their local area. Social networks among literati were of prac-
tical significance in a bureaucratic system where personal recommendations
and guarantees were crucial to every step in the recruitment and promotion
process. As the civil service examinations became increasingly competitive,
political and social connections, which were evident in Lii Tsu-ch'ien's life,
clearly attracted literati to join the fellowship. Literati by the hundreds
flocked to Lii's Tsu-ch'ien's academy, especially after he served as chief
examiner for the II72 examinations and passed a large number of Tao-
hsueh men. Chu Hsi also encouraged the practice of recommending like-
minded friends even though outsiders might allege favoritism or factional-
ism. By the II90S, Chu Hsi's students in Kiangsi had instituted regional
assemblies of "our faction" on a quarterly basis for discussion and mutual
support.
Even government repression of the fellowship eventually worked to its
advantage. When government officials did not attack the fellowship, de-
bates flourished more readily within the fellowship about its tradition and
texts. Efforts by intolerant chief councilors to suppress the fellowship and
exclude its members from the examinations and official posts inadvertently
promoted unity within the fellowship itself. Participants in the fellowship
opposed what they regarded as tyrannical officials and court favorites domi-
nating access to public service. With roots in the conservative Yiian-yu
party of the late eleventh century, Southern Sung Tao-hsueh leaders had
only minor differences about political policies. Ch'in Kuei's discrimination
against the group and Han T'o-chou's blacklisting of most of its leaders
enhanced the need for consensus within the fellowship.
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Ironically, the official ban on Tao-hsueh at the end of the twelfth century
had gone so far that the government had to make a dramatic policy reversal
to appease the significant numbers of intellectuals and scholar-officials who
identified with the fellowship. Nothing less than a full embrace of the doc-
trinal claims of Tao-hsueh, adopting Chu's commentaries on the Four
Books as curriculum in state schools, and enshrining selected representative
leaders of the tradition would have satisfied the group's agenda-at least in
the form of Li Tao-ch'uan's petition to the throne in 1211. During the first
three decades of the thirteenth century, the court restored honors to Chu
Hsi, Lu Tsu-ch'ien, Chang Shih, Lu Chiu-yuan, Chang Chiu-ch'eng, and
others. Such piecemeal and partial steps by the court did not lessen the
demands of Tao-hsueh Confucians.
The emperor in 1241 recognized Tao-hsueh as state orthodoxy. Rituals
were performed for images of Chu Hsi and the Four Northern Sung Masters
enshrined in the Confucian temple. The 1241 edict credited Chu and his
commentaries on the Four Books with making the Tao "brilliantly manifest"
in recent times. Government students were subsequently ordered to pay
homage to those in the transmission of the Tao and to study Chu's commen-
taries. The court also ordered the tablet of Wang An-shih expelled from the
esteemed position it had occupied in the Confucian temple since 1104.
If the central government had been stronger and more secure, it could
have withstood the demands of the fellowship or even successfully sup-
pressed it. Besides being weaker than during the Northern Sung, the South-
ern Sung court was threatened militarily and culturally by the Mongol
regime, which consolidated its conquest of North China in 1234. Advised by
Confucians who served their regime, the Mongols rebuilt the Confucian
temple in Peking and took other steps to assert their cultural legitimacy to
rule China. Political expediency and military weakness necessitated the
Southern Sung's decision to recognize Tao-hsueh in order to win over its
most vocal critics and to propagate the belief that cultural legitimacy had
become established in the South. Fellowship leaders, who were given only
token appointments in the central government, could not actually determine
state policy. But the fellowship still gained significant advantages. The new
public status enhanced its popularity and influence throughout society. The
government now regularly patronized academies headed by participants in
the fellowship. Academies and charitable activities had long contributed to
the fellowship's cohesion and development; however, even meager govern-
mental resources could strengthen such projects.
Focus here on the sociopolitical context should not be interpreted as a
denial of the crudal importance of philosophy in the success of the fellow-
ship. Earlier Confucian groups had never achieved such a degree ofcohe-
sion and maintained it over such an extended period. Progress toward con-
sensus on basic concepts was certainly a major factor in the coherence of the
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fellowship. One driving concern underlying other issues was defining and
establishing the fellowship's tradition.
Second, among the questions we might ask, why did Chu Hsi emerge as
the center of the fellowship by the end of the twelfth century? As the most
systematic theoretician in the fellowship, Chu Hsi developed the most com-
prehensive philosophy. He particularly surpassed others on the level of spec-
ulative philosophy. Doctrinally, he had written more commentaries and
guides for interpreting the classical canon as well as intellectual genealogies
for defining the composition of the fellowship. Institutionally, he had seen
most clearly the potential for group building through such community insti-
tutions as academies, shrines, and compacts on a middle level between fam-
ily and government. These are the conventional reasons given for Chu Hsi's
ascendancy, but our study has also brought additional factors to the fore.
Chu Hsi strategically presented himself as the Mean, in contrast to the
extreme points of view that were held by his rivals. In the process, he often
discredited other figures within the fellowship for their "adulterated learn-
ing," contaminated with Buddhism, Taoism, or notions of realpolitik. The
diversity of earlier Tao-hsueh particularly troubled him, for various individ-
ual followers of the Ch'eng brothers had been developing the tradition in
variant ways within different geographic areas. Without a single center of
authority, there was no clear standard for the larger fellowship. To the
extent that one individual could have led Tao-hsueh during the first period
of the Southern Sung, it was Chang Chiu-ch'eng, but Chang's openness to
dialogue with Ch'an Buddhist monks disturbed Chu Hsi. From around Il60
on, Chu began rejecting the disciples of the Ch'eng brothers as having
deviated from their teachers' doctrines. Thus he sought to recapture what he
considered to be the true legacy and texts of the Ch'engs. Chu's anthologies
of the mid-Il7oS continued this effort, but with positive presentations of
who and what belonged to the tradition. Writing eulogies also provided a
forum for him to define the tradition and fellowship.
It was in his eulogies to Chang Shih and Lii Tsu-ch'ien that Chu Hsi
began to stake his claim to be the premier authority. Especially in the Il8I
eulogy to Lii, Chu proclaimed the cultural and political agenda of their Tao-
hsueh group. Following Lii's lead in labeling the association a tang, Chu
borrowed this politically charged image of a faction to refer to the fellow-
ship of Confucians headed by Lii and Chang. Chu further asserted that he
would henceforth have to take the leadership role. He even had the temerity
to declare that there was no longer anyone qualified to call him into account
for his flaws, as Lii and Chang had formerly done.
Over the next two decades, Chu gradually expanded on this assumption
to guide the fellowship with an ever firmer hand. Among the traces of his
ascension is his Il83 epitaph for Ts'ao Chien, in which he presented himself
as the teacher qualified to judge that Ts'ao had advanced almost to the point
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of readiness to receive the transmission of the Tao. Another major step
came in u89 with the preface to his commentary on The Doctrine of the
Mean, where he presented to a larger audience his recently coined term tao-
tung. This term facilitated his formalization of the idea of a succession of
sages in the Tao tradition from earliest antiquity through the Ch'eng broth-
ers to the present. Having a specific term also helped to institutionalize the
idea. Setting forth his use of the Ch'eng brothers' comments to explicate the
most abstruse of the Four Books, Chu implicitly declared his direct inheri-
tance of the succession to the transmission of the Tao. In U94, Chu drew up
a list of thinkers in the past who transmitted the genuine Tao. Here, he
announced that he had come into contact with "the conveyance of the Tao."
In short, Chu progressively after U8I presented himself as the only living
person who represented the correct succession and tradition of the Tao.
Despite reservations about his claims, even his major rivals during the u80s
and U90S conceded that he was outstanding within the Tao-hsueh commu-
nity of the day.
In terms of years to devote to scholarship unencumbered by preparation
for the civil service examinations, Chu had an exceptional advantage over
possible rivals. He enjoyed 52 years between his chin-shih degree and his
death. By contrast, his major rivals were at a marked disadvantage: Lu
Chiu-yuan lived 22 years after winning his degree; Lu Tsu-ch'ien had 18
years, and Ch'en Liang survived less than a year. Although Lu's scholarly
productivity per year certainly surpassed Chu's, Chu Hsi's relative health
and leisure to devote 52 years to scholarship yielded an unprecedented body
of scholarship, teachings, and students. Just as Ch'eng I's influence was
enhanced because he lived for many years after the deaths of the major
thinkers of his era,-Chu Hsi survived younger men: Chang and Lu by almost
nineteen years, and Ch'en and Lu by about six. But Chu's standing cannot
be attributed to longevity alone.
Chu Hsi's stature rose to greater heights during the tribulations and frus-
trations experienced by Tao-hsueh Confucians from the U90S proscription
to its official reversal in 1241. Except for four court officials, Chu Hsi was
the most prominent person on the blacklist. He was the group's most senior
intellectual in a culture that revered seniority. When he died during the ban,
he apparently came to be regarded as a martyr. As the principal martyr,
Chu's name spread even more widely after his death in 1200. Against the
backdrop of the powerful chief councilors who wielded seemingly hege-
monic power during the thirteenth century, he emerged as a symbol of Tao-
hsueh to many Confucians chafing under the abuse of power by court offi-
cials. In petitions for honors for Tao-hsueh Confucians, Chu gradually
emerged as the symbolic representative of the group. Although honors were
requested and bestowed upon Lu Tsu-ch'ien, Lu Chiu-yuan, Chang Shih,
and others, petitioners and the court alike focused more and more exclu-
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sively on Chu Hsi by the late 1220S. Even Lii's student Ch'iao Hsing-chien
worked behind the scenes to accord special honors in the Confucian temple
for Chu instead of Lii Tsu-ch'ien.
Chu's appointed heir, Huang Kan, claimed that Chu Hsi's achievement
surpassed any of the Northern Sung masters. They had simply reclaimed
and continued the Tao tradition, but Chu had played the same role as Men-
cius did in making the Tao prominent. Ch'en Ch'un went even further in jet-
tisoning Chang Tsai in order to portray Chu as having received the trans-
mission directly from the Ch'eng brothers. According to this view, Chu had
penetrated the work of the sages so thoroughly that he had singlehandedly
unified the truths from various schools. Henceforth, Chu would be the sole
guide for entering the ancient sages' true way of learning. Following Ch'en's
lead in setting Chang Tsai aside, Chen Te-hsiu explicitly elevated Chu to the
status of one of the Four Masters. Chen Te-hsiu also reintroduced the "pro-
phetic" element in Chu's view of the transmission of the Tao. Heaven had
revealed the secret of the Tao to the Four Masters; consequently, they had
insights that earlier Confucian teachers and sages never attained. The four
Chin-hua masters followed Huang Kan in focusing on Chu's commentaries
on the Four Books. Thus they discounted Ch'en Ch'un's concentration on
Reflections on Things at Hand, a compilation of passages from Chou, the
Ch'engs, and Chang Tsai. For Chu's disciples, Chu and his commentaries
on the Four Books made even the Northern Sung masters recede to a sec-
ondary status. The Chin-hua masters also drew a direct line from the
Ch'engs through Chu and then to Huang and themselves; others were now
considered to be merely lesser branches of the Tao-hsueh family. In short, so
important was Chu to his own disciples that they projected him beyond his
contemporaries and even the Four Masters of the Northern Sung.
Third, perusing the above discussion of Chu Hsi's prominence, a reader
might raise questions about alternatives and the broader scope of the fellow-
ship. I have tried to show that the path to orthodoxy was far from simply a
straight line from the Ch'engs to Chu Hsi. Other lines within the diverse tra-
dition offered alternatives that at times appeared very viable. Thus the tra-
dition evolved through tension within the fellowship itself as well as
through the struggle between the fellowship and the government. During
the Southern Sung, there generally was a much larger view of the fellowship
than the one established in the official Sung History compiled more than
sixty years after the demise of the Southern Sung.
Lii Tsu-ch'ien was an example of those who maintained a broad view of
Tao-hsueh. I know of no evidence that Lii Tsu-ch'ien accepted Chu Hsi as
the unquestioned authority to define the tradition and fellowship of the
Tao. Quite to the contrary, although not reducible to one individual leader,
the fellowship generally centered around Chang Shih during most of the
Il60s and Lii Tsu-ch'ien in the Il70s. In addition to the exceptional scope
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and quality of his historical, classical, institutional, and literary scholarship,
Lii enjoyed social and political status that transcended that of other leaders
of the fellowship. Throughout the last dozen years of Lii's life, no other
leader within the fellowship had nearly as extensive a network of connec-
tions with scholar-officials or attracted as many students. Against the back-
drop of hostility against Tao-hsueh, he sought to protect what he occasion-
ally referred to as "this Tao of ours" and "our faction." As one of the two
chief examiners for the national chin-shih examinations in II72, he passed
examination essays of the largest number and most significant group of
Tao-hsueh men ever to attain their degrees in anyone year during the Sung.
So truly extraordinary was his status that despite state regulations against
favoritism in the examinations, he could boldly announce his recognition of
Lu Chiu-yiian's essay. Modern scholars have generally given little attention
to Lii's contributions. Nonetheless, Lii certainly must occupy a crucial place
in any reconstruction of Sung Tao-hsueh.
Except for Chu Hsi's own students, his contemporaries did not accept
Chu's assumption of authority. As Yeh Shih pointed out, the Tao-hsueh
rubric extended to many leading scholar-officials who promoted reform, so
it was not at all limited to Chu Hsi. Major thinkers continued to debate
with him over the philosophical content of Confucianism and the composi-
tion of the tradition. Ch'en Liang challenged his presentation of the golden
age of antiquity as a model for recent times. Lu Chiu-yiian called into ques-
tion Chu's understanding of the classics along with the purity of his brand of
Confucianism. It was Lu who pressed Chu most straightforwardly to
acknowledge that his system was grounded on mere individual opinions
that required further scrutiny and discussion within the fellowship. These
friends also issued warnings about Tao-hsueh behavior and attitudes. Lu
cautioned about the danger of a backlash if members of the Tao-hsueh fel-
lowship continued to maintain the exclusive claim to be the only true Con-
fucians. Ch'en Liang complained that members of the fellowship sought to
be so exclusive that they resembled participants of a cultic secret society
gathered around an altar. Since the state historically sought to suppress
cultic secret societies, Ch'en's complaint could have been a warning.
Opponents outside of Tao-hsueh had since the II30S been condemning
the fellowship for professing to be more authentically Confucian than oth-
ers. They presented arguments to the emperor's court that Tao-hsueh did
not represent standard Confucian teachings but only a few recent upstarts'
narrow approach to selected classical truths. Fellowship partisans were sim-
ply poorly qualified and less successful scholar-officials who sought to
advance their professional careers by claiming a doctrinal superiority.
Although the attacks on Tao-hsueh had subsided by the mid-II50S, Chu
Hsi's aggressive claims and actions in the II80s sparked renewed assaults.
Such acts as his destruction of Ch'in Kuei's shrine and impeachment of
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Tang Chung-yu had much less practical impact than what Lii Tsu-ch'ien
had done to further the interests and goals of the fellowship. Still, Chu
evoked much sharper reaction, largely because he was not as endowed as Lii
was in terms of personal magnetism, social status, and political savvy.
When those associated with the fellowship became key players in the affairs
of the imperial family in the early II90S, their enemies had even more reason
to sound an alarm. By II95, these enemies had seemingly won the power
struggle and obtained an imperial ban against what was decreed to be a type
of false and pretentious learning.
These opponents presented evidence that Tao-hsueh was a closed society
with a particular membership and a certain political agenda. Besides recom-
mending one another for government posts, Tao-hsueh partisans had been
very successful in identifying like-minded men among the candidates for
degrees in the civil service examinations. Although the government had rig-
orous safeguards to prevent examiners from knowing who had written any
particular examination essay, those within the group shared ideas and lan-
guage that enabled them sometimes to identify and pass kindred spirits. My
analysis of Lii Tsu-ch'ien's grading of the II72 examinations substantiates
these charges of favoritism. Further evidence that Tao-hsueh constituted a
faction was provided by the role of some of their leaders in seeing that Ning-
tsung was declared heir apparent and then emperor to replace Kuang-tsung.
Patterns of memorials protesting the dismissal of their leaders at court
revealed the depth of their linkage, for dissent placed one at risk. From such
activities, it was clear to his opponents that Chu Hsi had not used the term
"faction" too loosely in his II81 eulogy to Lii Tsu-ch'ien. Events seemed to
prove that Chu's agenda, which this eulogy set out, was far from empty
rhetoric.
The composition of the "proscribed list" in II97 also demonstrated con-
sistency and agreement about the range of membership of the Tao-hsueh fel-
lowship. In terms of number of individuals condemned, Che-tung scholars
eclipsed Chu Hsi and his disciples as the largest single target. The diversity
of those listed included such scholars as Chu Hsi, Yeh Shih, and followers of
Lii Tsu-ch'ien and Lu Chiu-yiian. Indeed, the intellectual origins of the
blacklisted Confucians are traceable back not only to the Ch'eng brothers,
Chou Tun-i, and Chang Tsai, but also to such associates within the Yiian-
yu conservative party as Ssu-ma Kuang, Hu An-kuo, and the Lii family.
Hence the broad conception of the Tao-hsueh rubric endured throughout
the twelfth century among its critics no less than its defenders.
There are signs that the broader view of the fellowship did not disappear
during the remainder of the Southern Sung. Li Hsin-ch'uan, the first histo-
rian of the Tao-hsueh movement, maintained a broad view of the fellow-
ship. Besides recognizing Chang Chiu-ch'eng's importance in the II30S, Li
recorded court honors for Lii Tsu-ch'ien and Chang Shih, and also included
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Ssu-ma Kuang in his own 1223 petition for special sacrifices at the Confu-
cian temple for Chu and the Four Masters of the Northern Sung. Even the
1241 edict enshrining Chu Hsi and the Four Masters in the Confucian tem-
ple was not the dynasty's last word. In the 1260s, Ssu-ma Kuang and Lii
Tsu-ch'ien were added. More significantly, Lii was placed beside Chu Hsi,
whereas Ch'eng Hao was moved to a lesser position with Shao Yung and
Chang Shih. Hence the 1241 edict did not bring about the total triumph of
the narrow view of Tao-hsueh focused on Ch'eng and Chu. It was later
dynasties that elevated Chu to the central hall of the temple as one of the ten
Wlsemen.
Even Chu Hsi's disciples who made exclusionist claims about Chu's
uniqueness also made implicit accommodations with the larger fellowship
in the thirteenth century. On the first front, there were the historians, insti-
tutionalists, and/or utilitarians from Che-tung. Some of Chen Te-hsiu's
major positions corresponded to the historical and institutional legacy of
Che-tung Confucians. But he did not call attention to these parallels. He
presented himself as following Chu's teachings. Consequently, modern
scholars have interpreted those ideas that he shared with earlier Che-tung
Confucians as his own new developments in bringing the institutional leg-
acy of Chu Hsi to completion. Similarly, the four Chin-hua masters also
drew upon Che-tung traditions about the role of law, the significance of his-
torical institutions, and the importance of military and political means of
defending the dynasty. They did not draw attention to their Che-tung roots,
however. Instead, they projected themselves as being in the most orthodox
line of Chu Hsi's teachings. Such developments could be seen as a synthesis
of Chu's philosophy with Che-tung institutional and historical wisdom. In
effect, they represented a tilting of the balance of Chu's system in favor of
institutional and social concerns, and away from his preferred level of spec-
ulative philosophy.
On a second front and apparently in response to Lu Chiu-yiian's lingering
influence, Chu's disciples also shifted the balance of Chu's philosophy
toward the level of cultural values underlying ethics and self-cultivation.
Although striving to be faithful to Chu's trust in him, Huang Kan tended to
emphasize self-cultivation at the expense of Chu's scholarly inquiry and
speculative philosophy. Even though Ch'en Ch'un lashed out against Lu's
influence only when it confronted him head-on in Yen-chou in 1217, his
emphasis on the mind and spiritual cultivation in his Terms Explained could
be interpreted as a positive response to Lu's challenge. That challenge neces-
sitated organizing and extending Chu's teachings on the mind and self-culti-
vation. Some of Lu's students in Chekiang, particularly Yang Chien, contin-
ued and further developed Lu's philosophy as an alternative to Chu's. More
typically, however, Lu's students of the thirteenth century moved toward a
synthesis with Chu's methodology. Chen Te-hsiu was probably inspired to
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amplify Chu's learning on the mind in friendly dialogues with those
attracted to Lu Chiu-yiian's ideas. Chen's exchanges with the T'ang family
of southern Anhwei, for instance, encouraged amicable exploration of com-
monground.
It appears quite clear that Chu's followers shifted priorities away from his
preferred level of speculative philosophy. Other Tao-hsiieh masters during
the twelfth century had engaged that level of discourse much less often and
less thoroughly than Chu had. Chu and his contemporaries sometimes
answered on a different level of discourse than the one on which they had
been addressed. Yet they were not as oblivious to each other's points as
some modern scholars have surmised. Chu sometimes ignored major points
by his friends in an attempt to direct the discussion and the terms to a differ-
ent, usually more theoretical, level of discourse. Besides the level of abstract
principles, Chu's thought had also encompassed discourse on cultural val-
ues and practical affairs, but his priorities among these three levels had been
different from his contemporaries and successors. Therefore, when his stu-
dents gravitated back toward the center of twelfth-century Tao-hsiieh, they
actually did so through synthesis in a way that increased the Chu school's
share in the discourse on cultural values and practical affairs.crhrough their
ability to stake claims in Chu's name to a fuller possession of the discourse
on cultural values and practical affairs and to a more complete philosophy
of mind and praxis of governance, they significantly contributed toward the
eventual triumph of Chu's school.
As this emerging synthesis centered on Chu took hold, Confucianism
became unprecedentedly exclusive, as James Liu has surmised. In fact, a
proclivity for exclusiveness had begun rather early. One early sign was
Ch'eng I's proclamation that only those who concentrated on the Tao truly
deserved to be called Confucians. Gradually over time, members of the fel-
lowship generated a mode of discourse involving terms of inclusion and
exclusion: "our Confucians," "this Tao of ours," "this culture of ours," and
by the Il70S even "our faction." Their commitment to making state and
society accord with the Tao often simply resulted in heightened anxiety.
Confronted by hostility from the government and other Confucians, and
living in a world where Buddhism and Taoism pervaded society and influ-
enced the thought of many, Tao-hsiieh Confucians tended to become
increasingly insecure and moralistic in their view of the antagonisms
between their group and the conventional world. In their writings, we have
detected some emotions and inclinations similar to those found in moral
regeneration movements in other cultures. Their writings often smacked of
mild paranoia, betraying a heightened anxiety about the dangers to their
group from those outside of it.
In terms of interactions with the government, Tao-hsiieh exclusiveness
seems related to state absolutism and the issue of orthodox legitimacy dur-
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ing the Southern Sung. Chu's concept of the orthodox succession in the Tao
tradition (tao-t'ung) had parallels with the traditional Confucian idea of a
legitimate succession of dynasties (cheng-t'ung). Moreover, especially dur-
ing the accommodation that culminated in the 1241 proclamation recogniz-
ing Tao-hsueh as the state orthodoxy, both intellectual and political leaders
were surely cognizant of the shared goal of reinforcing claims to ideological
legitimacy. In view of the larger history of Confucianism, it should not be
surprising that literati strove ultimately for unification along one correct
path rather than for autonomy as an independent body or "loyal opposi-
tion." One might further suggest that a common ground between state abso-
lutism and intellectual orthodoxy was the fellowship's heightened concen-
tration on the ruler's mind-and-heart as the principal key to politics, polity,
and social values. In short, although Chu himself cannot escape some of the
responsibility for the narrowing of the Confucian Way, we should place his
role in the longer progressive evolution of persons and events from Ch'eng I
to the official Sung History in the 1340s.
Fourth, one might ask, how does the gestalt emerging from this intellec-
tual history of Tao-hsueh affect modern interpretations of Sung Confucian-
ism? Several brief examples will serve as illustrations. Given the tendency
among Chu Hsi's students to shift the center of Chu's school away from
speculative philosophy, shouldn't we refrain from the current convention of
depicting Tao-hsueh Confucians as philosophers obsessed with metaphys-
ics? That impression has arisen from a concentration on Chu's most
abstract philosophical statements. Even in Chu Hsi's case, although he gave
greater priority to ethical philosophy than to social and political issues, eth-
ics is not, after all, metaphysics. Moreover, some modern scholars have
cited Chen Te-hsiu and Wu Ch'eng as proof that the Chu school centered on
teachings about the learning of the mind-and-heart. These modern scholars
tend to slight the influence of Lu's ideas and followers on these two philoso-
phers. Is it not somewhat one-sided to present Chen and Wu simply as true
and faithful students of Chu Hsi? If they presented themselves in this way,
that might suggest more about the power of Chu as a symbol than about
their completely pure reliance on Chu's ideas. Although Chen was excluded
from the Tao-hsueh rubric in the official Sung History, recent scholarship
has established how central and crucial he was to the tradition. By bringing
into focus the writings and contributions of such leaders as Chang Chiu-
ch'eng and Lii Tsu-ch'ien, the present study has sought to advance the
reconstruction of the historical diversity and evolution of Tao-hsueh.
This historical perspective on the evolution of the Tao-hsueh fellowship
also enriches our understanding of the philosophy of its major thinkers.
Although the conclusions reached in the chapters on individuals are too
diverse and numerous to summarize effectively here, the case of Chu Hsi is
instructive.
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Setting the evolution of Chu Hsi's thinking in the context of exchanges
with his contemporaries has produced a new perspective on his thought. For
example, Chu borrowed most of his community models from others with
whom he shared a goal of forging a Confucian society. Chu himself ac-
knowledged in a letter, which has usually been overlooked, that half of his
famous characterization of humaneness came directly from Chang Shih.
Chu's highly acclaimed plans for academies and principles for study at acad-
emies were prefigured in and probably inspired by Lii Tsu-ch'ien's earlier
work. Lii's classical studies of the Book of Changes and the Book of Poetry
contributed to the textual framework for Chu's views of these classics. Lii
was also a major player and not merely a mediator in such issues as differ-
ences between Chu's and Lu Chiu-yiian's educational methodologies. In-
deed, Chu sometimes presented himself as the Mean between contending
points of view on some issues. Although his projection of others' views often
made them appear more extreme than they actually were, Chu appears
often to have striven for what he regarded as the Mean. Hence the dynamics
of his thinking are obscured unless contemporary alternatives are clearly
known.
Audience also influenced Chu Hsi's message. Statements in confronta-
tional situations sometimes differed from those that he made in other cir-
cumstances. His comments about the hegemons of antiquity varied between
occasions when he spoke as historical scholar or as ethical philosopher
engaged in argument. Debates with Ch'en Liang apparently influenced
Chu's views on the well-field system and the relation between situational
weighing, or expediency, and the Tao. Although generally passed over by
modern scholars, Lu Chiu-yiian's questioning of Chu's objectivity and
authority demonstrably functioned as a crucial aspect of Lu's challenge. It
highlighted both the importance of Chu's assumption about his certainty in
knowing the Tao and his unwillingness to defend this assumption against
Lu's direct challenge. Even though privately he expressed doubts and con-
tinuously struggled to reach better understandings, he projected assurance
and spoke with authority when addressing others. Compared with his
philosophical and methodological pronouncements, Chu's debate with Lu
-and also his expurgation of Chang Shih's and Hu Hung's writings-reveal
another side of Chu Hsi, one less dedicated to the integrity of texts than the
one projected by modern scholars. Such details add depth and texture to our
picture of Chu Hsi. The present study has sought to understand his actions
arising from a concern, shared within a Confucian fellowship, for the trans-
mission of "our Tao." .
Confrontational writings and disputes have thus illustrated the impor-
tance of context and group dynamics in the development of ideas and orien-
tations. This pattern should not be surprising given Confucian emphasis on
human interactions and relatedness rather than individual autonomy.
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What remains to be done? I would like to mention several major needs in
an attempt to challenge others. The present study by necessity focuses on
the leading thinkers of the fellowship. Although these intellectuals deserve
fuller studies, a greater task is investigating the larger fellowship including
not only those who were primarily political figures but also rank-and-file
participants. Even less is known about Confucians outside of the fellowship
during the Southern Sung. Southern Sung Confucians who were primarily
poets, painters, historians, encyclopedists, and officials have rarely been
incorporated into our studies of thought. The works of many of the oppo-
nents of Tao-hsueh have not been preserved, but available works have only
begun to be explored. To complete the story set forth in this present study, a
second volume is needed to deal more thoroughly with the thirteenth cen-
tury (in the North as well as the South) and on into the 1340S with the com-
pilation of the official Sung History. I hope others will join in such historical
adventures. Ming and Ch'ing scholars have in recent years been working on
the issue of orthodoxy from the sixteenth to the early twentieth centuries.
We ought now to work toward filling gaps in the narrative. Given the
impact of Tao-hsueh in late imperial China and its continuing influence on
education, socioeconomic values, and political culture in East Asia today,
can we afford to ignore the intellectual history of its evolution?
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49. Hu, Hu-tzu chih-yen, 4.3a-3b; Hu, Hu Hung chi, p. 28. Translation in part
adapted from Schirokauer, "Chu and Hu," 486.
50. Hu, Hu-tzu chih-yen, lola; Hu, Hu Hung chi, p. 1; SYHA, 42.1368; the last
sentence appears only in the latter source.
51. Hu, Hu-tzu chih-yen, 1.3a-3b; Hu, Hu Hung chi, p. 3; SYHA, 42.1367.
52. Hu, Hu-tzu chih-yen, 3.7a-7b; Hu, Hu Hung chi, p. 23; SYHA, 42.1369.
53. Hu, Hu-tzu chih-yen, 4.10b; Hu, Hu Hung chi, p. 34; SMLHS 1:302.
Part 2: The Second Period, 1163-1181
1. Using the listing of men, degree dates, and backgrounds in Schirokauer, "Neo-
Confucians under Attack," 167-168, 184-192, I am adding Chao Yen-yu (Il60
chin-shih) from Ch'ang Pi-te, Wang Te-i, et al., Sung jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin
4:3536.
2. Pi Yuan, comp., Hsii tzu-chih t'ung-chien, 147.3936, and 146.3896, for an Il78
complaint; Schirokauer, "Neo-Confucians under Attack," 168. Chao Yen-chung was
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in the same generation of direct descent from a younger brother of the dynasty's
founder as another famous attacker, Chao Yen-yii.
3. CTWC, 72.16a-46a, especially 46aj Ichichi Tsuyuhiko, "Shushi no 'Zatsugaku
ken' to sono shuhen," 3-49. I have benefited from reading Ari Borrell's Columbia
University seminar paper focusing on Chu's critique of Lii Pen-chung.
Chapter 2: Chang Shih
I. CTWC, 8I.2b, colophon to one of Chang's poems.
2. Special notice should be given to Takahata Tsunenobu's biography of and vari-
ous articles on Chang that are appended to his Cho Nanken shu jinmei sakuin.
Wing-tsit Chan, especially in Chu Hsi: New Studies, 396-418, has recently drawn
attention to Chang's importance.
3. Chu's eulogy in CTWC, 89.1a-loa, especially 2aj SS, 429.12770-12775j Taka-
hata Tsunenobu, "Cho Nanken nenpu," 65-89.
4. SS, 429.12774.
5. SYHA, 5°.1633.
6. SS, 429.12771-12774, especially 12771.
7. CTWC, 89.4bj SMLHS 1:320 .
8. Takahata Tsunenobu, "Cho Nanken no Joko fu ni okeru no jisei," 90-109.
9. NHC, 9·3aj SMLHS 1:319.
10. SYHA, 5°.163°. See also passages quoted on pages 1625 and 1627.
II. SYHA, especially 5°.1613,1618, and 1626-1631 passim.
12. On Chang Chiin, see SYHA, 44.14°9-1418, and Liu, China Turning, 93. For
Chang Shih's view of Su Shih, see NHC, 35.2a-3aj SYHA, 51.1675.
13. Hu Hung, Wu-feng chi, 2.65bj Hu Hung, Hu Hung chi, p. 132; CTWC, 89.1bj
the words "for this Tao of ours" are found only in Chu's account, but they are con-
sistent with the context. See also NHC, 26.3a-5aj Hu's colophon in Wu-feng chi,
3.51b-53a, and Hu Hung chi, pp. 192-193..
14. Hu, Wu-feng chi, 2.67b, see also 2.68bj Hu, Hu Hung chi, p. 133, see also
P·134·
15. CTWC, 89.1b-2aj SMLHS 1:321.
16. NHC, 33.8b-9b, and letter to Lii's brother in 25.7a-7bj SMLHS 1:321.
17. See Chu Hsi's preface in NHC; Chang on Chu-ko, in NHC, 10.5a-7a, 36.10a-
10bj and Chang's Han cheng-hsiang Chu-ko chung wu-hou chuan.
18. Takahata Tsunenobu, "Cho Nanken no shiso hensen," 1-25, and his "Cho
Nanken shu no hanpon," 26-65.
19. NHC, 8.1a-2a, d. the partial translation in Wing-tsit Chan, New Studies,
174. The reference to the ch'ien hexagram section in the Book of Changes actually
uses the terms ch'ien and k'un, which are near equivalents to t'ien and ti (Heaven and
Earth). Wing-tsit Chan (Chan Wing-tsit), Chu-tzu hsin t'an-so, 375-376, identifies
Chang's quotes from the Ch'engs and the classics. See also NHC, 25.13a-13b.
20. Chang Shih, Meng-tzu shuo, 6.12bj also his Kuei-ssu Lun-yu chieh, 9.1bj
SMLHS 1:330.
21. Chang, Meng-tzu shuo, 3.1aj SMLHS 1:331.
22. Chang, Meng-tzu shuo, 2.27b-28aj SMLHS 1:331.
23. NHC, 14.2a-2bj SMLHS 1:326 and 331.
24. Chang, Meng-tzu shuo, 3.1b and 6.3aj SMLHS 1:332.
25. Chang, Meng-tzu shuo, 6.12bj SMLHS 1:332.
26. Chang, Meng-tzu shuo, 6.4aj SMLHS 1:332. See Munro, Images of Human
Nature, 57-74, on the water image.
27. Ch'eng Hao and Ch'eng I, Erh-Ch'eng chi 1:10, d. the translation in Chan,
Source Book, 528.
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28. Chang, Meng-tzu shuo, 6.3b; SMLHS 1:333.
29. SYHA, 5°.1623.
30. Chang Shih, Kuei-ssu Lun-yu chieh, 8.21b; SMLHS 1:333-334.
31. Chang, Lun-yu chieh, 8.14a; also other passages in SMLHS 1:334.
32. Chang, Meng-tzu shuo, 7.25a; SMLHS 1:325; see also NHC, 14.5b-6b.
33. NHC, 14.5b-6a; SMLHS 1:325-326.
34. Chang, Lun-yu chieh, 2.13b; SMLHS 1:327.
35. SYHA, 50.1618.
36. SYHA, 50.1618.
37. SYHA, 5°.1624; SMLHS 1:335.
38. SYHA, 5°.1613; SMLHS 1:335.
39. NHC, 12.2b; SMLHS 1:323. See Ch'eng and Ch'eng, Erh-Ch'eng chi 1:143.
40. Chang, Lun-yu chieh, 3.IIb; SMLHS 1:336.
41. NHC, 36.9a-9b; SMLHS 1:336.
42. Chang, Meng-tzu shuo, 6'30a; SMLHS 1:323.
43. NHC, 11.7a; SMLHS 1:323.
44. SYHA, 5°.1619-1620.
45. Chang, Meng-tzu shuo, 7.la; SMLHS 1:323.
46. NHC, 12.2b; SMLHS 1:323.
47. Chang, Lun-yu chieh, preface, Ib; SMLHS 1:337-338.
48. SYHA, 5°.1635.
49. CTWC, 89·9b; SMLHS 1:337. See SMLHS 1:337-338 on Chang's three contri-
butions.
50. LCYC, 34.413. See also the editors' comments in SYHA, 5°.16°9, 1635-1636.
Chapter 3: Chu Hsi and Chang Shih
1. Quoted by Huang Tsung-hsi in SYHA, 5°.1635. See also the passages quoted in
SS, 427.12710 and 429.12775; CTYL, 103.4140, Chung-hua ed., 1°3.26°5; Wing-tsit
Chan, Hsin l'an-so, 525-529, or New Studies, 396-4°4.
2. CTWC, 31.10a, 17a-20b, 2Ia-37a. See also the discussion in Ch'ien Mu, Chu-
tzu hsin hsiieh-an, 4:510-53°; Takahata Tsunenobu, "Cho Nanken no Rongokai ni
ataeta Shushi no eikyo," IIO-123; Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 530-537, or New
Studies, 404-409.
3. Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu I:105-II2, 2:123-182; Ch'ien Mu, Sung Ming li-hsueh kai-
shu, 1°3-1°9; Mou Tsung-san, Hsin-t'i 3:71-228; Wang Mao-hung, Chu-tzu nien-
p'u, lA.23-27, IB.35-42. Matthew Levey's dissertation elucidates differences
between Wang, Ch'ien, and Mou on this issue. See also Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin l'an-
so, 537-543, or New Studies, 409-416; Ch'en Lai, Chu Hsi che-hsueh yen-chiu, 91-
188; Chang Li-wen, Chu Hsi ssu-hsiang yen-chiu, 434-440; Ts'ai Jen-hou, Sung
Ming li-hsueh, 1:76-106; Tomoeda Ryataro, Shushi no shiso keisei, 38-102; Liu
Shu-hsien, Chu-tzu che-hsueh ssu-hsiang te fa-chan yu wan-ch'eng, 71-138; Shen
Mei-tzu, Chu-tzu shih chung te ssu-hsiang yen-chiu, passim; Chung-ying Cheng,
"Chu Hsi's Methodology and Theory of Understanding," 179-186; Thomas A.
Metzger, Escape from Predicament, 85-99; and John Berthrong, "Glosses on Real-
ity," 78-86.
4. Ch'eng Hao and Ch'eng I, Erh-Ch'eng chi 1:188; CTWC, 64.28b-29b. Trans-
lated in Chan, Source Book, 600-602.
5. Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 3:219-223.
6. Yung Sik Kim, "The World-View of Chu Hsi," passim, and "Problems in the
Study of the History of Chinese Science," 83-1°4.
7. CTWC, 75.22b-23b; Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin l'an-so, 543.
8. CTWC, 73.46b; SYHA 42.1375-1376.
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9. Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 3:198-228, especially 200.
10. NHC, 21.9b.
II. CTWC, 73.40b; SYHA, 42.1370.
12. CTWC, 73.44b, 45a, 47a; SYHA, 42.1374,1375,1377.
13. Lii regarded Hu's work as superior to Chang Tsai's Correcting Youthful Igno-
rance (Cheng-meng); see SYHA 42.1366.
14. CTWC, 73.47a; SYHA, 42.1377.
15. Wu Jen-hu in the introduction to his punctuated edition of the Hu Hung chi,
p. 3, made this observation. Wing-tsit Chan, in Hsin t'an-so, p. 544, n. 165 (or New
Studies, p. 423, n. 165), made the same observation as well as the observation that
the statements attributed to Chang and Lii are not in their collected works. Despite
his observation that statements to which Chu objected are not in existing editions,
Professor Chan informed me that he believes "no one changed Hu's text." Rather,
"In the discussion of the text, Chu, Chang, and Lii proposed changing certain
words." These comments from his June 1990 letter would appear to conflict with his
published observation. Surely Chu was quoting Hu's statements from Hu's original
text. Since these statements are not in existing editions of Hu's text, it seems safe to
conclude that his text was changed to omit these passages to which Chu had
objected in his "Misgivings."
16. Listed in CTYL, Cheng-chung ed., 101.4104, Chung-hua ed., 101.2582; and
categorized by the editor in SYHA, 42.1377.
17. CTWC, 73.40b-41a; SYHA, 42.137°; Chang Tsai, Chang Tsai chi, 374; see
also T'ang Chiin-i, "Chang Tsai's Theory of Mind and Its Metaphysical Basis," II3-
136; and Ira Kasoff, The Thought ofChang Tsai, 28-33, 86-90.
18. CTWC, 73.47a-47b; SYHA, 42.1377.
19· CTWC, 73.43a-43b; SYHA, 42.1374; Schirokauer, "Chu and Hu," 490, 493.
20. CTWC, 73.41b-42a; SYHA, 42.1371.
21. CTWC, 73.42a. Book of Poetry translation adapted from James Legge, The
Chinese Classics 4:541. For Chu's reading of this poem see his Shih chi chuan, 214.
22. CTWC, 73.42b-43a; SYHA 42.1372, and editors' criticism of Chu's taking
likes and dislikes to be things; also d. the translations in Legge, Classics 4:541, and
D. C. Lau, Mencius, 191.
23. CTWC, 73.43a; SYHA, 42.1372.
24· CTWC, 73.44b-45a; SYHA, 42.1374-1375.
25. CTWC, 73.43ab; SYHA, 42.1373. Ch'eng Hao's statement appears in Erh-
Ch'eng chi 1:10, translated in Chan, Source Book, 528.
26. This is done by Wing-tsit Chan in Source Book, 529. Chan translated the
phrase Ii yu shan e ("principle possesses good and evil") to read "according to princi-
ple, there is both good and evil." For my translation, see Chapter 2. Ch'ien Mu
apparently reads the phrase more literally and regards it as quite troublesome for
Chu (see below).
27. I am here following the case made by Ch'ien Mu in Chu-tzu 3:2°9-215. See
also Chiu Hansheng, "Zhu Xi's [Chu Hsi's] Doctrine of Principle," II6-137; and
A. C. Graham, "What Was New in the Ch'eng-Chu Theory of Human Nature?"
138-157.
28. Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 3:215-216.
29. CTYL, 101.4109-4IIO, Chung-hua ed., 101.2585-2586; translated in Chan,
Source Book, 616-617; another view is presented in Schirokauer, "Chu and Hu,"
494. Chu made the comment in reference to the reiteration of Hu Hung's position by
one of his sons.
30. CTWC, 42.4b, third letter to Hu Shih (II36-II73), d. the translation in
Schirokauer, "Chu and Hu," 494.
31. CTWC, 46:27b-28a; Schirokauer, "Chu and Hu," 494; e.g., CTYL 101.4II7
and 4II9, Chung-hua ed., 101.259° and 2591.
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32. Hsi-tz'u (Appended Remarks, second section) in Chou I cheng-i, 8.3a, in Shih-
san ching chu-shu 1:86; translated in Chan, Source Book, 268.
33. Wai-shu, 3, in Ch'eng and Ch'eng, Erh-Ch'eng chi 2:366.
34. CTWC, 67.20a-2Ib; translation adapted from Chan, Source Book, 593-596.
Chan also identifies references to earlier sources. See especially Book of Changes,
commentary on hexagram no. I, ch'ien (Heaven).
35. SaW Hitoshi, "Chu Hsi's 'Treatise on Jen,' "218; Liu Shu-hsien, Chu-tzu che-
hsueh, 172; also Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 1:55-60, 73-81,345-366,2:39-81; Mou Tsung-
san, Hsin-t'i 3:229-234, 234-258, 258-300; Tomoeda Ryl1tan'), Shushi no shiso
keisei, 102-122; Liu Shu-hsien, "Chu-tzu te jen-shuo, t'ai-chi kuan-nien yii tao-t'ung
wen-t'i te tsai sheng-ch'a," 173-188; Olaf Graf, Tao und Jen, passim; Wing-tsit
Chan, "Lun Chu-tzu chih jen-shuo," 37-68, and Hsin t'an-so, 371-381,521-548.
36. Liu Shu-hsien, "Chu-tzu tsai sheng-ch'a," 177-181, uses Ch'en's view to argue
that Chu used some of Chang's draft to write the final treatise when editing Chang's
works. Wing-tsit Chan's rebuttal is in Hsin t'an-so, 376-381, or New Studies,
176- 177.
37. CTWC, 33.I2a, 16th letter to Lii.
38. Wing-tsit Chan, in New Studies, 155-157, draws this conclusion. In this letter,
Chu mentions wanting to compile the I-La yuan-yuan lu and needing some materials
from Che-tung about the Yung-chia school. Chan seems to assume that the final
draft of the treatise must have been completed before Chu began compiling the I-La
yuan-yuan lu. Chu was, however, certainly capable of working on both at the same
time. (The I-La yuan-yuan lu will be discussed in chapters 4 and 5.)
39. CTWC, 33.15a, 23d and 24th letters to Lii.
40. CTWC 33.18b, 27th letter to Lii. The Yen jen lu is an alternate title of Chu Ssu
yen jen [Comments on Humaneness from the Chu and Ssu Rivers (the Confucian
heartland of Shantung)]; preface in NHC, 14.4a-5b. Chu had referred to it earlier;
see his 16th letter from 1171 in CTWC, 31.4b-5b. See also Wing-tsit Chan, "Lun jen-
shuo," 56, 58-59, and Hsin t'an-so, 547.
41. CTWC, 31.4b-5b, 16th letter to Chang, translation adapted from SaW
Hitoshi, "Treatise," 216-217.
42. NHC, 21.4a-5b. SaW Hitoshi, "Treatise," 218-219; Mou Tsung-san, Hsin-t'i
3:259-261.
43. CTWC, 42.18a, loth letter to Wu I (Hui-shu) from Hunan, translation
adapted from SaW Hitoshi, "Treatise," 219; Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 1:55-60. Ch'eng I's
statement is from his comments on the Return hexagram of the Book of Changes;
see Erh-Ch'eng chi, 3:819.
44. CTWC, 32.16b-17a, 33b-34b; also NHC, 21.5ab. See the discussion in Ch'ien
Mu, Chu-tzu 2:57-66; Mou Tsung-san, Hsin-t'i 3:259-261; and SaW Hitoshi, "Trea-
tise," 220-221.
45. CTWC, 32.18a-18b, 19a-19b, 2Ia-21b, 23b-24b, 33b-34b; NHC, 21.5b,
22.5b-6a. See the discussion in Wing-tsit Chan, "Lun jen-shuo," 40-50; Ch'ien Mu,
Chu-tzu 1:73-81, 2:66-68; Mou Tsung-san, Hsin-t'i 3:267-272, 285-296; SaW
Hitoshi, "Treatise," 221-222.
46. CTWC, 31.6a, 32.17a-18a, and 20a-20b. See also the discussion in Ch'ien
Mu, Chu-tzu 2:7°-72; Mou Tsung-san, Hsin-t'i 3:273-284; SaW Hitoshi, "Treatise,"
222.
47. CTWC, 31.5b-6a; NHC, 21.2b. See also the discussion in Mou Tsung-san,
Hsin-t'i 3:298; SaW Hitoshi, "Treatise," 222-223.
48. NHC, 31.5b-6a; SYHA, 50.1620-1621.
49. NHC, 31.6b.
50. SYHA, 50.1621.
51. Mou Tsung-san, Hsin-t'i, especially 3:234-3°0. Liu Shu-hsien's and Ts'ai Jen-
hou's evaluations follow Mou's.
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52. CTYL, 27.II07; Chung-hua ed., 27.689-69°.
53. CTYL, 37.157°; Chung-hua ed., 37.985.
54. CTYL, 20.754; Chung-hua ed., 20.467.
55. Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 1:357-358, 362-363, 2:56. Although he implicitly answers
some points in Mou's critique, Wing-tsit Chan ("Lun jen-shuo," 44, 49-51) sets it
aside on the grounds that it arose from another school of Confucianism.
56. Wing-tsit Chan, "Lun jen-shuo," 55-58, agrees with Mou Tsung-san that Chu
misread Chang on this point.
57. Chu omitted wording about "none who do not love," the relationship between
the heart/mind unwilling to allow suffering, and the four cardinal virtues; see Wing-
tsit Chan, "Lun jen-shuo," 54-55. For Chu's "Diagram," see CTYL, 1°5.4185, Chung-
hua ed., 105.2633; Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 371-374, or New Studies, 280-282.
58. Saw Hitoshi, "Treatise," 217.
59. NHC, 8.1a-2a. For points of difference, see CTWC, 32.21a-33b, 33.15a, 18a-
18b, 20a-20b; these differences are very clearly delineated in Wing-tsit Chan, "Lun
jen-shuo," 56-58.
60. Wing-tsit Chan, "Lun jen-shuo," 57.
61. Saw Hitoshi, "Treatise," 224.
62. CTWC, 47.27a, 25th letter, dated II85, to Lil Tsu-chien; Liu Shu-hsien, Chu-
tzu che-hsueh, 145,189-19°, and "Chu-tzu tsai sheng-ch'a," 180.
Chapter 4: Lil Tsu-ch'ien
I. Nien-p'u biography in Lil Tsu-ch'ien, Tung-lai Lu rai-shih wen-chi, vol. 9; SS,
434.12872-12874; SYHA, 51.1652-1688; SMLHS 1:34°-367; Liu Chao-jen, Lu Tung-
lai chih wen-hsueh yu shih-hsueh, 1-26; Yao Jung-sung, "Lil Tsu-ch'ien," 1-71;
Wing-tsit Chan, New Studies, 424-434.
2. SYHA, 51.1653, translation adapted from Tillman, Utilitarian Confucianism,
62. Another retrospective appreciation of the Lil family's Central Plain literary and
historical corpus is found in Lil's biography in SS, 434.12872.
3. SYHA, 73.2434; SMLHS 1:341; Liu Chao-jen, Lu Tung-lai, especially 215-262;
and John D. Langlois, Jr., "Chin-hua Confucianism under the Mongols (1279-
1368)."
4. Those characteristics were identified during the Sung, elaborated in SYHA, and
conveniently organized in SMLHS 1:341-344. Similar ones are described in Pu Chin-
chih, "Lun Lil Tsu-ch'ien te 'Wu-hsileh' fe-cheng," 89-98; and Liu Chao-jen, Lu
Tung-lai, II3-121.
5. Ch'eng Hao and Ch'eng I, Erh-Ch'eng chi 1:338.
6. Chang Chiu-ch'eng, Heng-p'u wen-chi, 20.1a-lb, 19.9b-l0a, and Heng-p'ujih
hsin,17b.
7. On Lil's teachers, see Liu Chao-jen, Lu Tung-lai, 84-93.
8. SYHA, 32.II27-II58.
9. Wu Shou-ch'ang (late twelfth century) was the student who made the original
remark recorded in CTYL, 122.4719, Chung-hua ed., 122.2949.
10. CTWC, 43.21b, IIth letter to Lin Tse-chih; SYHA, 23.908.
II. LTLWC, 14.342-343, "1 shuo" Opposition hexagram; SMLHS 1:343.
12. CTWC, 47.22a, 19th letter to Lil Tsu-chien, IIn-II8r.
13. CTYL, 124.4762, Chung-hua ed., 124.2972; Ch'en Lai, Chu Hsi, 333.
14. Liu Tzu-chien, Liang Sung shih yen-chiu hui-pien, 41-47; and Ch'ien Mu,
Sung Ming li-hsueh kai-shu, 198-199. A recent M.A. thesis links these characteristics
of Lil Tsu-ch'ien also to the inward orientation of his ethical tension and to the envi-
ronment of growing up in an extended family. See Ji Xiao-bin, "Inward-Oriented
Ethical Tension in Lil Tsu-ch'ien's Thought," especially 24-33.
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15. Lii, Tung-Iai Lii T'ai-shih wen-chih, pieh-chi, 9.8b, letter to Liu Ch'ing-chih;
SYHA, 5I.I667; also LTLWC, 4.90.
16. Lii, Tung-Iai Lii T'ai-shih wen-chi, pieh-chi, 10.la, letter to Ch'en Fu-liang;
SYHA, 5I.I668.
17. LTLWC, 20.464, "Tsa shuo"; Wu Ch'un-shan, Ch'en T'ung-fu te ssu-hsiang,
151. There are two similar passages in SYHA, 51.1665.
18. SYHA, 36.1234; SMLHS 1:343.
19· SYHA, 19.788; SMLHS 1:343.
20. Ta-ch'u chapter of the Book of Changes, in Chou I cheng-i, 3.40, in Shih-san
ching chu-shu 1:40.
21. Ch'iian Tsu-wang's evaluation in SYHA, 36.1234.
22. SS, 434.12874; SYHA, 51.933-937.
23. LTLWC, 4.81,4.84,4.92. Besides Lii's own symptoms, the deaths of his three
wives also raise the possibility of tuberculosis, which has historically been especially
deadly for young women.
24. CTWC, 82.2a; Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 555.
25· SS, 434.12874; SYHA, 5I.I652.
26. SYHA, 5I.I654.
27. SYHA, 51.1666.
28. Tung-Iai Lii T'ai-shih wen-chi, pieh-chi, 9.8a, letter to Liu Ch'ing-chih (Tzu-
ch'eng); Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 554.
29. Wing-tsit Chan, Chu-tzu men-jen, especially 1-27, and Hsin t'an-so, 454-455.
30. These are counted and named in John Chaffee, "Chu Hsi in Nan-k'ang," 425,
nn. 57-62, based on data in Wing-tsit Chan, Chu-tzu men-jen.
31. SYHA, 5I.I674.
32 • SYHA, 5I.I675.
33. On these and other works, see Liu Chao-jen, Lii Tung-Iai, 33-75.
34. SYHA, 5I.I666.
35· SYHA, 5I.I667·
36. SYHA, 5I.I664.
37. LTLWC, 5.127; SYHA, 5I.I672.
38. LTLWC, 20.465, "Tsa shuo."
39· SYHA, 5I.I657·
40. SYHA, 5I.I673.
41. Li-tai chih-tu hsiang-shuo, 9.1a-7a. Because this work i~ not mentioned in the
Sung shih or in Lii's nien-p'u, some doubt he wrote it. See Yves Hervouet, A Sung
Bibliography, 174.
42. It should be noted that Chu Hsi, while serving as a local official, was rigorous
in enforcing penal law; see Conrad Schirokauer, "Chu Hsi as an Administrator,"
228-232. Otherwise, Chu appears to have been less positive about the role of law
than Lii was.
43. LTLWC, 20.457, "Tsa shuo"; P'an Fu-en and Hsii Yii-ch'ing, Lii Tsu-ch'ien
ssu-hsiang ch'u-t'an, 39-47.
44. LTLWC, 19.443, "Shih shuo"; P'an Fu-en and Hsii Yii-ch'ing, Lii Tsu-ch'ien,
42 .
45. SYHA, 51.1661; P'an and Hsii, Lii Tsu-ch'ien, 52-60.
46. SYHA, 51.1661. Chu-ko Liang rebuked Liu Pa; see Ch'en Shou, ed., San-kuo
chih, 39.982, n. 3.
47. Lii Tsu-ch'ien, Tung-Iai po-i, 2.138-139; SMLHS, 1.359-360.
48. Lii Tsu-ch'ien, Tung-Iai po-i, 2.139; SMLHS, 1.360.
49. James T. C. Liu, "Polo and Cultural Change," 2°3-244.
50. LTLWC, 19.431, "Shih shuo"; translated in Wm. Theodore de Bary, Sources
1:442.
51. LTLWC, 20.462, "Tsa shuo"; SMLHS 1:361.
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52. LTLWC, 19.431, "Shih shuo"; translated in de Bary et a!., Sources 1:442.
53. LTLWC, chapters 12-14, "I shuo"; P'an and Hsii, Lii Tsu-ch'ien, 157.
54. Lii, Tung-lai po-i, 3.167-168; SMLHS 1:361; also Tillman, Utilitarian Confu-
cianism,64-65·
55. P'an and Hsii, Lii Tsu-ch'ien, 156-160; SMLHS 1:361-362; SYHA, 51.1664; see
also Lii, Li-tai chih-tu hsiang-shuo, 9.1a-7a.
56. Lii Tsu-ch'ien, "Tso-shih chuan tu shuo kang ling," quoted in SMLHS 1:360.
57. Lii, Tung-lai Lii T'ai-shih wen-chi (wai-chi), 5.26a; Liu Chao-jen, Lii Tung-
lai, 175.
58. LTLWC, 20.462, "Tsa shuo"; SMLHS 1:361.
59. Liu Chao-jen, Lii Tung-lai, 178-19°.
60. Ibid., 52-53,197.
61. Lii Tsu-ch'ien, San-kuo chih hsiang-chieh, chapters I and 12, in his Shih-ch'i
shih hsiang-chieh.
62. LTLWC, 13.309, "I shuo," I hexagram; SMLHS 1:350.
63. LTLWC, 18.415-416, "Meng-tzu shuo"; SMLHS 1:350.
64. LTLWC, 5.121, letter to P'an Shu-tu; similar passage in SMLHS 1:350.
65. LTLWC, 4.96, reply to P'an Shu-ch'ang, and 20.450, "Tsa shuo"; SMLHS
1:351.
66. LTLWC, 3.52; P'an and Hsii, Lii Tsu-ch'ien, 93.
67. LTLWC, 20.455, "Tsa shuo"; SMLHS 1:351; also P'an and Hsii, Lii Tsu-ch'ien,
92 -98.
68. Lii, Tso-shih-chuan shuo, 6.12b-13a; d. SMLHS 1:352.
69. LTLWC, 18.420, "Meng-tzu shuo"; SMLHS 1:354.
70. SYHA, 51.1657-1658; P'an and Hsii, Lii Tsu-ch'ien, 64-69, especially 65.
71. LTLWC, 17.391, "Lun-yii shuo"; SMLHS 1:355.
72. LTLWC, 17.391, "Lun-yii shuo"; SMLHS 1:355; also P'an and Hsii, Lii Tsu-
ehlen, 1°7-111,116-120.
73. LTLWC, 17.391. "Lun-yii shuo," quoted in SMLHS 1:355; similar passage in
LTLWC, 18.420, "Meng-tzu shuo."
74. LTLWC, 17.392, "Lun-yii shuo"; SMLHS 1:355.
75. LTLWC, 3.60, letter to Chu Hsi; P'an and Hsii, Lii Tsu-ch'ien, II9.
76. LTLWC, 20.461, "Tsa shuo"; SMLHS 1:355.
77. LTLWC, 20.465, "Tsa shuo"; SMLHS 1:355.
Chapter 5: Chu Hsi and Lii Tsu-ch'ien
1. Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 555. It could be argued that Ts'ai Yiian-ting (II35-
II98) was a closer friend of Chu, but probably not during Lii's lifetime.
2. CTWC, 33.12a, 18th letter to Lii. See also CTWC, 94.27a, eulogy to son;
CTWC, hsii-chi, 8.6a-8b, letter and instructions to son; Tung-lai Lii T'ai-shih wen-
chi, 7.16b-17a, 20th letter to Chu; and Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 54-57,555, or
New Studies, 37-38,426.
3. Wm. Theodore de Bary was among those who popularized this overly sharp
division between the school of principle and the school of mind. In his effort to pro-
vide a corrective, he has recently perhaps gone too far in minimizing differences
between their views of principle and the mind. See, for example, his Sources of Chi-
nese Tradition and his Neo-Confucian Orthodoxy and the Learning of the Mind-
and-Heart.
4. SS, 362.II329-II332, 376.II635-II637; SYHA, 36.1233-1234.
5. SS, 434.12872; P'an Fu-en and Hsii Yii-ch'ing, Lii Tsu-ch'ien, 52-60.
6. CTYL, 133.5135, Chung-hua ed., 133.3200. Translated in Tillman, Utilitarian
Confucianism, 179-180; see also discussion 169-180.
7. CTWC, 77.23b-24b; Richard von Glahn, "Community and Welfare: Zhu Xi's
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Community Granary in Theory and Practice"; Liang Keng-yao, Nan-Sung nung-
ts'un te ching-chi, 279-293, and his "Nan-Sung te she-ts'ang," 1-33; and Schirokauer,
"Chu Hsi as Administrator," 221-224.
8. Liang Keng-yao, Nung-ts'un, 267-274; Brian McKnight, Village and Bureau-
cracy in Southern Sung China, 158-163; also Wang Te-i, Sung-tai tsai-huang te chiu-
chi cheng-ts'e, passim.
9. NHC, 12.8b; Ts'ai Shang-hsiang, Wang Ching-kung nien-pu k'ao-lueh, appen-
dix I, pp. 392-394; Liang Keng-yao, "She-ts'ang," 5-10.
10. CTWC, 79.15b-I7a.
II. See Richard von Glahn's account of the Chin-hua granary. Wing-tsit Chan
(June 1990 letter) says there is still a granary in Chu's village, and Ron-Guey Chu has
a picture of it. This granary model fared better in Korea and also attracted the atten-
tion of Confucians in Japan.
12. CTWC, 74.23a-37b; Monika Dbelhor, "The Community Compact (Hsiang-
yueh) of the Sung and Its Educational Significance," 371-388; Wm. Theodore de
Bary, The Liberal Tradition in China, 32-37; and Ron-Guey Chu, "Chu Hsi and
Public Instruction," 252-273.
13. Thomas H. C. Lee, "Chu Hsi, Academies and the Tradition of Private
Chiang-hsueh," 302-303; John Chaffee, "Chu Hsi in Nan-k'img," 420-421; SYHA
pu-i, 49.154a-I54b; SYHA, 97.3226.
14. CTWC, 34.IIb, 69th letter; translation adapted from Thomas Lee, "Chu Hsi,"
3°3·
15. Tu Fu, "Tseng tso-p'u-yeh Cheng-kuo-kung Yen-kung Wu," (Poem eulogizing
Yen Wu, d. 765) in Ch'iu Chao-ao, Tu shih hsiang-chu, 16.1383-139°; translated in
William Hung, Tu Fu, 232-233. On Wen, see Han shu, 89.5181-5183.
16. On the history of the academy and Chu's role, see Li Ts'ai-tung, Pai-lu-tung
shu-yuan shih-Weh. After restoration in 1988, the academy began publishing a new
annual journal, Pai-lu-tung shu-yuan t'ung-hsun in 1989. See also John Chaffee,
"Chu Hsi and the Revival of the White Deer Grotto Academy, II79-8I," 40-62;
Wing-tsit Chan, "Chu Hsi and the Academies," 394-396; Schirokauer, "Chu Hsi as
Administrator," 212-216. On schools, see Liu Tzu-chien, Liang Sung shih yen-chiu
hui-pien, 2II-227; Chaffee, Thorny Gates of Learning; and Thomas Lee, Govern-
ment Education.
17. Linda Walton-Vargo, "Education, Social Change, and Neo-Confucianism in
Sung-Yuan China," 243-247, presents a summary of various counts by modern Chi-
nese and Japanese scholars. Chaffee, "Chu Hsi and the Revival," 46-47, gives a fig-
ure of over 250 for the Southern Sung alone.
18. CTWC, letters in 26.3a-4b, 50.Ia-Ib, poems in 7.4b-6a, see also pieh-chi,
7.Ioa; letters to Lu in 34.9a-9b, 34.13b, 34.14b, 34.24b, 34.32a. Chou had served as
prefect in Nan-k'ang and had retired there in 1071.
19. Chaffee, "Chu Hsi in Nan-k'ang," 416; Chaffee does read conflict back to this
period.
20. CTWC, 74.qb; translation adapted from Thomas Lee, "Chu Hsi," 315.
21. CTWC, 82.13a, colophon to regulations written by Ch'eng Tuan-meng;
Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 492.
22. CTWC, 74:16b-I7a; translation adapted from Wing-tsit Chan, "Chu Hsi and
the Academies," 397.
23. LTLWC, 10.247.
24. LTLWC, 10.247-249; Yao Jung-sung, "Lii Tsu-ch'ien," 41-44.
25. LTLWC, 6.138-139; CTWC, 34.2Ia-23a; Wing-tsit Chan, "Chu Hsi and the
Academies," 402-403. Restored-reform leaders also emphasized schools, but what
was to be taught differed.
26. Teng Kuang-ming, "Kuan-yii Chou Tun-i te shih-ch'eng ho chuan-shou,"
53-60.
27. NHC, IO.4b-5a, Io.8a-I3b, 34.4a-4b; Hu Hung, Wu-feng chi, 3.14b-I6a;
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Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 2:151. Chou Tun-i, Chou Lien-hsi hsien-sheng wen-chi,
9-13, contains laudatory pieces, many from the Sung, including another by Chang
in 9.6b.
28. CTWC, 35.7a-IIa, 102d reply to Lii. Ch'en Lai, Chu-tzu shu-hsin, 179, sug-
gests an II80 date, but it is unclear to me why Lii would have waited until II79-II80
to discuss Chu's II73 work.
29. SYHA, 12.520; Wilson, "Genealogy," 180-181.
30. Chu Hsi, I-Lo yuan-yuan lu, 2.IIa; or Chu Hsi and Lii Tsu-ch'ien, Chin-ssu
lu, 14.9b-10a. Translated in Wing-tsit Chan, Reflections on Things at Hand, 299-
300. Several of the insights discovered referred specifically to the Mencius, 4B1I9,
and to passages in the Book ofChanges, which Chan identifies.
31. CTWC, 76.22b; translated in de Bary, Message, 29; d. the translation in
Wilson, "Genealogy," 189-19°.
32. For the conventionally accepted philosophical schema, see Wing-tsit Chan's
"Chu-tzu tao-t'ung-kuan chih che-hsiieh-hsing," 22-32, and his "Chu Hsi's Comple-
tion of Neo-Confucianism," 73-81. As an alternative, Thomas Wilson has recently
offered a hermeneutical approach. To highlight Chou Tun-i's role in Chu's construc-
tion of the succession of the Tao, Professor Wilson ("Genealogy of the Way," intro-
duction and ch. 5) advances the hermeneutical theory of filiative genealogy, a record
of a school with only one lineal descent or legitimate line of succession. Despite his
stimulating formulation of the issue, Wilson might be adhering too strictly to herme-
neutics of filiative genealogy in presenting Chu's projection of Chou's role. The dis-
cussion in this section will present Chu as having a more complex view. On Chu's
view of Chou's role, see CTWC, 78.12a-13b, 78.15a-16a, 79.9a-IIa, 80.IIb-12b;
CTYL, 93.3741-3744, Chung-hua ed., 93.2356-2358.
33. CTWC, 80.IIb; translation adapted from Wilson, "Genealogy," 190.
34. Liu An-shih's Yuan-ch'eng yu-lu; Chiang's Hsing-shuo; Liu Tzu-hui's Sheng
chuan lun, and P'an's Wang ch'uan chi. This anthology became the major source for
the revival of Tao-hsueh Confucianism under the Chin around II90; see T'ien Hao
(Hoyt Tillman), "Chin-tai ju-chiao," 107-140.
35. Chi Yiin, YungJung, et aI., Ssu-k'u ch'uan-shu tsung-mu, 57.519.
36. Don J. Wyatt, "Chu Hsi's Critique of Shao Yung," 649-666; Wing-tsit Chan,
"Chu-tzu chih Chin-ssu lu," 126; but see Anne D. Birdwhistell, Transition to Neo-
Confucianism, 2II-2I5.
37. Wing-tsit Chan, in "Chu-tzu chih Chin-ssu lu," 132-136, and Reflections on
Things at Hand, 330-336, identifies and adds up the passages; I use his figures to
compute percentages.
38. Wing-tsit Chan, Reflections on Things at Hand, 324-325; and Ch'ien Mu,
Chu-tzu 3:156-157.
39. CTYL, II9.4592, Chung-hua ed., II9.2874-2875; Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-
so, 393.
40. Kidder Smith, Jr., "Ch'eng I," 136-168; BirdwhisteII, Transition, 30-49.
41. CTWC, 38.5b, 66.IIb-27b, 82.20b, 85.6a-8b; CTYL, 66.2579, 67.2624-2632,
67.2651, Chung-hua ed., 66.1622, 67.1649-1654, 67.1666. See also Chang Li-wen,
"Chu Hsi's System of Thought of I," 292-3II; Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 1:501-522, 4:1-
52; Joseph A. Adler, "Chu Hsi and Divination," and his "Divination and Philoso-
phy," passim. On Lii's precursors on the I, see Liu Chao-jen, Lu Tung-lai, 34.
42. CTWC, 33.32b, 47th letter; Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 4:28-29; translation adapted
from Adler, "Chu Hsi and Divination," 189.
43. Huang Kan, Mien-chai chi, 36.36a-36b; Wang Mao-hung, Chu-tzu nien-p'u,
4B.216. See also Adler, "Chu Hsi and Divination," 199-2°5; Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin
t'an-so, 91-93,246-254; and Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 2:480-5°1. For another instance in
which Chu turned to divination, see CTYL, 107.4244-4245, Chung-hua ed.,
1°7.2669-267°.
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44. Lii Tsu-ch'ien, Tung-Iai po-i, 2.109-no; d. SMLHS 1:348.
45. Lii Tsu-ch'ien, Tseng-hsiu Tung-Iai Shu shuo, 3.2Ia; SMLHS 1:348-349.
46. Lii, Tseng-hsiu Tung-Iai Shu shuo, 7.1b, 9.5b, 10.2b, 14.13b, 15.3b, 19.18a-
18b, 20.4a, 22.8b, 23.4a, 28.12a. In 10.2b, Lii quotes from the "Hsien yu i te" chap-
ter of the Book of Documents; see James Legge, The Chinese Classics 3:215. I con-
sulted the Shih-san-ching so-yin and Harvard-Yenching Institute indexes.
47. Lii, Tseng-hsiu Tung-Iai Shu shuo, 3.17a-!7b; SMLHS 1:347.
48. LTLWC, 20.451, "Tsa shuo"; SMLHS 1:347.
49. Lii, Tung-Iai po-i, 1.74; SMLHS 1:347.
50. Lii, Tung-Iai Lii T'ai-shih wen-chi (pieh-chi), 16.14a, also 16.na-nb.
51. Lii, Tung-Iai po-i, 2.164; SMLHS 1:347.
52. Lii, Tseng-hsiu Tung-Iai Shu shuo, 8.13b; SMLHS 1:345.
53. Lii, Tseng-hsiu Tung-Iai Shu shuo, 8.2b-3a; SMLHS 1:346; also Lii, Tung-Iai
po-i, 3.196.
54. Lii, Tseng-hsiu Tung-Iai Shu shuo, 12.10a; SMLHS 1:346.
55. Lii, Tseng-hsiu Tung-Iai Shu shuo, 3.!7b-18a; SMLHS 1:352. The translation
of Shun's dictum is adapted from de Bary, Orthodoxy, n6; d. Legge, The Chinese
Classics 3:61.
56. LTLWC, 13.301-303, "I shuo"; SMLHS 1:354. Macro and micro are perhaps
too modern and technical for this context, but I haven't found a better gloss for
"speaking of it from the big" and "speaking of it from the small."
57. Chu Hsi, Chou I pen-i, 1.49a; translation adapted from Adler, in appendix to
Smith et aI., Sung Dynasty Uses ofthe I Ching, 253.
58. CTYL, 95-3887, Chung-hua ed., 95.2447-2448.
59. Hsiin-tzu, 2.4a-4b. Cf. translation by John Knoblock, Xunzi, 1:176, passage
number 3.6.
60. Chu Hsi, Chu-tzu ch'iian-shu, 45.6a. For more passages, see my "Conscious-
ness of T'ien in Chu Hsi's Thought," 31-50; and CTWC, n.8b, 13.6a-7a, 57.36b,
95B.22a-22b, and hsii-chi, 10.14b. Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 239, has a different
perspective, but Yamanoi Yo conveys the vital importance of the concept of Heaven
in Chu's thought in "The Great Ultimate and Heaven in Chu Hsi's Philosophy,"
79-92.
61. For example, Wing-tsit Chan, "Evolution of fen," 295-319, and "The Neo-
Confucian Solution to the Problem of Evil," 773-791.
62. Tillman, "T'ien in Chu Hsi," 43-48; Munro, Images, 158-:160, 162, 182.
63. Hu Hung, Wu-feng chi, 2.67a.
64. Robert P. Hymes, Statesmen and Gentlemen, 82-104 and n5-123, emphasizes
the change in marriage patterns but does allow (p. 2n) that recently migrant families
were probably exceptions.
65. Robert P. Hymes, "Lu Chiu-yiian, Academies, and the Problem of the Local
Community," 432-456; de Bary, Liberal Tradition, 32-34; Brian McKnight, "Chu
Hsi and His World," 408-436; Munro, Images, ch. 2, on family imagery.
66. SYHA, 5I.I670'
67. CTYL, 122.4719; Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 561.
68. Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 559-561; Peter K. Bol, "Chu Hsi's Redefinition
of Literati Learning," 171-183.
69. His maternal grandfather, Tseng Chi (I084-n66), and his grand uncle Lii
Pen-chung were noted poets. Tseng was influenced by the Kiangsi poets, but his
friend Lii Pen-chung omitted him from his famous list of members of the Kiangsi
school. Liu Chao-jen, Lii Tung-lai, 147-153; SB 732-733; Hervouet, Sung Bibliogra-
phy, 408-409.
70. Liu Chao-jen, Lii Tung-lai, 129-159, especially 132-133,141,144-145.
71. SYHA, 5I.I676.
72. LTLWC, 3.78, translated in Xiao-bin Ji, "Ethical Tension," 91-92; see Lii's let-
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ters to Chu quoted in Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 557, and Wu Ch'un-shan, Ch'en
T'ung-fu te ssu-hsiang, 189.
73. CTWC, 33·6b, 7th letter to Lii; Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 557.
74. James Liu, Ou-yang Hsiu, 48-62 passim.
75. CTWC, 87.12b, 13b, parts quoted in SYHA, 51.1676-1677; d. the translation
in Wing-tsit Chan, New Studies, 431; see also CTWC (pieh-chi), 3.12a.
76. Lii's warning about Chu was expressed in a letter to Chang, who quoted it in
his own letter to Chu; NHC, 22.9b. Chu's acknowledgment is in his 27th letter to
Chang in CTWC, 3I.15b. See also Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 521-523.
77. NHC, 20.10a; d. the quote in SYHA 49.1574.
Part 3: The Third Period, 1182-1202
I. Yang Lien-sheng, "The Form of the Paper Note Hui-tzu," 365-373; Conrad
Max Schirokauer, "The Political Thought and Behavior of Chu Hsi," II5-II7.
2. Ishida Hajime, "To Chl1-yl1 oboegaki-Nanso shisoshi no hitokusari," 23-37;
Chu Jui-hsi, "Sung-tai li-hsiieh-chia T'ang Chung-yu," 43-53; Chou Hsiieh-wu,
T'ang Yiieh-chai yen-chiu, 1-128; T'ang Chung-yu, Ti wang ching-shih t'u-p'u, pas-
sim; T'ang Chung-yu, Chin-hua T'ang-shih i-shu, passim; SYHA, 60.1951-1961;
Ssu-k'u ch'iian-shu ts'ung-mu, 135.II47.
3. SSCSPM, 80.869; translation adapted from John W. Haeger, "Neo-Confucian
Syncretism," 506.
4. TML, 5.4b-6a; SSCSPM, 80.869; Schirokauer, "Neo-Confucians under At-
tack," 169-170; Haeger, "Syncretism," 506.
5. CLC, 20.277-278, revised ed., 28.336-337; Tillman, Utilitarian Confucianism,
120. On the story that Ch'en influenced the indictment because his desire for a sing-
ing girl had been foiled by T'ang, see Wu Ch'un-shan, Ch'en T'ung-fu, 38-40.
6. CLC, 20.280, rev. ed., 28.339. On Wang Huai's reponed hostility to Ch'en
because of his relations with Chu, see SCWCL, 2.47.
7. CTWC, 38.30a; translation from Tillman, Utilitarian Confucianism, 181.
8. CTWC, lI.28b.
9. CTYL, 122.4734-4735, Chung-hua ed., 122.2958; translated in Tillman, Utili-
tarian Confucianism, 182.
10. CTWC, 35.24b, letter to Liu Ch'ing-chih; translated in Tillman, Utilitarian
Confucianism, 183.
II. Quoted by Wang Mao-hung, in Chu-tzu nien-p'u, 134; translated in Tillman,
Utilitarian Confucianism, 58.
12. CLC, 20.293, rev. ed., 28.352; translated in Tillman, Utilitarian Confucian-
ism, 183.
13. LCYC, 35.437; Schirokauer, "Neo-Confucians under Attack," 171.
14. See the use of the term in II81 in CTWC, 84.29b. Chu's prefaces to his com-
mentaries to these two books are in CTWC 76.19b-23a. See also Chang Yung-chiin,
"Sung Ju chih tao-t'ung-kuan chi ch'i wen-hua i-shih," 22; de Bary, Message, 28-32;
Wing-tsit Chan, "Chu-tzu tao-t'ung-kuan," 22-32, and his Hsin t'an-so, 429-435;
and Wilson, "Genealogy," introduction and ch. 4.
IS. CTWC, 86.I2a-12b; Wing-tsit Chan, Chu Hsi: Life and Thought, 67-68.
16. Mou Tsung-san, Hsin-t'i 1:19-20, 44-45; Daniel Gardner, Chu Hsi and the
!a-hsueh; Wei-ming Tu, Centrality and Commonality.
17. CTWC, II.28b; translation adapted from Schirokauer, "Neo-Confucians
under Attack," 172.
18. TML, 6.2a-2b; SSCSPM, 80.870; d. the translation in Haeger, "Neo-Confu-
cian Syncretism," 506. See also SYHA pu-i, 25.92.
19. Yeh Shih, Yeh Shih chi, 2.16-20; TML, 6.3a-8b; SSCSPM, 80.870-871; partly
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echoed by censor Liu Kuang-tsu (1142-1222) in SSCSPM, 80.871-872, and TML,
6.8b-12b.
20. CLC, 11.114, rev. ed., 11.117; translated in Tillman, Utilitarian Confucianism,
114·
21. For details, see Schirokauer, "Political Thought and Behavior," 129-142,
"Neo-Confucians under Attack," 177-179, "Chu Hsi's Political Career," 181-183;
SYHA,97·3200-3212.
22. Schirokauer, "Neo-Confucians under Attack," 184-192; SYHA, 97.3197-
3200.
23. SCWCL, 4.15°, 151.
24. SCWCL, 2.46.
25. SCWCL, 4.143-146, translated in Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 549-553.
26. TML, 7A.la-2p, 7B.la-27a; SSCSPM, 80.872-877; Schirokauer, "Neo-
Confucians under Attack," 180-183, 194-196; Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin fan-so, 764-
771.
27. Ishida Hajime, "Nan So Meishu no Koshi ichizoku ni tsuite," 225-256; and
Erling von Mende, "Wo ist der Geist zu Hause?" 55-82. Schirokauer, "Neo-Confu-
cians under Attack," 191, briefly mentions the literary interests of Kao and two other
attackers.
28. Ishida Hajime, "Shu Mitsu," 25-47.
Chapter 6: Ch'en Liang
I. Tillman, Utilitarian Confucianism, ch. 2, and "Ch'en Liang on Statecraft,"
403-431.
2. CLC, 5.49-8.90, rev. ed., 5.50-8.93; Hou Wai-lu, Chung-kuo ssu-hsiang,
4B:696-703. Sun-tzu, The Art of War, translated by Samuel B. Griffith, passim.
3. Chaffee, Thorny Gates ofLearning, especially 100-103.
4. CLC, 2.30, rev. ed., 2.30; translation adapted from Tillman, Utilitarian Confu-
cianism, 80.
5. CLC, 21.322, rev. ed., 29.383.
6. LTLWC, 5.1°9; CLC, 16.196, rev. ed., 23.247.
7. CLC, 14.164, rev. ed., 23.254; CTWC, 76.32b-33a. Wang Ying-lin also noted
this mistake; see K'un-hsiieh chi-wen, quoted in CLC, 2.443.
8. CLC, 19.259-261, rev. ed., 27.318-320, letter to Ying Mung-ming (d. c. 1195).
9. CLC, 10.105, rev. ed., 10.109; translation adapted from Hellmut Wilhelm,
"Heresies of Ch'en Liang," 108-109.
10. CLC, 10.101-102, rev. ed., 10.1°4-1°5.
II. CLC, 16.195, rev. ed., 23.246.
12. CLC, rev. ed. only, 17.195.
13. CLC, rev. ed. only, 19.2°5-206.
14. CLC, 11.132-133, rev. ed., 11.126-128.
15. CLC, 2.30, rev. ed., 2.30-31.
16. SS, 436.1293°-1294°; SSCSPM, 79.847-866; CLC, 1.1-15, rev. ed., 1.1-15.
17. SS, 436.1294°-12941; SCWCL 1.24-25; Wu Ch'un-shan, Ch'en T'ung-fu, 36-
37; Yoshiwara Fumiaki, "Chin Ryo no hito to seikatsu," 51-54.
18. CLC, 19.263, rev. ed., 27.322.
19. CLC, 19.262, rev. ed., 27.321.
20. Lu Tsu-ch'ien, Tung-lai Lii T'ai-shih wen-chi, pieh-chi, 8.lOa; SYHA,
56.1842 •
21. CLC, especially 3.31-33, 4.40-41, 4.43-44, and 4.47-48, rev. ed., 3.32-34,
4.41-42,4.44, and 4.48-49.
22. CLC, 14.168-17°, 16.192-194, rev. ed., 23.249-250, 23.251-252; CTWC,
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36.27b. On Wang as symbol, see Harold Wechsler, Jr., "The Confucian Teacher
Wang T'ung," 225-272.
23. CLC, rev. ed. only, 15.172-173.
24. CLC, rev. ed. only, 15.167-168.
25. CLC, rev. ed. only, 11.124-125.
26. Tillman, "Ch'en Liang and Statecraft," 426-428.
27. See my "Yan Fu's Utilitarianism in Chinese Perspective," 63-84.
28. Ch'en's two essays are in CLC, rev. ed., 11.124-126 and II.II5-12I; for reac-
tions and his post, see SS, 436.12943.
29. CTYL, 107.4256, Chung-hua ed., 1°7.2676.
Chapter 7: Chu Hsi and Ch'en Liang
I. On relations between Chu and Ch'en, see Tillman, Utilitarian Confucianism,
II5-131.
2. Yeh, Yeh Shih chi, 20.2°7-208.
3. CTWC, 36.19a-19b.
4. CLC, 20.278-282, rev. ed., 28.337-341.
5. CLC, 20.281-282,287, rev. ed., 28.34°-341, 346.
6. CTWC, 36.20a-2Ib; CLC, 20.287, rev. ed., 28.346. On Chu's view of the com-
plete person, see Ch'iu Han-sheng, Ssu-shu chi-chu chien-Iun, 1II-II3; SMLHS
1:44°-447·
7. CTWC, 36.24a.
8. Schirokauer, "Chu Hsi as Administrator," 217-228.
9. CTWC, 68.27a-29b; Hsiin Yiieh, ed., Han chi, 8,3-4, and Pan Ku, ed., Han
shu, 23.1°79,1081-1082, 24A.III9-II23. Mencius (3A/3 and 5Bh) began the myth,
which was used by centuries of reforms; see Joseph R. Levenson, "Ill Wind in the
Well-field," 268-287. Modern scholars emphasize passages where Chu criticized the
utopians: see Hsiao Kung-ch'iian, Chung-kuo cheng-chih ssu-hsiang shih, 4:502-
504; and Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 1:198.
10. CLC, 20.273-274,277, rev. ed., 28.332-333, 338.
II. CLC, rev. ed. only, 13.153; also second and fourth letters in CLC, 20.275-276,
280, rev. ed., 28·334-335, 339.
12. Patricia Ebrey, Family and Property in Sung China: Yuan Ts'ai's Precepts for
Social Life, passim.
13. For Ch'en's accounts of two local heroines, see CLC, 13.160-161, rev. ed.,
23.243-244. See also his eulogies to various women in his CLC, 25.375-387, rev. ed.
33·437-45°·
14. Tillman, "Ch'en Liang on Statecraft," 403-431, and Ch'en Liang, ed., Ou-yang
wen-ts'ui.
15. Robert Hymes, "Local Community," 432-456.
16. See discussion in my "Ch'en Liang on Statecraft," 406-426.
17. Tillman, Utilitarian Confucianism, 169-180, and "Proto-Nationalism,"
403-428 .
18. For ch'uan, see Wei Chung-t'ung, "Chu Hsi on the Standard and the Expedi-
ent," 255-271; Conrad Schirokauer, "Chu Hsi's Sense of History"; and John D.
Langlois, Jr., "Law, Statecraft, and the Spring and Autumn Annals in Yiian Political
Thought," 89-152.
19. CTWC, 36.18b.
20. CTYL, 137.5252, Chung-hua ed., 137.3269-327°' Citing Chu's comment that
expediency "must by necessity comply with the righteousness," Wei Cheng-t'ung
("Chu Hsi on the Standard," 260) presents Chu himself as making integrity flexible;
however, given the context of Chu's debate with Ch'en, Chu surely did not intend to
make integrity flexible.
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21. CTWC, 53.33a.
22. See the passages from Chu's works in Tillman, Utilitarian Confucianism, 144-
145, and the discussion of earlier views on pp. 26-28,46-53.
23. CTWC, 36.19a.
24. Hsiin-tzu, 7.8a-8b, 18.loa; Pan Ku, ed., Han-shu, 9.277.
25. CLC, 20.281, rev. ed., 28.340; translated in Tillman, Utilitarian Confucian-
ism, 139.
26. CTWC, 36.20a-20b.
27. CTWC, 36.26b-27a.
28. CLC, 11.133, and 20.287, 289-29°, rev. ed., 11.128, and 28'346, 349-350.
29. CTYL, Cheng-chung ed., 33.1328, 93.3739, also, 16.519, 20.754-755, 25.1010-
1017, 29.1173-1174, 33.1358- 1359, 37.1566, 44.1791- 1796, 48.1892-1895, 51.1931-
1932, 53.2027-2028, 55.2088, 60.2299-23°1; CTWC, 36.26a, 27a; Chu Hsi, Meng-
tzu chi-chu, 3.la-Ib, and Lun-yii chi-chu, 2'7b-8b, 7.14a-15a.
30. CTWC, 36.2Ia, 26a.
31. Sun Fu, rang shih lun-tuan, 1.3b-2Ib; Fan Tsu-yii, rang chien, 2.l2a-13a,
and chiian 3-6; Ch'eng Hao and Ch'eng I, Erh-Ch'eng chi, e.g., 1:236; Ch'ien Mu,
Chu-tzu 5:9-11.
32. Ssu-ma Kuang, Wen-kuo Wen-cheng Ssu-ma kung wen-chi, 74.13a-13b, p.
539; Ch'eng and Ch'eng, Erh-Ch'eng chi 2:45°-452; Teng Kuang-ming, "Chu-Ch'en
lun-pien chung Ch'en Liang wang pa i Ii kuan te ch'iieh-chieh," 2-3.
33. CLC, 20.289, 20.292, rev. ed., 28.348-349, 28.351; also CTWC, 36.22b-
23a .
34. CLC, 20.285, 292-293, rev. ed., 28.344-345, 352-353. Although by tradition
Lao-tzu was older than Confucius, Chuang-tzu came later than Confucius. Ch'en's
presentation of Confucius as reacting to the influence of both Taoist personalities or
traditions was probably a product of the rhetoric of debate.
35. Chu Hsi, Chu Hsi pien wei-shu yii. For idealizations, see his Ta-hsiieh chang-
chii, preface, 1-3; Ch'iu Han-sheng, Ssu-shu, 102-104.
36. CTWC, 36.27a-27b, also 26a, and CLC 20.287, 290, rev. ed., 28.346-347,
349-35°·
37. CTWC, 36.20b-2Ia, 25b.
38. CTYL, 37.1581, Chung-hua ed., 37.991, translated in Wei Cheng-t'ung, "Chu
Hsi on the Standard," 264.
39. Passages from CTYL, 37 and 89, discussed in Wei CheI1:g-t'ung, "Chu Hsi on
the Standard," 262-267.
40. CTYL, 37.1586, Chung-hua ed., 37.994, and letter to Chang Shih; both
quoted in Schirokauer, "Sense of History."
41. CTYL, 122.4737, Chung-hua ed., 122.2958, translated in Tillman, Utilitarian
Confucianism, 149. As also in CTYL, 118.4538, Chung-hua ed., 118.2843, Chu con-
trasted his contemporaries to the hun-hou quality of Yen-tzu.
42. See Wei Cheng-t'ung, "Chu Hsi on the Standard," 258-259.
43· CLC, 3,31-33, rev. ed., 3.31-34.
44. CLC, 4.47-48, rev. ed., 4.48-49, translated in Tillman, "Proto-Nationalism,"
410-411.
45. Lin Hsiin's proposal to Kao-tsung in 1130, in CLC, 16.200, rev. ed., 23.256.
46. CLC, 20.292-293, rev. ed., 28.351-352; also 21.330, rev. ed., 29.390-391, letter
to Ch'en Fu-liang.
47. CLC, 4.43,4.48 (essays sent to Chul, 20.292 (letter to Chul, also 9.97, rev.
ed., 4.44, 4.49, 28.351-352, 9.100-101, exam essay in rev. ed. only, 11.124.
48. CLC, 20.286-287, rev. ed., 28.346.
49. CLC, 20.281-282, 20.285-286, 20.290-291, 20.292-293, 20.295, rev. ed.,
28.34°-341,28.344-346,28.349-35°,28.351-353,28.354.
50. CTWC, 36.22b, translated in Tillman, Utilitarian Confucianism, 161.
51. CTWC, 36.23a, translated in Tillman, Utilitarian Confucianism, 161-162.
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52. Robert Eno, The Confucian Creation ofHeaven, passim; John B. Henderson,
The Development and Decline ofChinese Cosmology, passim.
53. CTWC, 36.24b-25a.
54. The classic representative would be Carsun Chang (see Development of
Neo-Confucian Thought, 309-33I), but this stereotype lingers among China
scholars.
55. Ch'en Fu-liang, Chih-chai hsien-sheng wen-chi, 36.2b-3a, translated in
Tillman, Utilitarian Confucianism, I33.
56. CLC, 2I.330, rev. ed., 29.390-39I, letter to Ch'en Fu-liang; see also Teng
Kuang-ming, "Chu-Ch'en lun-pien," 4.
57. CTWC, 36.23b-27b.
58. CTYL, I23.4750 and I37.5247-5253, Chung-hua ed., I23.2966 and I37.3267-
3270.
59. CTWC, 36.2 sa-2 5b .
60. CTWC, 36.20b-2Ia.
6I. CTWC, 36.23a-25a.
62. CTWC, 36.24b.
63. Quotations are from, respectively, CTWC, 47.24a; CTYL, I23.4748, Chung-
hua ed., I23.2965; and CTWC, 53.33b.
64. See Schirokauer, "Chu Hsi's Sense of History."
Chapter 8: Lu Chiu-yuan
I. SS, 434.I2879-I2882; SB, 675-679; LCYC, chapter 36. On the Lu family as a
local elite, see Hou Wai-Iu, Chung-kuo ssu-hsiang 4B:65I-656; Hymes, Statesmen,
I40-I44·
2. LCYC, 28.332; SMLHS I:556.
3. Hymes, Statesmen, I52-I57, I63-I64, and reiterated in his "Local Community."
4. LCYC, 7.98, first letter to Ch'en Ts'ui, translation adapted from Hymes,
Statesmen, I24. On Lu's social and political thought, see Hou Wai-Iu, Chung-kuo
ssu-hsiang 4B:659-669; Li Chih-chien, Lu Chiu-yiian che-hsiieh ssu-hsiang yen-chiu,
225-262; Hsii Fu-kuan, "Hsiang-shan hsiieh-shu," 59-7I.
5. Wing-tsit Chan, "Chu Lu t'ung-hsiin hsiang-shu," 25I-269.
6. Based on student data mapped by Hymes, Statesmen, I07.
7. LCYC, 33.388 and 36.482-483; translation adapted from Derk Bodde in Fung
Yu-Ian, A History ofChinese Philosophy 2:573.
8. LCYC, 36.48I-482.
9· LCYC, 34·4I3·
IO. LCYC, 34.428; translation adapted from Yim-tze Kwong's of Ying-shih Yii,
"The Religious Ethic and Mercantile Spirit in Modern China," English version of
Chung-kuo chin-shih tsung-chiao lun-li yii shang-jen ching-shen.
II. LCYC, 36.503; translation adapted from Ying-shih Yii, "Religious Ethic."
I2. LCYC, 23.275-276; d. the translation in Carsun Chang, The Development of
Neo-Confucian Thought I:299-30I.
I3. LCYC, 23.283-286.
I4. LCYC, 36.50I-502, translation adapted from Oaksook Chun Kim, "Chu Hsi
and Lu Hsiang-shan," 258-259.
I5. LCYC, 35.455; translation adapted from Chan, Source Book, 586.
I6. LCYC, II.I49, second letter to Officer Li; SMLHS I:560.
I7· LCYC, 34.396; SMLHS I:564.
I8. LCYC, 35.470; SMLHS r:s65.
I9· LCYC, 35.469; SMLHS I:564.
20. LCYC, 32.376; SMLHS I:565.
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21. LCYC, 35.444; SMLHS 1:563.
22. LCYC, 1.4, letter to Tseng Chai-chih; translation adapted from Oaksook
Kim, "Chu Hsi and Lu Hsiang-shan," 248.
23. LCYC, 1.11, letter to Teng Wen-fan; SMLHS 1:566.
24. LCYC, 22.272; SMLHS 1:563.
25. LCYC, 35-464; SMLHS 1:567.
26. LCYC, 35.470; SMLHS 1:563.
27· LCYC, 35-463; SMLHS 1:563.
28. LCYC, 5.66, letter to Shu Yiian-pin; see also 35.452; SMLHS 1:569.
29. LCYC, 34.408; SMLHS 1:570.
30. LCYC, 35.455; SMLHS 1:570.
31. LCYC, 35.459; SMLHS 1:570.
32. LCYC, e.g., 22.273,11.149; Chan, Source Book, 579.
33. A classic example would be Hou Wai-lu, Chung-kuo ssu-hsiang 4B:670-684,
but see also Ch'en Te-jen, Hsiang-shan hsin-hsiieh chih pi-chiao yen-chiu.
34. LCYC, 11.147, eighth letter to Wu Tzu-szu; translated in Chan, Source Book,
579·
35. LCYC, 10.132, letter to Huang K'ang-nien; SMLHS 1:560.
36. LCYC, 1.9, letter to Superintendent Chao; d. the translation in Chan, Source
Book, 575.
37. LCYC, 1.9,19.561, and 34.395; see also Wang Te-yu, Tao chih lun, 146-167.
38. LCYC, 35.462-463; translation adapted from Chan, Source Book, 586; also
34.395-396.
39. LCYC, for example, 19.233 and 31.373. T'ang Chiin-i, Chung-kuo che-
hsiieh yiian-Iun: yiian hsing p'ien, 531-643; Teng K'o-ming, Chang Chiu-ch'eng,
63-69.
40. Ying-shih Yii, "Morality and Knowledge," 243-248; T'ang Chiin-i, Chung-
kuo che-hsiieh yiian-Iun, 399-499; Ch'en Lai, Chu Hsi, 337-355; Yamanoi Ya,
"Shushi bunshu ni mieru Shushi no 'shin,' "27-44; and Huang Chin-shing, "The Lu-
Wang School in the Ch'ing Dynasty: Li Mu-t'ang," 27-38.
41. LCYC, 2.16-21, especially 17, letters to Wang Shun-po, translation adapted
from Chan, Source Book, 576.
42. CTYL, 124.4766, Chung-hua ed., 124.2976, translation adapted from Charles
Wei-hsun Fu, "Chu Hsi and Buddhism," 381. For Lu's 1179 letter, see CTYL,
124.4765-4766, Chung-hua ed., 124.2975-2976; Ch'en Lai, Chu.Hsi, 296.
43. Charles Fu, "Chu and Buddhism," 375-403, and "Morality and Beyond," 375-
396; Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 3:489-579; Wing-tsit Ch'an, Reflections on Things at
Hand, ch. 13; Galen Eugene Sargent, Tchou Hi contre Ie Bouddhisme; Chan, Source
Book, 646-653; de Bary, Orthodoxy, 126-131.
44. CTYL, fascicle 124; on Lu's similarity to Chang, 124.4781-4782, Chung-hua
ed., 124.2984-2985. See also Ch'en Lai, Chu Hsi, 331-335; Teng K'o-ming, Chang
Chiu-ch'eng, 152-160; Siu-chi Huang, Lu Hsiang-shan, 67-74; SMLHS 1:309-316,
571-574; Mou Tsung-san, Ts'ung Lu Hsiang-shan tao Liu Chi-shan, 187-212.
45. LCYC, 2·30; CTWC, 36.I4a-14b; SYHA, 58.19°7, 1911.
46. LCYC, 35.471; Ying-shih Yii, "Morality and Knowledge," 248.
47. LCYC, 34.400, translation adapted from Chan, Source Book, 582.
48. LCYC, 10.134, letter to Lu Yen-pin; SMLHS 1:571.
49. Wang Shou-jen, Wang Wen-ch'eng-kung ch'iian-shu, 7.29b-30a, translation
adapted from de Bary, Message, 82; LCYC, p. 538.
50. Mou Tsung-san, Ts'ung Lu, 4-5,13-25,81-92; Liu Shu-hsien, "The Problem
of Orthodoxy in Chu Hsi's Philosophy," 452-454.
51. CTYL, 124.4772, also 4757-4758,4767,4768-4769, Chung-hua ed., 124.2979,
also 2971, 2976, and 2977. Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin fan-so, 591-596, and New Studies,
451-455, interprets the remark from "a purely philosophical point of view."
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Chapter 9: Chu Hsi and Lu Chiu-yuan
I. Passages from letters and other documents have been quoted and dated by oth-
ers, e.g., nien-p'u, in LCYC 36; Wang Mao-hung, Chu-tzu nien-p'u, 2A'58- 61 , 75-
78, 2B.96-lol, 3A.124-133, 3B.166-167; Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 3:293-488; Wing-tsit
Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 572-596, and reiterated in his New Studies, 435-461; and Ch'en
Lai, Chu Hsi, 281-328. Most of my account of the relationship is drawn from these
studies.
2. CTWC, 31.15b-16a, 18th letter to Chang.
3. CTYL, 124.4753, Chung-hua ed., 124.2968.
4. LTLWC, 4.77, 52d letter to Chu.
5. CTWC, 87·lob-nb.
6. CTWC, 34.17a-17b, 77th letter to Lii.
7. LTLWC, 4.80, 59th letter to Chu.
8. CTWC, 34.34b.
9. CTWC, 90.7a-9a, especially 8a.
10. CTWC, 90.9a.
II. LCYC, 7.94-95.
12. LCYC, 3.42.
13. CTWC, 35.22a, nth letter to Liu Ch'ing-chih.
14. CTWC, 50.28a-29a, nth and 12th letters to Ch'eng Cheng-ssu.
15. CTWC, 54.28b, reply to Chao Chi-tao. Wang Mao-hung had dated Chu's
sharp attacks in such letters as beginning in n85, but Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 3:335-343,
and Ch'en Lai, Chu Hsi, 316-322, provide evidence for this n87 dating.
16. CTWC, 50.29b-30a, 16th letter to Ch'eng Cheng-ssu.
17. CTWC, 36.7a.
18. Ishida Hajime, "Shu Ki no kinei zengokan," 65-82; Schirokauer, "Chu Hsi's
Sense of History"; and Bol, "Redefinition," 163-171. Ishida focuses on what Chu said
about Wang and his contemporaries. Building on Ishida's work, Schirokauer and
Bol add Yang Shih as a contrast to Chu's views.
19. CTWC, 53.lb, second letter to Liu Kung-tu; SMLHS 1:578; also CTYL,
124.4770, Chung-hua ed., 124.2978; CTWC, 70.6b-13a; and LCYC, 19.231-234.
20. CTWC, 50.3Ib, 18th letter to Ch'eng Cheng-ssu; and Lu's comment in second
letter to Hu Chi-sui, LCYC, 1.7; SMLHS 1:579.
21. CTWC, 82.I4a.
22. CTWC, 36.16a-16b; SYHA, 58.1912-1913.
23. LCYC, 2.31; SYHA, 58.1913.
24. LCYC, 15.194-195.
25. LCYC, 34.402; Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 3:408.
26. CTYL, 124.4756 and 4769, Chung-hua ed., 124.297° and 2978.
27. CTYL, 121.4699-4700, 122.4719 and 4731, Chung-hua ed., 121.2938,
122.2949 and 2956; Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 3:462-463, 470-471.
28. LCYC, 34.427-428, translated in Julia Ching, "The Goose Lake Monastery
Debate," 165; also LCYC, 36.49°-491; Wing-tsit Chan, "Chu Lu O-hu chih hui pu-
shu," 233-249; Mou Tsung-san, Ts'ung Lu, 81-92.
29. LCYC, 36.491, translation from Ching, "Goose Lake," 169.
30. LCYC, 36.491, comment by Chu Heng-tao.
31. CTWC, 54.5b, second letter to Hsiang An-shih (P'ing-fu), translation from
Ying-shih Yii, "Morality and Knowledge," 228.
32. T'ang Chiin-i, Yuan-fun: yuan hsing p'ien, 531-643; and Ying-shih Yii,
"Morality and Knowledge," 228-23°. For other views, see Mou Tsung-san, Ts'ung
Lu, 93-102; Hsii Fu-kuan, Hsiang Shan hsueh shu, 32-45; SMLHS 1:575.
33. LCYC, 36.494, translation from Ying-shih Yii, "Morality and Knowledge,"
228.
34. LCYC, 12.170, first letter to Huang Hsiin-chung, and 35.462; SMLHS 1:568.
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35. LCYC, 35.470; Ch'en Lai, Chu Hsi, 329; see also Mou Tsung-san, Ts'ung Lu,
42-67; Hymes, "Local Community," 435-438.
36. LCYC, 4.54; second letter to Liu Ch'un-sou; Ch'en Lai, Chu Hsi, 330.
37. LCYC, 35.446; SMLHS 1:567.
38. LCYC, 3.38-39, letter to Ts'ao T'ing-chih; SMLHS 1:567.
39. LCYC, II.143, second letter to Chu Chi-tao; SMLHS 1:568.
40. LCYC, 14.186, first letter to Hsii Pi-hsien, also 34.408; SMLHS 1:568.
41. LCYC, 35.442; SMLHS 1:442.
42 • LCYC, 35.432; SMLHS 1:568.
43. LCYC, 34.395, translation adapted from Chan, Source Book, 580.
44. LCYC, 14.190, third letter to Sun Chiin; SMLHS 1:559.
45. LCYC, 35.441, translated in Chan, Source Book, 584.
46. LCYC, 35.431; Ch'en Lai, Chu Hsi, 329.
47. CTYL, 10.255 and 33.1336, Chung-hua ed., 10.161 and 33.834, translated in
Ying-shih Yii, "Morality and Knowledge," 233 and 236. See generally CTYL, chap-
ters 10-II, partly translated in Daniel Gardner, Learning to be a Sage, 128-162, and
his introduction.
48. Ying-shih Yii, "Morality and Knowledge," passim. Besides the sources in note
47, see especially Ch'ien Mu, Chu-tzu 3:613-687; and Daniel Gardner, "Transmit-
ting the Way," 141-172.
49· LCYC, 33-389 and 35.457.
50. CTYL, 11.298-299, Chung-hua ed., II.188, translation adapted from Ying-
shih Yii, "Morality and Knowledge," 236.
51. Wilson, "Genealogy," 173-174; Chou's "Explanation," translation from Chan,
Source Book, 463-464.
52. LCYC, 2.22-23; SYHA, 58.1897; also Carsun Chang, Development 1:146-151;
Siu-chi Huang, Lu Hsiang-shan, 76-86; Mou Tsung-san, Hsin-t'i 1:357-415; Yama-
noi Yo, "Shushi no tetsugaku ni okeru 'taiki,' " 37-68, and his "Great Ultimate and
Heaven," 79-87.
53. CTWC, 36.3b; d. translation in Carsun Chang, Development 1:146-147; also
second reply, CTWC, 36.4b-5a.
54. LCYC, 2.23; "Appended Remarks," part I, chapters 5 and 12 of Legge, trans.,
The Yi King (Book of Changes); d. Chan, Source Book, 577. On Lu's and Chu's
views of the Tao, see Wang Te-yu, Tao chih lun, 146-167.
55. LCYC, 2.23; SYHA, 58.1898.
56. LCYC, 2.24; SYHA, 58.1898-1899; On Chu Chen's view, see SYHA, 37.1252-
1253; and for P'an's, see Chou Tun-i, Chou Lien-hsi hsien-sheng wen-chi, 10.19a-
20b. Chu actually wrote his own account of Chou to replace P'an's; ibid., 10.20b-
22b; Wilson, "Genealogy," 177,181.
57. Teng Kuang-ming, "Kuan-yii Chou Tun-i," 53-60.
58. CTWC, 36.7b-l0b, especially 8a; SYHA, 58.19°0-19°3.
59. CTWC, 36·9a; SYHA, 58.19°2.
60. CTWC, 36.10a-l0b; SYHA, 58.1902; view ascribed to another but likened to
Lu's.
61. Book of Changes, "Discussion of the Trigrams" (Shuo kua), Chou-i cheng-i,
9.4b-5a, in Shih-san ching chu-shu 1:93-94; LCYC, 2.29; d. translation in Wilhelm,
The I Ching, 264.
62. LCYC, 2.28-3°, especially 28. Oaksook Kim, "Chu Hsi and Lu Hsiang-shan,"
200-201.
63. CTWC, 36.10b-16b, especially 16b; SYHA, 58.19°8-1913. Reflecting their dif-
ferent readings of the word erh, the translation for Chu is "and also," for Lu "and
then."
64. LCYC, 2.25; also letter to T'ao Ts'an-chung, 15.192-193; SYHA, 58.1899-
1900,1914.
65. CTWC, 36.8a; SYHA, 58.19°0.
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66. LCYC, 2.26; SYHA, 58.19°3-19°4.
67. LCYC, 2.27; SYHA, 58.19°4.
68. LCYC, 2.27; SYHA, 58.19°4.
69. LCYC, 2.30; SYHA, 58.19°7. On the "prophetic," see de Bary, Orthodoxy, 9-
13. Gardner, "Transmitting," 166, n. 116, does not recognize any basis in Confucian
texts for using this concept. Nonetheless, Lu registered this kind of complaint
against Chu.
70. CTWC, 3f.9a.
71. CTWC, 36.l4b, also lIa; SYHA, 58.1911, also 1908.
72. CTWC, 36.l4b-lsa; also LCYC, 2.25; SYHA, 58.1911-1912, also 1899.
73. CTWC, 36.lIb, 15b; SYHA, 58.1908, 1912.
74. CTWC, 36.15b-16a; SYHA, 58.1912.
75. CTWC, 84·2 9b.
76. CTWC, 34.34a, 94th letter to Lu; Ch'en Lai, Chu Hsi, 302.
77. LCYC, 34.414, also 34.419-420, d. the translation in Chin-shing Huang,
"The Lu-Wang School," 27.
78. Ying-shih YU, "Morality and Knowledge"; Gardner, "Transmitting," passim.
79. CTWC, 36.loa, 13b; SYHA, 58.1902, 1910.
Part 4: The Fourth Period, 1202-1279
I. Li Hsin-ch'uan, Chien-yen i-lai ch'ao-yeh tsa-chi, 6.la-3a, "Tao-hsueh hsing-
fei"; Chaffee, "Chu Hsi in Nan-k'ang," 431.
2. For the role of Shih and his relatives in the politics of the era, see Richard L.
Davis, Court and Family in Sung China.
3. TML, 8.6b-9a; SSCSPM, 80.877-878; Haeger, "Syncreticism," 510-511.
4. James Liu, "Orthodoxy," 501-504, reiterated in his China Turning, 146-149.
5. Pi Yuan, comp., Hsii tzu-chih t'ung-chien, 169.4614-4615. For the spread of
Tao-hsiieh in the North since around the 1190S, see T'ien Hao (Tillman), "Chin-tai
ju-chiao."
6. Pi Yuan, comp., Hsii tzu-chih t'ung-chien, 17°.463°.
7· SS, 1°5.2554-2555.
8. TML, preface, 2a.
Chapter 10: Chu Hsi's Disciples and Other Tao-hsueh Confucians
I. Wing-tsit Chan, Chu-tzu men-jen, 1-27, and Hsin t'an-so, 454-455; also Tanaka
Kenji, "Shumon deshi shiji nenko," 147-218, 261-357.
2. SYHA, chapter 77; see also SMLHS 1:580.
3. Mao Huaixin, "The Establishment of the School of Chu Hsi and Its Propaga-
tion in Fukien," 508; other percentages based on Wing-tsit Chan's numbers in Chu-
tzu men-jen, 1-27, and Hsin t'an-so, 454-455.
4. See Linda Walton-Vargo, "Education," passim.
5. SB, 450-454; SS, 43°.12777-12782; SYHA, 63.2017-2°5°; Morohashi Tetsuji,
Shushigaku taikei 10:1-3,55-89,423-435.
6. CTWC, 29.22b; SS, 43°.12778. See also the discussion in Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin
t'an-so, 436-439.
7. Huang Kan, Mien-chai chi, 38.20b-2Ia, Wing-tsit Chan, Hsin t'an-so, 462.
8. Huang Kan, Mien-chai chi, 36.48a-48b, translation adapted from Chan,
"Chu's Completion," 75. The words "its subtlety ... Mencius" do not occur in this
edition or in the TSCC edition; however, they do occur in the version of Huang
Kan's work passed down under the title Chu-tzu hsing-chuang, 65b. On Huang and
his views, see also Wang Te-i, "Huang Kan te hsueh-shu yu cheng-shih," passim.
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9. "Sheng-hsien tao-t'ung ch'uan-shou tsung-hsu shuo," in Huang K'an, Mien-chai
chi, 3.17a-19b; SYHA, 63.2022-2023.
10. Huang K'an, Mien-chai chi, 3.19b; translation adapted from de Bary, Ortho-
doxy, II; see also his discussion on pp. 10-12, and in Message, 37-38. De Bary char-
acterizes Huang's as a "scholastic" approach as distinct from a "prophetic" one.
II. Ch'en Ch'un, Pei-hsi tzu-i, 74, "Lun Chu-tzu" (On Master Chu) translation
adapted from Wing-tsit Chan, Neo-Confucian Terms Explained, 8, 198. See also
Chan's introduction; SYHA, 68.3317-3332; SB, 95-97; SMLHS 1:49°-516; SS,
43°.12788-1279°; Berthrong, "Glosses on Reality," passim.
12. CTYL, 117.4488, Chung-hua ed., 117.2815, translation adapted from Chan,
Neo-Confucian Terms, 9.
13. CTWC, 57.2b, first letter to Li Yao-ch'ing (i.e., Li Tang-tzu, fl. 1190S);
SMLHS 1:491; also SS, 43°.12788.
14. CTYL, 117.4520, Chung-hua ed., 117.2832; translation adapted from Chan,
Neo-Confucian Terms, II.
15. Wing-tsit Chan, Neo-Confucian Terms, 12-22; Berthrong, "Glosses," 17, 22-
24; Yung Sik Kim, "Kuei-shen in Terms of Ch'i," 149-162.
16. Ch'en Ch'un, Pei-hsi tzu-i, 76-77, translated in Chan, Neo-Confucian Terms,
181-182, d. the translation in de Bary, Message, 38. In a note, Wing-tsit Chan points
out that in Chu's view what was transmitted was the Tao, not the mind. Chan's criti-
cism of the idea of the transmission of the mind is, no doubt, directed against Lu
Chiu-yuan's view. Nevertheless, his point would appear to be applicable to de Bary's
thesis in Message and Orthodoxy, too, for de Bary's thesis centers on the transmis-
sion of the mind.
17. Pei-hsi ta-ch'iian chi, version quoted and translated in Chan, Neo-Confucian
Terms, 181.
18. SYHA, 5I.I678.
19. For details and sources, see Chan, Neo-Confucian Terms, 24-31.
20. Huang Kan, Mien-chai chi, 5.2P-23b, letter to Li Fan (1190 chin-shih), trans-
lation adapted from Ron-Guey Chu, "Chen Te-hsiu and the 'Classic of Gover-
nance,' "120, and discussion, passim. See also de Bary, Orthodoxy, 73-126; SB, 88-
90; SS, 437.12957-12965; SYHA, 81.2693-2708; and SMLHS 1:6°7-615.
21. Ron-Guey Chu, "Chen Te-hsiu," 35-102.
22. SS, 437.12964, translation adapted from de Bary, Orthodoxy, 88.
23. De Bary, Message, 45; see also 87-89. .
24. Ron-Guey Chu, "Chen Te-hsiu," 163-208; his valuable study does not discuss
the likely influence of Che-tung utilitarians on Chen.
25. Chen Te-hsiu, Chen Hsi-shan hsien-sheng chi, 3.16a, translated in de Bary,
Orthodoxy, 109, and discussed on pp. 106-123.
26. Chen Te-hsiu, Hsin ching, la-23b; de Bary, Orthodoxy, 73-83.
27. This apt judgment is made by de Bary in Orthodoxy, 81-82.
28. Ron-Guey Chu, "Chen Te-hsiu," 2°5-206.
29. Chen Te-hsiu, Chen Hsi-shan hsien-sheng chi, 2.lb, translated in de Bary,
Orthodoxy, 99. De Baryon p. 9 uses the term "prophetic" to refer to such special
access to truth beyond what was received in classical texts.
30. Chen, Chen Hsi-shan hsien-sheng chi, 2.20b, translated in de Bary, Ortho-
doxy, 10.
31. Chen, Chen Hsi-shan hsien-sheng chi, 2.IOb-IIb.
32. SYHA, 84.2839-2844,92.3°33-3°62; Ron-Guey Chu, "Chen Te-hsiu," 20-25;
David Gedalecia, "Evolution and Synthesis in Neo-Confucianism," 91-102, and
"Wu Ch'eng's Approach to Internal Self-cultivation and External Knowledge-seek-
ing," 279-326. The other two brothers were Tang Ch'ien and Tang Chung.
33. SYHA, 77.2565-2614; SMLHS 1:580-587.
34. The other three masters of Ming-chou were Shu Lin, Shen Huan (1139-1191),
and Yuan Hsieh; SYHA, 75 and 76. On Yang, see SS, 4°7.12289-12292; SB, 1218-
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1222; SYHA, 74; and Linda Walton, "The Institutional Context of Neo-Confucian-
ism," 468-472.
35. SYHA, 74.2466, translated in Fung Yu-lan, History 1:582.
36. SYHA, 74.2459-2480; SMLHS 1:587-598; Shimada Kenji, "Yo liko," 123-141;
Walton, "Institutional Context," 471, 482-483, Fung Yu-lan, History 1:579-585; Car-
sun Chang, Development 1:336-341.
37. Yeh Shih, Yeh Shih chi, 2.II, 10.162, 12.220, 15.273; Winston Wan Lo, The
Life and Thought of Yeh Shih, 149-176. Ironically, Yeh's critique of creativity also
undermined Ch'en Liang's philosophy.
38. SYHA, 85.1615-1622,86.2883-29°0; SS, 3°3.10°45,438.12987-12991; SMLHS
1:362-367; SR, 445-447, II67-II76; 622-644; C. Bradford Langley, "Wang Ying-
lin," passim. On Lii's influence, see Liu Chao-jen, Lit Tung-Iai, 224-228.
39. SYHA, 86.2884 and 2886.
40. Liu Chao-jen, Lit Tung-Iai, 215-216.
41. SYHA, 82.2725-2733; SMLHS 1:645-676.
42. Liu Chao-jen, Lit Tung-Iai, 229-230, 231-232.
Conclusion
1. Peter K. Bol, "Reflections on the Promise of Neo-Confucianism."
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Anhwei 4;;-flt
An-jen 4;;-1.::.
Chan Fu-min IE .....~
Chan Ti-jen IE ft 1.::.
Ch'an if.
Chang-chou "it jii
Chang Chiin ~it
Chang Fei ~1lt
Chang Liang ~ it
Ch'ang-chou ~ 1t\
Ch'ang-sha -ki:)l
Chao ;l!
Chao Chi-tao ;l!~ it.
Chao Fu ;l! Jt
Chao Ju-yii ;l!ik7t'!.
Chao Ting ;l! Jot
Chao Yen-chung ;l!fi 'f
Chao Yen-yii ;l!fi iil:
Ch'ao Yiieh-chih ~;tt:Z
Chekiang M-~
Che-tung M- .t.
Ch'en Chia I't. 'It
Ch'en I I't.ld.
Ch'en Kuan I't.ili
Ch'en Kung-fu I't..-h.fill
Ch'enMi I't.~
Ch'enMing I't.llJi
Ch'en T'uan 1't.4~
Cheng Ch'ing-chih .Ji> it .:Z.
Cheng-meng iE. 't
Cheng Ping ~~ lJ'J
Cheng Po-hsiung ~~1a 1i.~
cheng-t'ung iE.1,t
Cheng Wen ~~ rJ/l
Ch'eng Cheng-ssu ;fliE..w.,
ch'engjen 1#,.!--.
Ch'eng Shao-k'ai ;fH3 J\I-l
Ch'engTuan-meng ;f13;i!, 't
chi c..
Chi, Prince (Chao Hung) i~ .I. ( ;l!Jt )
ch'i (embodiment) ~
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ch'i (energy) .8\
ch'i ping .8\~
Chia I 'It to:
Chiang Kung-wang ~.:r..~ ~
Chiang-tung ~.:r..-il
ch'iao :1']
Ch'iao Hsing-chien ~11 PJi
Chien-k'ang ott.1t
Chien-yang ott I%"
ch'ien (Heaven) .ft.
Ch'ien mountain ~ J.,
chih chih ~ .i.
Chin 1:-
Chin-ch'i or Chin-hsi 1:-5$\.
chin hsin it ,':';
Chin-hua 1:--'
Chin Lii-hsiang 1:-At;ff-
chin-shih is!.±
Ch'in Kuei ~:ft
Ch'in Shih-huang-ti ~-¥,; !i.. -t
ching (reverence, seriousness) jJt
ching (standard, classics) i'&
Ching-an ~.!Ji:.
Ching-fu (~)jJt:k..
Ching-men jf'l r,
ching-she #1i-
Ching-shih chi-nien 1&-i!!- ~c..f
Ch'ing (dynasty) it
ch'ing (feelings) it
ch'ing-miao fa -t ~ '*
Cho-ku fun l!¥-J?1~
Chou (dynasty) f.l
Chou Hsing-chi f.l 11 c..
Chou I cheng-i f.l'; iE~
Chou K'uei f.l -*-
ChouMo f.l~
Chou Pi-ta f.l ,J; :k
Chu Chen ;f..:K
Chu Chi-tao ;f..i~it.
Chu Hung-tao ;f.. -r it.
Chu-ko Liang "$It ~ ?t
Chu-lin ching-she ##..#1i-
ChuShu ;f..~
Chu Sung ;f..{i:
chuan-men chih hsiieh J} r, z '"
ch'iian ;ffi
Ch'iian-chou 71tftl
chiieh f:
chiin-tzu ;ft1-
Ch'un-ch'iu Tso-shih-chuan shuo
:tf..tk..1i. ~14-t.t
ch'un ju ~ f:t
chung 'f
Chung-hsing fun 'f~~
Chung shuo 'f-t.t
Ch'ung-an o;f.-.!Ji:.
erh ifQ
Erh-Ch'eng i-shu .::.;f1.it.-t
fa '*
fa-chia '*'*=-
Fan Chen i~jj,.
Fan Tsu-yii iUJi$9
fen --;;-
fu (return) 1'-
Fu (surname) iJj-
Fu-chou Jli\ Y1i
Fu-hsi 1~-t.
Fukien ;f£ott
Fu-yang 1; I%"
Han (dynasty) i1.
Han Ching-ti 51.1/;-t
Han-ch'iian ching-she *-*-#1i-
Han Fei -Vt .~
Han Hsiian-ti 51. 'Ji. -t
Han Kao-tsu 51. ~ i!I.
Han To-chou .v+1Jt 1f
Han Wu-ti ~1. ~-t
Han-yang i1.l%"
Han Yii .v+~
Han Yiian-chi .v+it -g
Hangchow :/'it ftI
ho fa
HoChi 1'1~
Ho Ch'iieh (K'o) 1'1'1~
Ho Shu-ching 1'1~"t
Ho Tan 1'1it
Hsi-Hsia i& l:.
Hsi-tz'u .~
Hsi Yen lu "*" ~$l
Hsiang An-shih (P'ing-fu) .rJi*-t1t(-tX)
Hsiang-shan ~ J.!
Hsiao-tsung :<t ~
Hsieh Liang-tso -m It1ii.
"Hsien yu i te" IiNA[ -it
hsin ,-:;
Hsin (river) ii"
Hsin-chou ii" *l
hsing 'If.
hsing-erh-shang 1fj i1iJ l
Hsing-shuo ·tf.-jI
Hsiung Chieh 1i~ ~r
Hsiung-nu $ij ~z
hsu hi[
Hsii Ch'ien ~1t
Hsii Pi-hsien 1f-.;l; 11:.
HuAn-kuo ~*1iJ
Hu Chi-sui ~*f,i
Hu-chou itJl *l
HuHsien ~~
HuShih ~-t
Hu Ta-shih ~}J;k.Qt
Hu-tzu Chih-yen i-i ~ -t}a-;t ~""
Hu Yin ~ '/(
Hu Yiian ~}JJ-t
Huan, Duke of Ch'i 1Hfi'h'
Huang Chen "*~
Huang Hsiin-chung "*1t 'f
Huang K'ang-nien "*}j{ .f
huang-tao .t.It.
Huang-wang ta-chi .t. £ *- ~c.
Hui-tsung f*t~
hun-hou if. tf-
hun-Iun if.~
i""I, Duke of Wei ~f5 'h'
I ching 1b~
I chuan 1b i~
i-tuan $~
jen {:::.
jen-hsin A..-:;
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len shuo 1:..-jI
len shuo t'u {:"-j3LI~
ju it
ju-chia it~
Ju-neng (I't-)ikill
Ju river iki"I
Jui Yeh (Yii) t*i~{;I:1.)
Jurchen -k:A
K'ai-feng 1\1I #
Kao-tsung ;Wi ~
Kao-tzu %-t
Kao Wen-hu ;Wi ~Jt
ken-yuan ilt iJ.t,
Kiangsi i:!- i&
ko-wu ~~o/J
ku-wen -i;~
Kuan Chung (I-wu) -Fit (~{j-)
Kuang-tsung ;t~
kuei-shen ~#
K'uei-ch'iu *Ji:.
k'un Jt
K'un-hsueh chi-wen I!l ~ ~c. rJ!'l
kung (impartiality) A
kung (results) .rh
kung-Ii .rh of·]
Lao-tzu :t- -t
Ii (principle, order) J£
Ii (ritual, decorum) it
Ii (utility, benefits) of·]
Li Fan 4'-~
Ii-hsueh J£~
Li Po 4'- a
Li T'ang-tzu (Yao-ch'ing) 4'-~ 'lH !U'P)
Li Tao-ch'uan 4'-It.i~
Li T'ao 4'- ~
Li-tse shu-yiian £ if t" r.t
Li-tsung J£~
Li Tuan-p'o 4'-~ ia
Li T'ung (Yen-p'ing) 4'-1PJ(~-t)
Ii yu shan e J£;f] t-.~.
Liang-Che ffl*
LiangWu-ti ~~1f
Lin-an ~*
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Lin-chi ~i~
Lin Chih-ch'i tf..z+
Lin-ch'uan ~ IJI
LinLi tf..~
Lin Tse-chih tf..-lfz
Liu An-shih f'J 4i;--l!!-
Liu Cheng WI.iF..
Liu Ch'ing-chih f'J i!z
Liu Ch'un-sou f1 )f. ~
Uu Hsiian (Chih-fu) f'J .t.~( ~ A.)
LiuJu-yii n~a7!i
Liu Kuang-tsu f'J ~iIi
Liu Kung-tu f1 ~ It
Liu Pa f1 e-
LiuPei f11t
Liu Tzu-hui g'J 1- 't
Lo Ts'ung-yen Jl-fitit
Lu Chiu-ling l'tlL~
Lu Chiu-shao I'b'L-\i{I
Lu Ho 1't1f
Lu mountain fil J...
Lu a 1't1:f
Lu Yen-pin II?-it ;#j
Lu Yu I't ih}
Lii Chih gill
Lii Hao-wen g"*t yd'
Lii Hsi-che g ~ tr
Lii Hua-nien g~-+
Lii Kung-chu g ~ *"
Lii Meng-cheng g 1:.iF..
Lii Pen-chung g;f.. 'f
Lii Ta-chiin g ki~
Lii Ta-fang g kl'4"
Lii Ta-lin g k~
Lii Tsu-chien g iIi iff
uLun Chu-tzu" ~;f..1-
Lun Meng chi-chu huo-wen ~1;.$-t.iA y.,
Lun Meng ching-i ~1;.ifk!.
Lung-ch'uan fUJI
Ming (dynasty) HJI
Ming-chao mountain HJI :tg J...
Ming-chou HJI jtJ
Mo-tzu .J. 1-
rnou itt
Nan-k'ang tJ !¥
Ningpo -1 ilt
Ning-tsung -1;t
au-yang Hsiu ~~1>}-
pa 1ii
pa-tao 1ii .it.
Pai-Iu-tung shu-yiian s Jl iPJ -t I'Jt
P'an Chih 5t-U
P'an Ching-hsien 5t--t:f,
P'an Ching-liang 5t--t El
P'an Hsing-ssu 5t-~~
P'an Shu-ch'ang 5t-#- &7
P'an Shu-tu 5t-#-lt
Pao Yang (Hsien-tao) E.#;( i!Ji.it.)
pen-hsin ;f...~
pen-jan ;f.. i!\
P'eng-li lake .M Ii. iSJl
po-hsueh hung-tz'u tl~ ;t;i'l
Sato Hitoshi f!i.Ai. f::.
shang-ti J:..*
Shang-ts'ai yu-lu J:..~-tH~
Shao-hsing $1l~
Shao Yung ~~ Jii
she-ts'ang ~.1*"
shen '"'
Shen Huan it...
Shen-nung '"' t.
Shen Pu-hai 'f ;f-:t
Shen-tsung '"' ;t
Sheng chuan lun !!<: 14~
shih ±
shih-kung "* :J/}
Shih Mi-yiian 3t. 5~ it
Shu Lin ij- J4
shu-yuan -t tt
Shu Yiian-pin -it 7t.::r
Shun #
ssu-k'u 1!=1 J¥.
SuCh'e ~..
Su Shih ~f}\.
Sun Chiin Jf, 5t-
SunFu Jf,i(
Sun-tzu (Wu) .J'~ -t ( -#..)
Sun-tzu ping-fa if, -t -*51::
Sung-hsiieh ~,If
Szechwan I!S IJI
Ta-hsiieh yen-i :k.,If iii~
Ta-hui Tsung-kao :k.~ ~~
t'ai-chi :k~
Tai-chi t'u shuo :k*,,~ ~ 11
T'ai-chou ~:Jii
T'ai-tsung :k~
T'an-chou 1$ :Iii
T'an Tzu-Ii ~ -t :!L
tang l'
T'ang (dynasty) ~
T'ang Chin ~ rp
T'ang Ch'ien ~-t
T'angChung ~'f
T'ang Han ~ it
T'ang T'ai-tsung ~:k~
Tao it
tao-hsin it..:.;
Tao-hsiieh it,lf
"Tao-hsueh hsing-fei" it,lf.Jl!.J1k
Tao-i it-
tao-Ii itff
Tao-te ching it1.ti',1
tao-t'ung it~
T'ao Ts'an-chung f$;J iH'!'
Teng -jji
Teng Wen-fan -jji~~
ti Je..
ti-tao of it
t'i (essence, substance) 1lt
t'i-jen 1lt -t~
t'ien f\..
t'ien chih hsin f\.. z·.:.;
t'ien-hsin f\.. ..:.;
t'ien-Ii f\.. ff
t'ien-ming chih hsing f\.. 4iJ"Z'li
Tsa-hsiieh pien #,If!Jf
tsa-pa #in
Ts'ai Yuan-ting -M-7t.:;t
Ts'ao Chien (Li-chih) f',;t( :!LZ)
Ts'ao T'ing-chih 'if .iJ!.Z
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Ts'aoTs'ao f'~
Ts'ao Wei f' ~
Tseng Chai-chih if:t:z
Tseng Chi if~
TsengTi if it
"Tseng tso-p'u-yeh Cheng-kuo-kung
Yen-kungWu" 'llt 1i.ft#
~1fJ~$.~-#..
Tseng-tzu if-t
Tso chuan 1i.1"
TuFu ;.f±-m
t'ung ~
T'ung (-fu) ('*) M(X!i. -m)
Tung-Lai Lii T'ai-shih Ch'un-ch'iu Tso-
chuan Lei-pien
t.& g :k J?. tdk 1i.1"$Ji#~
Tung-shu i!-t
tzu-fan m~
Tzu-kung -t "t
Tzu-ssu -t .w.,
tzu ... wei m"'~
Tz'u-hu shu-yuan 11> ~Jl -t tt
WanJen-chieh (Cheng-ch'un)
~A.~(.iE.)$)
Wang An-shih .£~,b
Wang ch'iian chi .fii?I::4f.
Wang Huai .£ llt
Wang Pi .£ ~§~
Wang P'in .£~
WangPo '£{a
Wang Shou-jen (Yang-ming)
.£"¥1'::'( ~Il}))
Wang Shun-po .£ AIJj 1fu
wang-tao .£it
WangT'ung .£i!
Wang Ying-ch'en i..1.J.It."R
Wang Ying-Iin .£J.It.•
wei 1J,
Wei Cheng ~r.t
wei-hsiieh 1J,,If
Wei Liao-weng ~1 ~
Wei Shan-chih ~1~Z
wen ~
Wen-chou i,tl.:Iii
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Wen-chung-tzu j: 'f 1-
WenWeng j:~
wu (martial) ~
wu (non) .M,
Wu Ch'eng *i'i-
wu-chi .M,;fk
Wu-chou ~*l
Wu I (Hui-shu) *1l'.( 1lIit,J;1.)
Wu-i (mountain) ~Jt
Wu-i ching-she ~Jt*%
Wu Shou-ch'ang *If £
Wu Tzu-szu *1- ~
yang (active cosmic force) ~
Yang Chien -a- ~.1j
Yang Chu -a- ft;.
Yang K'uei -a- .i.
YangTa-fa -a-:k1t
Yao tt
Yen-chou ~*l
Yen Hui ~@J
Yen ;en lu -;t 1.::. iJ:
Yen-ling ~ft
YenWu ~~
Yin (dynasty) At
yin (passive cosmic force) ft
yin (protection or privilege of officials)
Pi<
Yin Ch'un ,,--;$
Ying Meng-ming J.lt~ aJl
Ying-tsung -*~
YuMao L~
Yu ~
Yuan (dynasty) 7L
Yuan-ch'eng yu-lu 7Lj~-;\H~
Yuan Hsieh tc~
Yuan-hui (ft;.)3G1lIit
Yuan-shih shih-fan tc~ i!t-~
Yuan Ts'ai tc *-
Yuan-yu 7L~:{;
Yueh-lu shu-yuan ilJ:.Jt -t I'Jt
yung m
Yung-chia ?t-I.-
Yung-k'ang ?t-/¥
PRE-1900 CHINESE SOURCES
The following abbreviations are used for standard editions:
CHSC Chung-hua shu-chii (Peking)
HCHTS Hsii Chin-hua tS'ung-shu
KHCPTS Kuo-hsiieh chi-pen ts'ung-shu
SKCS Ssu-k'u ch'iian-shu
SPPY Ssu-pu pei-yao
SPTK Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an
TSCC Ts'ung-shu chi-ch'eng
Chang Chiu-ch'eng *-ILJK. Heng-p'u wen-chi;f;i: iill ~~ [Chang Chiu-ch'eng's
collected works]. 1229. 1614 edition with collation notes by Chang Yiian-chi
(1866-1959). Rpt. Shanghai: Shang-wu, 1925.
--. Heng-p'u hsin-chuan;f;i: iill ,-:; 1~ [Chang Chiu-ch'eng's discourse on the
mind-and-heart]. Appended to Heng-p'u wen-chi.
--. Heng-p'u jih hsin;f;i: iill E1 I.". [Daily renewal]. Appended to Heng-p'u wen-
chi.
--.Meng-tzu chuan In.T1~ [Commentary on the Mencius]. First published
C. 1225-1264. SKCS ed.
Chang Chiu-ch'eng's students. Chu-ju ming-tao chi -Mt1:t·~rt~ [Writings by various
Confucians for propagating the Tao]. 1160s. Fukien, 1236 ed.
Chang Shih *- -f};.. Han ch'eng-hsiang Chu-ko chung wu-hou chuan i1. ir- t!l-Mt ~
.'t ~1t<1~ [Biography of Chu-ko Liang]. C. 1160s. TSCC ed.
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--. Kuei-ssu Lun-yu chieh *e..~"tHf [An 1173 exposition of the Analects].
1173. TSCC ed.
--. Meng-tzu shuo k -=fit [Discourse on Mencius]. 1173. SKCS ed.
--. Nan-hsien chi m# ~ [Collected writings of Chang Shih]. 1184. Mien-i hsi-
mo ch'ih ed., 1849. Rpt. in 2 vols. Taipei: Kuang-hsiieh she, 1975.
Chang Tsai *-:fX.. Chang Tsai chi *-:fX.~ [Collected writings of Chang Tsai]. 1719.
CHSCed.
Chen Te-hsiu :J!.1.t:ff. Chen Hsi-shan hsien-sheng chi :J!. ®..4?t:'t.~ [Collected
writings of Chen Te-hsiu]. Mid-thirteenth century. TSCC ed.
--. Cheng ching 1k~ [Classic on governance]. 1242. SKCS ed.
--. Hsin ching'-:';~ [Classic of the mind-and-heart]. 1242. SKCS ed.
Ch'en Ch'un ,*-5$. Pei-hsi tzu-i JU$,.~" [Terms explained]. Before 1226. CHSC
ed.
Ch'en Fu-liang l't.14lt. Chih-chai hsien-sheng wen-chi .J:..i-?t:'t.~~ [Collected
writings of Ch'en Fu-liang]. 1213. SPTK ed.
Ch'en Liang I't.;ft. Ch'en Liang chi I't.;ff.~ [Collected writings of Ch'en Liang].
C. 1210. CHSC ed. Peking: Chung-hua, 1974. Also, revised and expanded
CHSC ed. Peking: Chung-hua, 1987.
Ch'en Liang, ed. Ou-yang wen-ts'ui ~kl%- ~* [Selected writings of Ou-yang Hsiu].
1173. SKCS ed.
Ch'en Pang-chan I't.j~ lit and Feng Ch'i l~Jtj-, eds. Sung shih chi-shih pen-rna :t.3t
~c..* ;f-.*-[Narratives of Sung history from beginning to end]. C. 1605. CHSC ed.
Ch'en Shou I't.", ed. San-kuo chih .=.. 1m .'t [Chronicle of the three kingdoms].
C. 295. CHSC ed.
Ch'eng Hao f¥.Jji and Ch'engI fUfi. Erh-Ch'eng chi '::":f¥.~ [Collected works of the
two Ch'engs]. Mid-twelfth century. CHSC ed.
Chi Yiin ~c..s!:], YungJung 7"k.¢, et aI., eds. Ssu-k'u ch'uan-shu tsung-mu 1'."1)f~i"
~ EI [Abstract of the catalogue of the Four Treasures Collectanea]. SKCS ed.
1782. Revised ed. in 2 vols. Peking: Chung-hua, 1965.
Ch'iu Chao-ao 1IU!s1f.. Tu shih hsiang-chu ;!J:.#-tf-ft [Detailed commentary on Tu
Fu's poems]. 1703. CHSC ed.
Chou Mi ftl '$f. Kuei-hsin tsa-chih *-t#1ilt [Miscellaneous notes from the Kuei-
hsin Quarter of Hangchow]. C. 1300. TSCC ed.
Chou Tun-i ftl tk.l~. Chou Lien-hsi hsien-sheng wen-chi ftl i!f, 5$,.?t:'t.~~
[Collected writings of Chou Tun-i]. C. 1241. TSCC ed.
Chu Hsi -*-~. Chou I pen-i ftl ~ ;f-. .. [Original meaning of the Chou Book of
Changes]. 1177. SKCS ed.
--. Chu Hsi pien wei-shu yu -*-~.tit14 i"iti- [Chu Hsi's statements refuting
forged texts]. Ed. by Pai Shou-i. Peking, 1933. Rpt. Taipei: K'ai-ming, 1969.
--. Chu-tzu ch'uan-shu -*--=f ~i" [Collected works of Chu Hsi]. 1713. Yiian-
chien chai ed. Rpt. in 2 vols. Taipei: Kuang-hsiieh she, 1977.
--. Chu-tzu yu-Iei -*- -=f "tHJj [Classified conversations of Chu Hsi]. Ed. by Li
Ching-te, 1270; 1473 ed. Rpt. in 8 vols. Taipei: Cheng-chung, 1962. Also CHSC
ed. Peking: Chung-hua, 1986.
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--. Hui-an hsien-sheng Chu Wen-kung wen-chi 1l4Jt..;l:.± *-J::.~ J::.$ [Collected
writings of Chu Hsi]. 1245. SPPY ed. entitled Chu-tzu ta-ch'uan [Complete
writings of Chu Hsi]. Rpt. in 12 vols. Taipei: Chung-hua, 1970.
--. I-Lo yuan-yuan lu 1f"~ iJl-~ iJ.t.it. [Records of the evolution of the I-Lo school
oftheCh'engs].1173. TSCCed.
--. Lun-yu chi-chu ~"t!$ tt [Collected commentaries on the Analects]. 1177.
A facsimile reproduction of a Sung text printed by Wu Chih-chung and included
in Yen Ling-feng, ed., Wu-ch'iu-pei-chai Lun-yu chi-ch'eng. Taipei: I-wen, 1966.
--. Meng-tzu chi-chu iiT $ ft [Collected commentaries on the Mencius].
1177. A facsimile reproduction of a Sung text printed by Wu Chih-chung and
included in Yen Ling-feng, ed., Wu-ch'iu-pei-chai Meng-tzu shih-shu. Taipei:
I-wen, 1969.
--. Shih chi chuan"*$1~ [Collection of commentaries to the Book ofPoetry].
1177. CHSCed. Taipei: Chung-hua, 1969.
--. Ssu-shu chang-chu chi-chu V'J it"* {;J $ ft [Collected commentaries on the
Four Books]. 1190. Hsin-pien chu-tzu chi-ch'eng ed. Rpt. Peking: Chung-hua,
1983.
--. Ta-hsueh chang-chu :kJt"* {;J [Commentary on the Great Learning]. 1190.
SPPYed.
Chu Hsi et al. Tzu-chih t'ung-chien kang-mu ;lfil; it,m.{$;j g] [Outline and details of
the Comprehensive Mirror for Aid in Government]. 1172. Chii-wen t'ang ed.
Soochow, 1804.
Chu Hsi and Lii Tsu-ch'ien g ;fJl."tt. Chin-ssu lu .ifi:..~it. [Reflections on things at
hand]. 1178. TSCC ed.
Fan Tsu-yii i~;fJl.$? Tang chien Jf,}JlJ:. [Mirror of the government of the T'ang
dynasty]. 1086. KHCPTS ed.
Hsiin-tzu fij T. Hsun-tzu. [The writings of Hsiin-tzu]. SPTK ed.
Hsiin Yiieh fij ·lJL, ed. Han chi it ~e.. [Han chronicle]. C. A.D. 200. SPTK ed.
Hu Hung -!VI ~. Hu Hung chi -!VI ~ $ [Collected works of Hu Hung]. 1176. CHSC
ed.
--. Hu-tzu chih-yen !JlT~-t [Master Hu's understanding of words]. C. 1161.
TSCCed.
--. Wu-feng chi li."'t $ [Collected writings of Hu Hung]. 1176. SKCS ed.
Huang Kan *.fi. Chu-tzu hsing-chuang *-Tit R [Biographical account of Master
Chu]. C. 1217. Annotated by Yi Huang [T'oegye] 4'- il [iV~, 1501-1570].
Kyoto and Osaka, 1804 ed. Rpt. Chung-wen ch'u-pan-she, n.d.
--. Mien-chai chi ~1t$ [Collected writings of Huang Kan]. C. 1225-1264.
SKCSed.
Huang Tsung-hsi *~~, Ch'iian Tsu-wang 1:";fJl.~, et aI., eds. Sung-Yuan hsueh-an
*-7t.Jtit [Records of Sung and Yiian Confucians]. First printing 1838. CHSC ed.
--. Tseng-pu Sung-Yuan hsueh-an Jit #i *-7t.Jtit [Supplemented Records of
Sung and Yiian Confucians]. Before 1838. SPPY ed. Rpt. in 6 vols. Taipei: Chung-
hua,1966.
Li Hsin-ch'uan 4'-,.:.; 1~. Chien-yen i-Iai ch'ao-yeh tsa-chi Jt~..l'A *-.tlI Jf$"te.. [Miscel-
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Ianeous records from the court and countryside since the Chien-yen reign at the
beginning of the Southern Sung]. 1202 and 1216. TSCC ed.
--. Chien-yen i-fai hsi-nien yao-fu ~j!JJ. *-.-+~~ [Chronology of key
events since the Chien-yen reign at the beginning of the Southern Sung]. KHCPTS
ed. Rpt. Peking: Chung-hua, 1956.
--. Tao ming fu:it. 4jl-~ [Record of the destiny of the Tao]. 1239. TSCC ed.
Lii Ch'iao-nien g ~-+. Li-tse fun-shuo chi-fu JJt ~~i!i ic.~ [Record of discussions
at the Beautiful Pools Academy]. C. 1200. SKCS ed.
Lu Chiu-yiian I'£!L i"*~. Lu Chiu-yiian .chi I'£!L i"*~ #. [Collected writings of Lu Chiu-
yiian]. 1212. CHSC ed.
Lii Tsu-ch'ien g ;fR-tt. Li-tai chih-tu hsiang-shuo Jl.1\ -$'J h..#i!i [Detailed explana-
tions on all the administrative systems throughout the generations]. C. 1326.
SKCS ed.
--. Lii Tung-fai hsien-sheng wen-chi g ~& Jt ± ~#. [Lii Tsu-ch'ien's
writings]. 1204. KHCPTS ed.
--. Shih-ch'i shih hsiang-chieh + -l::- 3t# ~ [Detailed sections from the
Seventeen Histories]. 1170s. Pu-cheng-ssu ed. Shan-hsi, 1669-1670.
--. Sung-wen chien *-~9..t [Mirror of Sung prose]. 1178. SPTK ed.
--. Ta shih chi k"* ~c.. [Chronicle of major events]. 1180. SKCS ed.
--. Tseng-hsiu Tung-fai Shu shuo JiH}~& -tft [Master from Tung-Iai's
revised explication of the Book ofDocuments]. 1179. TSCC ed.
--. Tso-shih-chuan shuo J;. ~1-4-ft [Exposition of the Tso Commentary]. 1177.
TSCCed.
--. Tung-fai hsien-sheng Tso shih po-i ~& Jt ± li.. ~ iJfil\ [Extensive delibera-
tions by the master from Tung-Iai on the Tso Commentary]. 1168. Pao-shan chai
ed., annotated by Liu Chung-ying during the Ch'ing dynasty. Rpt. Taipei: Shih-
chieh, 1984.
--. Tung-fai Lii shih ku I ~& g ~1; $" [Lii Tung-Iai's ancient Book of
Changes]. 1174. TSCC ed.
--. Tung-fai Lii T'ai-shih wen-chi ~& g :k3t~#. [Collected writings of
historian Lii Tsu-ch'ien]. 1204. HCHTS ed. in third series, TSCC ed.
Pan Ku J11 ~, ed. Han shu ~ -t [History of the Former Han Dynasty]. C. A.D. 92.
CHSCed.
Pi Yiian -t5k., compo Hsii tzu-chih t'ung-chien ~ ;1f~t1 it5lt [Continuation of the
Comprehensive Mirror to Aid in Government]. 1801. CHSC ed.
Shih-san ching chu-shu +-=-~ ii-J9t [Commentaries to the thirteen classics]. By Juan
Yiian bt7t.. 1815. CHSC ed.
Ssu-ma Ch'ien ~ .~it. Shih-chi 3tic. [Historical records]. 90 B.C. CHSC ed.
Ssu-ma Kuang ~ .~?t. Tzu-chih t'ung-chien ;If ~t1 it$lt [Comprehensive mirror to
aid in government]. 1084. CHSC ed.
--. Wen-kuo Wen-cheng Ssu-ma kung wen-chi ~:.. /iij ~.iE ~ .~ 'h ~#. [Collected
writings of Ssu-ma Kuang]. 1132. SPTK ed.
Sun Fu *'!fl. Tang shih fun-tuan ~ 3t~'bf [Opinions on Tang history]. 1056.
Hsiieh chin t'ao-yiian ed. Rpt. Shanghai, n.d.
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Sun Ying-shih *-J.!!.Qt. Chu-hu chi :llj»Jj$ [Torch lake record]. 1227. SKCS ed.
T'ang Chung-yu ~ itK. Chin-hua Tang-shih i-shu ~-* ~ ~it'" [Surviving works
of Mr. T'ang of Chin-hua]. HCHTS ed.
--. Ti-wang ching-shih t'u-p'u of ..131-lli-1Il U [Compendium illustrating the
government of the sovereigns]. 1201. SKCS ed.
T'o-t'o IIJl.Jlt et ai., eds. Sung shih *->t [Sung history]. 1345. CHSC ed.
Ts'ai Shang-hsiang ~J:.m.Wang Ching-kung nien-p'u k'ao-liieh ~ tt'] 'h .:rU:t~
[A brief investigation into the chronologies of Wang An-shih's life]. 1804. len-min
ch'u-pan-she ed. Shanghai: len-min, 1959.
Wang Mao-hung ~ 11fJ!. Chu-tzu nien-p'u *--t.:rU [Chronological record of Chu
Hsi's life]. 1700. Rpt. Taipei: Shang-wu, 1966.
WangShou-ien~"¥{:::.. Wang Wen-ch'eng-kungch'uan-shu ~~~'h~'" [Com-
plete works of Wang Yang-ming]. 1572. SPTK ed.
Wang Tzu-ts'ai~ fHt and Feng Yiin-hao ;Jj 1; it, eds. Sung-Yuan hsueh-an pu-i
*-7t."f-;f:filj it [Supplement to the Records ofSung and Yuan Confucians]. Ssu-
ming ts'ung-shu yiieh-yiian ed. Rpt. in 8 vols. Taipei: Shih-chieh, 1962.
Yang Shih ~Qt. Yang Kuei-shan wen-chi ~Iit J.. ~$ [Collected works of Yang
Shih]. 1590. TSCC ed.
Yeh Shao-weng -it M~ . Ssu-ch'ao wen-chien lu V'J "IH~ JL~ [What was heard and
seen in the four reigns]. C. 1225. CHSC ed.
Yeh Shih -it 1&. Yeh Shih chi -it1&$ [Collected writings of Yeh Shih]. C. 1230.
CHSCed.
TWENTIETH-CENTURY CHINESE
AN 0 JAPAN ESE SOU RCES
Azuma Shigemi 4.:f:. -t" :::.... "Shushi no shosaku Eki shiso to sono igi" ~-t ~ ~
19:. l1,.1!!.::;lR. r .:t ~ -;t~ [Significance of Chu Hsi's thought on the symbols and
numbers approach to the Book of Changes]. Fiirosofiia 68 (1980): 145-175.
Chan Wing-tsit [Ch'en ]ung-chieh] I't.rf.--it. "Chu Lu O-hu chih hui pu-shu"
~ I't 4lt~ z fir;fj/j i!. [Supplementary account of the Goose Lake meeting of
Chu Hsi and Lu Chiu-yiian]. In Wing-tsit Chan, Chu-tzu [un-chi [Collection
of essays on Chu Hsi]. Taipei: Hsiieh-sheng, 1982.
--. "Chu Lu t'ung-hsiin hsiang-shu" ~I'ti!~-tf-i!. [Detailed account of the
correspondence between Chu Hsi and Lu Chiu-yiian]. In Chan Wing-tsit, Chu-
tzu [un-chi [Collection of essays on Chu Hsi]. Taipei: Hsiieh-sheng, 1982.
--. "Chu-tzu chih Chin-ssu [u" ~-tZ{.i6:.1!!.::~) [Chu Hsi's Reflections on
Things at Hand]. In Chan Wing-tsit, Chu~tzu [un-chi [Collection of essays on
Chu Hsi]. Taipei: Hsiieh-sheng, 1982.
--. Chu-tzu hsin t'an-so *"-t~~'t [New investigation of Chu Hsi]. Taipei:
Hsiieh-sheng, 1988.
--. Chu-tzu men-jen *"-t r, A. [Chu Hsi's disciples]. Taipei: Hsiieh-sheng,
1982.
--. "Chu-tzu tao-t'ung-kuan chih che-hsiieh-hsing" ~-t :it.tt#tz~ "t tf.
[Philosophical nature of Chu Hsi's view of the succession of the Tao]. Tung
hsi wen-hua 15 (1968): 22-32.
--. "Lun Chu-tzu chih jen-shuo" ~*"-tz1':::1x. [Discussion of Chu Hsi's
treatise on humaneness]. In Chan Wing-tsit, Chu-tzu [un-chi [Collection of
essays on Chu Hsi]. Taipei: Hsiieh-sheng, 1982.
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Chang Li-wen ~.;t~. Chu Hsi ssu-hsiang yen-chiu ~;!.$ ~liJt~ [Study of Chu
Hsi's thought]. Peking: Chung-kuo she-hui k'o-hsiieh, 1981.
--. "Kuan-yii Chu Hsi ssu-hsiang yen-chiu te chi-tien jen-shih" IIIl~~;!.$
~.liJt~ if.] ~ ,f!-t?~ [Several perceptions on research regarding Chu Hsi's
thought]. Chung-kuo she-hui k'o-hsiieh 3 (1984): 143-154.
--. Sung Ming li-hsiieh yen-chiu *- a}j Jl'..Jj!- lilt~ [Research on the new Con-
fucianism of the Sung and Ming dynasties]. Peking: Jen-min ta-hsiieh, 1985.
Chang Tai-nien ~1il-.:r. Chung-kuo che-hsiieh ta-kang 'f IiJ 'tlf.Jj!- k ~ [Basic out-
line of Chinese philosophy]. Peking: Chung-kuo she-hsiieh k'o-hsiieh, 1982.
Chang Yung-chiin ~?t-f.l};. Erh-Ch'eng hsiieh kuan chien .::;f1..Jj!-:g.~ [My humble
view of the learning of the Two Ch'engs]. Taipei: Tung-ta t'u-shu, 1988.
--. "Sung ju chih tao-t'ung-kuan chi ch'i wen-hua i-shih" *-itzi!.~li\J..~$..
~1t~~ [Sung Confucians' views of the transmission and succession of the
Tao and its cultural significance]. Unpublished paper for the symposium "Con-
fucian Intellectuals: Ideals and Actions." Chinese University of Hong Kong,
July 19-21, 1990.
Ch'ang Pi-te S {Itit, Wang Te-i J..it~, et al. Sung-;en chuan-chi tzu-fiao so-yin
*-.A.i~~c;Jf#'t~1 [Index to biographical materials on Sung figures]. 6 vols.
Taipei: Ting-wen, 1974-1976.
Chao Hsiao-hsiian il!t:k.Jt. "Chu-tzu chia-hsiieh yii shih-ch'eng"~-t ~.Jj!-~~ if:..
[Chu Hsi's family background and his intellectual development]. Hsin Ya
hsiieh-pao 9.1 (June 1969): 223-241.
Ch'en Cheng-fu !'tiE..k. and Ho Chih-ching 1"1":.f1~. "Chu Hsi li-hsiieh yii tzu-jan
k'o-hsiieh" ~;!Jl'..Jj!-~f1.~#.Jj!- [Chu Hsi's Confucianism and natural science].
Chung-kuo che-hsiieh 9 (1982): 240-256.
Ch'en Lai !'t*-. Chu Hsi che-hsiieh yen-chiu ~;!'tlf.Jj!-liJt~ [Research on Chu
Hsi's philosophy]. Peking: Chung-kuo she-hui k'o-hsiieh, 1987.
--. Chu-tzu shu-hsin pien-nien k'ao-cheng ~-t -tit i'~.:r;;t~ [Chu Hsi's let-
ters evidentially arranged by year]. Shanghai: Hsin Hua, 1.989.
--. "Liieh-lun Chu-;u ming-tao chi" 1!Ii\..~(-Mtit·~i!.~) [A brief discussion of
the Writings by Various Confucians for Propagating the Tao]. Pei-ching ta-
hsiieh hsiieh-pao, no. 1 (1986): 30-38.
Ch'en Te-jen !'tit1.::.. Hsiang-shan hsin-hsiieh chih pi-chiao yen-chiu ~J.J.,:;.Jj!­
ztt..~liJt~ [A comparative study of Lu Chiu-yiian's intuitionalism]. Taipei:
Hsiieh-sheng, 1974.
Ch'ien Mu itt~. Chu-tzu hsin hsiieh-an ~-t~.Jj!-it [A new scholarly record of
Chu Hsi]. 5 vols. Taipei: San-min, 1971.
--. Sung Ming li-hsiieh kai-shu *-a}jJl'..Jj!-iM.i! [A general survey of the Con-
fucian philosophers of the Sung and Ming periods]. Taipei: Chung-hua wen-
hua, 1953.
Chikusa Masaaki ~ i;J.-1it-t. Chiigoku Bukky6 shakaishi kenkyii 'f IJJ 1lj',ik:f.±.it
3tliJt~ [Studies of Chinese Buddhism and social history]. Kyoto: Dobunsha,
1982.
Ch'iu Han-sheng PjI it:i.. Ssu-shu chi-chu chien-fun <V'] -t~ ii) ;1lj~ [Brief dis-
cussion of Chu Hsi's Collected Commentaries to the Four Books]. Peking:
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Ch'iu Han-sheng, Hou Wai-lu 1t<~f-fi!, and Chang Ch'i-chih *"JLz, eds. Sung Ming
/i-hsiieh shih *-1lJ1 J.!..f 3t [History of Sung and Ming Confucianism]. 2 vols.
Peking: Chung-hua, 1984 and 1987.
Chou Hsiieh-wu,ijJ.f l/'\.. rang Yiieh-chai yen-chiu ~ -tit .~t% [Research on T'ang
Chung-yu]. Taipei: T'ai-wan ta-hsiieh wen-hsiieh-yiian, 1973.
Chou Te-ch'ang ,ijJ it S. Chu Hsi chiao-yii ssu-hsiang shu-p'ing *-~~1f.~ 11!:
i!~ [Critical evaluation of Chu Hsi's thought on education]. Ch'ang-ch'un:
Chi-lin chiao-yii, 1987.
ChuJui-hsi *-J.w,.~. "Sung-taili-hsiieh-chia T'angChung-yu" *-1.l(JJ'..f~~1,!,j:
[T'ang Chung-yu of the School of Principle in the Sung era]. In Kinugawa
Tsuyoshi, ed., Ryu Shiken Hakushi shOju kinen Sashi kenkyu ronshu [Collected
studies on Sung history dedicated to Professor James T. C. Liu in celebration of his
seventieth birthday]. Tokyo: Doh6sha, 1989.
Chung Chao-p'eng it'*~. "Chu Hsi te I hsiieh ssu-hsiang" *-~lf.] 1i} .f.~ 11!:
[Chu Hsi's scholarship on the Book ofChanges]. In Chung-kuo che-hsiieh-shih
hsiieh-hui [Association for studying the history of Chinese philosophy], ed., Lun
Sung Ming li-hsiieh [Studies on Sung and Ming Confucianism]. Hangchow: Che-
chiang jen-min, 1983.
Fan Shou-k'ang ie..A{. Chu-tzu chi ch'i che-hsiieh *--t l-lJt.{g".f [Chu Hsi and his
philosophy]. Taipei. K'ai-ming, 1964.
Feng Yu-lan i,.~ j: Ni. "Liieh-lun Tao-hsiieh te t'e-tien, ming-ch'eng ho hsing-shih"
1JI$.~it..flf.] ft 1.,1;,~ ~.jlj.:fa1f3 t\. [A brief discourse on the characteristics, name,
and form of Tao-hsiieh]. In Chung-kuo che-hsiieh-shih hsiieh-hui [Association
for studying the history of Chinese philosophy], ed., Lun Sung Ming li-hsiieh
[Studies on Sung and Ming Confucianism]. Hangchow: Che-chiang jen-min,
1983.
Fu Yiin-lung {41;it. "Shih-lun Chu Hsi che-hsiieh te 't'ai-chi''';tt~*-~{g".flr.]
«*~" [Discussion of Chu Hsi's philosophy of the supreme ultimate]. In
Chung-kuo che-hsiieh-shih hsiieh-hui [Association for studying the history
of Chinese philosophy], ed., Lun Sung Ming li-hsiieh [Studies on Sung
and Ming Confucianism]. Hangchow: Che-chiang jen-min, 1983.
Hayama Yasutaka jt f,f. *."Shushi no rekishiron" *--t ~ 1ft 3t~ [Chu Hsi's view of
historical studies]. In Morohashi Tetsuji, ed., Shushigaku taikei [Compendium of
Chu Hsi scholarship]. Tokyo: Meitoku, Volume 1, 1974.
Ho Ko-en 1"T~.~. "Ch'en Liang chih ssu-hsiang" Ft-~z.'&11:. [Ch'en Liang's
thought]. Min-tsu tsa-chih 3.8 (August 1935): 1443-1464.
---. "Sung shih Ch'en Liang chuan k'ao-cheng chi Ch'en Liang nien-p'u"
*-3tFt-~1-4--t;\il-lFt-~.:r-~ [An investigation of Ch'en Liang's biography in the
Sung History; supplemented with a chronological record of Ch'en Liang's life].
Min-tsu tsa-chih 3.1 (January 1935): 1975-2001.
Ho Tse-heng 1"Tift!i.. "Wang Ying-lin chih ching shih hsiieh" .£J.!!~z~3t.f
[Wang Ying-lin's scholarship on the classics and histories]. Ph.D. dissertation,
National Taiwan University, 1981.
Ho Yu-sen 1"T16" A. "Liang Sung hsiieh-feng te ti-li fen-pu" ffl *-.f~ lr.] Jl!!.JJ'. 51'"1$
[Geographical distribution of the various patterns of thought in the Sung]. Hsin
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